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FOREWORD

The homemaker-home health aide is a team member with professional
health and social staff members who are responsible for providing
home care services. These services are needed by the elderly,
families with children, the chronically-ill and convalescent, and
the handicapped. The homemaker-home health aide undertakes tasks
in and demonstrates the care of the home and family, sound hygiene
and nutrition practices, disease prevention and good health prac-
tices. These tasks are carried out based on an understanding of
human needs and using learned knowledge and skills.

The purpose of A Model Curriculum and Teaching Guide for the In-
struction of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide is to assist agencies,
educational institutions and other groups to plan, organize and
provide the initial training needed by homemaker-home health aides.
This training will equip them to work in an agency under profes-
sional supervision and under a plan of care. It contains a gener-
ic body of knowledge necessary to provide homemaker-home health
aide service, including home management, personal care, child care
and the teaching aspect of the service.

The Model Curriculum and Teaching Guide was developed with the
guidance of an Advisory Committee. This included representatives
of agencies providing homemaker-home health aide services, organi-
zations and federal agencies with experience and expertise in home-
maker-home health aide services and a concern for the continuing
development of quality care provided by qualified, well-trained
personnel.

A Draft of the Model Curriculum and Teaching Guide was used by 22
Community Health Service, Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare grantees in some 80 training programs for homemaker home health
aides. A systematic collection of information from the users of the
Model Curriculum was obtained and, based on these reactions, revi-
sions have been made to strengthen and clarify areas of content.
The Model Curriculum and Teaching Guide benefited greatly by a
year's use and the thoughtful suggestions and reports submitted by
these programs.

On the basis of widely recognized and accepted common tasks and
training needs, the Advisory Committee recommends that A Model Cur-
riculum and Teaching Guide be accepted as a minimum standard of
of training for those providing supportive health and social ser-
vices in homes, irrespective of funding source. The recommendation
defines, in effect, a broad generic body of knowledge needed by the
paraprofessionals who provide supportive health and social services
in the home.
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In recognition of the present-day trends, reg ors and cost
containment programs, including those that resul- in earlier
discharge of patients from health care institutions, the Advisory
Committee emphasized that the agency employing t:ue homemaker -
home health aides must provide or assure professional supervision
as part of its responsibility for the deliver,' ,f quality services.
It must assure also that ongoing in-service ation be available
to each homemaker-home health aide to maintain and improve his or
her knowledge and skills.
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1

USE OF THE MODEL CURRICULUM AND TEACHING GUIDES

FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDES

The purpose of the model curriculum and teaching guide is to as-
sist agencies, educational institutions and other groups to plan,
organize and provide the initial training needed by homemaker-
home health aides. This curriculum will equip them to work for
an agency and under professional supervision. It contains a
generic body of knowledge considered necessary to provide a gen-
eral range of homemaker-home health aide services, including
household management, personal care, working with older people,
child care and the teaching aspect of the service. Therefore,
it will prepare the trainee to work in an agency that makes
such a program or any aspect of it available.

This curriculum is based on the belief that each homemaker-home
health aide needs and will obtain in-service training on a con-
tinuing basis. In addition, agencies may encourage some work-
ers to specialize in one or more of the content areas. To
facilitate this possibility, several modules suggesting training
content with added knowledge and skills are included as appen-
dices. Some agencies may wish to include these modules as part
of the basic training; others will use them for in-service or
for special additional training. In any event, agencies will
need to make additional information available to the homemaker-
home health aides, either directly or indirectly as they con-
tinue their work in the field.

The planning, organizing, selection of instructors and the use of
content and teaching aids will be discussed in this Chapter.

Advisory Committee or Planning Group

It is believed that the training program can be enriched and de-
signed to better meet the needs of a specific agency and/or the
community if an Advisory Committee or planning group is appointed
to help plan and organize the training program. Some communities
may have an established advisory group or committee that would
serve in this capacity. Some agencies have a person or committee
responsible for training. Existing committees may be used if
training is part of their function.

The purpose and role of the Advisory Committee or planning group
may vary depending on where and by whom the training is to be con-
ducted. If the training takes place in the agency, a committee
of staff members and community agency r esentatives not only

13



2

helps define needs and participates in training, but also be-
comes more knowledgeable and understanding of the capability
and limitations of the homemaker-home health aides. This is
particularly helpful for those involved in case management and/
or in supervision of the homemaker-home health aides.

If the training is to be conducted as a joint activity with the
American Red Cross, or other outside group, or by an educat: )n-
al institution, an advisory committee is a necessity for deter-
mining the philosophy and content of the program and to ensure
that the needs of the consumer, community, agency and trainee
are net.

The membership of the community-wide advisory committee should
include representatives of the agencies employing homemaker-home
health aides and any potential employers plus the educational
institutions, e.g., community colleges and vocational schools,
which may be doing the training, the American Red Cross, and ex-
perienced homemaker-home health aides. It will be helpful to
include representatives of special community organizations, for
example, health and social service groups, because of their
knowledge of the needs and resources relating to special health
and social conditions, e.g., cancer, heart disease, child abuse.
When planning includes representatives of health, social and ed-
ucational agencies, the results are more likely to be a bal-
anced and integrated program. In addition, these planning
groups will become interpreters of the program in the community.
While the Model Curriculum provides for a generic body of knowl-
edge and skills, a community or agency may wish to expand cer-
tain sections to better meet their specific requirements.

The Advisory Committee also has an important role to play in
evaluating the effectiveness of the training activity in terms
of:

Employee satisfaction

Agency satisfaction with the ability of homemaker-home
health aides to function satisfactorily in the provi-
sion of services

Meeting program needs of the agency.

Training Cost

A well-planned training program costs money. A budget should be
developed to cover such items as rental of space, teaching aids
and materials. Although the costs of films, literature and
teaching aids may not involve a large expenditure, failure to
plan for such expenses may become a deterrent to the program of
instruction. There may also be costs involved in securing the
needed teaching staff. Generally, most of the multidisciplin-
ary staff are available from governmental agencies or are on the
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staff of community agencies. However, it must be remembered
that the time of special instructors costs money. The cost of
field practice must be considered and planned for. This should
include the salary of the instructor and possible reimbursement
of the agency when trainees are not employees of the agency.
Plans to meet such costs may involve the need for contributions
in money and personnel. An advisory group may be able to make
useful suggestions about where and how to secure qualified fac-
ulty or funds from organizations. The cost of the training pro-
gram, including in-kind contributions, should be computed and
made known to the community.

Coordinator Responsibility

The success of the training program and the satisfaction of the
homemaker-home health aides will depend upon the quality of in-
struction as well as a carefully planned and coordinated course.
Therefore, the selection of the coordinator, wlo will have over-
all responsibility for the course, may be a primary factor in its
success. Preferably, the coordinator should be knowledgeable
about the homemaker-home health aide role'and the services. Pre-
paration, training or experience in teaching adults, such as
mother and baby care classes, or community gT ,up work would be
desirable. The title of the person with overall responsibility
may differ, but responsibilities generally should be as follows:

Work with the administratively responsible person in the
school or agency

- Assume administrative responsibility for the training
course

- Work with an advisory committee or with the training com-
mittee of the agency to insure that the program require-
ments of the agency and the educational needs of the home-
maker-home health aides are met

For teaching such classes and supervising field practice
as is appropriate to the discipline and background of the
coordinator

Arrange for the various professional specialists as in-
structors. Since the homemaker-home health aide provides
supportive health and social services for individuals and
families, a variety of professional instructors should be
involved, including nurses, social workers, home econo-
mists, physical therapists and field instructors from
agencies. Persons serving as instructional staff should
be experienced in the provision of homemaker-home health
aide services or carefully oriented to the role and work
of the homemaker-home health aide and the level and kind
of content needed; experience in teaching adults would be
helpful

15
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Conduct meeting(s) with the instructors to coordinate
and integrate curriculum content, discuss the sequence
of materials to be included, the expected outcomes of
teaching, and the availability and use of resources,
e.g., classrooms, laboratories, films, and equipment.
The educational level and expectations of the trainees
should be shared during meetings of the instructors.
The meeting affords an opportunity to review adult ed-
ucation concepts as related to the trainees and as
usad in the development of the curriculum and teaching
guide

- Assure that principles of adult education are being em-
ployed by instructors

- Attend class sessions to insure coordination and in-
tegration of curriculum content and ongoing assessment
of trainee progress

Know the trainees and be available for individual con-
sultation

Be responsible for the evaluation of the training pro-
gram as i-ollows:

. Effectiveness of content and program in meeting
the objectives as defined by the planning group

. Effectiveness of teaching materials and techniques

. Trainee reaction to both content and method of in-
struction

. Success of trainees in developing knowledge and
skills

The evaluation may be based on:

. Assessments of class sussions when applicable

. Self-appraisal by trainees of their own progress;
this helps the trainee to measure his or her own
growth

. Conferences with trainees and instructors

. Evidence of ability to perform tasks by demonstra-
tion

Formal methods:

. Tests prepared by the instructors may be used.
These should be simple statements carefully
adapted to the educational level of the trainees.

16
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Application of the Curriculum

The model curriculum is a generic body of knowledge which is pre-
sented in five sections. Each section has several units. The
material is arranged progressively beginning with an orientation
section that is intended to help the trainee begin to relate to
the role of the homemaker-home health aide. After the general
orientation, comes a section on working with people beginning
with basic human needs. The Sections III and IV are concerned
with the practical knowledge and skills in working with people
to provide home management and personal care. The practicum,
Section V, gives the trainee an opportunity to integrate and ap-
ply the learning that has taken place in the home situation under
supervised guidance.

The curriculum is based on approximately 60 hours of classroom
and laboratory instruction and 15 hours of field practice for a
total of 75 hours. An "estimated time to complete" has been as-
signed to each unit. Although hours are indicated, these may
need to be adjusted upward to the time needed to complete the
unit and for the trainees to achieve the desired "outcomes."
They may be more hours of training than are at Present being pro-
vided in some agencies and communities and less than in other
places. Where more hours are required, the section and/or a
unit may be expanded to give more depth and breadth.

Each unit has an introductory statement that describes what is to
be taught and its relationship to the knowledge and skills needed
by the homemaker-home health aide. The objective is to provide
the instructor with an understanding of the level of knowledge
and skill that is applicable to the role and function of the home-
maker-home health aide. Suggestions to the instructor are in
script and include references to Exercises," "Exhibits," "Hand-
outs," and "Discussion Questions" at the end of the unit.

The introduction is followed by a statement of outcome in learned
knowledge and skills to be accomplished by the trainee. This
provides the trainee with a measurement of progress and accomplish-
ment in relation to each unit and should be reviewed with them.
All the "outcomes" are stated in terms of what the learner ought
to be able to do. Therefore, the content, class and laboratory
experience should be directed so that the trainee achieves the ex-
pected outcome. If agency policy and program indicate a need to
expand the content, it may be necessary to develop, ideally with
the trainee's participation, the added expected outcomes -- with-
in the basic purpose or the unit. The outcomes or goals should
always be in terms of knowledge gained or performance of skills.
The content is described for instructors' guidance. Local pro-
grams and policies may require additions. Most units include an
assessment instrument. This may be used orally or written, as
preferred. If the trainees worry about written assessment, the
"diso..!ssion questions" might be used instead. The assessment
iru3trome,:t(s) may also be used as a pre-test tool if the instruc-
tor so desi:es.

17
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The Model Curriculum requires a practicum -- supervised field
practice. When the training is conducted by a group or by an
educational institution, it is essential that agencies partici-
pate in planning for and providing facilities for this learning
experience. Experience in using the Model Curriculum has demon -
strated,that the use of a committee representing agencies and
the training program resulted in the most satisfying and effec-
tive field practice experience. The committee established ob-
jectives and helped facilitate the field practice (see Appendix
III). Equally important to the success of the field practice is
an agreement between the training program (community college or
other source) and the agency(ies) providing the practice. It
should specify who will instruct and supervise the practice and
the role of the instructor from the training program. (See Ap-
pendix IV.) Providing field practice may be a valuable recruit-
ment source for agencies by giving an opportunity to observe the
aptitude and ability of the trainee.

When field practice takes place in the employing agency, there
is more latitude in providing the supervised field practice.
Experience can take place when specific opportunitic: ?resent
themselves. This is particularly true when the trainee works
part-time and attends classes part-time. However, it is neces-
sary that a person within the agency be responsible for coordi-
nating and assuring a varied field experience. (Appendix V,
Example of Documentation of Field Practice.) The employing agen-
cy has an opportunity to participate in the instruction of its
employees.

Patterns of Training

The model curriculum and teaching guide is adaptable to the pat-
tern of training selected by the agency or advisory committee.
One desirable and educationally effective method is a learner-
work plan in which the trainee spends part of the day in class
and part of the day working. It provides the agency with a part-
time employee and allows the trainee to earn while being trained.
An alternate method might involve two days in class and three
days working. This is not as desirable because trainees appear
to do better when classes are limited to three or four hours a
day. Some successful training programs plan for a period of
class instruction followed by a period of field experience in
the agency, followed in turn by another period of instruction.
In some instances, it may be more practical to conduct the train-
ing in a continuous program and follow it with field practice.

The use of the curriculum and teaching guide may vary according
to the training plan adopted by the agency or the group providing
training. If training is to be accomplished primarily outside
the agency, then a pre-orientation period in the employing agency
should be a prerequisite.

The content of each section and unit is considered basic and

18
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essential for the homemaker-home health aide, with emphasis being
placed on the ability to perform tasks or demonstrate acquired
skills and knowledge. The sections and units are arranged for
the orderly development of knowledge and skills. However, it may
be necessary to alter the order of the units in relation to the
number of trainees. A recent study indicated that half of the
agenc*es have five or less homemaker-home health aides. It would
be possible to use units on a individual basis.

The number of trainees should be based on availability of space
and arrangements for demonstrations, laboratory activities and
field practice. It is prefereabie to limit classes to three or
four hours a day. Adults are not accustomed to sitting for long
periods. In some instances, this limited number of hours per day
may not be practical. Field observations and laboratory practice
could take up part of the day. Plans should be made to complete
the training within a definite time period. It is more satisfy-
ing to the trainee if the actual length of training is known.

The practicum (supervised field practice) may be arranged for a
specific time period if the training takes place outside the
agency. If a learn-work plan is in effect, the supervised field
practice may be incorporated as the trainee is ready for the ex-
perience. It should be for a minimum of 15 hours.

The add-on modules referred to earlier have been developed for
use by agencies and training programs that wish to include in-
depth knowledge, either as part of the basic course, or as part
of the in-service training program. If an agency provides ser-
vices for families having individuals with developmental disabil-
ities or mental illness, for example, these units will provide a

greater depth of knowledge and skill needed by the homemaker-home
health aide. The best use of these modules, however, is for the
additional training of the experienced homemaker-home health aide.

Teaching Aids

The teaching aids follow each unit and are on colored paper.
These are intended to facilitate the work of the coordinator and
instructors in planning and gearing up to achieve the specific
learning "outcomes," but should be used at the instructors' dis-
cretion. The aids generally consist of:

- Exercises that provide situations for problem-solving and
discussion which may be used to help the trainee focus on
and better understand the role of the homemaker-home
health aide in given situations relating to most of the
units

Exhibits are furnished to highlight aspects of certain
units. These may be used for transparencies

Discussion questions may be used as an "oral" approach to



ascertain the learning that has taken place or as z means
of emphasis

Handouts are provided for reproduction and distribution to
the trainees and generally relate to details of content;
trainees should be encouraged to put these in a binder

- Some popular-type pamphlets are also suggested for purchase
and handout

- Some visual aids are listed in the Selected References at
the end of each unit.

Trainee Selection

The selection of trainees for homemaker-home health aide services
may or may not be the responsibility of the training program. Em-
ployed homemaker-home health aides or prospective employees will
be selected by the agency according to its own criteria and quali-
fications for employment. Community colleges prefer to conduct
courses for already-employed homemaker-home health aides or to
meet demand for a certain kind of worker. However, when communi-
ty colleges or employment agencies counsel prospective homemaker-
home health aides, it is important that they be knowledgeable
about the work to be performed by the homemaker-home health aide.
Any attitude to the effect that homemaker-home health aide ser-
vices are something which "anyone can do" should not go unchal-
lenged. It should be emphasized that, whereas preparing a meal
or shopping may seem routine, it is different when done in a home
other than one's own and especially where the individual or fam-
ily being served is undergoing a crisis. When chronic illness is
present, :here are many problems demanding the knowledge and
skills of the homemaker-home health aide. For example, preparing
a meal may be complicated by a prescribed modified diet, lack of
appetite, likes, dislikes and cultural differences. Also, the
effective use of medications may be affected by certain food in-
take.

Over the years a number of articles have been written by persons
experienced in homemaker-home health aide services in an effort to
describe the "ideal" recruit. They all indicate that there is no
ideal. All the articles consider certain personal qualifications
essential -- being able to get along with people from a variety of
backgrounds, reliability, being a supportive person, and so on.
Therefore, personal interviews are an essential procedure for se-
lecting the prospective homemaker-home health aide. The ability
to utilize the initial training, supervision, and an ongoing in-
service training program are also important qualities in the po-
tential homemaker-home health aide.

The person or persons conducting the interview should determine if
the trainee exhibits certain characteristics, including the fol-
lowing:
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Maturity: Although persons between the ages of 35 and 60
have been considered most desirable, there is no age limit.
Maturity should not be associated with age, but rather with a
demonstration of certain characteristics -- independence, self-
direction and self-discipline.

Concern: A genuine concern for people, with a tolerance
for their differences and points of view.

Sensitivity: The ability. to observe can be achieved
through training but is enhanced by the person with an innate
sensitivity to people and conditions.

Learning ability: The homemaker-home health aide must be
able to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to care for the
ill and disabled, children, and the elderly in their homes. Eval-

uation of learning ability should not necessarily be related to
the grade completed in school.

Communication: The homemaker-home health aide should be
able to express herself well enough to communicate effectively
with family and agency staff. It is also necessary that the
homemaker-home health aide be able to keep adequate written re-
cords of her activities and observations.

Health: The homemaker-home health aide must be physically
able to cope with the demands of the job, such as standing,
walking, lifting, stretching, cleaning.

A grasp of what is involved in this kind of work and the atti-
tudes of the homemaker-home health aide to it, can usually be es-
tablished during the interview.

A warm, outgoing personality is a major criterion in the selection

of the homemaker-home health aide as a basis for relating to in-
dividuals, families, and children. However, there is a need for
enough detachment to allow for objectivity in working with people.

The Homemaker-Home Health Aide Trainee

The model curriculum and teaching guide is based on concepts of
adult education and the processes by which adults learn best..
The adult homemaker-home health aide trainees bring to the train-
ing experience crucial characteristics, such as maturity and a
life's experience. They also have a readiness to learn and in-
terest in applying the new skills and knowledge. These determine
how the training should be designed and implemented, and indicate
use of methods that differ from those associated with the teach-
ing of children.

Usually mature individuals are recruited for homemaker-home health
aide services. They have developed personalities, are independent
and accustomed to being self- directing in their activities and to
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making their own decisions. Their responses to the educational
experience will be influenced by their individuality and expec-
tations. With an increasing number of courses being offered by
community colleges and technical schools, some participants may
be younger. Even so, the level of maturity is a basic consider-
ation in the selection of homemaker-home health aides. They
usually have had experience rearing their own or someone else's
children.

As assessment of past experience is necessary to establish a re-
lationship between the trainees' need for instruction, the role
of the homemaker-home health aide, and the goals of the agency.
When the problem-solving method is used, the previous experience
of the trainee becomes a resource and a frame of reference that
can enrich the learning experience and make it more meaningful.

Learning for the homemaker-home health aide is designed for im-
mediate use, either in the work situation or in an anticipated
one. The model curriculum and training guide has been developed
to emphasize learning by doing, practicing and problem-solving.
In addition, the trainee should be constantly aware of progress
made in mastering knowledge and skills. Results of much of the
learning can then be measured by observable criteria based on
the expected outcomes of training. Although expected outcomes
have been suggested, the trainee and instructor may define
these jointly. If a learn-work plan is used, the homemaker-
home health aide may be able to define a problem for which
skills are needed in terms of a given unit. Trainee participa-
tion is desirable as long as the basic knowledge and skills are
covered.

If Erie trainee is to be actively involved, lectures or informa-
tion-giving should be limited. A certain amount of information
must be provided as a basis for the trainee's active participa-
tion. Trainee knowledge and experience can be helpful in the
discussion of subject matter. It is also important to break a
subject or skill into small parts that can be mastered easily.
Each unit includes a problem-solving situation or exercise that
involves student participation.

Setting the climate for learning is especially important when
working with adults. A comfortable, attractive physical setting
is a must. Chairs and the room temperature must be comfortable,
lighting adequate, with good acoustics. If possible, the loca-
tion should be easily accessible, and parking should not pose a
problem. Since many will not be accustomed to sitting for long
periods, coffee and soda breaks are essential. This also per-
mits opportunities for interpersonal interactions, which facili-
tate integration of the information and are basic to problem-
solving discussions.
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SECTION I

THE HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICE

The first section is intended to engender in the
trainee a feeling of pride in being a homemaker
iome health aide, to develop an understanding of
the service provided to individuals and families
in the home, to understand the relationship with
professional workers, and to become oriented to
working in an agency as a part of a community
service.
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UNIT A: WHAT HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICE IS

ESTIMATED TIME: 1 hour

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: The coordinator (instructor) of training for
homemaker-home health aides should conduct
this section. If the coordinator is not from
a homemaker-home health aide agency, the
executive director or supervisor of a homemaker-
home health aide service should be asked to
participate, especially when the training
takes place in a community college or on a
community-wide basis, such as courses conducted
by the American Red Cross and others.

INTRODUCTION

This section is designed to give the trainee a sense of pride in
being a homemaker-home health aide, and to generate a sense of
belonging to an important helping profession that is national and
international in its membership.

The first meeting period is a time during which acquaintances are
made omong trainees, and between them and the coordinator/instructor.
It is a time when basic attitudes and feelings about the homemaker-
home health aide role may well be formed. It is therefore important
to emphasize at the outset the responsibility of the trainee to
attend every class hour of the course. The anxiety of the trainee
entering upon this new experience can be reduced if the coordinator/
instructor introduces and discusses the use of the several modes of
instruction that will be used in the course: informal discussion,
demonstration, and the practice of skills and problem-solving methods.

The coordinator/instructor will know something about the trainees
from their applications and from interviews. The participation of
trainees in this first section will give a better understanding of
them. The coordinator/instructor should he sensitive to those
elements of background and experience that will influence their
performance as future homemaker-home health aides. This added in-
sight will allow the instructor to adapt the training program to
each individual -- with the goal of equal competence among them all
at the end of training, regardless of disparities in prior experience.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

2
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- describe the various activities of a homemaker-home health
aide

describe what he or she can and car.not do; and what others
can and cannot do, in the role of homemaker-home health aide

list general skills and specific skills that this course
will teach.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

- Projector and flip chart.

CONTENT

The inztAuctoA 4houed 'spend a bAieS putiod on int&oductionz and on
4etting up detaU4 o6 the COUA6C. Individuats 4houtd be given the
L'hance to make each othee4 acquaintance. Baselines bon oputation
o6 the couue can then beset, i.e., 4chedutez, howus, it.e-sponzibifi-
tez, and the Zike.

The first activity the coordinator should introduce will involve
trainees in thinking about and relating to the role of homemaker-
home health aide, and the services provided.

Suggestions for this first activity might include:

allowing a panel of experienced homemaker-home health aides
to tell stories of typical individuals and families served,
and what they did in each situation. Although the cases
these aides use will have to be carefully selected, the
aides giving the descriptions should be encouraged to use
their own words

using films like the National Council's "A Better Answer,"
or "Homefires," to stimulate discussiuii of the service.
Slides or other audiovisual aids may be available locally
that show what the homemaker-home health aide service does

using case studies to describe services the homemaker-home
health aide provides (Sec CkCCC.SC5 attaciteci to

The cookdinatok may etect to expeme with the Ptainee,s in Which
oi .these activitez desctibed woued they tieee most com6ottabte;
in xhich o6 the situation de4cAibed Gti ,shoran wooed they 6eet most

tectot corqottabee and expeoAe the Aeas:ns iot thi4 6eeting.
Thiis can Bead to a discu44ion o6 the 5kLU4 that the ttaineeis them-
setves 6eee they have the gteatc.st le..ed to euftn. Li,S ting .these
(see ExeAci_se 1, "Listing Lea_lning Heeds") may be a good baisi5
a peile,tae .sLiee,5 to be mazteAcd.
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Exercise 1: Listing Learning Needs
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Exercise 1: Listing Learning Needs

This exercise may be used in Units A, B and C. The exercise is
designed to provide the trainee an opportunity to learn about in-
dividuals and families and the kinds of health and social problems
that need homemaker-home health aide services. The trainees should
begin to relate to these in terms of the kind of knowledge and skills
needed, where they feel comfortable in their present knowledge, and
where they need additional training. It should not be expected that
all needed knowledge and skills will be defined at this time.

This exercise can provide the instructor or coordinator with a sense
of the strengths and entrance skill limitations of the trainee group
and of individual trainees. The process will begin to provide a
base for the training program, specify learning needs perceived by
the trainees, and identify learning resources within the group.

- The panel discussion or visual aids should establish work
situations to which the trainees will be able to relate
because of caring for their own families and homes or from
previous work situations. Discussion might include:

. Which of the homemaker-home health aide tasks observed
have they performed at some time?

. Have they performed these tasks or activities in a home
other than their own? How was this different?

. Which tasks would the trainees individually or as a group
be comfortable in doing? List these on a flip chart. Try
to involve all the trainees.

. In which homemaker-home health aide tasks and activities
do the trainees think they need more knowledge and skill?

List training needs on the flip chart.

Compare learning needs with areas of comfort, and have
trainees identify similar items from other experiences.
Some will be experienced in a task; others will not.

Review the list, making reference to specific parts of the
training program to show wham and generally in what way each
of the items will be addressed. For example, if an item
relates to personal care, the instructor could indicate that
it would e discussed next week, giving the training unit
title, and that there would probably be a field experience
for practice of the skill.

Indicate that the list would be used in a later session.
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UNIT B: THE ROLE OF THE HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE

ESTIMATED TIME: 1 hour

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Supervisor from a homemaker-home health
aide service, social worker or communi-
ty nurse

INTRODUCTION

Unit A provided the trainee with a general understanding of the
homemaker-home health aide role. In Unit B, these will be de-
fined more sharply within the context of social and health sup-
port services and the role in the care team.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

- describe meaningfully how the role of the homemaker-home
health aide meshes with the rest of the home care team,
and the special responsibilities of the homemaker-home
health aide in that team

describe briefly those features and changes in home and
family life to which the homemaker-home health aide should
be alert

- describe the tasks of the homemaker-home health aide in a
variety of home care situations

- define the qualities of a successful homemaker-home health
aide

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Sheets containing case stories will be handed out.

CONTENT

Part I: The Care Team

The covicept (,;c teamwcoth acid the ways 61 whi.ch the Ncmcmake-flomc
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heath. aide in with the wonk o6 a team wilt be exptmed in
thiA paAt.

The homemaker-home health aide and one or two professionals com-
prise the primary helping team in providing care. But a variety
of professionals, ranging from physician or psychiatrist through
various therapists, nutritionists, and others, may at times be
members of the team. Depending on the plan of care worked out by
the agency providing service, the professionals may be drawn into
the home situation to work on special difficulties. Some of
these difficulties may have been identified by ti observant home-
maker-home health aide. Other professionals may be brought in
from the primary agency's own staff, or from other agencies.
(See Handout 1, PAoliazionat Peluson4 With Whom the HomemakeA-Home
Health Aide May worth. )

The following case history illustrates how other professional per-
sons may become involved:

:n one of their regular weekly conferences, a homemaker-home
health aide and a social worker shared their common concern
about eight-year-old Betsy M. The homemaker-home health
aide reported that she had not been successful in persuading
Mrs. M. to take any of her children to a clinic for a medical
checkup. The reasons given by the homemaker-home health aide
to persuade Mrs. M. to do so led the social worker to think
that Betsy might be a diabetic. The social worker therefore
made an appointment right away to talk to Mrs. M. in an at-
tempt to persuade her that Betsy must be taken to see a doc-
tor. It turned out that the suspicions of the homemaker-
home health aide and the social worker were right. Betsy was
indeed a diabetic. A public health nurse instructed Mrs. M.
in the procedure for administering prescribed medication and
in taking the frequent urine samples that are required when a
diabetic is as young as Betsy. A nutritionist helped Mrs. M.
understand that Betsy's diet had to be carefully supervised
as the physician prescribed. She helped both Mrs. M. and the
homemaker-home health aide to plLa meals that would be good
for Betsy, and still would be meals the whole family would
enjoy. The social worker, the public health nurse and the
homemaker-home health aide all worked together in teaching
Mrs. M. how to manage Betsy's health and emotional needs with-
out, at the same time, setting her apart from her brothers and
sisters. 1

In this case history, the social worker and the homemaker-home
health aide were the primary care team. They were joined as the
need arose by a public health nurse, a physician from the clinic
and a nutritionist. ( R(*.ft. to Exhibit 1.)

I Widening Horizons - The Teaching Aspect of Homemaker Service.
National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc.,
New York, NY: 1974, pp.41-42.
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The members of a primary care team are complementary. That is,
their educational background, areas of competence and service ex-
perience interlock and are interdependent; each needs the other.
The homemaker-home health aide is a significant component of the
team because of the frequent and consistent contact with the in-
dividual and family. In many instances, the homemaker-home health
aide is the primary person concerned with implementing and main-
taining the treatment plan, using specially learned skills to
provide day-to-day help, to support, demonstrate, and teach in
the home.

The education and training of the professional person includes a
body of specific knowledge which, supplemented by experience, al-
lows skillful application in solving a specific individual or fam-
ily problem. There are two ways that the professional's skill is
applied: it is focused on the specific problem of the individual
or family served, and it is used to support and guide the home-
maker-home health aide.

Part 2: The Homemaker-Home Health L de and the
Individual and Families

Next, we twin owe attention to the nezpon.sibZUtie4 oti the home-
makeA-home health aide to the individuat and the liamity.

Each member of the service team his specific responsibilities to
the other team members and to the family or individual being ser-
ved. The homemaker-home health aide working with the individual
and family served takes into account the following:

- the care or assistance the professionals have determined is
needed

carrying out tasks that insure maintenance of a good quality
of family life (routine home management, house-cleaning,
doing the laundry, ongoing personal care of children and
adults)

maintaining stability and order in the home by teaching in-
dividuals and family members how to improve their standards
of nutrition, housekeeping, child care and self-care

giving personal care specified by and supervised by appro-
priate health professionals, to support overall medical
treatment or alleviate the discomforts of illness or dis-
ability

to maintain the self-respect and dignity of the individual(s)
or family that is being helped, to encourage these persons
to make their own decisions, and to keep personal matters
confidential.

Part 3: The Homemaker-Home Health Aide
Working With The Care Team
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The instAuctoA may wish to use Exhibit 1 and Handout 1 in discus-
sing worth with the ca,Le team.

In all of the above, the homemaker-home health aide focuses on
the individual and/or family that is being helped. There is
another set of responsibilities relationships. These link the
homemaker-home health aide with the professional members cf the
helping team. Among these are:

willing to work as a member of the team, and to accept
guidance when it is given

- growing in self-awareness, skills and knowledge which can
be used to help others

carrying out the plan of care developed by the professional
members of the team

remaining alert to the individual and family functioning so
that one is aware of changes in physical, mental or emo-
tional states that could influence carrying out the plan of
care

sharing observations of such changes with appropriate pro-
fessionals

maintaining work records that allow other team members to
evaluate what has been done and what should be done, or
changed, the better to help the individual or the family
as a whole.

The is a wide diveAsity in the situations in which the homemaken-
home heatth aide .Lo tikety to become invotved, each 06 them Aequiting
diti6eAing mixes o6 tasks and skittz. In Exekcizez 1 thAough 6 a num-
ber, o6 case studies are pAesented that will_ hap in becoming acquaint-
ed with that diveAzity. The exekcises can be used as case ittu4tAa-
tions, °A they may be used az a basis 'toCe-pi!ayiHn excicis,'s

to gewtate PlAthe't discNss.iou.

An attempt should be made to invotve trainees in peAsonat
tion with the womb o6 the homemaket-home heatth aide and in theit
possibte AetatAlonhAlp6 with 6amities on with 6tdiv-idua,es ok with
othet team membeu. In Aote-ptaying, &specialty, it may be vatuabte
doh an individuat to Take the ptace oti the homemaket-home heatth aide
in one scenanio and to take the ptace 06 the peAson being served in
anothet.

Whatevet use A made o6 the case studies, the teas should discuss
the 6eetings 06 the homemakeA-home heatth aide and the ketings ob
the peAzon being sewed. This can tead to a descAiption 06 what 60A-
then. 6U.as the t/taining pAogAam should seek to devetop £n the tAain-
ees that cowed glow them to opeAate e6tiectivety in each 06 the .5i-
tuation4 dezcAibed by the cases. The skiLe4 identi6ied can then
be added to the tizt atAeady compiled by the ghoup as pant o6 Unit A,
ExeAcize 1.
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Discuz;sik__: of the exercises should include:

the. concept o6 team ketationzhip among the sociat wokkek,
nutze and homemaket-home heatth aide, which imptie/s mutual
zhaAing and uzpect ion each otheez individuat 612,i,M and
judgment

the idea that zupeAvizion Ls a shared A.ezponzibitity, that
a zupeAvizoh iz avaLtabZe az a backstop in di44imet 6i-
tuation2s, that the homemaket-home heaLth aide btingz in-
zightz and obzekvationz into ptay and Lo abZe. to uze judg-
ment to advantage

cmphaziz on the puApoze o6 the zmvice as a commitment
which all membutz (36 the zta66 share

the peAzonat quatitiez, undeutanding and /SULe4 that a

homemakek-home heatth aide should have in cftdet to worth
e6tiectivety with peAzonz pLom all wattaz o3 L. with vaAy-
ing cativiez, backytoundz, betie.64 and pAacticez.
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Emmons Ca2e Story

Exercise 2: Mason Case Story

Exercise 3: Waverly Case Story

Exercise 4: Brunetto Case Story

Exercise 5: Watson Case Story

Exercise 6: James Case Story

Exhibit 1: The Care Team

Exhibit 2: Responsibilities of the Homemaker-Home Health
Aide

Handout 1: Some of the Professional Persons With Whom The
Homemaker-Home Health Aide Will. Work
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Exercise 1: Emmons Case Story

This case, through role-play and discussion, brings out the feel-
ings of the mother who feels herself supplanted and her worth di-
minished by the efficiency of the homemaker-home health aide.
The homemaker-home health aide is eager to be of help but does
not understand the effect she is having on the family relation-
ships. It also describes typical tasks.

- Introduce the exercise

- Read or hand out the brief story:

Mrs. Emmons, 27 years old, was hospitalized for a post-
partum depression shortly after her second child was born.
She left behind dirty home, a frightened seven-year-old,
the three-week-old baby and an anxious husband. A home-
maker-home health aide about the same age as Mrs. Emmons
was placed in the home. This was one of her first assign-
ments, and she was eager to make a good impression. She
performed many extra chores, and restored order, cleanli-
ness and regularity in the household. Soon glowing reports
came to Mrs. Emmons from her husband, about the homemaker-
home health aide's skill and many achievements. Mrs. Emmons'
depression increased, and she showed much apprehension.

- Role-play using a trainee in the role of Mrs. Emmons and
another trainee as the homemaker-home health aide

- Discuss ways in which the situation could be avoided

How might the homemaker-home health aide help Mrs. Emmons
regain her feelings of self-worth? How might the homemaker-
home health aide help Mr. Emmons to understand his wife's
feelings about her role in the home? How would the home-
maker-home health aide's role change when the mother re-
turned home needing some assistance in resuming her role as
wife and mother gradually?
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Exercise 2: Mason Case Story

This role-playing situation should focus on the techniques the
homemaker-home health aide might use to win confidence and friend-
ship of testy, independent Mrs. Mason, and the ways that the home-
maker-home health aide and supervisor can contribute to a sense of
her independence and of her right to make her own decisions. Mrs.
Mason's attitude toward the supervisor who came without calling
first, and who apparently was patronizing, can be explored. The
tasks and service needs can also be identified.

- Introduce the exercises

- Read or hand out the story:

Mrs. Mason, at 95 years of age, could hear a loud voice
only in her left ear. Her eyesight was dim and she was
none too steady in walking, but she managed to get to her
doctor's office unescorted. Her mind was extremely alert,
and her independence and Victorian stoicism were sometimes
a cause for concern. Resistance to accepting her increas-
ing physical limitations was exhibited by condescending to
carry her cane but not to use it. Upon her physician's ad-
vice, she accepted the visit from the visiting nurse, but
treated her with reserved friendliness, as a somewhat "nec-
essary" guest.

Eventually, a homemaker-home health aide was successful in
establishing a relationship with Mrs. Mason, called every
day for a time, and stayed for half an hour to perform a
specific chore. She then came on a half-day basis on week-
days only. The suggestion of a grab bar in her bathtub was
rejected until the homemaker-home health aide persuaded her
to look at one. Since it was not a permanent fixture, it
was finally accepted. The homemaker-home health aide field
supervisor was told, "One does not come to call uninvited,
much less to treat me like a child."

- Assign roles for Mrs. Mason and the homemaker-home health aide,
and role-play. Several different trainees can be involved or
the roles reversed

- Discuss ways of gaining entrance to a home and maintaining an
individual's independence.
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Exercise 3: Waverly Case Story

This case describes a situation in which an amputee has lost pride
and self-confidence. A plan of care is also identified.

- Introduce the story

Read or hand out the story:

Mr. Waverly, 64 years old, has has a below-the-knee amputa-
tion resulting from a circulatory disturbance. The ampu-
tation was a terrific blow to his pride and self-confidence.
When he was discharged from the hospital to return to his
trailer, where he lived alone, a referral to the Visiting
Nurse Association was made with a request for homemaker-
home health aide service. The idea was to encourage Mr.
Waverly to do what he could for himself. The homemaker-
home health aide was to encourage the use of the prosthesis
(artificial leg) and to see that he ate three balanced
meals a day. The hospital predicted that the nurse and the
homemaker-home health aide would find Mr. Waverly in bed
when they called, and they did.

Daily service was planned at first, with gradual withdrawal
as Mr. Waverly began to make progress in the use of the
prosthesis. Mrs. Hamline, the homemaker-home health aide,
was very sensitive to his needs, interceding when he needed
her help and sensing when to have him do for himself. Mrs.
Hamlin's daily schedule was reduced to three, then two,
times each week. The visiting nurse continued to visit for
a while after the homemaker-home health aide's services
were terminated, and on her last visit Mr. Waverly an-
nounced that he had taken his car out and gone for a drive.
His parting words were, "I'm so proud."

- Guide discussion or use selected role-plays.

Contrast the situation of Mr. Waverly with that of Mrs. Mason. What
was the significance of finding Mr. Waverly in bed? Have the train-
ees suggest ways that Mr. Waverly could be encouraged to overcome
his lowered self-esteem and his fear of or distaste for using the
artificial leg. Discuss the wisdom of the plan to have intensive
service at first and then a tapering off until Mr. Waverly had
enough confidence to manage entirely on his own.
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Exercise 4: Brunetto Case Story

This vignette can be used to explore the trainee's attitudes to-
ward death and dying and toward being with someone who is dying.
The instructor can point out that this subject will be handled
in greater depth later in the course. See Section 11, Unit H.

- Introduce the exercise

Read or hand out the case story:

Mrs. Brunetto, the homemaker-home health aide, reported
that the mother, Mrs. Finazzo, suffering with a terminal
illness, seems increasingly irritable and unhappy. The
children, upon returning home from school, hang around the
kitchen with Mrs. Brunetto and seem reluctant to spend
any time in their mother's room. Mrs. Finazzo cries and
yells at the children, accusing them of not wanting her
any more. Then she demands unusual attention from Mrs.
Brunetto just when she is preparing the evening meal. Mrs.
Brunetto understands that Mrs. Finazzo is extremely fea-
ful about her deteriorating health.

Assign the roles

Guide discussion.

Role-playing in this situation can include the feelings of the
dying mother, the children and the homemaker-home health side. It
can also be used to make the point that the homemaker-home health
aide should call upon the professional members of the team to help
deal with the intense feelings and fears of the children and their
mother.
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Exercise 5: Watson Case Story

This case will give the trainee an opportunity to discuss how
teaching by demonstration and carefully involving the mother in
the care plan can be achieved and, at the same time, explore haw
the mother might react to these efforts to change her pattern of
life. It also affords an opportunity to discuss discouragement
when a plan thaE seemed to be succeeding suddenly shows severe
slippage, and what the homemaker-home health aide's attitude
might be when this happens.

- Introduce the exercise and its objectives to the trainee

Read or hand out copies of the Watson story:

Mrs. Watson, a 35-year-old widow, with seven children from
two to 14 years of age, is receiving a public assistance
grant for herself and her family. Due to her extremely
poor physical and mental health, Mrs. Watson is attending a
series of out-patient clinics, including group therapy ses-
sions and individual treatment from a psychiatrist. A
homemaker-home health aide was placed in the home to assist
in child care and household management and to try to teach
Mrs. Watson, to the extent possible, how to shop, how to
plan for the family's needs within the assistance grant,
and how to cope with the heavy responsibility of rearing
seven children alone.

The case record described the living conditions in the Watson
home as "intolerable." Mrs. Watson was known to misuse her
money on expensive toys and clothing for the children, which
were quickly ruined for lack of proper care. Mrs. Watson
compiaine that the assistance was inadequate to meet the
family's needs.

The homemaker-home health aide spent some time in pricing nec-
essary articles and food in the neighborhood before accompany-
ing Mrs. Watson on their first shopping expedition. She had
listed, with the mother's help, the things which were most im-
portant to her in the way of food and clothing after careful
inventory of the children's clothes and the food supplies on
hand. Mrs. Watson was disinterested during the planning and
counting sessions but enjoyed the shopping trips. She stayed
within the plan with the homemaker-home health aide's help.
Care of things purchased and appropriate use of them, however,
was a different matter. The homemaker-home health aide became
discouraged upon. returning to the home several weeks later to
find that Mrs. Watson had made additional purchases not within
the plan and had returned some of the children's clothing and
discarded a new article by using it as a floor mop.

- Discuss or assign roles for role-playing
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Exercise 5 (continued)

- Discussion questions might include:

How should the homemaker-home health aide approach the si-
tuation now? Should she reprimand Mrs. Watson? Show her
own disappointment? Try again to reestablish the goals of
the plan with Mrs. Watson? Discuss her own feelings with
her supervisor?

Exercise 6: James Case Story

This case describes a situation in which a homemaker-home health
aide is unjustly accused of stealing. It allows for exploration
of how a homemaker-home health aide should respond to such a si-
tuation.

- Introduce the exercises

Read or hand out copies of the story:

Mrs. James, 62 years old, accused the homemaker-home health
aide of stealing. The caseworker learned that the home-
maker-home health aide had rearranged the pots and pans by
putting the long-handled pans away, but Mrs. James had for-
gotten this. She suffered from organic brain syndrome, her
hands trembled and her coordination was very poor. Conse-
quently, it was unsafe for her to use certain articles
around the stove. The caseworker and homemaker-home health
aide attempted to reassure Mrs. James about this !ut Mrs.
James demanded the homemaker-home health aidr-'6 dismissal,
even though the cooking utensils were bro,:,ht out of hiding
and the safety insure explained.

- Guide discuss

Was there sop,- way th,,t this situation might have been avoided?
What might tl. ,lomemaker-home health aide have done differently?
How will the hom.maker-home health aide handle her own feelings
about the unLus!- accusation? Should another homemaker-home health
aide be asigned Mrs. James? If this happens, will the homemaker-
home health aide be able to rise above her feelings and continue to
perform well on other assignments?
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Exhibit 1: The Care Team

Clinic Physician

Nutritionist

Betsy M.

Mrs. M.

Homemaker
Home Health

Aide
Professional

Individual and Family

Social Worker

Public Health Nurse

Core Team Extended as Needed

Primary
Care
Team
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Exhibit 2: Responsibilities of the HomemakerHome Health Aide

To The Family Or Person

- Be on time for assignment

Perform essential home management tasks

Provide support to individual and family

Provide personal care

- Demonstrate respect and accept family's value systems

- Help family members to do for themselves

To The Team

Participate as a member

Sharn with team

Work within plan of care

- Observe functioning

- Provide immediate feedback when necessary

Maintain good records

Continue to grow
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Handout 1: Some Of The Professional Persons With Whom
The Homemaker-Home Health Aide Will Work

Community Nurse (public health nurse) is an individual who has com-
pleted a baccalaureate program, and is able to integrate nursing
practice and public health practice and apply it to the promotion
and preservation of the health of the population. The nature of
this practice is general and comprehensive, includes all ages and
diagnostic groups and is non-episodic and continuous.1 The com-
munity health nurse is a registered nurse, licensed by the state
in which he or she is practicing.

Director or Administrator is a person who organizes and directs the
ongoing functions and activities of an agency providing homemaker-
home health aide services, either singly or in combination with
other health or social services.

Nutritionist (public health nutritionist) is a professionally pre-
pared person who applies the science of food consumption and util-
zation to the growth, maintenance and repair of the human body.

Occupational Therapist is a person who is a-graduate of an approved
occupational therapy curriculum. Occupational therapy is concerned
with an indiv'dual's capacity to perform those daily living tasks
essential to i productive, satisfying life. The occupational thera-
pist evaluates learning and performance abilities and seeks to teach
those adaptive skills, behavior and attitudes crucial to independent
and healthy functioning.2

Physical Therapist is a person licensed as a physical therapist in
the state in which practicing and a graduate of an approved course in
physical therapy. Physical therapy is concerned with the restoration
of function and prevention of disability following disease, injury or
loss of a body part. The goal is to train or retrain the person to
perform activities associated with daily living. The therapist may
use exercise, heat, cold, massage and corrective devices.3

Practical or Vocational Nurse is a person who is licensed as a practical
(vocational) nurse in the state in which practicing. Licensing is based
on the comp1.etion of a course in a community college or vocational
school of 12-18 months. The practical nurse provides nursing care under
the supervision or direction of a registered nurse.

1. "Concepts of Community Health Nursing Practice Standards" Communi-
ty Health Nursing Practice. American Nurses Association, 2420 Persh-
ing Road, Kansas City, MO 64108.

2. Allied Medical Education Directory 1974. American Medical Associa-
tion, 535 North Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60610. P.294.

3. Ibid., p.316.
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Handout 1 (continued)

Registered Nurse is a graduate of a state-approved program of pro-
fessional nursing and is licensed after passing

4

a board axamina-
tion by the state in which he/she is practicing.

Respiratory Therapist is a graduate of an approved program of a
minimum of two years for preparation as a respiratory therapist.
Performs procedures essential in maintaining the life of serious-
ly ill persons with respiratory (breathing) problems and assists
in the heart and lung ailments such as cardiac failure, asthma
and emphysema. Under the direction of the physician, the respira-
tory therapist administers various types of gases, aerosol and
breathing treatments.5

Social Worker is an individual who has received the formal educa-
tion required to treat individuals, families, groups or communi-
ties with social and/or psychological problems in order to enhance
personal satisfaction and well-being, and to prevent human suffer-
ing.6

Speech Pathologist (therapist) is a person who meets the education
and experience requirements for a certificate of _linical compe-
tence and provides treatment for persons with speech disorders
caused by physical defects, or mental disorders, such as aphasia
or stuttering. When a stroke affects speech, a speech pathologist
may provide treatment.

Supervisor is a person who provides procedural guidance for the ac-
complishment of a function or activity such as homemaker-home
health aide activities with initial direction and periodic review to
ascertain that the function is carried out as directed. Supervision
includes instruction and teaching to improve functional ability.

4. "Concepts of Community Health Nursing Practice Standards" - Communi-
ty Health Nursing Practice. American Nurses Association, 2420 Persh-
ing Road, Kansas City, M) 64108.

5. Allied Medical Education Directory 1974. American Medical Associa-
tion, 535 North Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60610. P.294.

6. Guide to Planning, Organizing, Administering A Homemaker-Home
Health Aide Service. National Council for Homemaker-Home
Health Aide Services, Inc., 67 Irving Place, New York, NY 10003.
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UNIT C: HOW THE AGENCY MAKES SERVICES AVAILABLE

TO INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES

ESTIMATED TIME 1-1/2 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR An agency director or supervisor,
course instructor or case manager,
social worker

INTRODUCTION

The homemaker-home health aide functions as an integral part of
an agency that is organized to provide services in the community.
Unit B described how the aide works with the individual and fami-
ly and relates to the care team; this unit deals with the aide's
relationship to the agency. It should provide the aide with an
understanding of how the agency is organized, how it makes serv-
ices available to the community, how decisions are made and how
these affect and determine the activities of the homemaker-home
health aide.

The material in this unit may be adapted to the differences that
exist in local communities, and to the variations in agency pro-
grams, policies and methods of operation.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainees will be able to:

describe an agency or program that provides homemaker-
home health aide services, its purpose and organization

describe how an agency makes homemaker-home health aide
services available to individuals and families by:

. establishing procedures and policies

. developing plans of care based on need and
assessment by professional staff

. providing supervision and guidance

describe the responsibility of the agency to the aides
and staff

4 5
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- identify how the aide functions in delivering services.

CONTENT

To work effectively as part of an organized program, the trainee
needs to be familiar with the agency and its operation. Discus-
sion of the follcwing principal areas will help achieve this
purpose.

Part 1: Organization of the Agency*

Thbs ptezentation may be based on the 4ttuctute o6 a Zocat agen-
cy Oh otganizatLon that may be empZoying homemaker-home heath.
ai.dc..s. I tn_aning coaducted outs cide these_ agencin by a
community cottege OA other flounce, Pant 1 4houed be presented by
the ditectot o6 a Focal homemaker-home heatth aide smite. ThLs
Patt may °Lao be handeed phioh to ttaini.ng by agencies detiveting
homemaker -home hmEth aide ,setviem.

This should include:

history and purpose when and why it was established

- structure and administration legal basis for authority

- personnel within the agency home services unit or depart-
men t

sources of funding.

Part 2: The Delivery of Service by the ARency.

TUA topic .us concerned with how zetviceis to individuatz andtiez ate deteAmined and detiverted as based on program poticy.

Policies and procedures may include:

eligibility criteria - who may be served by the program;
priorities of service and restrictions such as distance,
age, diagnosis, source of payment

*A Guide to Planning, Organizing, Administering a Homemaker-
Home Health Aide Service. National Council for Homemaker-
Home Health Aide Services, Inc. New York, NY: Section IV,
Structuring an Agency, and Section VI. Delivering Services,
may be useful resources for the instructor.
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- referrals - who may request service and how should requests
be made; when must a physician endorse the request and pre-
scribe the services needed

- relationships with other agencies and resources in the com-
munity necessary to provide for the total care needs of in-
dividuals and families; e.g., are there contractual arrange-
ments with the health department or home health agency for
nursing service or physical therapy, or with the family
service agency for counse Ang

assessment of need and the development of a plan of care
that defines what and how services will be delivered.

The responsibility for accepting or rejecting requests for service,
the assessment and reassessment of need, the initial and subsequent
modification of the plan of care and the schedule for providing
service rests with the professional staff. The homemaker-home
health aide contributes to decisions by sharing observations and
reporting to the supervisor.

The professional staff considers the following factors in reaching
decisions about the type and amount of service to be given:

- the health and ohysical condition of the person and family
members, medical care, diagnosis and treatment

the social situation - ages and relationships of members of
the household, adequacy of housing and financial resources
as related to the care needs, reactions of the individuals
and family to the problem(s) and to the need for service,
availability and willingness of family members to assist
with the care, other family problems and past ability to
cope with crisis situations

the anticipated duration of service and expected outcome

the other services or resources which may be needed, e.g.,
specialized equipment, supplementary income, transportation.

Based on the assessment of individual and/or family strengths and
defined need, goals for service are established and a plan of care
is developed to achieve them. The plan of care includes activities
to be performed, days and hours that service is to be provided and
special instructions for the aides as may be appropriate. The
plan should also include what professional staff will do and what
other agencies will do, e.g., "home delivered meals five days a
week." (The iasttucto!L may me Handout 1 oh a compaAabte pan o6
cate a.,5 a baste Sot di,5cmision.)

The supervisor prepares the homemaker-home health aide for each
assignment. Preparation should include sufficient information
about the family, its strengths and its problems, to serve as a ba-
sis for understanding the need for the service and its expected
value to the family. An explanation of the goal(s) of service

4
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helps the aide understand the purpose and importance of the ac-
tivities that are to be performed. Understanding the goals re-
sults in a feeling of satisfaction where there is progress and
helps to signal lack of progress that should be reported.

In addition to instructions concerning home maintenance activi-
ties and personal care tasks to be performed, the aide also needs
to understand the characteristics of the individual or family
members. When other professional personnel are involved in the
care plan,the relationships and what specialized services are to
be provided should be understood by the homemaker-home health
aide.

The decision to terminate a service is as important as the deci-
sion to start it. Factors influencing the decision to terminate
include the wishes of the family, the degree of progress toward
agreed-upon goals and the family or individual's ability to main-
tain themselves independently. It often happens that service is
gradually decreased as capacity for self-care increases. In
reaching the decision, the professionals use their own evalua-
tion, that of the physician, the observations of the homemaker-
home health aide and the readiness the family. The homemaker-
home health aide should be made aware of the decision before it
is finally discussed with the famiL:.

The aide may experience different reactions when services are
discontinued or assignments changed. Strong attachments may make
it difficult to leave a family. On `le other hand, the aide may
be glad to leave a troublesome situation. Discussion of these
feelings in an atmosphere of acceptan:e will help the aide and the
family in their adjustment to the charne and to better understand
the homemaker-home health aide role h,7Jping person.

Part 3: Responsibility of Yne liency to the
Homemaker-Home K2alth Aide

Th.. paitt 6uttheA cezvIAI6.(:a apeAc.y ,'Lceated to the woida o6
the homemaket-(Tome heatt(t aide aid the ,spuivaoAtj pLoce)s)s.

To fulfill its overall mission, tit?. agency must assure itself that
its staff members have the iafc'mtatinn, compztence and tools nec-
essary to carry out their respective responsibilities. This is
reflected in the following policies and procedures:

Job Descriptions. Written iob descrip:ions for each cate-
gory of staff help to insure qualified and competent staff. The
job descriptions also state the agency's expectations for each
staff member.

Training. Initial generic tr.ainiv, for homemaker-home health
aide and an ongoing in-service training program maintains and im-
proves knowledge and skills. This assures quality care for per-
sons and families served and the crowing competence of the aide.
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The basic training should include an orientation to the agency,
its policies and procedures, and a discussion of the supervi-
sory process.

Supervision. The process of supervision and how it is used
must be clearly understood. The enabling and administrative as-
pects of supervision should be explainad and discussed to help
the trainee conceptualize the relationship of supervision to
services. The teaching or enabling aspect includes both indivi-
dualized "how-to" instruction and help in understanding the use
of oneself effectively. By eliciting what the trainee already
knows, the supervisor helps apply that knowledge to new circum-
stances, provides instruction and offers suggestions and alter-
natives. For example, by identifying what the aide already knows
about balanced diets, the hazards of crossing a street or the
kinds of feelings experienced when tired or sick, the supervisor
builds on that knowledge in helping the homemaker-home health
aide prepare a special diet, accompany a blind person, or
work with an ill, depressed, demanding or critical person.

The administrative aspect of supervision involves making certain
that all staff, including the homemaker-home health aide, carry
out the goals, policies and procedures as defined by the agency.

Supervision may be conducted on an individual or group basis.
The homemaker-home health aide needs to know when supervisory
conferences are to be held, the matters to be discussed, how su-
pervisory assistance can be obtained between scheduled confer-
ences and when and why supervisory home visits are to be made.

Policies and Procedures of An Agency. (See Exhibit 1) The
7Jssion of policies and procedures should include basic con

..cts applicable to all agencies. These include: confidential-
yersonnel policies and service policies and procedures.

Confidentiality should be stressed as a responsibility in-
cumbent upon all members of the agency and helping profes-
sions with respect to individual and families served and
the handling of personnel and case record files within the
agency.

- Personnel Policies should be in written form and a copy
given each staff member. Good personnel policies protect
the homemaker-home health aide directly, the community and
those served indirectly by attracting and keeping good
staff and maintaining a sound basis of operation. Matters
for discussion include benefit structure, performance ap-
praisal, Pay periods, grievance and appeals procedure, per-
sonal grooming and dress requirements, opportunities for
advancement and further training.

- Service Policies and Procedures relate to the day-to-day
performance of the homemaker-home health aide on the job.
(Each agency wite want to inceude it.s own 'set o6 poeicies:
howevuL, the. Got owing wou'd be denetaLey appeicabee to

49
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aCt agencies.)

. adherence to the details of the assignment, especial-
ly in regard to punctuality, is a basic concern of
the agency. Families and individuals in need of home
care service depend on those assigned to help them.
They are already fearful and anxious because their
security has been threatened. The plan of care has
been carefully constructed to meet the needs of the
individual or family. If changes are requested by
the family, or if a change in hours or duties is in-
dicated, this should be talked over with the super-
visor.

. reports to the supervisor are made at specified in-
tervals or more frequently if indicated. Important
events or changes in the family, an accident on the
job, illness which prevents the homemaker-home
health aide from going to the assignment or an un-
avoidable delay should be reported promptly.

. personal problems are not to be discussed with the
person or families being provided service. The home-
maker-home health aide is in the home as a helping
person to provide support and assurance to those
being served.

. giving or receiving gifts is prohibited by most agen-
cies. It detracts from the professional nature of
the service and may result in complicated relation-
ships. Some problems which might occur: the person
forgets giving the gift and may suspect that it was
stolen; a tendency develops to expect something extra
with subsequent resentment if it is not received.

. precaution is to be exercised in handling money, if
this is required by the care plan. Some precautions
include: obtaining receipts, returning change prompt-
ly, counting out the amount to Cie person. etc.

Part 4. Functions and Responsibility of the
Homemaker-Home Health Aide

Hr,p, the homemaken.-home health aide 6unction6 as pa At o6 the ,sociae/
heatth cate team io the next topic tio,t. di,scm6ion.

The homeMaker-home health aide is a core member Q4 the home care
team. She/he makes a unique contribution to families and indivi-
duals, to the community and to the home care team. Knowledge and
skills are concentrated on helping people who need help in order
to be at home.

As a teacher, the homemaker-home health aide is a role model in

5 0
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all the families with whom she works. She teaches indirectly by
example and by demnstration, regardless of the reason for the
service. There are many teaching opportunities in the course of
a day's activities, such as the way the homemaker-home health
aide speaks to a child, the way time is used, how the homemaker-
home health aide involves family members in the tasks to be done
and how scarce resources are managed. There are, however, spe-
cial situations in which the homemaker-home health aide is call-
ed upon in a direct and purposeful way to teach, such as self-
care skills to a visually handicapped person, or child care and
home management skills to an inexperienced mother.

As a team member, the homemaker-home health aide participates in
the implementation of the plan of care by sharing observations,
problems and changes with the supervisor and appropriate members
of the home care team. Inclusion in both intra- and inter-agency
conferences and case reviews gives recognition to the contribu-
tion the homemaker-home health aide can make not only in identi-
fying what the family needs but in identifying community nec.ds and
stimulating agency action to meet these needs.
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Team Approach and Plan of Care

Exercise 2: Discussion of Plan of Care

Exhibit 1: Agency Policy and Procedures

Handout 1: Model Plan of Care

Discussion Questions 1: Understanding the Responsibility of the
Agency and the Role of the Homemaker-Home
Health Aide
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Exercise 1: Team Approach and Plan of Care

This exercise would require a panel presentation by professional
staff including a homemaker-home health aide from a service team.
Each team member would be asked to discuss their respective re-
sponsibilities in the case process from the point of intake
through assessment, setting the plan of care, and assignment to
the homemaker-home health aide.

Exercise 2: Discussion of the Plan of Care

The plan of care will be discussed in order to familiarize the
trainees with the plan and its use in service delivery.

- Hand out the model plan of care.

Discuss each type of information, why it is included, what
it means for the homemaker-home health aide, et.c.

Hand out a sa7..ple plan of care based on a case situation
that can be described for the trainees.

Discuss the role of the plan in the provision of service.
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Exhibit 1: Agency Policy and Procedures

Confidentiality

Personnel Policies

Service Procedures and Policy

Punctuality
Adherence to Details

Supervisory Reports

Personal Matters

Gifts

Handling Money

54
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Handout 1: A Plan of Care for Mrs. Roberts

Mrs. Roberts, aged 75, returned from the hospital on Thursday of this week
following hospitalization for treatment of severe ulcerations on her legs
because of old varicose veins, poor circulation a d edema related to a con-
gestive health condition. She was unaware of the developing heart condi-
tion thinking the shortness of breath was because she was getting older.

Prior to her hospitalization, Mrs. Roberts has lived in the same five-room
house which the family owned for 40 years. She has always been active in
the neighborhood church and its organizations. She had not been attending
as many activities during the last few months because of difficulty in
walking due to her sore legs and shortness of breath.

Her husband died two years ago and one daughter lives across town. The
daughter works and has a family. She was always closer to the father and
does not come as often since he died. Another daughter and son live in
another State.

Since her illness, Mrs. Roberts has been withdrawn and listless. Her ap-
petite is poor and she dislikes the low sodium diet. Sometimes she forgets
to take her medication. Although improved, the ulcers on her legs still re-
quire dressing and should be kept dry. She can now wear shoes, rut still has
some shortness of breath. She has been sl_ow to regain strength and seems
unable or uninterested in preparing meals and keeping the house neat.

She says she wants to see friends, but never does call them. Mr. Morers, an
old friend of her husband, has been her most f:,:quent visitor and tries to
cheer her up. The daughter is not pleased by this friendship.

Formulatioa of The Plan of Care

Assessment of need in the context described, and of the complex of services
required to meet that need, can be precisely formulated. The following is
the plan develops.; for Mrs. Roberts.

In Health Care: Goals

Increase ambulation; work toward self-help with dressing and bathing.

Improve nutrition; encourage participation in meal planning.

Work with present depression and attempt resumption of social contacts.

Involve adult daughter in plans.

Services:

Nursing: Miss Anderson is to visit twice a week for d7:essingsand
to help with bath at first. Homemaker-homy_ health aide
to take this over. Discuss special diet with nutrition-
ist and homemaker-home health aide. Visits to be made
around 10:00 a.m. if possible.
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Social Work: Mrs. Rubens will try to reach adult daughter. Homemaker-
home health aide to note depression; encourage her to
have friends visit as they did before her illness.

Homemaker- Mrs. Sorbin to visit four hours three time a week;
Home Health Monday 8-12 noon

Wednesday 1-5 p.m. (accompany to medical
appointment 1:30)

Friday 1-5 p.m.

Homemaker- Basic cleani.g: kitchen, bath, persons bedroom (priority),
Home Health dust, vacuum other rooms as possible. Shopping (telephone
Aide for list before coming). Laundry to laundromat. Food:
Activities: lunch and dinner each Monday, Wednesday and Friday and

casserole for Tuesday and Thursday, plus puddings, salad,
wrapped sandwiches for lunch Tuesday and Thursday. (See
special diet.) A neighbor provides her meals on weekends.
Check cashing (every two weeks). Pay utility bills month-
ly at bank near supermarket. Thirty minutes in backyard
Monday and Friday when weather is warm. Finances: limited

check with office for special needs or if there are
shortages for basic needs.

The O'Malleir Family

Following the birth of her sixth child, Mary (her oldest daughter being only
12 years old), Mrs. O'Malley developed phebitis in her left leg and became
very depressed. Her mother had died with a "blood clot" following child-
birth. Mrs. O'Malley was transferred to the hospital psychiatric unit
with a diagnosis of post-partum depression. Mrs. Gomez, a homemaker-home
health aide, was assigned to care for the family while the mother was in
the hospital. This meant that the four older children could continue in
school and the father could continue working the shift. The new
baby is being cared for by the husband's sister in her own home.

In Child Care: Goals

Encourage Mr. O'Malley's participation in establishing more normal rou-
tines, particularly for youngest child.

Encourage discussion of mother's illness; reinforca assurance that she
will soon be home.

Work toward a moderate routine of "chores" for older children to be
continued on mother's return.

Alert school personnel and discuss Mary's school progress.

Visit the hospital every two weeks to plan rith mother for convalescent
and ongoing routines in home.

Initiate health care fcr all family members.



services:

Social Work:

Public Health
Nurse:

Homeaker-
Home HealtA
Aide
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Visit twice weekly; after school with children; after
work with father; weekly with mother in hospital.

To check immunization and initiate pediatric supervision.

Dail.y 2-6:30 (or antil father comes home).

Homemaker- Food shoring en route at supermarket (milk is delivered).
Home Health Laundry twice weekly. Sheets go out every two weeks.
Af_de Washing macLine available. Limited ironing. (Father's
Activities: shirts--priority.) Household maintenance -- general --

as possible. Older children may be encouraged to help
with bathroom and kitchen. Father does heavy work
(carpets, floors on weekends, and will bring it heavy
grocery staples if homemaker-home health aide prepares
list). Wednesday: dental appointment every two weeks
at 4:15 p.m. Older girl will supervise. Finances:
Father will provide weekly food allowance. Pays all
utilities. Special problem: check bed of six-year-old
(eneuresis recently controlled; may recur). Report to
social worker; do not comment to child. Encourage parti-
cipation of children in moderate househ)ld routines and
in plan for mother's return.* Reassure regarding mother's
return at every opportunity.

*
Trager, Brahna. Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services in the United States.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, No. HSM 73-6407, June 1973.
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Discussion Questions 1: Understanding the Responsibility of the Agency
and The Role of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide

What does a supervisor do?

What comes to your mind when you think of having a supervisor?

What kinds of things -- problems, questions, events -- does
your supervisor need to know about?

What things would you not want to tell the supervisor?

What use is made of the information you tell the supervisor?

What is the role of the supervisor on the team?

Describe some functions of the homemaker-home health aide.

List tasks that a homemaker-home health aide might teach or
demonstrate.

Indicate the homemaker-home health aide's contribution as a team
member.

What is the homemaker-home health aide's role as a catalyst?

56
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UNIT D: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND GROWTH OF

HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICE

ESTIMATED TIME: Optional (about 1/2 hour)

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Social worker, course instructor.

INTRODUCTION

The trainees are beginning to prepare themselves for a whole new
career. Their motivation can be heightened by bringing to them an
awareness that this career is part of both a national and an inter-
national movement into more person-oriented health and social ser-
vice care. Moreover, the movement is growing in numbers of per-
sons involved, and in the significance of its work.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee should be able to:

Name the countries where the service was first established

Describe the increase in number of service programs and in
homemaker-home health aides in the United States since the
service first began

Repeat the ways in which others have expressed personal in-
volvement with their work, but in their own words

MATER IALS /EQUIPMENT

Flipchart, movie projector

CONTENT

Part 1: International Homemaker-Home Health Aide Service

Homemaker-Home Health Aide Service is one of the basic social and
health services. It is one of the most rapidly expanding of these
services. The phrase "homemaker-home health aide" describes this

55
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worker in the United States, but you will find that the word
"homehelp," spelled as one word, is the term most used in other
countries.

The International Council of Homehelp Services (ICHS', was founded
in The Netherlands (Holland) in May of 1959. They describe home-
help work this way:

"To look after a family or single person in their own
homes in case of illness, incapacity, absence of the
father or mother, pregnancy, age or other causes."

This description applies whether the service is performed by pri-
vate or by public organizations, and the description assumes that
the service is performed by trained persons working under skilled
supervisors.

Each country describes the service in a slightly different way.
The definition of homehelp service is affected by the fact that
most of those served are elderly. In some countries there may be
an emphasis on caring for the expectant mother, or the family where
there is no mother present, or in the home in which there is illness.

The first program to provide services in the home in Europe was
organized in Frankfurt, Germany, in 1892. Good ideas do not wait
long for repetition, and this one was no exception. A similar pro-
gram was started in London in 1897.

Since the end of World War II, European governments have been deep-
ly involved in various ways with the growth of homehelp services.
This activity and concern has accelerated the growth of service in
Europe. This involvement has also given the service a new and
higher status: it is regarded as an essential service. Homehelp
workers are respected highly, and their work conditions are protect-
ed. The result is that in most European countries working as a
homehelp is regarded as a very desirable occupation.

Training is strongly emphasized in Europe. The longest period of
training is required in West Germany, where students train for a
whole year in a residential school, then work for another year under
supervision in hospitals, homes for the aged, childrens' instituti-
tions and in private households. Six other countries have require-
ments written into the law for training periods ranging from 15 to
20 months, a large portion of this time is spent in supervised, on-
the-job training.

Part 2: History and Growth of the Service
in the United States

The stage was set for homemaker-home health aide services as we know
it in this country at the beginning of this century. At that time,
"visiting cleaners" were sent into the homes of sick and poor moth-
ers in New York City to supplement the nursing services they were

6 G
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already receiving. About twenty years later, in Detroit, one of
the first programs for "visiting housekeepers" was started.
These persons taught food preparation and nutrition, primarily, to
inexperienced and economically deprived mothers.

The first truly organized homemaker program was started in 1923 by
the Jewish Welfare Society of Philadelphia. They chose "motherly
women" to care for children at home when the mother was in the
hospital.

During the years of the Great Depression (1930-1940), the federal-
ly financed Works Progress Administration (WPA) employed women as
"housekeeping aides" to help with the care of children and, inci-
dentally, provide jobs for these women. By the time the WPA was
discontinued as a Federal program (in 1941-1942), there were 38,000
homemakers in the United States. The withdrawal of Federal funds
created a crisis at the time, since most communities were not fi-
nancially prepared to continue the services. To meet the contin-
uing need for services, voluntary family and children's services
carried on hcmemaker programs during this period.

By 1959, when a national conference on homemaker services was con-
vened, it had become clear that the need for these services per-
sisted and was not being met. The purpose of the meeting was to
find ways to stimulate the development of more services. At about
the same time, the results of a national study of homemaker ser-
vices showed clearly that more than 80 percent of the households
receiving homemaker services had one or more persons in them who
were ill. Therefore, another national conference was sponsored
by the National Health Council in 1960 to discuss personal care.
This conference resulted in guidelines for the kind and amount of
personal care that homemakers could give to the ill and disabled;
it also resulted in guidelines for the training and supervision
needed to ensure efficient and safe care.

A year later, in 1961, representat,.ves from the 1959 conference
met again to reconsider the development of the service in the
light of the personal care conference the year before. It was de-
cided that the service was ready for vigorous national promotion.
The outcome of this meeting was a formal request to both the Na-
tional Health Council and the National Social Welfare Assembly to
create an independent national agency that would work for the de-
velopment of homemaker services, set standards in the field, pro-
vide consultation to agencies and undertake research when needed
to increase the knowledge of and the need and impact of homemaker
services. The National Council for Homemaker Services was incor-
porated in 1962.

A significant event occurred in 1965: the advent of Medicare.
This provided a stimulus for the development of home care services,
including home health aide services. Both the Federal program and
home care services have been growing ever since, with various leg-
islative actions to modify and direct it.

The importance of home health care, and the careful definition of

6 1
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personal care services developed in 1960, were among the factors
prompting a change in name of the National Council for Homemaker
Services to the National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide
Services in 1971 (emphasizing the links between the homemaker and
home health aide services -- links so close that the National
Council believes that both belong to the same role). The name
change emphasized also the increasing importance of providing in-
home services to people who are ill or disabled. The standards of
the National Council call for training to prepare the homemaker-
home health aides to carry out both homemaking and personal care
responsibilities with confidence and competence, and under appro-
priate supervision. These standards, and the monitoring of the
standards, were formalized in 1972 in an Accreditation Program,
whose purpose is to disseminate both functions uniformly through-
out the country.

All of the steps that have been taken, and described above, have
had the purpose of directing the grcwth of programs to offer qual-
ity in-home care services, and growth in the number of homemaker-
home health aides to meet the growing and demonstrated need. The
last two decades have seen remarkable changes. There were only
150 programs in 1958; today, there are nearly 5,000 programs pro-
viding some aspect of the service. The growth in number of hcme-
maker-home health aides has been equally remarkable: 3,900 in
1963; 11,400 in 1968; 44,000 in 1972; and about 82,000 tday. ,nr
is the pace slowing, for the United States has need for about
300,000 homemaker-home health aides within this decade.
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UNIT E: OVERVIEW OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM

ESTIMATED TIME! 1/2 hour

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Coordinator or instructor of the course.

INTRODUCTION

An overview of the training course allows the opportunity for the
coordinator/instructor to tell what the various parts of the
course will be. It also allows the trainees to test their expec-
tations against what will be taught; to assess their present
skills; to indicate their arcao of specific need for new skills
and knowledge; al.. Lo influence the instructor in the particular
mix he or she will present in the course.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainees will be able to:

- express their expectations and needs in detail

describe what skills and knowledge the training course will
provide and to relate their expectations to the course ele-
ments

CONTENT

Reviewing the List devaoped Ln Unit A, ExeAcae 1, and the Li/st
devaoped in Unit 13, atong with none-paying and dacm'sion 06 the
ca/se 'studies, can accaetate the gitowth 06 awaitenez's expecta-

tions and 06 need 6on knowtedge and ,sk.A.M. Thejte may be 'senti-

ment expite/med about adding to the LiAts aaeady devetoped. When
tha a done, the imftuctoA can me the oppoAtunity to 'show how
the ttaining counze witt hap to aitt Ln the gaps identi6ied by
the ttainee6. You can Ae6eA to Exhibit 1, which outeine's the
opgAam content aAem, to hap you.

The sections and units of training during the coming classes will
cover the following areas:

II Working With People
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III Home Management

IV - Personal Care

V Supervised Field Experience

Section II -- Working With People, will last about 20 hours. It
gives trainees a deeper understanding of the basic physical and
psychological needs everyone has. It will help give insight in-
to the ways in which the individual strengths, life experience
and acquired skills of individual trainees can be used to help
others whose basic needs have not been met, or whose needs are
threatened in some way. The understanding and insights developed
will be applied in several contexts: working with children,
working with older adults, working with persons who are ill;
working with those who are physically disabled and, finally work-
ing with those who are mentally ill.

The following two sections, III and IV, will focus on acquiring
the practical knowledge and skills to carry out the purpose of
working with others.

Section III -- Home Management, will take approximately 17 hours:.
For most trainees, it refines and systematizes what they know anj
have practiced in maintaining a home, planning and preparing meals
and managing budgets. The impact of good management in these tasks
on the person or household served will be emphasized, Moreover,
the trainees will have an opportunity to realize that their own
"ways" of performing tasks, even if they are efficient, may have
to be altered to accommodate to the wishes of the person served,
or the needs of the professional plan of care developed for the
household. There are some important differences in they way one
cares for one's own home and the way one cares for someone else's
home; learning that difference and coping with it is one of the pur-
poses of Section III.

A subject of particular importance in this section also is that of
diets and nutrition. What is learned in this Section will allow the
trainee to cope with special diet requirements that may be called
for in the plan c care.

Section IV -- Personal Care, takes about 19 1/2 hours. It will deal. in
detail with the knowledge and the skills required in giving personal
care to individuals. There will be ample opportunity to watch the
skills performed, and to practice them, in the classroom.

This Section will also be focused on the human body; its functions,
recognition and evaluation of body changes, how to take body temper-
ature and record the reading, and taking the pulse and respiration.
Most "how to" procedures will involve the body; preventing the spread
of disease; the use of good body mechanics in positioning the person
in bed, assisting a person who is weak and ill in getting from the
bed to the chair or into a bathtub are examples of procedures that
will be learned.
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In Supervised Field Practice, Section V, trainees will begin to
employ the knowledge and skills they have learned in the course.
The plan of care will be described in general terms, and the
several parts of it already dealt with in previous Sections will
be integrated in a general way. Field practice is the opportuni-
ty for putting together the skills and knowledge learned already
and applying them in a home setting. It should be considered an
additional learning experience.

Selected References

Addenda to Standards for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Service. New

York: National council for Uomewker-Home Health Aide Services,
Inc. 1969, P. 30.

Focus on the Future, A Ten-Year Report 1962-1972. New York: Na-
tional Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc.
1973.

A Guide to Planning, Organizing, Administering A Homemaker-Home
Health Aide Service. New York: National Council for Home-
maker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc. 1979.

Standards for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services. New York: Na-
tional Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc.

1965, P. 48

Trager, Brahna. Home Help Abroad A Review of Selected In-Home
Services in Western European Countries. New York: National
Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc. (Rev.)
1971.

A Unit of Learning About Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Teach-
ers Source Book. New York: Co-published by Council on Social
Work Education and National Council for Homemaker Services, Inc.
1968, p.191.

Widening Horizons A Guide - The Teaching Aspect of Homemaker Ser-
vice. New York: National Council for Homemaker-Home Health
Aide Services, Inc. 1974.

Winston, Ellen, Ph.D. "Homehelp (Homemaker) Services." A paper pre-
sented to ti 15th International Conference on Social Welfare,
1970. New York: National Council for Homemaker-Home Health
Aide Services, Inc. 1975.
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Exhibit 1: Training ram Outline

1. Working with People

2. Practical Knowledge and
Skills in Working with People

3. Supervized Field Practice
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SECTION II

WORKING WITH PEOPLE

The purpose of this section is to provide a deeper
understanding of the basic physical, emotional, and
mental needs that everyone has. The real value of
that understanding and insight, however, will be
found in the ability of the trainee to apply what
is learned to situatioas in which these basic needs
must he satisfied in circumstances somewhat out of
the ordinary: when the person served is a child,
an older adult, someone ill or disabled, or when
someone is mentally ill. With this understanding
the effectiveness of services delivered to a per-
son or family in the home will be greatly enhanced.
In part, this is a matter of empathy: the trainee
can learn to appreciate that someone who is ill,
disabled, or in social circumstances that threaten
independence and the ability to cope with problems
and crises needs the help that the homemaker-home
health aide can supply in just the same way that
the trainee would appreciate that kind of help.
This is the secret of success in working as a
homemaker-home health aide. And the basis for
this success is the ability to communicate with
others.
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UNIT A: COMMUNICATION

ESTIMATED TIME 1 hour

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Social worker, psychologist, mental
health consultant, or communication
specialist

INTRODUCTION

In ordinary life, the communication between two people can be
relatively "loose" and imprecise, and no dire consequences re-
sult. In fact, the imprecision can stretch out the time for
completion of a "message" between them, and doing that defines
much of the character of daily social life. A person or house-
hold coping with unusual circumstances, however, has little ex-
rra energy left over; the need is to achieve understanding and
agreement on what is wrong and what must be done as quickly and
accurately as possible. Moreover, the skill with which this is
accomplished may tilt a delicate relationship or attitude in
one crucial direction or another. Learning how to get to the
heart of things by asking a few questions and by responding
skillfully to others is a skill that is part of applying what
is learned of home management and personal care techniques.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

identify the ways in which people communicate with each
other

describe the difference between verbal and nonverbal
communication

describe how communicative skill of the hcmcmaker-home
health aide helps assure the provision of in-home care
to persons and families

describe ways in which to practice the achievement of
better skill in communicating with others.
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CONTENT

Part 1: Concepts of Communication

Exutc'..L5e. 1 on a 6imie.ak cane may be med to demonztkate how com-
munication inguenced the wokk the Limemakek-home health oade.

The word "communication" can be defined in many ways, some of
which involve only two persons, some of which involve many per-
sons interacting at once. Let us consider the simplest, but
perhaps the most important, case: exchange of some significant
information between two persons. The significant information
is called a "message"; the person who communicates first is
called the "sender"; and the person to whom the communication
is sent is called the "receiver". You can see that the roles
of sender and receiver may be in constant interchange as first
one person, then the other, speaks, and hopes that what is said
is understood and absorbed by the other person. Social scientists
have devoted much attention to this apparently simple process;
until one begins to appreciate the subtleties involved, it is
hard to believe that the process is as yet incompletely under-
stood. But what is clear is that the simpler and more precise
the message, the greater the likelihood that the receiver will
understand and interpret the message correctly (that is, in the
sense in which the sender intended). Most contacts between people
involve speaking the message, even if that message is only a
greeting like "Good morning!" You can appreciate the complexity
involved right away if we point out that you know as well as we
do that the way in which that greeting is given can convey a
world of meaning to the receiver!

That very fact leads to the next point, which is that a message,
the content of a communication, may be verbal or it may be non-
verbal. Speech and language are most often associated with the
word "communication". Yet communication may occur both through
words and through other way,body language", intonation, the
looks that accompany the speech, and so on). Some of these other
nonverbal messages may actually convey more meaning than the spo-
ken words. If someone growls at you in saying "Good morning!"
you will receive a very different message from the one when someone
smiles at you while saying it and throws her hands wide in the
air. Think of how different a simple greeting like "good morning"
can become ii it is accompanied by a touch of a finger on an arm
and a facetious smirk delivered \.ith a sideways glance.

Some nonverbal communications are quite neutral, however, as when
a child or adult will point at an object or person to define what
he or she Means. Gestural communication can become very complex,
as in the case of the sign language of the deaf. Somewhat less
orderly, but not necessarily less complex, are the gestures or
even noises that are characteristic of the way a person directs
messages to others; we call these "mannerisms", and they are
among the most potent ways of recoguir5 the individuality of
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someone else. But palamount among the nonverbal means of commu-
nication is the technique of eve contact, or avoidance of eve con-
tact. Whole mythologies, whole systems of interpreting the speech
and gestures of others, have been based on whether eve contact is
maintained during the period a message is sent or not. Finding ow,:
what another person belieYs is the "meaning" of eye contact, and
acting accordingly, may he a key to success in some situati-ns.
To most Americans, "looking someone straight in the eve' is the
only way to make oneself believable when one is sneaking,; doirg
that to a superior in Ja,an would he to insult him. Thus, culture
and context become important determinants of the meaning non-
verbal gestures and techniques.

The verbal and nonverbal represent complexities of communication.
In returning to the simple written word, concern is with a more
common problem: making one's meaning clear in st-ting something
in writing. What is pe.haps most important to keep in mind is
that when a homemaker-home health aide writes down Pn observation
about an event, it should he described in the simplest and clearest
way possible; no attempt should he made to interpret and eve' late
the event unless that is asked for later. The same rule applies
to all the records that are kept in making visits to Persons ',.11

their homes.

Part 2: How the Homemaker -Home Health Aide Uses Communication

Exc'tci.se 2 may be used to kmoastzate. allicit the
!tcmcmai:_cz-home heai)th aide uses commuui.catiop.

Communicating by using both verbal and nonverbal means may be con-
sidered the equivalent of "presenting" your sell' to another inui-
vidual. The combination of what you say, the way you say it, and
the things You don't say but do while you're saving it--all these
in combination make up the impression you make as a person on an-
other person. There are many ways in which this kind of presen-
tation of the self will influence the way in which the homemaker-
home health aide impacts on the person or family to be served.
Among them would be

introducing yourself upon the fast visit to an individual
or family creates a relationship with .at individual or
family

giving and receiving messages bet verbally and non-
verbally is the basis up A which the homemaker-home health
aide gains an insight into and ar understanding of the
circumstances affecting the individual and the family--
and the ways in which the homemaker-home health aide can
help them

finding out quickly That the condition of the individual
or family is at given moment in time, and establishing
:'bat the desires of that individual or family might be
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explaining clearly ac. simply what procedures will be ,ised
in brilgin personal care and other services to the persons
in the home

teaching the persons in the home grad home management and
selF-care

reporting what the homemaker-home health aide has done in
the home on a gven occasion, and reporting observations
that may affect the carrying out of the plan of care de-
veloped by the yrofessional team or the supervisor.

Part 3: How to Communicate Bette,-

Fortunately, there are ways in which one can learn to communicate
better. It is a learned skill. You can become sensitive to the
ways in messages are sent and received, and clarify the con-
tent c f r..ssages so that they are received quickly and accurately,
by nracti;:ing cons_antly some of the following techniques:

speak more slow:: than You do in conversing. with friends
and family: be sure each word is spoken clearl,

waen You are speaking t , someone hard of hearing
or te someone whose natz_ve language is not l'nglish

learn to listen! pati2nt until the message is com-
pleted by the ender, even if the sender has a hard time
sta ing the r ,;age; time saved here is time earned later;
vou will a.,so find t }'at others consider you a good "talker"
if You are a pati-nt listener; if you don't understand
something that is said, d ;it wait; say "I don't quite
understand .1at you mean" or "It seems You mean that...';
You'll quickly find out that you are not receiving the
message accurat, ly, the sender will make a correction un-

v .1 do

unless you share tae cultural background of a erson from
another culture, don't t \. to use the ords and phr ses
from that culture; some of words and phrases may have
special meanings that you are not aware of, and vo may
end up conveying the wrong message; this is not to say
that you should not learn the meaning of row words and
use ty_gri as the person teaching them to You intended: the
whole point of special vocabu;aries--lists of special
words is that once their meaning is agreed u )n, time
and effort can he saved in communicating; thus, if an
older person complains to you that she has been "suffer
ing the ague" (aig-voo) since your last visit, and you
determine that th ; is meant to say the person has been
Suffering pains in the limbs and general chills then by
all means use the term to cover these complaints; learn-
ing, the meaning of special terms in ther cultures is a
nonverbal message to the Person you are helping that you
value his culture and his message and that you have re-
ceived it a:curatelv
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try to report events and observations in simple words and
simple sentences; defer interpretation until discussion
with your supervisor; to recall an earlier case study, you
might record that "... Betsy has been drinking more fluid
than any other child in the household and constantly asks
Eor more soda". That may be an important clue to the su-
pervisor that Betsy may be a diabetic; at least it will
alert someone to this possibility, so that it can be ex-
plored.
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ASSESSMENT

1. When a message is spoken by sender and heard by a receiver,
it is called

2. Communication may be or

3. List four nonverbal methods of communication:

4. Name three ways in which people may communicate with each other:

5. List five ways in which the homemaker-home health aide uses
communication skills in providing service:

6. Li't four techniques the homemaker-home health aide can use in
improving and insuring better communication with persons and
families ,erved and with other staff members:



ANSWERS

I. Communication

2. Verbal or nonverbal

3. Smile, frown, gesture, touch, body stance, pointing

4. Speech, written word, gestures

5. Establishing relationships, gaining insights, explaining
procedures, teaching, reporting

6. Speaking clearly and slowly, listening attentively, allowing
person to complete statements, avoiding use of words that
may have special meaning, learning meanings of new words
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s.

AIDS

Exercise 1: Discussion of Communication Skills

Exercise 2: Demonstration of Communication Skills

Handout 1: Situations in Which Communication is Important

Handout 2: Guidelines for Effective Communication
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Exercise 1: Discussion cf Communication Skills

Using Exercise 2, Section I, Unit. B, "The Mason Case Story", cr
another case situation, focus discussion on the importance and
use of communication skills. The discussion might include slc'.1
factors as:

- physical problems in communication

interpreting the purpose of the service

methods used by the homemaker-home he:lith aide in gals..
acceptance.

The Mason case may be used to )1e-play on the use of communicati(:1
skills. Several homemaker-home health aides may alternate i:he
of Mrs. Masa, the supervisor and the homemaker-home health
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Exercise 2: Demonstration of Communication Skills

Have the class form groups of three. alternately taking turns as
sender, receiver and observer of the communication that takes
place. The observer will note:

- the clarity of the message and the communication skills
used

how the receiver interpreted the message: did the re-
ceiver understand the message as intended?

Statements and/or situations such as the following may be used:

- "My name is .... I am the homemaker-home health aide"
(introduction on entering a home for the first time).

The homemaker-home health aide arrives in the home to
find the elderly Mrs. James still in bed, having had
no breakfast; what would you, as the homemaker-home
Tealth aide, say?

It is lunch time, but Mrs. Jones says that she is not
hungry yet, when the homemaker-home health aide brings
the tray; what would you, as the homemaker-home health
aide, do?

Mrs. Merrit complains that the homemaker-home health
aide did not clean the kitchen correctly; how would
you, as the homemaker-home health aide, react?

Demonstrate how the sweeping of the floor by the homemaker-
home health aide may convey three distinct messages to the
person served.
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Handout 1: Situations in Which Communication is Important

The homemaker-home health aide uses communication skills in:

- establishing and maintaining relationships

gaining understanding of circumstances affecting the
family

explaining procedures

teaching home management

reporting activities

Handout 2: Guidelines for Effective Communication

Methods the homemaker-home health aide may use in communication
with individuals and families include:

speaking clearly

- speaking slowly

listening

- allowing person to complete statements

avoiding use of words with special meaning

learning the meaning of new words

recording and reporting accurately
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UNDERSTANDING BASIC HUMAN NEEDS AND THEIR

RELATIONSHIP TO HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE

SERVICES

ESTIMATED TIME: 3 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Social worker, psychologist

INTRODUCTION

This unit forms the basis for other units within the section
"Working With People." It deals with basic differences among
individuals and families and introduces the homemaker-home
health aides to the unique contributions they can make to the
lives of others.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainees will be able to:

- describe some basic needs which homemaker-home health aide
service helps to meet

identify situations which might need homemaker-home health
aide service

- describe the importance of the family to individuals and to
society

describe how people may feel when basic needs are not met.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Projector, screen, rilms, flinc!rirt, blackbodrd, ciii1k. .lily eraser.

CONTENT

Pdrt I: 1;;Isic HilnIM Needs

70
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The imstAuctm 6hou& A.eiien. to Exhibit 1 eon dizcuzzion o6 Bozic
Human Needs .

To work effectively with people, we need to understand some things
about ourselves and about others. No two people are exactly alike,
yet there are certain needs common to all, regardless of age, race,
economic status, nationality, education or religious 1,elief. Phy-
sical or biological needs, such as food, clothing, shelter, rest
and activity, avoidance of pain and the instinct to escape danger
are essential to our health and survival. (See Exhibit 1.)

Our psychological needs are for emotional, mental, spiritual, in-
tellectual and social growth and development. The degree to which
they are met will determine our sense of well-being.

love and affection demonstrated by sensitive care anti in-
terest

recognition and acceptance that promotes self-respect and
self-worth (to be needed or useful)

security and trust developed through consistent caring
(TLC tender loving care), laying the groundwork for
self-reliance and healthy independence

opportunities for solicitation - communication and relation-
ships with others in the family, at school, work, or social
activities, etc., will largely determine how we see our-
selves and how we develop as unique personalities. Without
such relationships, the human personality will not develop.

Part 2: Unmet Needs

Intuduce the next topic about what happen's when baisic need6 a/Le not
met. (See Exe4c,i,se.s 2 and 3.)

The degree to which basic needs re successfully met at any age or
or stage in the life cycle deteues future functioning. Indivi-
duals are affected adversely when. ,er basic needs are not met.
They are said to be in stress. may be physical, emotional,
mental, social or a combination Everycne will react dif-
ferently but some common react stress when :)asic needs are
not met are:

fear aggression

anger regression

.anxiety discouragement

depression physical ailments
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Part 3: The Family .4

This section exptmes the 'Lae o6 -the liamity in meeting human
needs.

In earliest times families met all of their own needs, and they
still do in some primitive societies. They made their own tools,
hunted or fished for their food, cleared the land, sowed and
harvested their crops, taught their children as they had been
taught, and had their own system for rewards and punishment.

Society as we know it is much more comniex. Our society is
made up of systems or institutions designed to meet many of the
social and physical needs formerly met by the family. This in-
cludes schools, banks, shops, laws and the courts, hospitals and
health care systems, churches, and the political structure of
the federal and state governments. Yet the family remains the
primary unit of society and the most important of all social in-
stitutions. This is true whether the family is a small nuclear
family encompassing ali degrees of kinship--siblings, grand-
parents, aunts and uncles--or the single-parent family.

The family is important to its own members and to society because
it has primary responsibility for reproduction, care and nurtur-
ing of children, especially in the early years. It is the place
where needs for affection, acceptance, security, trust and so-
cialization are first met. It is the transmitter of our cultural
heritage - our ancestry, traditions, values and attitudes.

Families provide and select community leaders, finance community
activities, staff community enterprises as paid employees or as
volunteers, buy the goods use the services that keep the com-
munity prosperous and rear the children who shape its future.

Families are bound together by blood ties, common interests, loyal-
ities and affection. A threat to the stability of the family is a
threat to the security and well-being of its members. Because
communities are made up of families, a threat to family life is
also a threat to community life.

the stability of the family is disrupted when there are disturb -
ances in family relationships caused by such situations as marital
lacoinatibilit.y, financial insecurity, illness and disability, al-
coholism and death. Often abuse and neglect of family members is
a result of physical or emotional violence between husband and
.rife, other adults in the family, or parents and children.
There is a growing awareness of how homemaker-home health aide ser-
vices can help reduce the stress in rawly life that causes abuse,
especially of children but also of the elderly. Neglect of family
members often occurs when stress is evident. Neglect implies a
failure to provide for basic physical and emotional needs. Fre-
quently such neglect is temporary. However, if the problem is
deep-seated, the homemaker-home health aide may be assigned to help
Frequently this is so because t'ie mothor seems unable to tao on

Fi
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responsibility for the care of the children, or 13,_,cause resources
are expended for purposes other than to meet basic needs.

Social, economic and cultural factors may result in deprivation
and isolation of the family from the total. community. Sometimes
this will involve a group of families or a community within the
larger community. Separation because of cultural, ethnic or oth-
er differences may serve to deprive those families or groups of
the resources and services of the community. Such deprivation
has been experienced by Mexican-American, Indian and black fami-
lies in America. These families and families of other ethnic
groups therefore may have special needs for support services.

Appreciation for the cultural, religious and ethnic differences
of people is important for all staff involved in human services.
It is especially important for the homemaker-home health aide olio
spends so many hours in the intimate home situation.

ThuLeio,tc, whene ethnic di5ienence4 exi.4t in the community to be
,se,tved, a4 much iqoAmation a4 po44ibte taated to aie 4tyta
4houtd be gannuLed and wwvided to -the homemakeA-home heath
aides wo.tUng with these iamitiez. The tnaineez them4clve4 aAe
viten a 4ouAce oi vatuabte knowZedge and peAzonat experience.

5-'tom the vaiLiou4 cuttutat 2/Loup may be askc.d to pa/-
ticirat,2 tzainiHc( o.rd rtes('] ia;cotc, pe'ttiNcat to
tif P:c'ECT

It is because of the importance of the d of stable home
life that homemaker-home health aide serviccs exist. They are
specifically intended to protect, maintain and restore family
stability in times of crisis or special need and to promote the
individual's and family's sense of well-being and independence.

Part 4: Individual and Family Differences

TILLS expto.tcs the ,'Leasolt5 iuchvidua,e and iartay

Each person is unique. Each family !.s unique. In the family, no
two individuals are identical. Being different does not necessar-
ily mean being better or worse. Each variation or difference ful-
fills :1 rurroo or, U1 ton, un:non, for rhtr iodividual or for
the family.

Individuals are different in:

interests

tmnor;Imoot

physical and mental capabilities

ambitions

likes and dislikes
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physical appearance

g)als and values

role and status within the family and within the
community.

Families are different in a variety of ways:

goals and values what is worthwhile and desirable

customs - family and nationality patterns handed down
from one generation to the next

- resources - some barely enough to survive, some com-
fortable with a bit to spare, others with a great deal

- religious beliefs

ethnic background and culture

political beliefs and commitment.

Differences in families manifest themselves in many ways, such
as how they raise their children, keep house, handle money, pre-
pare meals, etc. They vary in their values and ideas about mar-
riage, love, country, role of the man and woman in the family,
relation of children to parents, in feelings toward kin. Most
people tend to socialize with those who think and feel much as
they do. This creates a lack of contact or exposure to those
who are different and often leads to bias. Such bias is need-
lessly perpetuated because of lack of understanding. There-
fore, it is important that the homemaker-home health aide who
will be working intimately with a variety of different families
be helped to understand differences in life -tyles.

Part 5: The Need for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Service

At th,(14 point, the in)stAuctoA may dkaw conausion)s about the 'tote
o6 the homemakeA-home health aide 6eAvice in having individuaLs
and 6amiZieh -to meet theiA ba4ic needs.

Homemaker-home health aide servic-s are an expansion of a commun-
ity's concern for individual and family life. All of us need help
from others. The kind and amount of help depends on many factors,
including the nature and severity of the problem and the resources
within the family to cope with the situation. For many individuals
and families, homemaker-home health aide service is the logical
and often the only service needed. In other situations, homemaker-
home health aide service will be one of many community services
needed to help the individual or the family to maintain or regain
stability.

U6e ExekciAe 4 on 5 -to d(16u,s6 the note o6 the homemaker -home health
aide in meeting human needs.
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ASSESSMENT

Respond to tL', following as a group or individually.

Wh:IC mHht you be helping to meet as a bomemaker-
hme health aide when von:

Clean the house?

Talk about something that you read in a newspaper?

Put clean sheets on the bed?

loll) a family to save money on food purchasing?

leach som. one in the family :Jo help with the housework?

Prepare a meal for small children?

Record intake of food and/or medication for a sick per-
son in the home?

h. Compliment a small child on getting dressed without as-
sistance?

Each family is

The primary way in which needs are met is through

4. List 4 factors which may result in instability of the
family.

Social and ethnic 'actors may deprive the family of
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Basic Human Needs

Exercise 2: Unmet Needs and Stress

Exercise 3: Basic Needs and Reactions

Exercise 4: Film "Home Fires" or "A Better Answer"

Exercise 5: Need Situations and Homemaker-Home Health Aide
Service Activities

Exhibit: 1: Basic Human Needs

Discussion Questions 1: Basic Human Needs and the Role of the
Homemaker -Home Health

8
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Exercise 1: B Human Needs

This exercise is d- signed to involve the trainees by drawing upon their
knowledge and experience about what everyone needs to live, to grow and
to be happy.

Elicit a range of Laman needs from the trainees. Include
physical and psychelogLcal needs.

List on a chalkboard or flipchart as they are stated. Use
trainees' words whenever possible.

Guide discussion of the list relative to family or indivi-
dual differences and services provided by homemaker-home
health aides.

Guide discussion until all key needs are mentioned. Use
list for discussion of individual and/or family differences
and services provided by homemaker-home health aides.
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Exercise 2: Unmet Needs and Stress

This exercise elicits What happens to individuals when basic
needs are not met and explores. the role of the homemaker-home
health aide and the services provided.

The list of basic human needs generated for
Exercise 1 or a new list provided by the in-
structor is required.

- Using Coe list, ask the trainees to specify
what happens when a basic human need is not met.
For example, if appropriate opportunities for
socialization ar:,..:not available, describe what
might occur.

- Discuss the role of the homemaker-home health
aide and what the aide needs to know abou, human
needs and stress.
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Exercise 3: Basic Needs and Reactions

This exercise explores types c) needs, identifies fulfilled and
unfulfilled needs, and describes people's reactions in these
situations.

Either provide each trainee with the fill-in-the-blank
state.Aents or read to the group the statements beJ,,

The statements require that you try to 4magine that
are the person in each of the situations below. Brf.
ly complete the sentences, telling how you think you
would feel.

1) I hove just moved into a new town. I do not know
anyone; I don't even know where there is a grocery
store:

I feel

2) I just had a nice dinner with all of my family and
we had fun together.

I feel

3) I have had a constant backache for nearly a month.

I feel

4) I was just off, red a job and I' been loekin for a
job like this one for a long f-

I feel

5) A friend told something; about me that was not tru,..

feel

6) I am elderly and can't hear well. Most people don't
bother to talk to me.

I feel

7) I just got a raise at my job because I am a good worker.

I feel

8) Today my boss told me that the company didn't have
enough business to keep me employed. I'll be out of
this job in two weeks.

I feel

SE;
continued:
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Exercise 3, cont.:

- For each situation, identify a need that as not being
met.

Poll the trainees about how people might react to each
situation. Note differences in the trainee group.

Through discussion, reinforce acceptability of difr-
ences in the ways people meet Heeds and their reacticas
to unmet needs.
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"Homefires" or "A Better Answer"

This e_erCse uses a film to trigger discussion of the range of
situationl; needing service, the components of service, and the
contributa of the homemaker-home health aide.

The film is introduced, the objectives of the session
are outlined and the film is shown.

Ths types of situations portrayed, the activities of the
homemaker -home health aides, and the elements of service
arc explored through guided discussion.

on a chart or board with three headings:

Situation Needs Task
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Exercise 5: Need Situations and Homemaker-Home Health Aide
Service Activities

A series of potential service situations are briefly provided.
The trainees can describe needs and homemaker-home health aide
services for each.

Describe the service situations one at a time.

- The situations are:

. A mother is hospitalized leaving at home her
two children, ages 3 and 5. Her husband
works regularly during the day.

. A working husband and father loses a leg in
an accident on the job.

. A 73-year-old man's wife dies a few days
after celebrating their 50th wedding an-
niversary.

A 30-year-old mother of three children ages
2 to 12 can't seem to stretch her monthly
AFDC check beyond two weeks. Often there
is little food for the children. Mother
drinks heavily.

. A middle-aged professional man has just
learned that he has termiaal cancer. His
wife has never worked. Their two sons are
away at college.

For each, ask the trainee what physical and/or psychologi-
cal need(s) of the underlined persons are not being met
or may need to be met.

- Have the group indicate if homemaker-home health aide ser-
vices might be needed in each situation. If so, why?

Elicit from the trainees what specific activities a home-
maker-home health aide might do to meet needs of these
persons or their families.



Exhibit 1: Basic Human Needs
-UV

Physical

Food

Clothing

Shelter

Rest

Activity

Avoidance of Pain

Escape Danger

Psychological

. Love

Affection

Recognition

Acceptance

Security

Trust

Socialization
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Discussion Question 1: Basic Human Needs and the Role of the
Homemaker-Home Health Aide

1. What are basic human needs?

2. If an individual's basic needs are not fulfilled,
what would be likely to occur?

3. What are types of situations that could require
homemaker-home health aide services?

4. Stress is shown in a variety of ways. Describe five.

5. What should a homemaker-home health aide know about
stress?

6. What needs do families generally meet for their mem-
bers?

7. Why are individual differences important?

8. Identify six services that are provided by homemaker-
home health aides.
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UNIT C: UNDERSTANDING AND WORKING WITH CHILDREN

ESTIMATED TIME: 4 hours

INSTRUCTOR: Pediatric nurse practitioner, nediatrician,
or sJcial worker

INTRODUCTION

This unit deals with the welfare of children and thc role of
'le family in their physical, emotional and intellectual de-
velopment. Situations within families which can affect the
fulfillment of needs are considered. Emphasis is placed on
the role of the homemaker-home health aide within tie family
and in caring for children.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trai:iee will be able

identify the basic physical and emotional needs of
childhood

recognize common reactions of children and other fam-
ily members to illness or stress and how they might be
handled

describe family situations in which homemaker-home
health aide service may be helpful

identify ways in which the homemaker-home health aide
can establish and maintain relationships with children
and with family/members

distinguish between discipline and punishment and be-
tween appropriate and inappropriate discipline

recognize changes or events in a family that the home-
maker -home health aide should report to the supervis-r.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Flipchart or chalkboard.

94
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CONTENT

Part 1: Growth and Development

This topic di.scuisoe6 the phyisicat aitd motionat needs o6 chiednen
Sign growth and developm, :t.

It is within the family that the child first experiences gratifi-
cation (or frustration) of his needs and develops his first meaning-
ful relationship with others. Through these early experiences, he
begins to learn about himself and about others.

The basic physical and emotional needs of children are the same the
world over. These needs are most commonly met within a family
structure, but they are not always met fully or satisfactorily by
the natural mother and father. Re*.4 to Exhibit 1.

To be physically strong and healthy, children require:

nutritious food

activity exercise and tasks appropriate to their age

fresh air

protection from danger, injury, and infection.

To he emotionally strong and healthy, children require

love and affection

a sense (f Fecurity and trust

discipline guidance, control, and .onsistency

an increasing degree of independenceopportunities for
responsibility, freedom to exneria:ent and to mako decisions

intellectual. stimulation

reassurance and encourgement.

-0.scu,55.ion. h2ne can ,,.)ctts vst Ncx a chiear,s de.vatopment may be. (16-
c'eted whel! phy6ica': ok emotiooae needs ale not being met.

Growth is a fluid and continuous process. As is true with every-
thing that grows, each part develops at its own rate and in its own
special way the "ground plan" of living things. This unique pat-
tern of physical and mental .,;rowth is the core of inci:_-:duality.
Each physical stage in the process has an emotional and intellec-
tual counterpart as the individual moves through the suoo.essive
stages of life, ultimately to adulthood and old age. At =very
stage there are satisfactions, problems, hazards and ac.y,pli.sh-
mers which have implications for the next stage.
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The z.st'Lucto'L shoued i.af.Loducc the stages oy deveZopmeRt Both
se;tsonictot and psyc(o,sociat deveeopmeHts should be d.i,scu,ssed.
They cant be paced on a g-i_pchatt, ok Exhibit 1 may be used.

Some sensory and motor developments physical) are so intimately
related it seems appropriate to refer to the process as sensori-
motor development. Norma]. sensorimotor development occurs in a

definite sequence with each new development based on the one that
went before. A baby cannot sit alone at six months unless he can
control his head. The sequences are overlapping: while a baby
masters one stage, he experiments with another. Increasing sen-
sorimotor activity is characterized by breaking up gross movement
pe:_terns into finer patterns which allow independent movements--
the head may be turned without the whole body. Developments occur
from the head downwardhead control before leg control and areas
closer to the midline of the body are controlled before those to-
ward the peripheryshoulders before finger movements. These se-
quences of development have implications for holding, feeding and
weening and readiness for .itting, walking and toilet training.*

I'he psychological development of children begins in infancy. In-
fancy is usually considered to be from birth to one year. The
first Year is a period of rapid growth and is considered ) he
the most significant in nsychological development. Primary needs
are for food, warmth and sleep. During the first year of life,
the child is totally dependent upon the care of others. PhYsical
and emotional well-being are intimately related to each oth, r and
to those individuals who meet the infant's primary needs. For
example, in having hunger needs met, the infant "senses" love and
se:urity; if not 17, disinterest and rejection. As eve, ear,
Ind other sensory organs develop, the infant begins to distinguish
'eerld outside himself and experiences the first meaningful. re-
Lonships with others.

7:Ik ilI':!tctI(''t fen 1, P't."cc'ertninItai Sictcw.S,
LS,' 5 (`,1.)i ti' VCCi it '11 5 . (/ IS tC.i

W:, :(1('i 5 :j'i1/1 tt.1(' Vol (1111 p o a t ;')

tc (. 5 t (*c.5 ' c.cu Oil a ,f

Thk. "training period" is w;nally from the end of the first year
to about the third. year. Having mastered the ability to walk and
to reach for things, the child can now propel himself to objects
of inter,A. He is into everythin" because he is curious about
the wor1.1 about him. He is also d( eloping a sense of self and
self-t: iH. Ii learns the meaning of "no". lie is leareing about
limits--what is permissible and what is not, what pleases others
and what does not. The following are some characteristics of
children daring this period and some tips for handling them.

Fran- is P., (Iordon Williamson and John M. Supp. Pro
,;ram Guide for Infants and ',Hers. Columbia Press. New
York, NY: pp. 1.00-101.

9
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The instnuctok may tubh to substitute othets 04 inctude additio at
iCTR.stlatims as teaching points.

Characteristics

Is curious about many things,
especially things above eye
level will climb up on furni-
ture, pull table covers.

Puts practically everything
into mouth: pins, buttons, and
other small objects.

Is more "choosey" about food.

Becomes less hungry.

May be frightened by loud noi-
ses, absence of parent, unex-
pected movement, harking or
jumping dogs, a bad dream, etc.

Is attracted to other children.

Makes noise, pounds and bangs,
likes to pile blocks, plays
with push-and-pull toys.

Tips for Handling.

Lifting child up occasionally
satisfies curiosity.

Small objects should De kept
out of reach.

Don't force foods child doesn't
like.

When interest in food lags,
assume that child has had
enough and remove remaining
food.

Holding the child and simple
explanations are reassuring
and add to the child's know-
ledge.

Encourage sharing.

Simple toys are best. Keep
indoor play area clear for
movement; use "noisy" toys
out of doors, when possible.

May resist toilet training. Encourage, but don't force
or punish.

The first "love triangle" usually begins at about two or three and
lasts for three years. The maturation process for boys and girls
is different during this period. By this time the child has de-
veloped a strong attachment to both parents, and the child discov-
ers the parents' attachment for each other, which must be shared.
(Boys develop an attachment for the mother, while girls become
more involved with the father.) There is jealousy of the parent
of the opposite sex, while at the same time striving to be like
that parent to assure his or her love. The "love triangle" occurs
even in the absence of one or both parents through fantasy or
through those with whom thelthild has a parental love relation-
ship. Jealousy is normal and unavoidable as the child moves to-
ward sexual identification and the ability to share love. It is
part of growing up. Conscience continues to develop as the child
tries to please parents in order to be loved.

Re6ek to Handout 1.
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Some characteristics of children at this age are:

helps in dressing and undressing himself

runs errands, up and down stairs this gives a feeling of
importance

washes hands and face, with supervision

likes to be with other children; enjoys being silly with
friends

imitates parents and other children

is full of questions: What? Why? How?

is imaginative--makes up stories.

Middle childhood, usually from six to twelve years, is a period
of exploration of the outside world and a desire to be with and
accepted by peers. The child comes to learn who he is in relation
to other people. He is embarrassed by a display of affection from
parents as he first starts to move away from the close, dependent
emotional attachment of earlier years.

The chatacteki6tin o th4.3 age group may be &Lawn PLom the tkaia-
ee6 and teco4ded on a 6,Upchalut.

They include:

enjoyment of group play, teamwork

giving importance to the ideas and opinions of teachers
and selected other adults

alternating "good" and "bad" behavior

wanting to dress and act like their friends

arguing about what is expected

interest in the difference between sexes; some antagonism
between sexes is noticeable in later period

interested in making and exploring things

spontaneity of relations with adults may sometimes give
place to secretive behavior, reticence, even hostility

interest in having money; small earnings allcw responsi-
bility and some independence in spending

sudden spurt in growth rate during later period

some children resist good grooming practices.

98
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Adolescence is usually from thirteen to seventeen. It is a period
of rapid change. There is accelerated physical growth as height
and weight increase, muscle and bone structures change, sexual char-
acteristics become evident, and sex organs and glands start to fun-
tion. Simultaneously, emotional and psychological changes occur.
There arc intense conflicting pressures as the auolescent struggles
for independence et wants to be dependent, loves and hates, alter-
nates in interpersonal relationships, and strives for sexual adjust-
ment. The a(lol(-,cent wants to work out his last childlike dependence
on his parerls an to achieve good, warm relationships with members
of his/her own and opposite sex.

Scme characteristics of ;ills period are:

independence in choice of friends

sensitivityemotional outbursts may occur without apparent
provocation

body changes cause uncertainty and possible embarrassment

increased interest in members of the opposite sex

heightened intellectual interests and sense of values

need for privacy and need to withdraw from family.

Key factors in dealing with teenagers are patience, tolerance,
good humor, and the ability to listen.

Fart 2: The Need for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services

There are many families with children that may need and could bene-
fit from the service during times of stress or special need. Situ-
ations range from stable, orderly families with strong, loving ties,
temporarily disrupted '.)y the illness or hospitalization of the mother,
to highly disorganized, multiproblem families with meager resources
and serious deprivation, often experienced for generations. The fol-
lowing are some types cf situations which come to the attention of
agei,ies providing homemaker-home health aide services to families
with children.

The .inst'Lacte'z mau Lt.q.sh to empha.scize those most COMMCH to the p(vt-
teuCcvl anCHc:f c7 to 1:tbSttute others.

physical or mental illness of the mother at home or in the
hospital, preventing care of the children

death or desertion of the parent, requiring immediate and
long-term planning by the family and the agency

an ill or developmentally disabled child whose parents need
relief from constant care responsibilities
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- an inexperienced or overwhelmed parent who needs guidance
and instruction in meeting the physical and emotional needs
of the children and home management

real and suspected evidence of child neglect and abuse re-
quiring protection of the child while the parent(s) receive
specialized help

- drug abuse and alcoholism on the part of either parent.

In all these situations, the goals for service to families with
children are generally to:

- facilitate diagnosis, treatment or rehabilitation of the
parent or a family member

enable children to remain at home

enable children to return to their own homes from foster
care or institutional placements

- protect children from neglect or abuse

enable a family member to work or to receive training for
employment

improve the level of child care and home management or
provide care until long-term plans can be made.

Part 3: Reactions of Children and Family Members to Stress

Children and adults react to stress in a variety of ways. Children
of all ages react deeply to any threat to their security. For the
infant and young child the withdrawal of the mother or parent figure,
for any reason, causes fear, anxiety and confusion. Reactions will
be expressed differently among children in the same family and within
the same age group. The following typical expressions of fear and
anxiety can be anticipated:

- fear of the dark

- nightmares

- change in toilet habits reverting to.soiling and incontinence

- withdrawal nonverbalized fear and anxiety

aggressive acting-out behavior

jealousy toward handicapped or ill sibling who seems to be
getting more attention

rigid obedience and extraordinary efforts to please
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- testing and rebellion against estab
to or returning from school, battling
habits, nap and bedtime

playing off one parent against the other.

)utines--going
!ssing, eating

In addition to normal fears and anxieties, thex are practical
considerations which may affect children when rental illness
or stress occurs. Grdinary privileges such a_ rips or special
outings may be delayed or cancelled. Financia., pressures may mean
a change in school plans as well as in other activities. If a
family member is ill at home, noise and activities may need to be
restricted. Energ.. previously used to manage family activities
is used to cope with illness. Fear and anxiety may become per-
vasive and previously close relationships become taut and strained.

Part 4: Role of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide in Working with
Children and Families in Stress

Children and families in stress may present situations requiring
tact and understanding by the homemaker-home health aide.

The rule of the homemaker-home health aide will vary in each fam-
ily situation. It will be determined by the seriousness of the
problem, family constellation (ages and number of children, siolgle-
or two-parent family, availability of relatives), family patterns
and interrelationships and financial resources. The ultimate suc-
cess of the intervention by the homemaker-home health aide will be
dependent upon the readiness and ability of the family to use help,
the involvement of the family in the plan of care, and th aide's
ability to establish and maintain effective relationships with all
family members. This section will focus on techniques to assist
the aide in forming relationships, particularly with children.

They include: introductions, maintaining or initiating routines,
individualizing, constructive discipline, conformity, mealtime
and snacks, sleep requirements, play and exercise, prompt re-
sponses, and listening.

Introductions are important and were discussed in the section on
communication. The homemaker-home health aide should initiate
the introduction to each child, identifying the agency represent-
ed, and giving a brief explanation appropriate to the child's age
of why she/he is there. Efforts shoulc be made to engage the
child in spontaneous conversation.

There are several ways to maintain routines or initiate new ones.
If the family has established mealtime and food preferences, nap
and bedtimes, play and study times, bath schedules, tasks to be
done by the children, these should be maintained to the extent
possible. The less change, the more comfortable and secure th,.!
children (and parents) will feel. Usually, new routines should
not be introduced without the consent of the parent. There are

101
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numerous occasions when the involvement of the children will help
them feel that they are contributing and helping, such as setting
the table, helping to prepare vegetables, sweeping, making their
beds, carrying items.

Unless the child indicates readiness and willingness, toilet
training should not be continued while the mother is out of the
home or when she is seriously ill at home. Unless the plan in-
cludes help for an inexperienced mother, toilet training would
be started only to guide the mother. In their fear and anxiety,
children may well regress to soiling themselves. Recognition of
their worry, reassurance and patience will help. Treat each
child as an individual. Respect feelings, wishes, recognize
efforts, interest and accomplishments.

Discipline is frequently involved when working with children.
Discipline prepares children to become "grown up " to be respon-
sible and reasonable. It should be constructive. Discipline is
training and guidance. Good discipline often makes punishment
unnecessary. Children have strong, aggressive impulses. They
need and want control and guidance in the expression of impulses
to assure development of emotional security and to help develop
self-control.

Suggestions for the homemaker-home health aide include:

not playing one child off against another; this causes
discouragement, jealousy, and "scapegoating"

ignore tattling: it is an effort to get attention at
someone else's expense; differentiate between tattling
and informing when someone is doing something harmful

encourage and praise; praise is a type of regard; en-
couragement is given for effort or for improvement,
however slight; it doesn't compare the child with other
children; it promotes an internal sense of adequacy
and worth

provide choices, and accept the child's decision by giv-
ing the child the opportunity to accept the natural conse-
quences of his actions; help the child to accept respon-
sibility for his own behavior; present the choices kindly
and in a friendly voice

use positive suggestions when working with children:
"Let's do this ...." Avoid using "no" and "don't" as
much as possible

comfort the child who is hurt or upset--an outstretched
hand or touch of a hand often soothes an upset child--
insecure perhaps because his mother is away from home;
a warm bath may relax an overly tired, fussy child

10z
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make mealtime a happy time, ercourage children to eat, but
don't force them like adults, children have "off" days
when food is not interesting; make food attractive, but
serve plain, simple or favorite dishes; encourage children
to help plan and prepare special treats; use common sense
about between-meal snacksno harm if the right kind of
food is given at a sensible hour

recognize that individual requirements for sleep vary

encourage play and exercise they are natural parts of
childhood: children express themselves through play, and
their growing bodies require exercise; opportunities to
be with other children promote their social, emotional
and mental growth

answer questions at the time they are asked, and make the
answers simple, clear and direct

- listen attentively to children, as effective communication
is necessary for satisfying, open relationships among adults
and between adults and children; like adults, there are
times when children want someone to listen and to under-
stand and accept their feelings; effective listening re-
quires eye contact and a posture that says, "I'm listening
to what you are saying and to how you're feeling and to
what you mean"; nonverbal communication deserves attention
also: a frown, broad smile, or sullen look communicates
feelings.

The inztAuctot may wse Exeitaize 1 on a 6imitaA activity to coven..
thin matniat.

There are several approaches to establishing and maintaining re-
lationships with adult family members.

The intituctot can intitoduce thiis topic, ming Exhibit 4. The
timinee hhou td be invoeved in deisckibing when to we and when not
to toe each appitoach.

- ground rules established early will help family members and
the homemaker-home health aide to know what each can expect
from the other--hours, time, duties, who is to do what and
when, where to begin and what would be most helpful; family
schedules and preferences, school times should be agreed
upon and understood by all

- encourage parent(s) in making decisions whenever possible
and practical

encourage parent(s) in family activities to help with house-
hold routines and with children as they are able; this rein-
forces their position and role in the family
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listen (as with children, above); avoid taking sides with
one adult against the other

- remember that all behavior has a meaning and that adults
react to family stress each in his own way

avoid giving false assurances; recognize and accept feelings

leave personal problems outside the front door

- be nonjudgmental and understanding but firm in problems of
alcohol and drug abuse; the supervisor or professional team
will provide support and guidance in the situation and ar-
range for referralZee Setected ke6e7Lencez

show respect for the family's resources, life style, be-
longings, and confidence.

The care plan developed by the professional team (see Part 2, Unit
C, Section I) will establish goals of services for children and
families, including hours and days for service and special activ-
ities that apply to child care. The homemaker-home health aide
may be assigned to provide needed care in an emergency or crisis
until the situation can be assessed and a plan developed. In such
circumstances there may be little information, and the observations
of the homemaker-home health aide take on added importance. Prob-
lems and changes should be reported to the supervisor.

Some important events or changes which should !e reported are:

- mother returns from or is admitted to the hospital
unexpectedly

father loses his job or doesn't go to work

- children are ill or not going to school

an accident occurs

excessive drinking or suspected drug abuse

serious shortage of food or clothing

serious disagreements among family members

ASSESSMENT

Aszez6meHt may be based on the degitec oic quatitative pwaicipatioa
iii EXCkCi/5C6 1, 2, 3, and 4.

1 14
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SELECTED REFERENCES

Dinkmeyer, Don, and Gary McKay. Systematic Training for Effective
Training. Parent's Handbook. Circle Pines, MN: American Guid-
ance Service, 1976.

Designed for parents, the handbook provides some basic
principles of child training and practical STEP method
for understanding and dealing effectively with children.
Questions, weekly activity assignments and problem situ-
ations on behavior and misbehavior, communications and
discipline are given. The handbook has been used suc-
cessfully with groups of foster parents and could be a-
daptable for further enriching the knowledge and skills
of homemaker-home health aides working primarily with
children.

Josselyn, Irene. Psychological Development of Children. New York:
Family Service Association of America. The Happy_Child. New
York: Random House, 1952.

Both books contain valuable background and resource ma-
terial about the growth and development of children as
social beings. The first was written primarily for so-
cial workers and the second for parents. Psychoanalytic
material is presented clearly, in logical sequence, with
ample use of relevant examples. Of particular use are
the interrelationships between infant and childhood ex-
periences and adult adjustment.

Public Affairs Pamphlets: New York.

Cohen, Pauline. How to Help the Alcoholic. 1976.

Freeses, Arthur. Understanding Stress. 1976.

Hill, Margret. Drug-Use, Misuse, Abuse--Guidance for Families. 1974.

Irwin, Theodore. To Combat Child Abuse and Neglect. 1976.

Lindbeck, Vera. The Woman Alcoholic. 1975.

Saltman, Jules. Marijuana. 1976.

Saltman, Jules. What You Should Know about Drug Abuse. 1977.
(Also available in Spanish.)

Shiller, Alice. Drug Abuse and Your Child. 1976.

Note: Special rates are available for pamphlets ordered in quan-
tity. The above pamphlets about drugs should help clarify
for the trainee how drugs are used for health reasons and
how people misuse as well as abuse drugs. Local organiza-
tions should also be contacted for popular types of publi-
cations on child abuse, neglect, alcoholism and drug abuse
for additional reading by trainee.
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Relationships with Children

Exercise 2: Field Visit to Observe Children

Exercise 3: Field Experience

Exercise 4: Case Presentations

Exhibit 1: Physical and Psychological Needs of Children

Exhibit 2: Development and Stages

Exhibit 3: Establishing or Maintaining Relationships with Children

Handout 1: Developmental Stages
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Exercise 1: Relationships with Children

This exercise assists trainees in applying approaches for estab-
lishing or maintaining relationships with children.

Review the psychosocial developmental stages, and ask the
trainees to describe experiences in establishing relation-
shipg with children of different ages.

- Elicit from the trainees how the various approaches could
have been used and why.

Exercise 2: Field Visit to Observe Children

A field visit to a day-care center or preschool to observe several
age groups and focus on various levels of development could be a
productive learning experience.

The various stages of development should be presented
before tle visit.

The ages and groups of children to be observed should be
planned.

Group discussion of the visit should follow.
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Exercise 3: Field Experience

This exercise would assign individual trainees to spend part of
a day on selected cases with experienced homemaker-home health
aides.

Upon return to the classroom, have each trainee discuss
her understanding of the reasons for the service, what
the children were like, what most impressed her about
the visit, how the children reacted to the services by
the homemaker-home health aile. Did the homemaker-home
health aide think that the service was really needed?
Why or why not?

Exercise 4: Case Presentations

Actual case situations, services, reactions, and activities of
the homemaker-home health aide are the focus of this exercise.

The case presentations could be made by an experienced
homemaker-home health aide and supervisor highlighting
family problems which necessitated use of the service,
reactions of children and adult members of the family
to the problem, how the homemaker-home health aide car-
ries out her role, how the homemaker-home health aide
uses the supervisor in the management of the case.

- The possible situations could include:

. a case in which there is a developmentally disabled
child (see Add-on Module "C" in the Appendix)

. a case in which the mother is ill at home and her
personal care is part of the homemaker-home health
aide's assignment (see Section I)

. a case in which the major emphasis is on improvement
of child care and homemaking practices (see Section
III, Part 2)
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Exh ibit Disical and Psychological Needs of Children
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Exhibit 2: Development and Stages

PSYCHOMOTOR

PSYCHOSOCIAL

Infancy

Training

Love Triangle

Middle Childhood

Adolescence
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Exhibit 3: Establishing or Maintaining
Relationships with Children

Introduction

Maintaining or Initiating Routines

Individualizing

Constructive Discipline

Comforting

Mealtimes and Snacks

Sleep Requirements

Play and Exercise

Prompt Responses

Listening
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Handout 1: Developmental Stages

Stage of
Development

Approximate
Age Range

Key

Characteristic Notes

Infancy Birth to one year Totally Dependent

Training Period One to Three Into Everything
"No"

Etc.
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UNIT D: UNDERSTANDING AND WORKING WITH OLDER ADULTS

ESTIMATED TIME: 4 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Geriatric nurse practitioner or social
worker, public health nurse

INTRODUCTION

As life expectancy is extended and our aging population continues
to increase, the need for greatly expanded home care services is
clear. This unit considers the dimension of the aging phenomenon,
the uniqueness of each elderly person, general characteristics and
particular needs. The unit focuses on insights and skills needed
by the homemaker-home health aide to work effecti, iy with older
persons.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

identify reasons for the increase in home care services
for older adults

describe general characteristics, particular needs and
problems of older persons

analyze attitudes and beliefs about older persons

distinguish between fact and fallacy about the aging
process

- demonstrate understanding and sensitivity to individual
differences in older persons

identify attitudes and living habits which promote pos-
itive mental and physical health for elderly people

describe the types of situations in which service may
be needed and the contribution of the homemaker-home
health aide in helping to meet the needs

identify community resources and services available
to older persons.
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MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Film and projector.

CONTENT

Part 1: General Facts and Figures

Thus topic pkovide4 the txainee w-ith gene/Lae concept4 about the

Today there are about 23 million persons over 65 in the United
States. By the year 2000 there will be over 30 million. One out
of every nine persons is 65 years of age or older. About 5%, or
a little over one million older persons, live in institutions of
one kind or another. About 7 million older persons live alone or
with nonrelatives. Chionic health conditions limit 41% of older
persons to some extent'-in their major activity working or keep-
ing house. There are 145 older women for every 100 older men.
Many older women are widows. Most older persons are independent
and manage their affairs as they always have.

Aging is universal. Aging is normal. Aging is variable. Aging
begins with conception and ends with death. It is a normal pro-
cess for all living things. People age in their own unique ways.
The state of a person's well-being in the later years develops
from earlier life patterns of diet, exercise, physical activities,
mental attitude, social activities, and efforts to prevent illness.

Reactions to life experience vary with each individual. Age is
more a matter of mental and physical aging than it is of chrono-
logy. Some people are "old" at 35, others are "young" at 75. It
is necessary .ci recognize that most people draw their picture of
being aged and of the aging process from those persons who live
around them.

Aged means old. Old age is relative. Age 65 is a legal defini-
tion of "aged" for social security benefits and most retirement
plans. Reduced benefits can begin at 62. Publicly subsidized
housing is available for older persons at age 60. Some nutr._tion
and community service programs are available for people at age 50
or 55. Sometimes we talk of "young-old" as 55 to 75 and "old-old"
as after 85. It is the latter group which requires most of the
homemaker-home health aide services and which is where the frail
elderly are found.

Stereotypes do a great disservice to older persons and to our-
selves. Such generalizations frequently affect our relationships
with older persons, our perspectives, and our planning and pro-
grams. A is important to recognize that though they may be
alone, not ALL older persons who live alone feel isolated; though
they may be limited in mobility, not ALL older persons who are

11,5
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so iimtted feel left out; though they may be retired, not ALL
older persons feel useless. In fact, many retired persons enjoy
life more than ever.

In,stquctuA may use Exhibit 1.

Age does not affect one's capacity to learn. Older people can
learn. For some adults the learning pattern may differ. Speed
of learning may be slower, but the learning may have a deeper
value. Yet all trainees will know older persons whose knowledge
and learning outpaces the brightest young people around them.

Older people can change. One of the existing stereotypes is that
older people will not change. This Persists despite the frequent
demand for readjustment on the part of older persons in giving
up jobs, in changing their physical environment and their way of
life of many Years. lanaging on reduced income, moving to small-
er housing or living with a daughter or son is a change which
demands a great capacity for adjustment.

Older people want to remain self-directing. Expressions such as
"Older people are just like children" indicate serious miscon-
ceptions and are misleading in their oversimplification and over-
emphasis. On the contrary, the maintenance of self-direction for
as long as possible is usually the chief desire of older people
and the major factor in their continuing self-respect. It is
important to recognize that persons with physical limitations
are not necessarily limited in their emotional or, irtellctual
capacities.

The_ inst.mctoA may expewLe how the t..Lainces think and lieee about
cedn pczsonL. The attitude ,scaec, (wcolci UL ExcAcisc 1, ccued
6,! use-( at this tune.

The aging process is the next tonic. Aging is a gradual process.
It varies in time and manner with each individual. The process
is more discernible in some people than in others. General char-
acteristics include physical and mental changes and emotional
adjustments.

The physical changes may be reflected in general slowing up of
the metabolic process, slower reflexes, poor circulation, sen-
sory loss, drier and less sensitive skin, loss of teeth, insecure
balance, circulatory changes, and others.

'.lentil changes may occur primarily as a result of changes in brain
tissue and thickening of artery walls. These may result in memory
lapses, di!-;orientation and irritability. There is emotional im-
pact. (rowing old requires adjustment and adaptation to many age-
related crises. Depending nn earlier life experiences, these cri-
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ses may cause mild to severe emotional problems in some older
people. The crises include:

retirement, perhaps before one is ready to stop working
widowhood and death of friends and associates

- reduced physical strength and endurance
- fears of illness, bodily injury and exploitation

reduced income
need to make other living arrangements.

Part 2: How It Feels to be Old

The instkuctok may pa& out Handout 1 and intkoduce the next topic.

Aging may include a degree of sensory loss for a great many per-
sons. Failing eyesight and loss of hearing may cause behavior that
is mistaken for confusion, irritability or inappropriate behavior.
Other physical disabilities can cause frustration for both young
and old.

The ilystkuctok may use eithvt Exmcise 2 on. Exutcise 3 Got_ (-1,416CM-

ision puitposcs.

Part 3: Basic Needs of Older Persons

How the needs o;i the efdetey ate Cae and uneikle those othet
age ytoups.

Many people who have studied the needs of elderly people as well
as the needs of society believe that older persons should be as
independent as possible for as long as Possible and that remaining
in their own homes and in the community, whenever possible, is the
wisest choice. Even when chronically ill, they often do well at
home with some help.

The basic needs of older people do not vary markedly from those
of other age groups. They need:

a cheerful place to live
a nutritious diet
something to do that they enjoy, especially if it is useful
someone to care.

Eficit it_om the wtoup theit ideas about the basic needs o6 ofdet
people.

The myth that older people do not enjoy or engage in sex has, in
many instances, caused others to make living arrangements for them
that make it difficult to have th,' necessary for a meaning-
ful and full life.

I ;
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Attitudes toward sex, including everything from flirting to sex out-
side marriage, vary greatly among all people of all ages. There is
no consensus in our society today as to what is "right" and "proper"
or "wrong" and "improper." What one person views as a friendly expres-
sion of caring concern may be interpreted by another as a sexual over-
ture, resulting in misunderstanding and hard feelings.

Ca4e ztudiez ate included to help the homemaker -home health aide be-
come zenzitive to thiz area ass one that has many 6acetz and wilt mort
tikety ocean in zome 6otm duting zome azzignment. Senzitivity to the
emotional teactionz many people See in dizcuzzing the zubject o6 zex,
az wee ao an awatenezz o6 .c is importance, will be hetp6ut to the in-
zttuctot. One on mote case ztudiez Sound in Exetcizez 4, 5, and 6
may be selected.

Part 4: Programs and Services for Older Persons

Knowledge o6 community tezoutcez Got otdet pent ono wilt hetp the home-
maket-home health aide within the cane ptanz inttoduce zetvicez and
pAogitams to thoze who may bene6it 6/tom them. (See Exexcize 9, and
Handouts 2 and 3.)

Most communities have a directory of services, especially for older
persons, with which all agency staff should be familiar. The plan of
care will indicate the community services that will be used in each si-
tuation. The homemaker-home health aide should be particularly re-
sourceful in this knowledge and use of local resources.

The inzttuctot may te6et to Section III, Unit C, tetating to community
tezoutcez.

P:,ft 5: Role of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide
in Working with Older People

Most homemakek-home health aides wilt work with adenty peAzonz and will
need to adapt zetvicez and ways o6 ucting Got them to .their 4peci6ic
needz. (See Execizez 6 and 7.)

Homemaker-home health aide services enable many elderly persons to remain
in their own home or to return there after a stay in the hospital or ex-
teneded-care facility. The service can be used effectively to:

assist the older perscn with personal care and other activi-
ties during a period of acute illness or a flare-up of a
chronic illness

- maintain or improve the level of functioning of a frail elderly
person

- protect from abuse, neglect and exploitation the vulnerable
elderly

- provide interim assistance to the older person during the
absence or illness of the usual care giver
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Many of the same skills and concerns in working with other age
groups apply to working with the older person.

The aottowing conideAation,s 4houtd be di6ccussed and added to by
the tkaineez. The inztAuctoA. may pace each "con6ideAation" on
a gipchatt on boarLd.

Special consideration in providing services to the elderly include:

environmental factors
physical conditions

- nutrition
mental status

- emotional needs.

The environmental factor of citical importance to the elderly per-
son is safety. The presence of poor balance and slower reflexes
is a basic concern. Hazards may include light cords, scatter rugs,
untied shoelaces, waxed floors, and gas burners. The older person
can save steps by having a small bag or basket to hold eyeglasses,
tissues, etc. Furniture and other belongings should not be moved
about but kept where the older person is accustomed to finding them.

Physical changes in the older person are significant in providing
care. Because of poor cirulation, the house or room may need to be
warmer than one normally prefers; older persons need to wear more
clothing to keep warm. Layers of clothing should be encouraged
during winter months. Lower body temperature is a common event of
the elderly in winter. This may be serious if the temperature is
not raised. Because of the cost of heating, the elderly may econ-
omize on heat to a dangerous point. The homemaker-home health aide
must be concerned about maintaining body temperature in the elderly.
Limiting; baths conserves body temperature. Spot wash as needed.
Frequent bathing may also cause excessive dryness with ensuing
itching and discomfort. Lotion adds to comfort. Persons with
heart conditions should avoid undue exercise or rushing. To pre-
vent dizziness, promote the habit of standing still with hand on
chair or other support for a minute or two after rising from bed
or chair--a sudden drop of blood pressure may occur. A comfortable
chair, a table nearby to hold frequently used articles and big e-
nough for a glass of water or a snack adds to comfort and independ-
ence. Encourage activities and changes in position. Unless bodies
and minds are used as fully as possible, mental and physical capac-
ities may be lost.

Encourage the older person to come to the dining table or go to
the bathroom for as long as is practical. Help with dressing
rather than doing the dressing. Allow the older individual to
manae by himself, no matter how slowly he moves.

Nutrition is the key to the prevention and control of many ail-
ments. Proper food eaten regularly not only builds up a person
physically but helps to build a better spirit. Older people, es-
pecially Close alone, may skip proper meals until they become
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weak and dizzy. Sometimes several small meals a day are better
than one or two large ones. For some, the main meal is easier to
handle if eaten in the middle of the day. If teeth are poor, soft
foods may be indicated to prevent indigestion from improper chewing.
Elimination problems may be associated with dietary deficiencies
and need for more fluids.

NutitLtJ.on o6 the adetty Zs con6ideked in depth in Section III,
Unit S.

Deterioration in the mental status may accompany advanced years.
A faulty memory may cause an older person to forget an appoint-
ment or the time and day the homemaker-home health aide is to come.
It is helpful to devise reminder systems. Be willing to listen to
"oft-told tales". Reminiscing is sometimes used to review life and
resolve problems. Be calm and patient with expressions of irrita-
bility. Overlook confused statements.

Explanations should be made slowly, keeping in mind possible hearing
loss and slow reactions. The older person may have difficulty with
fine movements and failing vision. Adequate lighting, sharp colors
and large print are helpful in helping the elderly person read and
carry on activities.

Older adults have emotional needs to which the homemaker-home
health aide may need to respond. Often these will include the
delicate responsibility of help ng people who are physically and
emotionally dependent to retain whatever capacity they have fo-
independence. In so doing, the living patterns established by the
older person should be accepted. Avoid disturbing personal belong-
ings without permission, including magazines, papers and boxes.
People may be shy and self-conscious about their infirmities. Show
respect for their privacy by knocking before entering the room.
Some people need to be encouraged to maintain or to develop a
variety of interests. The homemaker-home health aide can be very
helpful in .expanding a person's interests.
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ASSESSMENT

Circle "true" or "false":

T F 1. Some families have two or more generations over 65.

T F 2. Most older persons have few friends and are uninterested in
life.

T F 3. Joints that are not used tend to get stiff.

T F 4. Most 60-year-old people have the same physical condition.

T F 5. Because of a decreased sense of touch, the older person can
suffer burns.

T F 6. Most older persons no longer enjoy companionshi? with the
oppcsite sex.

T F 7. More than one out of every 10 persons in the United States
is 65 or over.

T F 8. Most men over 65 are married; most women are widowed.

T F 9. Families may be reluctant to accept a new mate for their aged
Parent.

T F 10. One half of all elderly in the United States are poor.

T F 11. In recent years many older persons have returned to school.

T F 12. Sometimes it is the adult children who have a more difficult
time accepting the aging of their elderly parent(s) than the
elderly or the grandchildren.

T F 13. 80% of those over 65 live in their on household.

T F 14. Most common illnesses of older adults are chronic; most
common illnesses of youth are acute.

T F 15. Touching an older person usually helps him or her to under-
stand what you are saying.

T F 16. Most people's retirement income is half their income before
retirement.

T F 17. The normal problem of some loss of sight with old age has no
psychological effect on the elderly.

T F 18. By 1985 there will be more than 25 million persons over 65
in the United States.

T F 19. Limited income from pensions and savings is frequently in-
adequate because of effects of inflation.

T F 20. Most older people have problems getting around.
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Item Answer Item. Answer

I True 11 True

False 12 True

3 True 13 True

4 False 14 True

True 15 True

6 False [6 False

7 True 17 False

8 True 18 True

9 True 19 True

10 False 20 False
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Attitude about Older Persons

Exercise 2: How it Feels to be Old

Exercise 3: Film "Shopping Bag Lady"

Exercise 4: Sexual Attitudes Case Study and Role Play

Exercise 5: Community Programs and Services

Exercise 6: Abuse and Neglect of the Elderly

Exercise 7:

Exercise 8:

Exhibit 1:

Handout 1:

Handout 2:

Handout 3:

Coping with Conflicting Situations

Community Programs and Services

Three Key Factors about Older People

Facts about Older Americans

Some Organizations and Local Services for
Older Persons

Government Laws and Programs with Specific
Reference to the Elderly
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Exercise 1: Attitudes about Older Persons

This exercise is designed to identify common stereotypes and misunder-
standings about older people.

Provide each trainee with an "Attitudes toward the Elderly"
opinionnaire, read the directions aloud, and allow 5 to 10
minutes for completion.

Go over the items with the trainees, asking how they responded,
and allowing them to get the group's reactions.

Select several items for discussion.

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ELDERLY

Here are statements about old age and the elder-
ly. Indicate your reaction in the columns:

1. Most old people are untidy about their
appearance.

2. Old p. le are usually cranky, critical,
and complaining, and almost always de-
pressed.

3. Old people tend to worry about financial
matters.

4. It is normal for elderly people to with-
draw from society.

5. Older people are inclined to neglect
their health.

6. Older people prefer to be with people
of their own age group.

7. Older people are better off if they live
in retirement centers or communities where
they are relieved of responsibilities.

8. Old people prefer to have social and re-
creational activities planned for them.

9. Old people tend to be boring because
they live in the past.

10. Old people are lovely because they do
not make the effort to develop friend-
ships.

11. There are more aged women than there are
old men.

12. The majority of the aged in the U. S.
are living on inadequate incomes.

ti
continued:

Dis- No

Agreelagree Opinion
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Dis- No

continued: Agree agree Opinion

13. Loss of hearing, failing eyesight, arthri-
tis, and poor coordination are common
health problems of the aging.

14. Old people usually let their homes or
dwelling units run down and deteriorate,
therefore making poor neighbors.

15. Old people are usually suspicious and
mistrusting.

16. Old age, with all its symptoms,
does not noticeably occur until retire-
ment or until a spouse dies.

17. Most people worry about dying and fear
death.

18. The physical changes brought about by
old age - graying hair, baldness,
wrinkles, sagging skin all tend to
alienate the elderly from the rest of
the population.

19. Old age can be a time for reflection,
tying up loose ends, and making peace with
one's self, friends, family and God.

20. Old age presents no troublesome problems
for rich people.

21. Although vitality may wane, most old
people are just as capable of managing
their affairs as anyone else.

22. Old people usually become "quaint
characters" or "odd balls."

23. Older people are better off if they can
be waited on and cared for.

24. 0Jd people tend to be crotchety.

25. Old people are interesting to be with.
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Exercise 2: How It Feels to be Old

This is a role-play exercise, where one trainee represents a
"young" person and one an "elderly" person. The objective is to
obtain a better understanding of how it feels to be old.

Divide the group into pairs. Each pair will role-play
simultaneously.

Assi.gn roles. The older person assumes one or more of
the following characteristics:

a. partially sighted
b. partially deaf
c. stiffness and/or use of cane
d. wheelchair-bound
e. depression, loneliness

Have each pair spend a short t together in role-play
situations such as shopping, v Ating, reading.

Reverse the roles.

Discuss feelings, attitudes and behavior, using the
following questions and comments to stimulate discussion:

How did you feel as an elderly person? When you were
first assigned that role, did you wish you had the other
role? Did you think the other person was understanding,
accepting of your problems(s)? What were some of the
difficulties you experienced, felt as an elderly person?
Were you helped more than you needed to be? Were you
talked to as an adult or a child?

As a younger person, were you comfortable with the older
person? Did you feel awkward in helping, conversing?
Did you wish you had been assigned to the role of the
elderly person? Identify some of the "complaints" you
had about how you were treated.

Exercise 3: Film: "Shopping Bag Ladv"

This exercise uses a film to trigger discussion.

View film "Shopping Bag Lady" or one of the many other good
films that allow the viewer to "feel" what it's like to be
old.

- Discuss how it is to be old.
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Exercise 4: Sexual Attitudes Case Study and Role-Play

This exercise focuses on sexual attitudes and the knowledge required
for homemaker-home health aides to deal effectively and appropriately
with such situations.

Either read or hand out the brief narrative of the case study:

Laura Jones and Foster Frederick are both widowed and retired.
They had known each other when they were young, and recently
met again at a class reunion. Their friendship began where
it had left off forty years before. They have visited each
other and corresponded with one another. Laura lives with
her son and his family. Both her son and his wife work.
Laura is technically blind and the family has had a homemaker-
home health aide come in for a few hours daily to read to Laura,
fix her lunch and help her with her personal affairs. Laura
has only her Social Securitj and a few pieces of furniture
that are hers. Foster lives in a small college town, has his
own home and a modest retirement income. The two are in love
and want to live together. For this to be financially feasible,
they prefer not to marry so that Laura will not lose her widow
benefits. Laura has tried to discuss the problem with her son
and daughter-in-law, but i_hey have not really listened, talking
about her relationship with Foster as though it were sexual.
The homemaker-home health aide arrives to find Laura asking
to be taken to the bus station so that she can go to live
with Foster.

Role-play the above situation, with one person playing Laura
and the other the aide. Then add the aide's supervisor,
who has been called in, and the son (aged 44), who has come
home unexpectedly.

Guided discussion.
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Exercise 5: Sexual Attitudes Case Study

This exercise focuses on sexual attitudes and the knowledge required

for aides to deal with such situations effectively and appropriately.

- Either read or hand out the brief narrative of the case study:

Sarah and John Boston have just had to give up their own
house and move in with their daughter and her family because

of financial and health reasons. The house has three bed-

rooms and also has a den with a sofa bed. There are two

children, one boy aged eight, and one girl aged 12. The

first week the Boston's slept on the sofa bed in the den.

Now the daughter wants them each to move in with one of

the children, as each of those rooms has two twin beds,

and the family uses the den a great deal. Sarah and John

do not want to be separated. Though John has severe arthri-

tis in his knees and hands and Sarah has mild heart trouble,

they still enjoy a meaningful and active sex life.

Discuss whether or not this case is unusual: one of a kind

or typical?

If there were a homemaker-home health aide in the case, what

should his or her role be?
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Exercise 6: Abuse and Neglect of the Elderly

Listed are some types of neglect and abuse which the homemaker-home
health aide may have an opportunity to observe while working with
the elderly and families.

Trainees should be encouraged to identify other types of abuse they
may have been aware of.

How can the homemaker-home health aide become aware of situations
and conditions that suggest abuse or neglect that is not clearly
evident?

What can be done to prevent neglect and abuse?

Types of Neglect and Abuse:

the family is too busy to notice that grandpa's dentures
do not fit well, so he isn't eating properly and is mal-
nourished

no one noticed that grandmother's eye sight was getting
worse. Proper corrective measures were not taken so she
fell and seriously injured herself

some families may use all the elderly person's money and
choose to buy a new TV set instead of a new hearing aid for
the elderly person

- children sometimes obtain power of attorney and then sell
all the assets oi the older person

Exercise 7: Cc ing with Conflicting Situations

Presented with situation similar to the following, what should the
homemaker-home health aide do?

- an older person is very seriously ill, has no will and keeps
telling the homemaker-home health aide what he wants done
after his death

- an elderly lady is approached by a door-to-door salesman to
have the roof, furnace, etc., "evaluated" and then repaired.
The homemaker-home health aide feels that it is a con game.

- the family of the elderly person wants the homemaker-home
health aide to testify that the person needs protective
services
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Exercise 7 (continued)

- an elderly couple confides in the homemaker-home health
aide that they are unhappy because they have been asked
to share a room with a grandchild - the grandmother with
a 10-year-old girl and the grandfather with the 14-year-
old boy

the cost of services by the homemaker-home health aide has
been assumed by the family. However, the elderly person
wants to tip the homemaker-home health aide or give her a
present

- the family member of an elderly lady wants to put her in
the hsopital to die, but she wants to die at home. She
is terminally ill.
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Exercise 8: Community Programs and Services

This exercise provides suggestions for a variety of learning
experiences within community programs or services.

- Have the group or individual trainees select from the follow-
ing suggestions or from an expanded list that they generate.

- They should visit the agency or program selected and prepare
themselves to discuss it in the next session.

- Suggested experiences:

. visit a nursing home
. visit a day care center
. eat lunch with a group at a senior center (Loaves and

Fishes, Food and Friends or other program funded
through Federal grants)

ride with person who delivers "Meals on Wheels"
accompany visiting nurse or homemaker-home health aide

from a local agency
. ride with the driver of "Lift Bus" or similar local

transportation service for the elderly and handicapped

Discuss field experiences, focusing on:

. physical, psychological, social characteristics noted

. problems and feelings which were apparent
role of the care giver and particular service in which

the individual homemaker-home health aide participated
the way in which care giver and others related to older
persons

. one's own feelings during community experience.

132
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Exhibit 1: Three Key Factors About Older People

They Can Change

They Can Learn

They Want to Remain Self-Directing

133
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Handout 1: Facts about Older Americans (update as required)

Today, there are 23 million persons over 65;
by the year 2000, there will be over 30 million.

One out of every nine persons is 65 years of
age or older.

- About 5%, or a little over one million, of older
persons live in institutions of one kind or
another.

- About seven million older persons live alone
or with nonrelatives.

Chronic health problems limit 41% of older
persons in their major activity -- working or
keeping house.

- There are 145 older women for every 100 older men.

- Most older men are married. Most older women
are widows.

134
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Handout 2: Some Organizations and Local
Services for Older Persons

Gray Panthers is an organization of retired persons who are poli-
tically active and lobby for the rights of senior citizens.

The Association of Retired Persons has a large membership, lobbies
for the rights of senior citizens and provides certain services,
such as insurance, and information through its magazine.

Senior Citizen Center

The activities provided depend upon available funding and the
desires of persons using the Center. Included are recreation-
al activities, learning experiences and hot lunches. Learn-
ing activities may include, ceramics, painting and sketching.
Recreation may include games and planned trips.

Senior Day Care Centers provide services for persons not ill enough
to be in a nursing home or hospital, but who cannot safely be at
home alone.

Volunteer Services by Retired Senior Citizens

RSVP provides volunteer services with no pay except transporta-
tion.

Fo r Grandparents is a program for older persons who like children.
Th, volunteer work may be done in schools, institutions, etc, It is
completely voluntary.

Dial-a-Friend

Some communities have arrangements whereby someone telephones
homebound seniors once a day to check on their well-being and
give friendly cheer. Seniors may also telephone if they need
help.

Your community may have other organizations which you may wish to
list. For example, 'chose connected with churches. etc.

Handout 3: Government Laws and Programs with Specific
Reference to the Elderly

Many laws are divided into Titles and Sections. Frequently, certain
benefits are referred to only by number. This can be confusing. Most
of the services for older persons are under two laws: The Social Se-
curity Act and the Older Americans Act. Both have several Titles and
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Handout 3 (continued)

Sections and are frequently referred to by the Title only.

SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS

As originally enacted, Social Security was to provide for the mate-
rial needs of individuals and families, protecting aged and dis-
abled persons against the expenses of illness that can exhaust their
savings, keep families together, and give children the opportunity
to grow up in health and security. The most important Titles for the
aged person are: II, XVI, XIX, and XX.

Title II refers to retirement (old age) survivors and disability in-
surance which are cash benefits paid under the Social Security In-
surance Program.

Title XVI refers to Supplementary Social Security Income (SSI) for
the aged, blind and disabled. Eligibility is complicated, depend-
ing upon income and other assets.

Title XVIII relates to Medicare which is health insurance adminis-
tered by Social Sec:Irity Administration. Ir. has two parts - hospi-
tal insurance (Part A) and medical insurance (Part B). Regulations
about benefits change from time to time so it is necessary to check
on those currently in force. The Medical Insurance requires month-
ly premiums paid by the parson receiving benefits. The instructor
may obtain a copy of the Handbook for Beneficiaries from the local
Social Security Office.

Title XIX known as Medicaid, makes available grants to states to
provide medical assistance to needy families with dependent children,
aged, blind and disabled and to help people achieve independence or
self-care through rehabthc.ation and other needed services. The pro-
gram is administered by states. All medical services, h-La in-patient
and out-patient are provided.

Title XX consists of gran' L L, states for social programs. The state
may select its on service but must include at least three for SSI
recipients and one re".at Lj protection, self-support or self=suf-
ficiency.

OLDER AMERICANS AC.

Makes grant; to state_ for community service projects, research demon-
stration and training.

Title III is concerned with state and area agencies on aging and pro-
vides for state and commurr,:y programs. The purpose is to encourage
and help state and local communities develop comprehensive and coor-
dinated service systems for older persons.

136
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H. out 3 (continued

Title V provides grants for acquisition, alteration or renovation
of multi-purpose senior centers. Grants are on a cost-sharing
basis.

Title VII involves the nutrition program for the elderly. A state
may request allotments through Title VII by submitting a suitable
plan to the Commissioner, receive a grant from which it must allot
funds to public or private, nonprofit agencies for carrying out the
plan. Those who receive nutrition grants must agree to provide at
least one hot meal a day for five or more days a week or any added
hot or cold meals it may elect to provide that assures at least
one-third of the daily recommended dietary allowance. Meals may be
provided at centers or be delivered to the home.

Title IX invol . mmunity service employment of older Americans.
Its purpose is _omote useful part-time employment for persons
55 years and older.

Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973 is to help retired persons
do volunteer services in the community. The volunteer should be
over sixty years of age and may work in any field. They are not
paid a salary, but are reimbursed expenses. Included are the fos-
ter grandparent program and Older American Community service pro-
grams.

The Hdusing and Community Development Ac_ provides for tne acquisi-
tion, construction, reconstruction or installation of public works
facilities and site or other improvements, including among other
things senior centers and low income housing for the elderly and
handicapped.

The elderly are also included in the provision of other laws relat-
ing to education, etc.
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UNIT E: UNDERSTANDING AND WORKING WITH ILL PERSONS

ESTIMATED TIME: 2 Hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Public health nurse, social worker

INTRODUCTION

Illness and disability threaten the stability of home and family
relationships. A knowledge of common reactions to illness and of
goals for home care service will help the homemaker-home health aide
work more effectively with individuals and family members and with
the health care team.

The inztAuctoit. may pAelien to teach thi4 unit in conjunction with
Section IV, PiLacticat Skitts in Peloonat Cate.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

- identify the principal goals for working with ill persons

- identify some of the ways individuals and family Liembers
may react to illness

- recognize changes in behavior of the individual or family
members that require professional assessment or re-evaluation

- recognize the homemaker-home health aide's relationship and
responsibility to the person, family members, the agency and
the care team.

CONTENT:

Part 1: Services OM .64 .11

The need OA homemaket-home health aide senvice4 in time-s as ittncs.

Loss of good health presents so many unsettling problems to the ill
person and to family members, that the security of the home and
familiar surroundings often is opted for, above any other choice, for care
and convalescence. Through the provision of professionally directt.d
home care services, many persons can return home from the hospital
sooner than might otherwise be possible. For others, the avail-
ability of home care services can prevent or postpone hospital ad-
mission or unnecessary placements in nursing homes and other residen-
tial facilities. Persons in terminal stages of illness often prefer
to be with their families and loved ones in familiar surroundings.

3 0
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When highly specialized personnel and equipment are not required,
care at home should be a valid option. In some communities hospice
services are brought to the dying persons in their own homes by a
multi-disciplinary team.

Following are some of the principal reasons why home care services
may be needed:

- to facilitate hospital discharge of persons who can be cared
for at home

- to relieve a family member of the constant care of the sick
person, providing opportunities for undisturbed rest or for
handling of business matters, or time for diversion or
recreation

- to assist an individual living alone with the demands of an
incapacitated spouse

- to provide working members of the family with the skilled
assistance they need in the care of an ill or aged family
member

- to assist the health care team in providing a level of skilled
care which family members are unable or unwilling to provide
fo the ill individual

- to assist with rehabilitative procedures and the use of
functional appliances directed toward independent living.

Part 2: Common Reactions to Illness

Some technique's hart deaiing with the /teactionz to itbims:

Reactions of an individual to illness will vary,depending upon the
nature of the illness, the degree of incapacity or disfigurement
involved, prior life experience and personality. The age and timing
of the illness in relation to other events taking place in a person's
life and the kind of relationships with others,will also affect
reactions to illness. The response of family members will vary,
depending upon the nature and duration of demands caused by the
illness and upon the strength and stability of the family unit.
For some families, the short-term illness of an active member may
represent more of a crisis than the long-term illness in another
family which has established patterns for coping with the illness.
The reverse may also be true; a family may be motivated by the crisis
and readily make whatever adjustments are required while another
may slowly disintegrate under the burden. A sensitive and perceptive
homemaker-home health aide will be aware of and be able to identify
some of the common reactions to illness. The reactions discussed
here are:

denial impatience

depression - over-dependence

3
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The inistnuctort may ketiek to Exhibit 1.

Denial is a reaction to illness used by some people. By denying its
existence and the meaning it has for them, they attempt to cope with
illness. They may resist medical care, advice and the treatment
regimen in an attempt to carry on as before. They "block out"
diagnosis, prognosis or related limitations. Over-optimism is a form
of denial. Denial is a human defense mechanism often found when there
is high anxiety about the outcome of an illness or surgical procedure.
It sometimes happens that the family's response is such that the patient
feels the need to deny the illness.

Depression often accompanies illness. Poor appetite, undue sleeping,
disinterest in people and things, and preoccupation with the illness
is seen in the depressed individual. Depressed feelings may be ex-
pressed in such statements as "not pulling one's load," "not being
up to it," "being a burden," and other comments. In some instances,
the individual is overly apologetic and overly appreciative. Establish-
ing daily routines, giving recognition for realistic effort and
progress, suggesting appropriate activities, encouraging participa-
tion in decisions and activities, and listening actively are useful
techniques with ill persons who are feeling depressed. These
approaches are also helpful to family members.

Impatience takes various forms. Impatience with those who are trying
to assist the person; impatience with one's self, one's limitations,
impatience with the "miracles of modern medicine" and the length
of time it takes for healing to take place. Complaints and other
expressions of irritability are alr ,t invar4ably related to dis-
comfort, pain and unhappiness rather than to the homemaker-home
health aide's activities or those of other members of the helping
team, including family members. Remaining cheerful and calm while
continuing to carry out assigned duties efficiently and thought-
fully would be appropriate responses.

Over-dependence occurs when security is threatened by illness and
fear of the future. Gratification derived from the attention and
care received may help to restore security and a sense of well-being.
Encouragement and recognition wisely handled will usually help in
the transition from over-dependence to increasing independence as
good health is regained. Family members, in their concern for
the ill individual, may encourage over-dependence. The aide should
help the family recognize when over-dependence is being encouraged.

Part 3: Goals for the Care of Ill Persons

Th,i)s topic witt exptoke homemakm-home heatth aide'6 genna f. goaLs
in carting {ion the 'Lei peA,Son.

The goal in the case of ill persons is the same as in all homemaker-
home health aide services: to help individuals and families return
to, or remain,in their own homes for as long as it is safe and practical
and for them their choice of care and to help them become as in-
dependent as their capacities permit. Within these broadly stated
goals fall more specific goals for the homemaker-home health aide who
is giving personal care to ill people. The irustAuctok may Ahow Exhibit 2.

ti
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The first goal is to promote self-care and independence. Achieving
this goal is an important challenge to the skillful homemaker-home
health aide. In the care of the sick person, the homemaker-home
health aide should. allow any possible participation on the part of
the ill person and encourage him in activities as steps toward im-
provement and greater independence. Doing for an ill person what
he is able to do for himself can create unnecessary dependency that
will be difficult to manage when it comes time to terminate the
service. The promotion of self-care and independence best
achieved in talking with the person about what it is that he can and
cannot do. For example, if an individual initiates activity and is
making even slow progress, it is best not to interrupt his, attempt
with an offer of help. If he shows signs of fatigue, or difficulty
with the activity, it may be useful to clarify whether help is needed
and what kind of assistance would be welcome. Often persons know
what kind of assistance they need. Learning to recognize stated
and unstated indications of what persons can and cannot do is an
important aspect of home health care.

Assuring safety and comfort is the second goal of personal care.
Being alert to ways in which physical strain and home accidents can
be avoided protects both the person and the homemaker-home health
aide. Correct body mechanics in positioning the person receiving
care and also in the homemaker-home health aide will prevent unneces-
sary physical strain. Often the most simple acts provide comfort,
such as bringing a cup of crushed ice to a person with a fever or
dry mouth, opening or closing the shades.

Maintaining dignity and self-respect is the third goal of personal
care. It is particularly important when working with ill persons.
Illness can invoke feelings of =ass in the individual and family.
In some cases, these feelings stem from inability to perform ex-
pected roles and responsibilities or from the loss of a job, etc.
Among the ways in which dignity and self-respect can be safeguarded
are: respect for privacy, treating the person with age-appropriate
behavior, and avoiding talking to another individual about the sick
person as if he were not there.

Respect for privacy is important. A person may be unable to leave
the room or the house to find privacy or to be alone. Attention
should be given to requests for being alone when such discussion is
initiated. There also is need to respect the rights of privacy in
the intimate details of care, such as dressing, bowel and bladder
functions, and eating habits.

The ill person should be treated with age-appropriate behavior. The
skillful homemaker-home health aide can relate to individuals in a
way that conveys commitment and understanding without using baby
talk or treating the adult person as if he were a child. The ninety-
year-old matriarch of a family may resent a question such as "Did
we have a bowel movement today?" but respond well to a simple direct
question, "Did you have a bowel movement today ?"

In some circumstances diapers and bibs may be useful for cleanliness
and efficiency in the home care effort. However, it is important to

ten
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be aware of how such procedures may make the person feel. Acceptance
by the person may be related, in part, to whether the procedures are
introduced in a matter-of-fact manner as necessary, useful or convenient.
The aide should be prepared to handle questions directly and allay any anxiety.

Avoid talking about the ill person to another in his presence as if
he wasn't there. Sometimes a visitor may ask for personal informa-
tion about the person. When the person is able tc talk, the sensitive
homemaker-home health aide can help the visitor make contact with the
person by repeating the question of the visitor, something like,
"how are you today, Mr. Jones?" This allows the person to give to
others the kind of information he chooses to give about his own health.

When the individual is not able to speak for himself, it may be
helpful to give a short, but neutral, response in a friendly manner.
An example of such a comment is: "Oh, he's coming along, and how are
you?"

Maintaining stability is t'-le fourth goal of personal care. The presence
of a homemaker-home health aide contributes much to the restoration
or preservation of stability in the home. Usually, the homemaker-
home health aide is in the home more frequently and for longer periods
of time than are other members of the home care team. In some cases
she may be the only helping person coming to the home, )then than
the occasional brief visits of relatives or friends. L,oule of the

ways in which stability of the home can be maintained are:

doing one's work in an efficient, cheerful and calm manner

- showing respect for the wishes and living patterns of the
individual and family

- being dependable and punctual

- planning a work schedule which meshes with the family's
schedule and needs

- being clear about the purpose of the service and the plan of
care; knowing what tasks can be performed and communicating
these clearly to the family and individual

Part 4: Health Care Tasks

Health care tasks are usually associated with personal care. Personal
care services by the homemaker-home health aide consist of two types

supportive personal care and personal care as part of the medical
plan.

Personal care as supportive assistance is involved in maintaining
and promoting normal standards of health and hygiene in all families
served by homemaker-home health aide service. Some elderly and con-
valescent persons who are otherwise independent may need occasional
assistance with activities of daily living -- bathing, grooming,
walking or having meals brought to them until they are able to move
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about without undue fatigue. Some disabled, ill or generally infirm
persons who function independently within the limits of their dis-
abilities may need supportive assistance over an extended period or
for their lifetime. Both children and adults may need to be reminded
to take prescribed medication or they may need simple modifications
of the diet. These personal care tasks are viewed as necessary if
a child or adult is to attain or maintain as much self-care management
as possible. These services are considered routine for the trained
homemaker-home health aide functioning in a professionally directed
program with applicable policies and professional supervision. Such
services may be supervised by the social worker, home economist or
other professionals.

Because thE: homemaker-home health aide may be the only agency staff
person in the home on a consistent basis, the ability to observe and
report changes is imperative. The continued safety and appropriate-
ness of tasks performed as supportive assistance will depend on the
aide's ability and judgment in reporting changes in behavior to the
supervisor. Chronic illness or disability is not static but constantly
changing. Some of the changes in a person's condition which should be
reported promptly are listed below and discussed again in the last
section of this unit:

sleeping an undue amount

changes in speech, eating or toilet patterns

prolonged absence from the home

refusal to take prescribed medication.

Personal care as part of the medical treatment of an ill or disabled
person is always under the direction and technical supervision of an
appropriate member of the health profession, usually a registered
nurse who is a community health nurse. Under these circumstances,
personal care requires that:

the person is under active medical supervision

an overall plan of care has been developed

the social situation is sufficiently acce ptable to permit care
at home.

As a co-worker with the professional nurse and other members of the
health care team, the homemaker-home health aide carries out assigned
tasks and activities which are part of a total plan to assist the
patient to regain and maintain the highest level of activity possible.
Depending upon the needs in the situation, the team may include one or
more nurses with various specialties, a social worker, physical,
speech or occupational therapist, home economist, dietitian, physi-
cian assistants as well as other specialists. Personnel may be
employed by the provider agency or be from other community agencies
and organizations.
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As a member of the home care team, the homemaker-home health aide
serves a unique and often crucial role in the effective care and re-
habilitation of the sick person. At the same time, the aide's presence
in the home and thoughtful assistance provides reassurance, relief and
encouragement to the family members. The role in relation to the ill
person and to family members involves several factors. As in all
cases' requiring homemaker-home health aide service, the degree of
responsibility, nature and extent of activities will vary in each
situation. (F0,1. cl.etaiX6 ,,Lega.tdin the Ca.te Ptan .see Part Untt C

Sect,ion I.)

The ultimate responsibility for service rests with professional members
of the home care team. The professional has the immediate responsi-
bility for assessment, development, and implementation of the plan of
care, with the homemaker-home health aide an integral part of the
plan. Generally accepted guides for the homemaker-home health aide
role in helping with the care of ill persons include three primary
responsibilities:

supporting and encouraging the person to follow the prescribed
medical program. New personal care services would be initiated
only on the approval of the supervising member of the home care
team.

giving no service to which th.2 ill person objects. The objection
would be reported to the s'a7e-visor at the earliest opportunity.

performing only those tasks which are considered suitable for
the person. Determination of .11Lability -- appropriateness
and safety -- is made by the s-pervising member of the home
care team.

In addition to the persoaa.L care, ot- services for the sick person
may include:

preparation of meals ,pecial diets

housekeeping

care of clothing -- .r-sm'.ng and mending

shopping, paying bili

accompanying the person cn ''aLks and to medical and other
appointments

rearranging work areas

providing companionship and ,7:ppropriate recreation

Because the homemaker-home health aide is in the home more frequently
and for longer periods of time than other staff, tier observations
influence the plan of care.

Examples of the observations reported to the team are:
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- observing and reporting a physical sign or symptom of change
(detaited in Unit B, Section IV)

observing and reporting improved appetite and greater interest
in doing more for one's self could indicate progress toward
recovery and a planned reduction of service

- noting and reporting serious shortage of goods or necessary
equipment for the comfort or care of the ill person. Addi-
tional community resources may need to be called upon to help

observing changes in the family situation that may influence
ability to meet the individual's care need -- including attitudes
and effect of demands of the ill person on the family members.

The supervisor (or other designated member of the home care team) is
always the first resource when problems arise. If asked by the ill
person, a family member or other members of the health care team to
perform an ac ty that raises a question, the homemaker-home health
aide should eiLuer talk it over with the supervisor or ask the in-
dividual to discuss it with the supervisor, to clarify the safety and
appropriateness of the task to be performed. Examples might be the
request by an ill person to have an enema, an injection or some other
procedure for which the homemaker-home health aide is not trained or
that is not within the policies of the agency.

The homemaker-home health aide does not replace the services of the
nurse, social worker or other therapist, but by working in close rela-
tionship, performing personal care and other services based on an
individual evaluation of the individual's total needs, the aide makes
a most valuable contribution to the care and comfort of sick persons
and overburdened family members.
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ASSESSMENT:

1. Name three reasons why individuals may need homemaker-home health aide
services when there is illness.

1.

2.

3.

2 Describe three ways in which a person may react to illness.

1.

2.

3.

3. What are the goals in giving personal care to the sick person?

1.

7

3.

4.

4. What are the three principal guides for homemaker-home health aides
in providing personal care?

2.

3.

5. Name two ways in which the homemakerhome health aide relates to the
health care team.

1.
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ANSWERS:

1. To relieve a family member.

To assist the individual living alone.

To assist in rehabilitation procedures.

To assist the health care team carry out procedures.
--J

2. Denial.

Depression.

Over-dependence.

Impatience.

3. Promotes self-care and independence.

Assures safety and comfort:

Maintains dignity, respect and privacy.

Maintains stability in the home.

4. Supporting and encouraging the person to follow medical supervision.

Giving no service to which the patient objects.

Performing only those tasks considered suitable for the sick person,
the homemaker-home health aide and the agency (policy).

5. Observing.

Reporting.

Carrying out procedures that have been taught.
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Reactions to Illness and Stress

Exercise 2: Selected Personal Care Goals: Role Play

Exercise 3: Personal Care Tasks

Exhibit 1: Reactions to Illness

Exhibit 2: Personal Care Goals

Exhibit 3: Role of the Aide in Relation to Selected Factors

Discussion Questions 1: Understanding and Working With ill
Persons
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Exercise 1: Reactions to Illness

This exercise is designed to focus discussion and exploration
on common reactions to illness. These reactions would include denial, de-
pression, impatience, and dependence.

Elicit from the trainee group several situations from their
experience that exemplify each reaction.

Explore possible human needs that are involved in the
reactions.

List on a flipchart or board.

Guide discussion concerning the needs and reactions. Why are
needs aad reactions important for homemaker-home health aides
to reccgnize and understand?
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Exercise 2: Selected Personal Care Goals: Role Play

The goals of personal care are emphasized in this exercise through selected
role plays. The personal care goals include: promoting self-care and in-
dependL ,ce, assuring safety and comfort, maintaining dignitN, and maintain-
ing stability.

- Divide the group into pairs.

- Have each pair in turn determine and present a difference hypo-
thetical situation. The role plays should focus on ways to meet
each goal.

- Open each situation for discussion by the group.

151.
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Exercise 3: Personal Care Tasks

This exercise will identify a variety of personal care tasks performed for
ill persons and their families. It will assist in distinguishing between
supportive personal care and personal care that is part of a medical plan.

Ask the group to generate a list of personal care tasks.

Place them on a chart or board.

Next, have the group assign the tasks they listed to either
of the following:

Supportive Medical Plan Related

Guide discussion to point out differences in tasks and
the homemaker-home health aide's role.



Exhibit 1: Reactions to Illness

DENIAL

DEPRESSION

IMPATIENCE

ovEr, DEPENDENCE
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Exhibit 2: Personal Care Goals

Promoting SelfCare and Independence

- Assuring Safety and Comfort

Maintaining Dignity

Respect for Privacy

Age Appropriate Behavior

Avoid Talking as if Patient Isn't There

- Maintaining Stability



Exhibit 3: Role of the Homemaker - Home Health

Aide In Relation to Selected Factors

home home person
care care and
team plan family
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Discussion Question 1: Understanding and Working with Ill Persons

1. Discuss the reasons why persons may need homemaker-home health
aide services.

2. What are some of the feelings that go with being sick?

3. How do you feel about yourself when ill - what kinds of feel-
ings are generated, and how do you' deal with them?

4. How do you feel about others when they are sick? Which of
the feelings that are generated by illness would you find
most difficult to deal with?

5. How can a homemaker-home health aide relate to a sick person
without feeling that he is a burden, or feeling sorry for
the sick person?

6. Denial is one of the feelings that come with long and short
term illness. Give an illustration of how a sick person
might act, and discuss how the homemaker-home health aide
might respond to it.

7. What are other reactions to illness?

8. Describe the ways in which homemaker -home health aide service
assists in the care of ill persons.

9. Describe how a homemaker-home health aide can relate to the
ill person and maintain the dignity of the sick person.

10. Describe the team approach and the role of the homemaker-home
health aide. Who is on the team? What is the service plan?
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UNIT F: UNDERSTANDING AND WORKING WITH DISABLED PERSONS

ESTIMATED TIME: 2 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Social worker. community nurse or rehabilitation
center staff member

INTRODUCTION

Physical and mental hamlicaps present special problems for coping with
activities of daily living. Adults and children with disabilities
and their families come to the attention of homemake:-home health
aide services. To work effectively with them, the homemaker-home
health aide should have some understanding of disabling conditions.
Knowledge, techniques and skills for working with specific disabili-
ties should be provided by individual instruction or given in more
advanced training sessions. Th.,i.4 unit and the appendix modute pkovide
an intitoduction to working with dizabted peuonz. FOA in-depth tARining
see the rnaru {lore i,pe2iatlIzed inztAuction c'6 homemake/L-home heath

aides wokking with devetopmentat dbsabiatiers amaitabZe Pcom the
Nationat CounciX Aok Homemake4-Home Heaith Aide Seitviceis Inc., 67
DEV-61g Hace, New Vonfz, N.V. 20003.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to;

distinguish between a disability and an illness

;1!=,ses one's own attitude toward persons who are disabled

- know the principal goals foe working with disabled persons and
their families

- idw,luilv some ways disabled persons can be helped to function
more independently

CONTENT

Part 1: Disability and Illness

Thi.s 'section diViarot-Dshe4 between itbsab.itity and itaC66.

The term disability refers to permanent physical or mental incapacity.
It is the absence or impairment of some function specific activity
or skill that will not return with time. The range of disabling
conditions include blindness, deafness, inability to walk, speecn
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disorders, mental retardation and other conditions. A disability may
be caused by an accident in which irreversible damage occurs to the
brain or to some other organ or part of the body. Complications at
the time of conception or during pregnancy and delivery may also
result in the birth of a developmentally disabled child. Chronic
illness, though often not visible to others, such as diabetes or
some heart conditions, might also impair one's ability to perform
certain activities or use certain skills.

Illness is the absence of good health - an unhealthy or diseased
condition of the body or mind associated with pain and discomfort.
While an acute or chronic illness may produce a temporary or permanent
disability, a disability does not produce illness, although the dis-
abled person may have a susceptibility to illness.

It is important to remember that disabled or handicapped persons are
persons who happen to have a disability. As persons, whether children
or adults, they have the same basic needs as everyone else. These
needs may be intensified by the particular loss of function, the age,
personality structure and the capacity of the individual to make q-!apta-
tion to his handicap. Reactions to handicapping conditions diffl
among individuals and within the same individual from time to time.

Since the kind and degree of disability an: adaptation vary 'th c':! S)

person, tasks performed for or with the individual must be .,,ristent
with the amount of functioning the individual can realistically manage
for himself. Not everyone with a physical or mental disability needs
help, but many do. With instruct ion, prosthetic devices an,i ingenuity
many disabled persons manage activities of daily living and are gain-
fully employed. Others require periodic help and still others require
assistive help or custodial care throughout their lives. An -;icreanin'4
number of disabled persons are eta!)lishing their own homes Will
independently.

Families of sevcrly handicapped children are faced with many Jiff .cult
problems. In addition to the demands on their time and energy in caring
for the handicapped Hiild,parents must also cope with their own feelings.
guilt, shame, disappointment, anger and frustration are often present.
Family members may resent the time and special care given to the handi-
capped child and parents themselves may be burdened with guilt for
neglecting others. Sometimes their anger and guilt cause parents to
rHect the child or to deny the painful presence of the condition.
(:cnerally efforts are made to help the family maintain the child or
person with the developmental disability in his own home in as
aormal circumstances as possible, hot others may need to he in an
institution for educational or maintenance care.

Part 2: Coals, Eole and the Use of Homemaker-Home Health Aide Service

This t(Tic is coiweAred wLth how the vec.i.aneeds the (14abeed
peAson and ()TmLeri cali be. met.

The general goal3 of the service in working with individuals and families
arc to:
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promote maximum self-care and independence within the limits
of the disabling condition

provide personal care and home maintenance services for per!;ons
who are disabled and living independently

- provide relief to family members by either caring for the
handicapped individual or by helping with the care of others
in the household

relieve the parents so that they may enjoy out-of-home activities
such as shopping, recreation, vacations, etc.

Techniques and the plan of service are designed for the specific dis-
ability, the particular person and the family situation. With additional
training, homemaker-home health aides have successfully helped children
with handicaps and their parents to establish routines and methods
for toilet training, independent feeding, dressing and grooming. Learning
to speak was also begun under patient and persistent guidance.
Most usually there is a progression of goals with an opportunity for
tbeindividual and family to experience success before moving to the
next step in self-care. The service can be equally effective in in-
creasing indepc. .,11ce of persons with Limited sight, mobility and
other handicapping conditions. While complete independence may never
be achieved by those with revere disabilities, it is possible to help
many master enough self-care skills to reduce the burden on others and
to become eligible for further specialized training programs. Some o6
the typica.t activiti.e6 which aides can peqokm to pitomote 6a(1-cane
and independence (See Handout 1) mmt be bated on cancliut aimez6meat
by pitotcasionat membetus o the cane team. Fo/L added inKokmation on
Devetopmentat Di6abiiitiez, gee Awndix 1, C.

i3.
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SELECTED REFERENCES

Chevigny, Hector. My Eyes Have a Cold Nose, 1\1,-.w Haven: Yale University
Press, 1946.

A classic first-person account of a writer stricken with total
blindness at the height of a successful writing career. An
interesting and sensitive book that explains how blind persons can
be helped in their efforts to lead as normal an existence as
possible.

Rusk, Howard A., M.D., et al. A Manual for Training the Disabled
Homemaker. New York: Institute for Physical Medicine and Re-
habilitation, New York University, Bellevue Medical Center, 1955.

This manual comes from one of the leading rehabilitation centers
in the country and has been edited by one of the pioneers in
rehabilitation, Howard Rusk. Many of the suggestions should
translate not only to the homemaker but to all with disabilities.

Soyka, Patricia W. "Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services for Hand capped
Children," Child Welfare, April, 1976, Volume LV, Number 4.
(Available from National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide.
Services, Inc., 67 Irving Place, New York, New York 10003.)

This 11-page article describes reasons for the usr:t of a homemaker-
home health aide service in the care of handicapped children. It includes

a number of case illustrations of successful service in a
variety of different situations. Attention is given to the family
and the community. There are references that may Le useful for
those interested in further reading.

Soyka, Patricia, Thursday's Child Has Far To Go Help at Home for
Children with Special Problems and Their Families, National Council
for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc., 67 Irving Place, New
York, New York 10003.

This book shows how homemaker-home health aide service can provide
an extra margin of strength to preserve the home and family when they
are confronted by children with special problems.
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ASSESSMENT

(Read each statement. Discuss reasons for trainee's response.)

ASSESSMENT OF ATTITUDE AGREE DISAGREE NO OPINION

People with a disability are sick and
should be treated the same way ill
people are treated.

Those with disabilities are better
off if they are waited on and cared
for.

People who are blind can understand
better if people raise their voices
when talking to them.

People with a disability should be
treated with pity.

I feel that people with a disability
often can take care of themselves.
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Field Visit to a Rehabilitation Center or home

Exercise 2: Disabled Persons and Their Families

Exercise 3: Disability and Loss

Discussion Questions 1: Disabled Persons
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Exercise 1: Field Visit to a Rehabilitation Center or Home

This field activity is suggested to acquaint trainees with the range
of handicaps and available serviceF, or programs. The visit should be
followed by group discussion.

A visit to a home with a physical therapist or a rehabilitation nurse
to observe treatment may het? demonstrate how complicated treatments can
be done in the home.

Exercise 2: Disabled Persons and Their Families

A variety of disabilities will be explored to determine the range of
needs, reactions, and services found in each.

Have the trainees enumerate five types of disabilities.

- Describe the needs of the disabled person and the family
in each case situation.

- Discuss how these needs can be met and the factors that might
block their fulfillment.

- Discuss the aide's teaching role in the disabilities
identified.

Exercise 3: Disability and Loss

Disabilities often mean a loss of one's ability to perform certain
activities or use certain skills that were previously unimpaired. When
this occurs, a sense of loss and grieving often occurs that is similar
to a ;tuation where a death of a loved one has occurred.

iiave the group give examples.

Discuss the grieving process and working through a loss.

- Indicate the importance of this knowledge for aides.

163
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 1: Disabled Persons

1. What is the difference between an illness and a disability?

2. What attitudes are commonly held about disabled? What is their
impact?

3. What are the key goals of working with an individual or the family?

4. Specify ways to assist disabled persons increase their independence.

5. Describe the grief process as it applies to disabilities. Give
examples.

6. Identify common tasks performed by aides for disabled persons or
their families.
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UNIT G: MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL ILLNESS

ESTIMATED TIME: 2 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Psychiatrist, mental health nursing consultant,
psychiatric social worker or psychologist

INTRODUCTION

This unit considers basic characteristics of good mental health, concepts
and common misconceptions about mental illness and the role of the
homemaker-home health aide in working with families and individuals when
there is mental illness. The care and needs of the mentally ill are con-
sidered in more depth in Module C of the Appendix intended for the addi-
tional training of the experienced aide.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

- identify some of the characteristics of good mental health

- describe some of the concepts and misconceptions of mental illness

- describe how the homemaker-home health aide's contribution can be
helpful to individuals, families and to the mental health team.

CONTENT

Part 1: Characteristics of Good Mental Health

Good mentat health ptauppo6us a senise sen-/Le6pect and see-wwIth.
The i.otAucto4 may eticit PLom the t/Laineez thei/L concepts o(1 good mutat
heatth.

It is evidenced by an individual's ability to:

give and accept affection and love

adapt to change

tolerate varying degrees of anxiety, disappointment and frustration

accept and handle responsibility for one's decision, feelings and
actions

16
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- control desire.; and impulses until they can be gratified acceptably

- deal with reality in a constructive way

relate to Ind live with others in a way that is beneficial L-o both.

The practical assistance and stabilizing influence of the 1-.nmemaker-home
health aile helps to safeguard the mental health of troubled families and
individuals of all ages.

Part 2: Concepts in Mental Illness

Mudc.w concepts o6 menta AlLim and the,c:A .ign,/,16icance aite desctibed.

New knowledge in medicine and the social sciences in the 20th ,:en'_ury has
expanded the view of mental illness. The conce7t of mental illness has
broadened. Rigid line: between mental health and mental illness are no
longer recognized. The difference is a matter of degree. Mental illness
is an illness like any other but with symptoms different from those to
which we are accustomed, such as pain, fever and nausea. B.A physical
and mental illness are misfortunes but there is no reason to regard °tie as
greater than the other.

It is now recognized that environment, family and interpersc.,a1 relation-
ships, particularly in the early years, heredity, isolation and chronic
stress have a significant bearing on the incidence of mental illness. Ac-
cidents, alcohol and drug abuse, untreated venereal disease, unusualfy
high fever over a period of time,' circulatory and other complications which
restrict the flow of blood to the brain may also cause mental illness or
dysfunction. Mental illness is no longer stigmatized as it has been through
the ages although there is stir] fear and a lack of understandng about it.

Everyone reacts in some way to pressure and stress. These reactions di,:fer
with each individual and are not necessarily an indication of mental illness.
Symptoms of mental illness differ only in form and degree from those that
most of us feel at one time or another -- depression, anger, elation,
anxiety, optimism. When a situation becomes _oo painful, our minds have
protective mechanisms for reducing anxiety and stress. Some common defense
mechanisms are:

denial "just don't believe it."

depression "feel terril'1: unhappy."

regression "going bacl- to acting like a child."

projection "blaming others."

rationalization "trying to explain why over and over."

aggression "fighting the world and everybody."

Denial is a method of idaptation in which we refuse to believe that any-
thing or can be disturbing. Denial may range from a temporary "head
in the sand" attitude that operates on the premise that if something is
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ignored 't may go al,ay to complete withdrawnl from the world.

Depression is a -tate of sadness in vhich the person feels dejected and
discouraged. It is an emotional state marked by hopelessness and cispair
which varies in dep._: and duration. It is unlike the low feelings everyone
experiences from time to time.

Repression is a commonly used tool to put out of the mind feelings and
events that are unpleasant and painful. Its use may range from temporarily
"forgetting" to d^ one thing in order to accomplish another, co prolonged
repression of thoughts and feelings with ultimate increased anxiety

Regression is a means of adapting to a situation which an individual feels
he cannot handle by reverting to a less mature level of adjustment. By
acting lez,s than one's "age" an individual is able to handle a situation
or to .;'et others to handle it for him. A toilet-trained child may revert
to soiling w'tb the birth of L. new baby. A: ill adult may revert to the
depemleno of a small child, allowing himself to relax and enjoy the care
giv-n. Regression, like repression, may be used for a brief period as a
means of coping with a difficult experience or it may become entrenched
into an individual's system of coping with life general.

Proiection si,i(;stens unacceptable fe. 'ings or the consequences of one's
actions b,, placing the blame Ln others or attributing one's on feelings
to others. Projection is a Li2ful but self-deceptive tool that taken to
extremes makes ono feel C at others are "out to get you", and one acts
accordingly.

Rationalization places resr nsibilitv on circumstances. It explains away
o: own behavior as a ,:eptable in order to reduce anxiety caused by
unacceptable motives. By ratior. lizing, an individual can interpret his
behavior as having been in the best interests of another or for the good
of society when in reality, the act Jas meant for his own good.

AEgress.-a is striking out at som2one or somcstI,Ing in an effort to neutral-
ize. one's Own Hain or a threat to t SC of well-heirw. Trrationpl
aggression is provoked by frustration, is destructive and usually suddc -
Its use: may range from comper.acin,- For failu.e in job advincement to an
unprovoked physical attack on a pa:,

Other symptoms of mental illness seen in lesser degree in everyone are
preoccupation, imaginary illness, sleeplessness, iariations in mood,
anrealistic fears. Other symptoms go unrecognized :or a long period of
time not only because they differ in degree from the reactions of most
people at one time or another but also because the individual ha: succ ss-
fully concealed the symptoms or those about him fail to acknowledge c
recognize them.

Treatment

There have been significant advances in the understanding and treatmeL
of individuals with mental illness. These include: awareness that persons
with mental illness can he helped just as persons with physical illness
can improve or recover with professional help. There has be,n a movement
away from custodial care and confinement in institutions to form- of

.vv
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community-based care such as outpatient departments of general hospitals,
mental health clinics, foster homes, day-care programs and congregate
living arrangements. The emergence of new forms of treatment and psy-
chotherapy has been accompanied by an increase in mental health profes-
sionals such as psychiatrists, psychologist, and psychiatric social
workers and nurses. ThE introduction of modern drugs to relieve symptoms
has also been an important advance. Despite these advances some miscon-
ceptions about mental illness still exist. Because of fear and lack of
understanding, some people feel that persons who are mentally ill have
lost their minds and will :ever get beater, are not fit for employment or
are dangerous. While it is true that some mentally ill persons may and do
cause physical harm to themselves or to others, this is not usually the
case. Research within the past ten years suggests that spontaneous re-
mission occurs for a percentage of cases in spite of lack of treatment.
This is an encouraging finding and consistent with the view that many of
those with mental and emotional problems do get better. It is true that
during an acute phase of an illness, some individuals are not able to work.
Fortunately, For many the acute nhase is only temporary, and employment
can be resumed. While some return to previous forms of employment, others
choose another kind of work that requires different responsibilities and
offers greater satisfaction.

Part 3: Role of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide in
Situations Where There Is Mental Illness

ectii '?ft e t coo

re!Lsons and the,i.A 6amitic6.

The treatment of mental illness requires the combined efforts of a profes-
sional team as well as the cooperation of the ill person and the. family.
As a member of the team, the role of the homemaker-home health aide working
with entally ill persons and the:r families is not substantially different
fr-m the role in other situations :-enquiring the service. Responsibilities
will vary depending upon whether ill person is at home or in a resi-
('.ential facility and will include:

practical assistance with the day-to-day management of the home

friendly understanding and reassurance to children and family
members

observing and reporting progress and setbacks in recovery, such
as improved or lessened cIppetite, attention to or neglect of
personal appearzuice, absence or presence of hallucinations, efforts
to make or to avoid making decisions. Such observations are
valuable to the physician and other members of the team in their
plans for the treatment of the person. Observations and reports
on the adjustment of family members are of importance.

P'y understanding tliat the mentally ill ptr.,oi is a human being in trouble,
the hoimmiker-home health aide's kindness, patience and efficiency can
help the mentally ill person to resume his or her normal place in the family
r to ti!-;l1MC independent living.

P 0
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SELECTED REFERENCES

Menninger, Karl, with Martin Mayman and Paul Pruyser. The Vital Balance:
The Life Process in Mental Health and Illness. New York: A Viking
Compass Book, 1963.

The paperback version this book contains the following:

"Widely acknowledged as a basic work, The Vital Balance
offers a new, unitary concept of mental health and men-
tal illness which dispenses with the old and confusing
labels and substitutes a method of diagnosis and treat-
ment in which all disturbed states of the mind and the
emotions are seen as stages in a single process. It

marks the culmination of a complete revolution in the
outlook of psychiatry -- from helpless resignation to
active hope and assurance.

For additional references, see Module D in AppendixI-

16:i;
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ASSESSMENT

Assessment of Attitude
Agree Disagree

No
Opinion

1) I feel that mental illness is
something that a person has
always.

2) I feel frightened if I know a person
has the label of "mentally ill."

3) I feel that people with mental illness
should be locked up and have no busi-
ness being home.

4) I feel that a person with mental illness
has lost his mind and can n,t be expected
to function again.

5) I feel that dealing constructively with
reality can help promote good mental
health.
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Mental Health

Disc ;ion Question 1: Mental Health and Mental Illness
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Exercise 1: Mental Health

This exercise focuses on defining a concept of good mental health.

Ask trainees to list characteristics or behavior associaee:'
with good mental health.

- Record on a flipchart or board.

Guide discussion to cover characteristics and misconc:.ns.
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Discussion Question 1: Mental Health and Mental Illness

What is good mental health? How is it evidenced?

What is mental illness? List the major factors that
cause it.

What are defense mechanisms? Describe several.

Name three common misconceptions about mental illness.

Describe the major types of responsibilities homemaker-
home health aides have while serving persons with mental
illness.
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UNIT H: UNDERSTANDING DEATH AND DYINC,

ESTIMATED TIME: 1 hour

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Social worker, mental health consultant,
physician or clergyman.

INTRODUCTION

The homemaker-home health aide becomes concerned with dying and
Leath when providing services for the aged and for the terminally
ill. With the growing interest in hospice care for the terminal-
ly ill, the services for the dying at home may increase. There-
fore, the trainee should have knowledge about the behavior and
feelings of the terminally ill and how these influence the care
services and supportive relationship for the family. If the
agency is involved in a Hospice Program, a training program of
greater depth will be needed.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainees will be able to:

,Ilscuss their own personal feelings about death and dying

recognize the feelings, reactions and needs of the dying
person and family members

give care to the dying person with an understanding of the
person's awareness of impending death, the physical and
emotional needs

CONTENT

Part I: Behavior and Feelings About DezIth

The intAactot may xi.,sh -to me Exet&Ese 1 eot discus -sion oe att-
tude.6 towatd death and dyi.ng.

Dying and death is the last phase of the life cycle. Although it
is difficult to confront, it requires preparat un as do the other
stages of life. This should include physical, emotional, social,
phil -;ophical and spiritual preparation.
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Although death is usually associated with the older person, it
may occur at any age. The concepts of death also differ with
age. The child is unable to understand death until the pre-ado-
lescent period; the time when the child becomes more concerned
with other people. The young child's fears and concerns about
death may be manifested through games or concern for pets and
the loss of family members. Children may realize their impend-
ing death when a long-term illness is present. Studies have
shown that they know, despite parental efforts to keep this
knowledge from them.

Adult attitudes toward death and dying are influence. by back-
ground, culture and religion. Attitudes also differ whether
death is sudden or anticipated. Death may have many different
meanings for the adult or elderly person facing death because
of long illness.

There is no time to prepare for death when it comes accidentally or
swiftly, but most persons who approach death because of advanced
age or from a terminal illness go through a sequence of feelings
and behavior.

In some instances, the person is not told about the seriousness
of his condition. This happens because the family does not want
him to know or the health team believes that the person could not
tolerate or accept the knowledge. This denies the person an op-
portunity to resolve his own feelings and to direct his energies
toward preparation for death. Usually, despite all efforts to
conceal the real prognosis of an illness, the person does become
aware of the situation. When the person is at home, the homemaker-
home health aide respects the wishes of the family and follows the
instructions of the plan of care. The observations of the home-
maker-home health aide may support the family's and the care
team's decision to share the knowledge of the ill person's condi-
tion with him.

According to Kubler-Ross, the person and family go through a se-
quence of reactions: These are denial, anger,-bargaining, depres-
sion and acceptance.

Denial and isolation are the first reactions of a person
who learns that he is terminally ill. The person is deny-
ing when he talks about the future and avoids talking
about his illness. Gradually he does. begin to face the
possibility of death

- Anger occurs when the person recognizes the reality of the
course of illness and is angry that he is dying while others
are allowed to live. "Why me" is his question

- The "bargaining" reaction is when the person or tJose
around him make promises God to do something special or
change their lives if the life can be spared. In some in-
stances bargaining may be life-extending and account for the
remissions sometimes seen in terminally ill persons
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Depression occurs when the person becomes weaker and he
and those around him are unable to perform even simple
tasks because of deep sadness. This is normal. The
health team and the homemaker-home health aide need to
give physical and emotional help as the person grows weak-
er. The person may need to express a review of his life
and his sorrow. Listening may be most important. Words
may not be needed, A touch of the hand and warm accepting
silence is therapeutic. Much will depend upon the rela-
tionship established earlier. The health team should try
to interpret the person's feelings to the family

Acceptance is the final reaction of the dying person. It
comes if the person is given enough time. The person will
no longer be angry or depressed having mourned his loss.
Depending upon his awareness he can make plans from a re-
ligious, philosophical, social and emotional standpoint
almost becoming detached

In prolonged illnesses the person and his family may go through
all these stages, almost in the sequence outlined. But, more fre-
quently they may revert back and forth to previous stages.

The death of a child is a reversal of life expectancy. The child
is often not told that he may die, but may sense it in the discom-
fort of the parents. The slowly dying child places great demand
on parents and those who provide care. The parents and family may
need respite services that can be provided by homemaker-home health
aide services to ease their conflict over the demands of the ill
child and the lack of attention to the other children.

All children, but especially the teenager, facing a lingering
death can best be helped by being encouraged to live as fully as
possible. Death is not easily accepted at this stage and parents
will feel the loss deeply.

For the middle-aged person, death means an interruption of respon-
sibilities to family and career. It brings varied responses, but
these are usually concerned with the welfare of the family. Death
is expected with advancing Ege, but the person should be helped to
live as long and as fully p, ,sible.

Services provided in familicL 'there the terminally ill member is
the mother of young childr- -2quire a special concern for the
impact on the children dur illness and following death.
The homemaker-home health aide'. understanding, support and accep-
tance of the children's feelings grief helps to keep the home
running as normally as possible, may prevent a serious
long-lasting trauma from developing in one or more of the children.
In these situations service should frequently be continued until
the immediate shock is past and a long-term care plan for the chil-
dren can be worked out. The agency must be very supportive of the
homemaker-home health aide and provide professional help to the
family so that clearly it is the team and not just the homemaker-
home health aide who helps the family carry the burden.
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Part 2: Caring for the Dying

Exekcizez 2 and 3 may be used as a basics lick the discussion o6 the
cake and needs o6 the dying.

In years past, death usually occurred in the home. Now about 70
percent of all deaths occur in hospitals or related institutions.
There is growing concern for the dying. There is an increase in
books on the subject, seminars and educational programs for health
and social workers and others such as the clergy. Concern l'or the
needs and dignity of the dying person is resulting in the dQvelop-
ment of the hospice movement. Hospice is a term used to indicate
special care for the dying. Its aim is to treat the dying person
with dignity and to make him or her as physically, mentally, emo-
'tionally and spiritually as comfortable as possible. It may be
provided in the hospital, a special care facility or at home.
The care is given by specially trained people -- doctors, nurses,
social workers, psychologists, clergymen -- and may include the
homemaker-home health aide when the person is cared for at home.

The Homemaker-Home Health Aide and the Dying Person

Caring for the dying person requires skill and sensitivity as does
the support and comfort of family members. In many instances this
can be emotionally and physically demanding on those who provide
service.

Special concerns for the dying include:

- following plans that are developed for meeting the needs of
the person and his fa.:1,0y

- providing personal care -- physical care and comfort are a
continuing need. Exercise and nutrition are needed to main-
tain strength

maintaining routines that should be kept flexible allowing
the person to decide when certain care should be given

modifying procedures to allow for comfort

- explaining to the pers-n what is being done even though the
person does not seem to respond

- listening attentively

protecting the person's privacy and independence

- lemonstrating real concern, acceptance and understanding in
helping to meet the psychological and emotional needs of
the individual and family

- encouraging the family to talk with the person and with each
other
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Since caring for the dying person is so demanding, it is impor-
tant that the homemaker-home health aide seek and receive the
support of the supervisor and professional team concerned with
the person and his family.
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ASSESSMENT UNIT H

1. The attitude toward death and dying may be influenced by:

2. The person may not be told he is dying because:

3. When a person dies from a terminal illness or old age, he and
his family may go through the following reactions:

4. What is the most important thing to do for a teenager who is
dying a lingering death?

5. The middle-aged person who is dying may be most concered about:

6. What can a homemaker-home health aide do when a mother of small
children is the terminally ill person?

7. List five activities that the homemaker-home health aid may
perform for the support and comfort of the dying person:
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN UNIT H

1. Cultural background

2. The family does not want him to know

The information team believes that the person cannot tolerate
the information

3. Denial

Anger

Bargaining

Depression

Acceptance

4. To live as fully as possible

5. The welfare of the family and making provisions

6. Provide understanding and acceptance of the children's feel-
ings of grief and help in seeing that the activities of the
home continue as close to normal as possible

7. Personal care for physical comfort

Maintain a routine but be flexible

Modify procedures for comfort

Be an attentive listener

Show real concern and acceptance

Protect the person's privacy
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Attitudes Toward Death

Exercise 2: Case Study on Feelings About Death

Exercise 3: Case Study Concerning Death and the Homemaker-
Home Health Aide

Discussion Question: Role of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide
in Death and Dying
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Exercise 1: Attitudes Toward Death 1

TIt Exe;ize dmigned to exp.eme attitudes towatd death and
dying.

introduce the exercise and distribute the questionnaire

- provide 5 tc i0 minutes to respond to the questions

discuss th(- group's responses to selected items

There are no right or wrong answers. The purpose of this ques-
tionnaire is to help you look at your own feelings about death at
this time. Answer as honestly as you can. Feel free to make ad-
ditional comments on any question in the spacc marked other. You
may mark more than one answer.

1. To the best of your memory, at what age were you first aware of
death?

A. Under age three C. Five to ten Other:

B. Three to five D. Ten or older

2. When you were a child, how was death talked about in your family?

A. Openly

B. With some discomfort

C. Only when necessary, and not in front of children

D. As though death was a forbidden subject

E. Don't remember any talk about death

3. Which of the following most influenced the way you think about
death now?

A. Death of someone close E. TV, movies, radio

B. Things you have read

C. Religion

D. Funerals G. Own health

Ot.er:

F. Length of time family
members have lived,
how long-lived

Occupational Home Economics Education Series, Care and Independent
Liviag Services for the Aging, Section III-A22, Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC: 1977.
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Exercise 1 (continued)

4. Has religion been an important part in the way you 'in!,

about death?

A. Very important

B. Important

Other:

C. Not very important

D. No part at all

5. How often do you think about your own death?

A. At least once a day

B. Often

C. Sometimes

Other:

D. Not more than once
a year

E. Never or almost never

6. What does death mean to you?

A. The end of life D. End of physical life,
but ;he spirit lives on

B. A new beginning, of
life after death E. Don't know

C. Endless sleep and peace

Other:

7. What thing about your own death bothers you most?

A. could no longer have any experiences

B. I ar., afraid of what might happe to my body after death

C. I am not sure what will happen Lu me if there is life
after death

D. I could no longer provide for my family

E. My relatives and friends would grieve

F. I could not finish things I had started

G. The process of dying might be painful

Other:
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Exercise 1 (continued)

8. What do you believe causes most deaths?

A. Most deaths happen because the person wants to die

B. Most deaths happen because of the way the person uses
or fails to use things such as tobacco, alcohol, medi-
cines

C. Most deaths just happen

9. If your doctor knew that you would die from a disease 6 A
a limited time left to live, would you want him to tell

A. Y(s

B. No

C. Depends on circumstances

Other:

10. IE it were possible, would you want to know the exact date on
which you were going to die?

A. Yes

B. No

Other:
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Exercise 2: Case Study on Feelings About Death

ThL6 caze 'study aLeows Got di4cuszion o6 -the /LoZe. ad 6edingis
a tAainee in a teAmirat it.enuis zituation.

- introduce case study

read or hand out the case:

Henry Wilks, age 8S, who lives alone with the assistance
of a homemaker-home health aide, learns he has an inop-
erable cancer and has only a short while to live. He
wants to see all of his grandchildren before he dies and
so calls the family and begs them all to come to iris
house for Thanksgiving in two weeks, but doesn't tell
:them why. They all feel it would be too troC)le
for him, and some have other plans. They try to get
him to go see his younger brother for Thar*s0.,;g. le
is hurt anti disappointed and gets angry and ban up.
He then explodes at the homemaker-home health aide,
telling her how she wouldn't be there unless he poir
her, that no one likes him, and his own children have
never really loved him

discuss the role and feelings of the homemaker-home Lealth
aide in this case. How do we react to working for someone
who is as seriously ill as Mr. Wilkes? Could anytniDg hay.-
been done regarding the Thanksgiving problem? Row to yet
think that you, as the homemaker-home health aide, wo'l
react if Mr. Wilkes took his anger out on you
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Exercise 2: Cage Study Concernin& Death and the
F,-memaker-Home Health Aide

This ca,sz stRdy exeAcise c6 designed 6cA exptoting the tote and
iee.,Znas o6 a ttainee when a death Lo aiiscoveted.

- jutroduce the exercise to the trainees and establish the
lealL.ng objectives

r-ad or hand out the case:
ti

The homemaker-home health aide and the elderly couple
she works for have returned early from their usual morn-
ing walk because the man complained of being tired. The
man goes into the living room to rest in his favorite
chair while the woman goes into the kitchen to put on
the kettle for tea and the homemaker-home health aide
begins straightening up the bedroom so that the man can
lie down. When the tea is ready, the woman goes into
the living room to get her husband but returns without
him because she doesn't want to waken him from his nap.
A little later, the homemaker-home health aide looks
into the living-room and realizes that the man is prob-
ably dead.

lead discussion of the circumstances of the case. How does
the homemaker-home health aide know the man is probably dead?
What should be done first? Next? What feelings will the
homemaker-home health aide and the man's wife have to strug-
gle with? How can they best cope with their feelings?

What would the homemaker-home health aide do if she/he ar-
rived at the home to find a person dead who had lived alone?
The homemaker-home health aide had been in the home three
days before and no one had been there since.
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Discussion Questions: Role of the Homemaker-Home Health Aide
In Death and Dying

How can the trainee comfort a parent who could not talk about
death to the dying child and regrets it later?

How can the trainee prepare for caring for a dying person?

How can the trainee use the supervisor and other professionals
for support and help when the demands seem overwhelming?

How would the trainee relate to a family who refuses to allow
any mention of "death" to the dying relative?
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SECTION III

PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

IN HOME MANAGEMENT

Section III includes the first learning units re-
lating to the practical skills that the homemaker-
home health aide will use in providing health and
social support services in the home. The section
consists of three units: "Maintaining a Clean,
Safe, ccld Healthy Environment", "Food and Nutri-
tion", and "Managing Time, Energy, Money and Other
Resourcs".

The extent to which home management skills will be
used by the homemaker-home health aide depends upon
the program and type of service provided by the a-
gencies. Some agencies introduce the homemaker-
home health aide to the service by assignments in
home maintenance. Since the homemaker-home health
aide functions to meet The needs of individuals and
families, responsibilities will vary from minimum
care of the immdiate environment of the sick in-
dividual to total maintenance of the home, care of
the children, and preparation of all meals.

It is essential that the homemaker-home hea]th aide
understaad that working in someone else's home is
different from performing the same activities in
one's own home. These differences require sensi-
tivity as well as the knowledge that will ensure
the -afety, protect the health, and conserve the
time and energy of bath the recipients of service
and the homemaker-hor: health aide.
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UNIT A: MAINTAINING A CLEAN, SAFE,

AND HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

ESTIMATED TIME: 6 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Home economist

INTRODUCTION

Home maintenance and housekeeping may become disrupted and disorgan-
ized when health and/or social problems are present. In carrying
out the plan for the individual or family, the home management func-
tion of the homemaker-home health aide is integral to the treatment
process. The sick person feels better and improves faster in a clean
and safe environment. Infection and accidents are prevented. In in-
stances where the family is unable to maintain the home because of
lack of ability or knowledge, the teaching aspect of the rvice is
of primary importance. In those situations emphasis will be on the
role of the homemaker-home health aide in helping to solve problems
of home maintenance and in assisting the individual and/or family to-
ward increased responsibility and independence.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will he able to:

recognize the importance of a clean and well-maintalned he
environment to health and safety and its relatic ship to the
plan of care

identify the appropriate role and task a homemaker-home
health aide usually performs

perform basic cleaning, housekeeping And maintenance tasks

choose appropriate procedures, equipment, and supplies and im-
provise when there are limited supplies, equipment, and money
resources

instruct others the home to assist with housecleaning and
maintenance tasks

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

I ipchart, soaps, detergents, mops, dust cloths, vacuum cleaner, spe-
cial cleaners.
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Part 1: Contribution of Housekeeping and Maintenance to the
Physical and Psychological Well-Being of Individuals
and Families

The homemaker -home heaeth aide cont/Libutez to the o!,1.(Tle and
psychoZogicae wete-being o5 individuabs and tiamiP;,\ pc-
6okming homemaking cctivitim oglic!/ iactude cleaning c(17:i maia-
tain-big a). otdeA.Zu home.

CONTENT

A clean, safe home is important. When homes are not properly
maintained, the chance for hazards to the health of family members
increases. There is greater chance for accidents, infection and
disease to occur and spread. The safety of the family is at risk.

Sometimos housecleaning may be regarded by the trainees (and the
professionals) as an unimportant daily routine. However, it must
be recognized as a critical part of the care plat. A clean, well-
maintained home enhances the safety, comfort and contentment of
its residents. When illness is present, an orderly, clean home
becomes an essential part of health care even as it does in the
institutional care of the sick and disabled. It should be so
thought of by the homemaker-home health aide.

The in6tkucton ,houed u,se Exicize 1, Wonkisheet 1. and mat' tte
Dizcuzsion (2u.c.stion 1. This topic coveu the 4eeationzhip
cleaning and maintenance to the note o4 the homemaker -home heath
aide and to the cane plan. It 6the66e6 the dq(lotence in doing
hotoekeeping ta4sk4 in one's mil home and in that oK another p' ^r-

son of General hezpon6a4Litie,s and the mual) tasks aAe
discussed.

Part 2: Responsibilities of the homemaker -Home Health Aide for
Maintaining a Clean, Safe and Healthy Environment

CONTENT

A major difierence between maintaining a clean, safe and healthy
environment in someone else's home and in one's own home, is that
responsibilities either contribute to or may be the major goal of
the care plan that has been developed by the professional team.
Usually the ultimate goal is increased individual and/or family
responsibility and independence. Since the homemaker-home health
aide will be providing the principle health and social !,:snort
services in the home, it is essential that the aide he knowledge-
able about the purpose of home maintenance activities. The pur-
pose may be to:

assist the individual or family maintain the environmont
the home during illnitss. qr because of a disabling cond-I nn

-- (f.
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encourage the ill person upon recovery to assume increased
appropriate home management respLasibilities

help and teach the disorganized family to solve problems
of home maintenance that are due to lack of skills or
knowledge

Llaintain the home during a family crisis, such as death,
desertion, or hospitalization of parent or a child-ablse
or neglect situation

The tasks will vary from the care of the sick person's room to
general cleaning, including activities such as dusting, straight-
ening, floor care such as vacuuming or sweeping, and washing dishes.
Tasks may include cleaning the bathroom and kitchen (refrigerators
and ovens) and doing laundry. The specific duties to be performed
are outlined in the care plan prepared by the supervisor or care
team.

The plan may indicate days for performing specific tasks or it
may only indicate the kinds of things to be done, with the home-
maker-home health aide being responsible for scheduling activities.

The plan guides the homemaker-home heal aide. When problems
arise abou, housecleaning and home maintenance tasks, sqch as
regularly being asked to do tasks not listed on the plan of work
or frequent complaints about how tasks are done, the supervisor
should be contacted.

Exc.:cLs,, 1 may be used (in (ILSCUS6i0H, CA a p.eaa such sirs Hanc,

Scctio)t I. T(te. 61stkactm may use "Piett.5)SiOR QtACtioll. 1.

It is of primary importance that the aide be sensi':ive and re-
spectful of the 'ustoms and feelings of the indivAuals a::(1 fami-
lies served. This may include awareness of such factors as:

methods of performing tasks; the person may want things
done their way which is different from that of the aide

values and life style relating to home maintenance; it may
be very important or unimi.ortant to the person or family

reluctance to have a ,3tranger handle ito.ms of personal
significance and value

sensitivity about being uo.able to do one's own housework,
evident in the elder or the ill person who is no longer
able to maintain the home

the mother who is threatened by the aide who parforms more
erfecti7ely than she i able to because of iess or an-
ther reason

In some instances disorganization of t1 home may be -0 fired to
thlems that must he solved be for, prngress in impr the home

79
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can be made. This can include changes of environment or treatment
of a psychiatric condition.

The homemaker-home health aide will work in many kinds of homes.
Some will be well equipped and furnjshed, others will be inade-
quately .equipped. Many of the elderly and handicapped live in
small apartments or in one room, where space and materials are
limited. Sometimes the homemaker-home health aide will be working
with familie in the impoverished areas of cities and rural areas.
Materials such as bedding and equipment may be limited or even
nonexistent. There may be communal bathrooms or in rural areas
outdoor toilets. Some of these families will have great need for
:le demonstration of homemaking ski:1.s and teaching. How to im-

provise equipment and "make do" with materials that are available
will be an important skill.

Part 3: Cleaning a House General Guidelines

Some geQe,tat a5pecto cleaning aAe diiscrld fii ite"!ation to
homemake-home. herath aide behvice.5.

Dusting and straightening, cleaning floors and floor cov rings,
getting rid of garbage and trash are part of maintaining a clean,
safe and healthy environment. To the degree possible, the indi-
vidual or family members should participate in the tasks performed.
Only such cleaning as is acceptable to the individual and Family
should be done. Improving the home environment must he related
to the family's style and values. In maintaining a home certain
basic concepts can be helpful to the homemaker-home health aide
and to the recipiA.nt of services.

illst'utctot may wi5h to combine thzi..5 di,5C11,5i0i1 with Unit C,
Patt I, (14 tILVS 5ection.

A written plan is a useful guide until a routine is established,
starting with a one-week schedule of tasks to be accomplished
each day or on each visit. Priority may need to be given to
certain activities; at certain times. Therefore flexibility is
also important.

Tile in.structat mat! wi511 to use FACACiiSe 2 and Handout:5 1 and 2.

Safety for the members of the household and for oneself is a pri-
mary concern in maintaining a home. The homemaker-home health
aide should be concerned with identifying and eliminating safety
hazards. Safety reminders will be found relating to various pro-
cedures throughout the "Curriculum".

The bt.5.ttucto 5hened ci,se ExeAci5e. 3 and Handout 3 a5 a ba,541,5 Son
(!f:icity concept 'teeating to 5a6ety.

Health protection should be a guiding principle for all home main-
tenance activities. A number of diseases may be transmitted from
person to person through improper foodhandling and dishwashing.

192
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These diseases include colds, influenza and gastrointestinal dis-
eases such as diarrhea which frequently occur in families. An un-
clean bathroom or kitchen is a potential source of infection of
various types. Hand-washing before and after performing household
tasks, especially after handling soiled or contaminated articles,
is a basic principle in disease prevention.

See Exhibit 1, Unit 3, Section IV, Handouts 4 and 5.

Roaches, rats, mice and fleas are common carriers of disease. Their
control may be an important contribution to family health and clean-
liness.

The inztAucton. may me Dizemsion Quenon 3 and Handouts 3 and 5.

The use of good body mechanics in performing home maintenance ac-
tivities is important in avoiding strains on joints and muscles,
avoiding injury and preventing undue fatigue. Body mechanics is
the way in which the body moves and maintains balance. Houselcean-
ing and maintenance require a lot of bending, standing, stooping,
and lifting. Therefore it is important that correct principles of
body mechanics be used.

See Exhibit 3, Handout 6.

The proper use of cleaning products is important in effective
cleaning and protecting of surfaces, materials and people.

There are four basic kinds of household cleaning products:

all-purpose cleaning agents

soaps and detergents

cleansers

specialty cleaners

AU purpose cleaning agents are useful for general housecleaning
and can be used for many kinds of surfaces, such as counter tops,
walls, floors, and baseboards. Soaps and detergents are used for
bathing, laundering, and dishwashing. Cleansers are used mostly
for scouring and for hard-to-clean areas. Specialty cleaners are
used for special tasks and surfaces, such as cleaning glass, metal,
ovens, etc.

The instnuctot may teKelL to Exhibit 1 and Discussion Question 5
and entist tAainees in puviding additionae examptes oK ptoducts.

The following cautions should be exercised in using household
cleaning products:

Always read the directions on any product you use, especially
products used for the first time

9t3
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Use only the amount recommended on the label

- Do not mix products, as some cleaners contain dangerous
fumes and gases when mixed

- Follow the steps on the label; rinsing is often required
and if not done can damage a surface

- Do not leave cleaners on surfaces more than the recom-
mended time, as this can damage a surface

- Overscrubbing can damage some surfaces

C -aning Tools and Equipment

The -,re of the home can be made easier with tools suited to var-
ious tasks. Some are especially designed for a particular job,
others will serve many purposes. This involves responsibility for
the use of expensive equipment. The homemaker-home health aide
should exercise care and become familiar with the purpose and use
of equipment. Equipment should be kept clean and in its proper
place. Vacuum cleaners, in particular, should have their brushes
and bags checked frequently. If there is no vacuum cleaner, a
corn broom may be used to brush the rug and a whisk broom used on
the furniture.

Special Considerations in Cleaning the House

The inztAucto. may use Discussion Question 2 ass an inttoduction.
Woidmheet 2 may be heep6ut in ten.m6 o6 what pitocedufte4 and matetui-
ats to use in cteaning and don. the considenation o6 how to impu-
vise mateniab and equipment.

Dusting and Straightening. The homemaker-home health aide
may find it helpful to keep the house orderly by straightening
frequently. Dusting should be done about once a week or when nec-
essary. It may be needed daily, if a person has an allergy.

Cleaning Floors and Rugs. Washing the floor adds greatly to
the feeling of cleanliness and order. Vinyl, asbestos or ceramic
tile, linoleum and asphalt or rubber floors may be washed. After
removing loose dirt or crumbs, wash the floor with a cloth or mop
dipped in warm sudsy water. Do not allow water to remain on the
floor. Wet floors may be slippery and are frequently a source of
falls and home accidents. When vacuuming rugs, use long strokes
and go over repeatedly, back and forth, especially if there is
heavy dirt.

Care of the Kitchen. Frequently, the plan of care will in-
clude cleaning the kitchen. This is an important activity in pro-
tecting the health and safety of the family. The kitchen is fre-
quently the site of home accidents and should be carefully checked
for safety hazards. Cleaning materials, frequently used in the
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kitchen, should be kept separately and out of the reach of children.
A clean kitchen can also be important in preventing infections.

Wash dishes in hot soapy water and rinse in hot water. when dealing
with infectious diseases or colds, use boiling water for rinsing.
The heat kill- germs. Air dried dishes are more sanitary. Some
homes. have automatic dishwashers. A family member may demonstrate
how to correL-_ly load and start a specific machine model. Auto-
matic dishwashers save time and because of the high temperature are
more sanitary. When using an automatic dishwasher, scrape dishes to
remove large food particles. Empty cups and glasses. Dishes or
silverware should not be crowded in the dishwasher; cups and glasses
should be placed open end down. The following items are usually not
washed in the dishwasher: electrical appliances, some plastic ware,
wooden articles, articles with wood handles, hand-painted or antique
dishes, delicate china, fine glassware, some pots and pans. Use
only a dishwasher detergent in the amount recommended on the label.

Hot, sudsy water may be used in cleaning the outside of the stove,
the trays and burners. Special cleansers should be used only for
the oven and according to directions. Sprinkling detergent on the
broiler pan immediately after use will make it easier to clean.
Ammonia mixed with sudsy water can be used to clean the oven.

The refrigerator should be wiped out frequently and defrosted when
there is about one half-inch of frost. When defrosting, turn the
the dial to "off" and keep frozen foods wrapped in newspaper. Two
tablespoons of baking soda in one quart of warm water may be used
to wipe the inside walls of the refrigerator. Baking soda leaves
the refrigerator odor-free. The shelves and trays may be washed in
soapy water. Defrosting may be accomplished more quickly by placing
pans of hot water in the freezer. Never use a knife to chip off the
frost; the freezing unit could be damaged.

Maintaining a Clean and Orderly Bathroom. A clean bathroom is
important to the health and safety of the family. When the service
is limited to personal care, the bathroom should be left clean and
orderly. A clean odor-free bathroom is an important part of im-
proving and demonstrating good home maintenance, hygiene and safety.

The moisture and warmth of the bathroom are conducive to the growth
C gems. Mold may grow around the bathtub and shower, especially
during the summer. Cleaning the bathroom can often help to elimi-
nate the odors encountered in poorly maintained homes.

Many home accidents occur in the bathroom. All rugs should be non-
skid. Puddles of water should be wiped up immediately. Bathtubs
and showers should be equipped with grab bars, especially when there
are elderly and handicapped persons living in the home.

The entire family must be involved in keeping the bathroom clean.
Teaching children to flush the toilet, to pick up and hang up wet
towels and rinse the sink after use are ways in which the homemaker-
home health aide helps to improve home maintenance.

a r-.-Li
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When cleaning the bathtub, shower stall and sink, a sponge or cloth
should be used to scrub the sides, edges and bottom of the bathtub,
shower stall and sink. The shower stall is often neglected and can
be a good place for germs to grow.

An unclean toilet bowl is unsanitary and can be the source of odors.
The inside of the bowl should be scrubbed with a brush and cleaner,
care being taken to get under the rim. If it is necessary to use a
stronger toilet cleaner, the first should be flushed down to avoid
possible chemical reactions.

When cleaning the medicine cabinet, special care should be taken
not to disturb the labels. Containers should be replaced in the
same place, because often persons expect a bottle to be in one po-
sition and do not look at the label.

The bathroom floors should be washed and dried carefully to prevent
slipping accidents.

Cteaning and attanging stotage ateas can be an impottant Aunction,
especiatty £n impuving home maintenance.

Good storage means that everything has a place convenient for use.
Products that are dangerous should be stored out of the reach of
children and where they will not be mistaken by adults.

Items should be stored as closely as possible to where they are
used: towels in or near the bathroom, pots and pans near the stove,
eating utensils near the dining table. Items should be easily seen,
reached or replaced. Canned vegetables should be arranged according
to variety, children's clothes at eye level and within reach. Things
that are used together should be stored near each other. This can
save steps and time when cooking or performing other household tasks.
Dishes used daily and stored in two different rooms waste time and
energy. If a pan is used almost daily, keep it within easy reach.
A popcorn popper can be stored in a less convenient place. Clean
storage areas occasionally. Remove items, wipe shelves and draw-
ers with a damp cloth, using a general cleaning agent. When shelves
and drawers have liners, these may need to be removed and replaced;
some can be wiped with a wet cloth. Areas used for food storage or
other frequently used items need to be cleaned frequently.

The individual or family in whose home service is being provided
should decide what the storage arrangement willbe. If changes are
needed, the aide should discuss with the family why changes would
help in performing activities.

Part 4: Ilanazinz Home Laundrz

Hand on machine washing is atmo4t away6 a pct oti a homemaker -home
heath aide's work. Exetcises 4 and 5 and Handout 7 o this unit
6ocws on 6actoAs .involved in taundty, inctuding: Laundty aids and
suppties, taundAy equipment, taunde4ing tasks such as smting,
potting, So ding, ikoning, ptessing and putting away.
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Part 5: Maintenance of Clothing

Repaitiyig ceoth,ing and othet home sewing tL hi.ch may be tgoited.

Basic mending or sewing tasks may be part of the job for the home-
maker-home health aide working with a famil'i. older person with
limited vision or with persons who may not the time or ability
to keep clothing and household linens in 'r. Basic mending tasks
include: hemming, sewing on buttons, snaps, Joks; repairing ripped
seams; patching.

Demonsttate the bvic ptocedutes Got mending, inctuding hemming,
sewing seams, buttons, snaps, hooks, tepalfing tipped seams and
patching. Membets o6 the ctah4 may have sewing skilts and make
the above demons unions. Be Mae that demonat:Latot poi -t4 out
the kind o sewing too& and equipment needed 6ot these tasks.

Part 6: Teaching Others in the Home to Assist in or Do Home
Maintenance

In some situations, a homemaket-home health aide wilt be asked to
heep one ot mote tiamiey members .learn to do housekeeping tasks.
Members the 6amity should be ptepated to assume the tesponsi-
bitity dot home maintenance and cane when the setvice .is discon-
tinued.

There is an element of teaching in every homemaker-home health
aide assignment. Teaching becomes the principal role when the
goals of the plan of care are to help individuals and families
learn how to better meet the needs of daily living and to acquire
a more responsible or self-sufficient life style. This means in-
volving family members in demonstrations and the performance of
homemaking tasks, e.g. cleaning, food preparation, shopping and
the wise use of resources. It may mean the adaptation of the
environment to enable a handicapped person to live independently
or teaching a family member to give personal care.

When the goals of the plan include helping the family members to
change their modes of living, such goals will be based on careful
professional assessment of the strengths and needs of the individ-
ual or family and their usual customs. The assessment determines
whether there are strengths to build on and how these may be used.
Teaching will be most successful wheA there is recognition by the
family that help is needed and there is a desire to change or im-
prove their pattern of living.

A period of time is usually nef,Ided for the homemaker-home health
aide to establish a helpful relationship with the mother or other
person and to get to know the nature and extent of the problem.

When the homemaker-home health aide is teaching others, them are
several points to remember.

See Exhibit 2.
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- Teaching should be related to existing family members and
cultural patterns. It takes time to learn new habits or
ways of doing things.

Things will not be perfect the first time.

Limit the amount of teaching at any one time.

- Show and explain how to do the task.

- Break down tasks into simple steps that can be easily
learned.

- Answer all questions as best you can. If someone wants
to know why a particular product is used, or why a task
needs to be done in a certain way, take time to explain.

- Be flexible, but within limits. Try to set a time for
doing tasks that is as convenient as possible for family
members.

- Compliment a task well done.

Assist the person who is having difficulty, but do not
do it for him.

Point out how doing the task helps the home look better
or the people in it feel better.

The inAtkuctok can u6e Exekci4e4 7 and 8 to pkovide pkactice in
teaching shi.ets.

If teaching family members is part of the plan worked out by the
supervisor, the homemaker-home health aide will need to help the
family assume responsibility. First steps would be to determine
who can do what:

Tasks Younger Children Can Do

Set and clear table
Pick up things
Help with dishes
Empty small wastebaskets
Dust large surfaces

Things Everyone Can Do

Straighten rooms
Put away own things
Hang up own clothes
Put away own clothes
Rinse tub or shower after use

Tasks Older Children and
Adults Can Do

Make beds

Help younger children make beds
Wash dishes
Launder
Clean floors
Dust, straighten
Clean bathroom(s)
Straighten closets
Mend
Clean woodwork
Make small repairs

A written plan is often better in the beginning. Start with a one-
week plan. Such a peon might took. Zike Handout 2.
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ASSESSMENT: UNIT A

1. List three basic concepts that should apply when providing
home maintenance services.

2. Some reactions or feelings an individual or family may have
toward having a homemaker-home health aide providing services
in the home.

3. Home maintenance services by the homemaker-home health aide
are always based in a
This makes it different from doing similar tasks at home.

4. Home maintenance services could be provided because

5. Check YES or NO opposite the correct body mechanics when
doing home maintenance tasks:

YES NO Carry object as far from body as possible.

YES NO Bend the knees.

YES NO Lift from the floor.

YES NO Keep shoulders up.

YES NO Stand as erect as possible.

6. What is a basic measure for preventing spread of disease?

4..f-1 0 kir)
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Assessment: Unit A (continued)

7. If there are roaches and mice in the home, what could you do
to help the family minimize the health hazards?

8. and

may be the primary activities when the aide is helping a

family solve home maintenance problems.

9. List five points to remember when teaching others:

10. Why is a clean, orderly bathroom important?
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ANSWERS TO ASSESSMENT: UNIT A

1. - plan carefully
- safety

- prevention of disease and infection
- proper use of the body
- proper use of cleaning materials and equipment

2. - dislike having strangers handle things
- do tasks differently than the aide
- threatened mother because aide does things more efficiently
- sensitivity about not being able to perform home mainten-

ance tasks

3. -plan of care or service

4. -illness of an individual
- helping family solve problems of home maintenance
- a family crisis

5. -no
- yes

- no

-yes
- yes

6. -wash hands frequently after completing task and handling
soiled articles

7. -replace all caps on bottles
-keep food in tightly covered containers
suggest careful use of pesticides, etc.

- clean carefully, eliminating crumbs, etc., that attract bugs
- if there is a vacuum, use it in corners, etc.

8. -teaching and demonstration

9. -be patient -be flexible
- don't expect perfection -assist but don't do
show and tell -compliment

- answer all questions

10. -moisture can lead to bacterial growth
-accidents can occur easily in bathrooms

202
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Housekeeping and Maintenance Contribution to Well-Being

Exercise 2: Using a Plan

Exercise 3: Safety and Health Hazards and Their Prevention

Exercise 4: Use of Laundry Products

Exercise 5: Laundry Procedures

Exercise 6: Teaching Family Member Using Role Play

Exhibit 1: Four Basic Kinds of Cleaning .roducts

Exhibit 2: Points to Remember in Teaching

Exhibit 3: Some Principles of Body Mechanics

Discussion Questions 1: Responsibilities of he Homemaker-Home
Health AL:e in Maintaining a Clean and
Healthy Environment

Discussion Questions 2: Cleaning a House General Guidelines

Handout 1: Housekeeping Tasks Rules of Organization

Handout 2: Sample Work Plan

Handout 3: General Household Safety Check List

Handout 4: Home Maintenance Precautions for Preventing Disease

Handout 5: Disease Carriers and Diseases They Transmit

Handout 6: Body Mechanics in Home Maintenance

Handout 7: Steps to Successful Laundry

Worksheet 1: Physical and Psychological. Contributions of Maintenance
Tasks

Worksheet 2: Commercial and Improvised Methods of Cleaning
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Exercise 1: Housekeeping and Maintenance
Contribution to Well-Being

This exercise is designed to focus on the benefits of maintenance
or housekeeping tasks to the well-being of the service recipient
or family.

- Ask the trainees, going round- robin, for suggEstions of
how these tasks could ccntr-Lbute to individual or family
well-being and basic needs

- List these on a chart or board

- Discuss the implications of the items listed for the indi-
vidual, family and homemaker-home health aide

Exercise 2: Using A Plan

The purpose of this exercise is to assist the trainee in under-
standing the role, appropriate activities, and inapporpirate ac-
tivities for homemaker-home health aides in the housekeeping and
maintenance area.

Ask the trainee group to indicate a range of activities
that might be performed

- List their suggestions on a flipchart or board in two
columns. One column would be "Appropriate Activities"
and the other "Inappropriate Activities"

Through discussion, help the trainees understand the proper
role of the homemaker-home health aide in regard to specific
tasks or activities
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Exercise 3: Safety and Health Hazards and Their Prevention

Have the class divide into three smaller groups. The first group
would discuss the physical causes of accidents; the second group
the emotional causes of accidents; the third group the environ-
mental causes of accidents. After information from each group is
shared with the class, a list of suggestions and changes the home-
maker-home health aides could make to accident-proof the home
would be devised. Types of accident should include falls, fires
and burns, poisonings, suffocation and choking, electrical and
cuts.

Knowing the health hazards that may exist in a home, what could
the homemaker-home health aide do to minimize or eliminate these
conditions? (To be used after Handouts 4 and 5 have been dis-
tributed.)

2O
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Exercise 4: Use of Laundry Products

Part 1. Using each word or term listed below only once, circle the
products that should be used only in the wash water. Draw a line
under the products that should be used only in the final rinse.

detergent
soap

bluing
liquid bleach, diluted
powdered bleach

fabric softener
pine oil and disinfectants

(All Pine, Pine-Sol)
borax products
ammonia

Part 2. Never mix in the same water. Connect one word or term
from each list (A and B) until all words and terms are used.

A

fabric softener
fabric softener
fabric softener
fabric softener
bleach
bleach
soap
ammonia
ammonia

Answer Sheet

Part 1. In wash water only:

detergent
soap
liquid bleach, diluted,
powdered bleach
pine oil and disinfectants

(All Pine, Pine-Sol)
borax products
ammonia

B

bleach
bluing
synthetic detergent
detergent
chlorine bleach
vinegar
water conditioner
no-phosphate detergents
starch

Part 2. Never mix in the same water:

In final rinse only:

fabric softener
bluing (Blue White, La

France, Little Boy Blue)

fabric softener and detergent
fabric softener and bleach
fabric softener and water conditioner
fabric softener and starch
bleach and bluing
bleach and vinegar
soap and synthetic detergent
ammonia and chlorine bleach
ammonia and no-phosphate detergents

206
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Exercise 5: Laundry Procedures

This provides for a brief review of the key points and procedures
that should be followed or covered in instructing others.

- Divide the group up into small groups.

- Provide each with a listing of laundry items such as:

6 pairs children's light-colored socks
4 pair nylon stockings
10 sets underwear (children's, men's, women's)
8 light-colored shirts and blouses
2 dark-printed shirts
1 child's red dress
5 jeans, 2 heavily soiled
2 pantsuits
1 bathroom rug and toilet seat cover
8 bath towels, handtowels and wash cloths
4 double-bed-size sheets and pillowcases
1 blanket
2 pairs men's trousers
1 tablecloth with grease and ketcl-ip spots
5 dishtowels and 5 dishcloths
4 pairs pajamas
2 bathrobes

- Ask the groups to discuss how they would accomplish the fol-
lowing tasks: sorting, spotting, folding, ironing, putting
away, hand-washing, cleaning products, etc.

- Request each small group to present how they would instruct
others concerning these tasks.
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Exercise 6: Teaching Family Member Using Role Play

This exercise will provide the opportunity for trainees to prac-
tice teaching household tasks to others.

- Divide into threes.

There will be three roles: homemaker-home health aide,

service recipient, and observer. Roles will alternate.

- Set up a hypothetical family situation and have the roles

chosen.

Additional situations and needs can be generated from the
trainees or assigned.

- Discuss approaches and content areas.

- Discuss the three different perspectives represented in

the role play.

Cases which might be used for role-playing follow.
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Role-play a situation in which the trainee is to teach family members
how to do housework. Use the family situation in the following case
with members of the class assuming family roles or that of the home-
maker-home health aide. Go through the process of setting up a plan.
Then change roles. Role-play with the trainee teaching a family
member how to do a particular task. Repeat this, using different
tasks. Rotate the homemaker-home health aide role among the trainees
so that as many as possible get to play the role. Afterwards, discuss
what happened when using "Teaching Others To Do Houswork."

No single community service can be considered a panacea for all social
ills. The teaching aspect of homemaker-home health aide service needs
the support of other community resources and services. It cannot take
the place of basic necessities, such as adequate income, health ser-
vices and decent housing. The story of the K's illustrates the need
for an adequate environment before effective teaching can take place:

Mr. and Mrs. K. were about to be charged in court with serious neglect
of their five children, ages 8, 7, 6, 5 and 1 year old. The children
were poorly clothed and undernourished. The older ones were frequently
sent home from school because of foul odors. However, the K's were
a close-knit, affectionate family and the parents were heartsick at
the thought that their family might be broken up. The social service
department worker found that the family's four-room house, with an
outside pump their only source of water, was in such poor condition
that the family's life could not be improved without a change. For-
tunately, a more modern house was found. Mr. K. offered to help the
owner fix it up. A homemaker-home health aide helped Mrs. K. sort
and dispose of stacks of mostly inappropriate donated clothing which
cluttered every corner of the old house. They saved what they could
later alter for the children. Household equipment was inventoried
and a list of minimum requirements was made, for which special allow-
ances were obtained.

When the new house was ready, the homemaker-home health aide helped
the family get settled. Then, when there was an adequate environment
in which to live, the homemaker-home health aide began to help Mrs. K.
learn basic household routines. Both parents cooperated in the
changed pattern of living, including improved hygiene and nutrition.
"I always wished we could live like other people," said Mrs. K.

Mr. and Mrs. ic. here 1ferred to a family planning service after
Mr. K. tol,.1 the social worker, "Now that we have life going better
for this we wailt to be able to do the best we can for the
kids we have." The serious-neglect charges were dropped and the
family is well on its way to normal functioning.
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Mr. and Mrs. G., an aged couple with no children, struggled for years
to manage their tiny income from Social Security benefits. The com-

bination of infirmities brought on by advancing years and their in-
adequate income resulted in a seriously deteriorated level of living.
Underclothes and bed linens were rarely changed, eating habits were
poor, health needs were utterly neglected and communication with
neighbors and others in the community were all but cut off.

Homemaker-home health aide service was requested from a voluntary
agency by a hospital social service department after Mrs. G. had
broken a shoulder. The immediate needs created by this crisis were

met. Then the social worker and the homemaker-home health aide
demonstrated how to plan, shop for and prepare nutritious meals on
the couple's limited income. Routines were established that empha-

sized cleanliness while conserving their limited energies. Good

health habits were re-established and medical appointments were
made and kept.

As the couple appeared less ill-kempt and "strange" to their neigh-
bors, friendly visiting among them began and one neighbor began
taking Mr. and Mrs. G. on weekly shopping trips to the supermarket
in her car.

An important factor in enabling this couple to re-achieve the quality
of life they had enjoyed in their more vigorous years was the home-
maker-home health aide's ability to teach them ways to become more
independent, as well as doing helpful things for them. The social
worker, meanwhile, helped the couple apply for a monthly supplemental
security payment to supplement their meager Social Security benefits.

The story of Mr. T. shows how the interest, patience and teaching
skills of a homemaker-home health aide reversed the downward trend
for an old man who had seemed to be incapable of caring for his own

needs properly.

Mr. T., whose wife had died six months earlier, was living on alone
in their tiny apartment. His landlord had called the homemaker-
home health aide agency because he was concerned that Mr. T. might
not be able to manage alone any more. He mentioned in particular
the fire hazard of newspapers and magazines all over the apartment
and "a very bad smell." Mr. T., a mild and gentle man, was "real
pleased" with the idea of having someone come to visit a few hours
a week and help him with his apartment and meals.

On her first visit, the homemaker-hcme health aide found Mr. T.

dozing in his chair. The stove was on and the apartment was suffo-

catingly hot. Mr. T. said he hadn't heard her knock because he is

hard of hearing. In addition to mountains of newspapers, the home-
maker-home health aide found spoiled or spoiling food. Apparently

Mr. T. bought food with food stamps, but didn't use it up.
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Mr. T. agreed with good humor to the homemaker-home health aide's
suggestions for an "Operation Cleanup," and together they sorted the
newspapers and magazines and made an inventory of usable food on hand.
Mr. T., himself, called for a truck to pick up the papers.

During her next visit, the homemaker-home health aide taught Mr. T.
how to make hot cereal. She told her supervisor that he ate "as
though he had never eaten before," when she prepared it for him the
first time. Gradually he learned how to make it himself, and watched
very carefully each time the homemaker-home health aide showed him
a new way to prepare food. She also helped him make out shopping
lists to use when he went to the supermarket to get the best use
of his money and food stamps. She taught him how to use a torch
lighter instead of matches to light his stove, important because
he had palsy in his hands.

Little by little, it became apparent that Mr. T. was able to manage
his own apartment, keeping it clean and orderly, and to prepare
nourishing meals for himself. Interestingly, his hearing also seemed
to improve so that he always heard the first knock at the door.



Exhibit 1: Four Basic Kinds of Products

ALL PURPOSE CLEANING AGENTS

SOAPS AND DETERGENTS

CLEANERS

SPECIALTY CLEANERS

,/



Exhibit 2: Points to Remember in
Teaching

Be Patient

Don't Expect Perfection

Show and Tell

Answer All Questions

Be Flexible

Compliment

Assist But Don't Do

Point Out Results

Remember Their Role
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Exhibit 3: Some Principles of Body Mechanics

Carry Heavy Objects Close Try to Stand Erect

Bend Your Knees Avoid Lifting from the floor

Push Near the Center Keep Shoulders Up

24,
215
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Discussion Questions 1: Responsibilities of the Homemaker-Home Health
Aide in Maintaining a Clean and Healthy
_Environment

1. What are the purposes of the housecleaning and maintenance
plan? Who sets up the plan?

2. What housekeeping tasks would you probably be expected to
do as an homemaker-home health aide?

3. What would you do if the family asked you to wash windows
and that was not on your plan?

From what you have read (or heard), what cleaning tasks
would you expect to do as a homemaker-home health aide?

5. What should you do if you are asked to do a task you do
not know how to do?

6. What steps should be taken if the individual or family
complains about the quality of your work?

7. List five tasks that are not appropriate for a homemaker-
home health aide to regularly perform.

8. What is the homemaker-home health aide's role in teaching
maintenance or housekeeping tasks? When should you do and
when should you instruct?

216
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Discussion Questions 2: Cleaning a House--General Guidelines

1. Name the four basic kinds of cleaning products.
Give examples.

2. What is the most important caution in using cleaning
products?

3. What does an aide need to know about cleaning equip-
ment? What piece of equipment would you like to know
more about?

4. What are the major differences in cleaning and dusting
windows, bookcases, walls, bathrooms, and appliances?

5. Describe how to clean a hardwood floor.

6. How should household rubbish be disposed of?

7. How often should dusting and cleaning be done? Be

specific.

8. What should you do if there are no general cleaning
products available in the home?

9. What cleaning, dusting, or straightening activity do
you feel most comfortable about? Least comfortable?
Why?

10. Select a room and describe how you would organize or
plan cleaning tasks for this room. How would this
differ from other rooms? Why?
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Handout 1: Housekeeping Tasks--Rules of Organization

I. General Guidelines
a. Easier to clean if you have a plan--but be flexible.
b. Not every job has to be done every day: some jobs

weekly, others just once in a while.
c. Don't try to do too many "special" jobs on the same clay.
d. Learn to do each cleaning job the right way (basically,

top to bottom except on walls prevent streaking).
e. Try out little tricks to make it easiest for you. Take

fewer steps, try to reach and bend and stoop as little as
possible. When you find the most comfortable way to do a
job and still do it right that's the best way for you.

f. Collect all the cleaning supplies and tools you will need
for each job. Keep them handy to the place where you are
working. Basic set of cleaning tools should include two
types:
1. those necessary to soften and remove soil that has

dried and hardened on washable surface (wet mops,
pails, toilet brush, sponges),

2. those necessary for removing dry dirt and dust (vac-
uum cleaner and attachements, carpet sweeper, dust
mop, dust cloths, floor broom, brush and dustpan).

g. Carry your cleaning supplies in a basket with a handle
or in any cart that you can roll. Then they can be
transported quickly and easily.

II. Job Scheduling
A. Daily jobs

1. Kitchen
a. dishes
b. tables and counters
c. stove top and inside spills
d. empty trash
e. sink
f. sweep floor

2. Bathroom
a. empty wastebaskets
b. wash sinks and toilets
c. wet-mop floor if necessary

3. Bedroom
a. air beds and make them up
b. put clothes away or into wash
c. straighten room and empty trash
d. dry-mop floor
e. dust furniture and window sills

4. Living room
a. tidy up; throw out papers; empty ashtrays and

wastebaskets
b. dry-mop floor
c. dust furniture and window sills

5. Dining room
a. clean up crumbs under and around table
b. dust furniture and window sills
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B. Weekly jobs
1. Kitchen

a. Clean out refrigerator and wash inside and
ontsiie. Do this day before weekly marketing.

b. Give stove thorough washing, inside and outside.
c. Scrub the floor with hot, sudsy water and hot

rinse water. Wax if necessary.
2. Bathroom

a. Use toilet-bowl cleaner, then scrub toilet bowl
with the toilet brush and hot, sudsy water.

b. Wash the mirrors.
c. Make sure there is enough soap in each soap

dish.

d. Scrub floor and wax, if necessary.
e. Launder the bath mat and bathroom rug.

3. Bedrooms
a. Open the closet doors, so the clothes can air out.

b. Put clean sheets and pillow cases on the beds.
Change or wash the mattress covers or waterproof
pads, if they are soiled.

c. Vacuum floors or use a slightly damp mop to pick
up dust.

d. Use slightly damp mop to dust bare floors.

e. Use sponge or cloth squeezed out of sudsy water
to wipe fingerprints from walls, woodwork, and
light switches.

f. Dust furniture, light fixtures, lamps, books,
and small things.

5. Dining room
a. Sweep or vacuum carpet or rug.
b. Use slightly damp mop to dust bare floors.
c. Use cloth squeezed out of hot, sudsy water to

clean fingerprints off walls, woodwork, and
light switches.

d. Dust the furniture, light fixtures, any open
shelves and ornamental china, glassware or
silver.

21
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Handout 2: A Sample Work Plan. It may also be used by the home-
maker-home health aide in planning activities.

DAY WHAT TO DO WHO WILL DO IT

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday
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Handout 3: General Household Safety Check List

(Use a check mark (V') for safe situations)

1. Are strong banisters or railings placed along each stairway?

2. Are stairs, halls, and exits free from clutter?

3. Are throw rugs eliminated or fastened down?

4. Are electrical cords in good condition?

5. Are nightlights placed in the bedroom-bathroom area and
in halls?

6. Is furniture arranged to allow free movement in heavy traffic
areas?

7. Is storage space easy to reach in areas where often-used items
are stored?

8. Are pa.. handles turned toward the back of the stove?

9. Are pot holders used instead of apron corners and dish towels

when cooking?

10. Are grease and liquids wiped up immediately when spilled?

11. Are cleaning fluids, polishes, bleaches, detergents, and all
poisons stored separately and clearly marked?

12. Are hand grippers installed in the bath tub and shower and at

the toilet?

13. Are non-slip rubber mats placed in bath tub and shower?

14. Is bath or shower temperature checked with hand before shower-

ing or bathing?

15. Is a first-aid kit available at all times?

16. Are medicines clearly labeled when they are for external use

only?

17. Is just one night's supply of pills taken from the medicine
chest and placed at bedside?

18. Are prescription medicines discarded when the illness for which
they were prescribed is over?

19. Is light located within easy bedside reach?

20. Are shoes kept well-tied and worn for household activities
instead of bedroom slippers?

:

21. Are hazardous tools and firearms kept locked?C6.01.

22. Do you have an escape plan in case of fire, with alternate routes
to safety, and does everyone in the home know what to do?
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Handout 2: A Sample Work Plan. It may also be used by the home-
maker-home health aide in planning activities.

DAY WHAT TO DO

Monday

TuesLAy

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

WHO WILL DO IT

0 9 CN

ti Kin;
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Handout 4: Home Maintenance Precautions for Preventing Disease

Wash hands frequently: before working in the kitchen and
after handling soiled or contaminated materials and after
going to the toilet.

Clean counters, tables and shelves where food is prepared
and stored. Food may be contaminated if placed on soiled
work areas or in unclean utensils.

Keep food covered: close cartons and replace covers to
prevent infestation by bugs or contamination.

- Garbage disposal: Drain off liquid before putting it in
a paper or plastic-lined pail. Roll or wrap garbage in
paper and place outside in large, covered can or down the
apartment incinerator chute each day. Do not put hard or
stringy food in the garbage disposal if there is one.

- Tin cans and bottles Aould be rinsed out to destroy odors
and discourage insec:-3 and small animals rats and mice.

- Wash garbage cans, dirty water pails and trash cans with
hot, soapy water.

Clean all areas of the bathroom carefully, especially
around the commode. The warmth and moisture of the bath-
room are conducive to the growth of germs.

Cover the nose and mouth when coughing or sneezing.

Cover open sores or cuts on the fingers or hands with
clean bandages. If these sores are slightly infected,
serious infections may be transmitted while handling
food.
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Handout 5: Disease Carriers and Diseases They Transmit

ROACHES are the most despised and hated of all pests. They live
in most parts of the world. These offensive insects transport
disease organisms on their legs and bodies and in their digestive
tracts. Roaches can carry bacteria which cause diarrhea, cholera,
and even polio.

FLEAS are found throughout the world. They are carriers of plague,
a fatal disease that killed an estimated 25 million people in Eu-
rope during the 14th century. There are several common species,
including dog flea, cat flea, and rat flea. Most prefer one type
of animal but attack others, including man.

TICKS are found all over the world. They feed entirely on blood.
Aside from painful bites, they spread a highly fatal disease known
as Rocky Mountain spotted fever, also tularemia, relapsing fever,
and other diseases.

MOSQUITOES are known all over the world for their painful, irri-
tating bite. They are carriers of malaria, encephalitis, yellow
fever, dengue, and filariasis.

RATS and MICE are perhaps the most notorious disease carriers.
They carry jaundice, food poisoning, relapsing fever, rebies,
trichinosis, and typhus fever on their feet and in their fur,
bloodstream, and digestive tract.

224
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Handout 6: Body Mechanics in Home Maintenance

Points to remember in maintaining good body posture while working:

Maintain normal spina] curves by keeping the chest up and
head erect; tighten the muscles of the abdomen and buttocks.

Stand with feet comfortably apart, with one foot forward.

Wear comfortable shoes.

Bend the knees and not the back when lifting things from
the floor or kneeling to pick up light objects. Many people
have backaches because they bend their backs when lifting
and stooping and so strain back muscles.

Carry heavy objects close to the body and distribute the
weight evenly. Example: when carrying a basket of clothes,
hold it directly in front of the body.

- Stand close to the work area. When possible, raise the
work area to a comfortable working level so that bending
will not be necessary.

Move heavy objects, e.g., furniture, by pushing, pulling,
rolling, using the whole body.

Avoid lifting heavy objects from the floor. Example: put

the clothes basket on a chair before filling it.

Stand erect when doing tasks like washing dishes. Knees
may be slightly bent.

- Keep shoulders up while sitting, standing or walking. Many
people tend to slump while doing task that require sitting,
standing or walking.
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Handout 7: Steps to Successful Laundry

I. Washing
a. Basic steps to follow for successful laundering results:

1. Sort clothes carefully.
2. Pretreat spots, stains before washing.
3. Use the correct water temperature.
4. Use the right kind and amount of washing product.
5. Know your washer and how to use it.
6. Use the right washing action.
7. Rinse items thoroughly.
8. Dry clothes completely.

b. Sorting
1. Purpose: to separate the items that could in some

way damage other garments. Some things to consider
when sorting clothes are cclor, type of fabric, gar-
ment construction, amount and kind of soil, and size
of item.

2. Suggested sorting guide
a. sturdy whit_ and colorfast items
b. non-colorfast items
c. heavily soiled items
d. delicate items

3. Before and during sorting
a. mend and repair holes, snags, rips, tears,

pulled seams, and weak spots
b. empty pockets, remove buckles and other non-

washable ornaments and trims
c. close zippers and other fasteners
d. pretreat garments

c. Pretreating
1. Definition: special treatment of heavy soil, spots

and stains before washing. The sooner a spot or
stain is treated, the easier it is to remove. Some
stains may be set by washing. Some oily stains
harden with age and become almost impossible to re-
move. Many stains are hard to see once the fabric
becomes wet. Try to identify what caused the stains
and treat them accordingly.

2. Common stains which require pretreatment.
d. Detergents and bleach

1. Two types of detergent:
a. light duty--designed for washing lightly soiled

fabrics such as silk, wool, lingerie, hosiery
Ex. Chiffon, Dreft, Ivory, Joy, Lux, Swan,
Thrill, Vel, Dove, Palmolive, Woolite

b. heavy duty workhorses for the family wash;
more effective than light-duty detergents for
cleaning moderately or heavily soiled fabrics
Ex. normal sudsing: Ajax, Bold, Breeze, Cheer,
Drive, Fab, Gain, Oxydol Plus, Premium Duz,
Punch, Silver Dust, Surf, Tide, Trend, Whisk,
Cold Power, Era, Dynamo; low sudsing: All,
Dash, Cold Water All, Salvo Tablets

2 r)
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2. Bleach
a meant to assist detergent not replace it;

chlorine bleach is also an excellent disin-
fectant

b three types--liquid chlorine, powdered chlo-
rine, oxygen or all-fabric bleach; all should
be used with caution

c liquid chlorine--offers best stain removal
but greatest possibility of clothing damage;
never use on silk, spandex, wool or anything
containing these fibers
Ex. -- Clorox, Purex, White Sail, Texize

d. powdered chlorine--more gentle than liquid
and produces basically the same results
Ex. -- Action, Purex, Stardust

e Oxygen bleach
able fabrics, but only effective in hot (140-
160 degrees Fahrenheit) water
Ex. -- Clorox II, Lestare, Snowey. All Fabric
Beads -O'- Bleach

E. Water temperatures
1. Hot white or colorfast cottons, linens and rayons
2. Warm permanent press, knits, synthetics, blends,

sheer, lace, acetate, plastic
3. Cold--bright colors, colors that are not colorfast

F. Washing Action
1. Normal cottons, linens, rayons, permanent press,

knits, synthetics, blends (sheer, lace, acetate,
plastics, and clothes with delicate construction)

2. Medium
3. Slow woolens, aged quilts, curtains, etc., and

very delicate or fra,-,ile items
G. Reminders

II. Rules for ironing
A. General rules

1. Iron fabric lengthwise to prevent stretching.
2. Collars, cuffs, and facing are usually ironed first

because they take the longest to dry.
3. Hang or fold clothes immediately, fastening hooks,

buttoning and closing zippers.
4. Allow items to dry completely before pulling them

away; damp clothes wrinkle.
B Special care

1. Pile fabrics such as velvets and corduroy will keep
their texture better if ironed on wrong side over
a terry towel.

2. Dark fabrics, silks, acetates, rayons, linens and
some wools must be pressed on the wrong side to
prevent shine; a pressing cloth is useful.

3. Check the label before starting to iron, to ascer-
tain recommended temperature; if there is no in-
struction or the material is a blend, use lowest
temperature.

2 9 ""
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Worksheet 1: Physical and Psychological Contribution of
Maintenance Tasks

List possible tasks and their resulting physical and psychological
assistance.

TASK

ASSISTANCE

PHYSICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
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Worksheet 2: Commercial and Improvised Methods of Cleaning

ITEM

COMMERCIAL
CLEANING
AGENT OR
PRODUCT

PROCEDURE TO
CLEAN, DUST
OR STRAIGHTEN

ALTERNATIVE
PRODUCTS,
TECHNIQUES TO
USE - IF
RESOURCES ARE
LIMITED

Mirrors

Wood
furniture

Walls

Bathtubs

Counter tops

Baseboards

Tile floors

Hardwood
floors

Carpet

Ovens

Windows

TV sets

Ceilings
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UNIT B: FOOD AND NUTRITION

ESTIMATED TIME: 7 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Nutritionist, registered dietition,
home economist

INTRODUCTION

At some time every homemaker-home health aide will prepare food
for an individual or for a family and therefore, needs to be
knowledgeable about food and nutrition and how it contributes
to the physical, social and psychological well-being of peorle.
The plan for homemaker-home health aide services for the indivi-
dual or family should indicate responsibility for food prepara-
tion. Effectiveness in helping the individual or family to
maintain or improve their eating habits and nutritional status
requires knowledge about food and its nutritional value, meal
planning, shopping for food and an understanding of the cultural,
religious, social, psychological and economic factors which in-
fluence people's use of food.

Homemaker-home health aides should know whom they can call on
for guidance when problems arise in providing dietary care for
individual or families. In addition to the supervisor and phy-
sician, necessary guidance may sometimes be obtained from the
local hospital dietition, a nutritionist, or a nurse employed by
a local health department or visiting nurse association.

An effort should be made to have a registered dietition or qual-
ified nutritionist teach the Section dealing with Nutritional
Problems of the Aged and Ill, as well as the Section on Modified
Diets. Assistance in finding qualified instructors may be ob-
tained through the local or state health departments, the local
Visiting Nurse Association, or the state or local Dietetic As-
sociation.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

- Identify how foods and nutrition
contribute to physical,

social and psychological health
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- Discuss how the care plan is followed in carrying out
food-related responsibilities, including modified diets

- List factors influencing individual and family food
habits

- Plan meals that provide for adequate nutrition for indi-
viduals and families on both general and modified diets

- Shop for, plan, prepare and serve food attractively and
economically, with attention to eating habits and prefer-
ences

- Prepare and serve food for the elderly, ill and persons on
modified diets, including how to feed those who cannot feed
themselves

CONTENT

Part 1: Importance of Food and Nutrition

The contAibution o6 600d and nutAit,Lon to health 4.4 the 6ubject o6
thi,6 di4cu,s6ion. Ex woes 1 and 2 may be coed.

Basic to maintenance of good health is adequate nutrition. A
well-balanced diet is necessary for growth and the maintenance of
normal body functioning. The individual who has good eating hab-
its and is well - Nourished will have the energy to carry on life's
activities. Good nutrition and resulting good physical health
contributes to a positive outlook on life.

It has been demonstrated that children who are well-nourished do
better in school than those who are not. "Nutrition during an in-
dividual's 30's and 40's sets the stage for the degree of health
maintained during the later years., There is a great pay-off for
maintaining good health and nutrition during those years."'

Dr. Robert Butler, director of the National Institute on Aging,
suggests that one cause of "senile dementia" could be enemia due
to poor diet.2 A recent study report on disabled elderly persons
emphasizes "the social necessity of keeping the sick and infirm in
the mainstream of American life and of interrupting the pattern
of unchecked impariment of faculties -- eyesight, hearing, teeth --

1. Fay Strayer. Homemaker-Home Health Aide Manual. Ames, IA: The
University of Iowa Press, September 1975, pp.125-140.

2. "Washington Report on Long-Term Care." Vol.5, No.19, May 7, 1976.
McGraw Hill.
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and poor nutrition which triggers institutional placement."3

Good nutrition is important in the care of the ill and aged: in
maintenance of good muscle; prevention of decubiti; promotion of
wound healing and recovery from the stress of illness. The care
plan will indicate the special nutritional needs of the ill indi-
vidual and/or families that need improved patterns of eating and
well-balanced diets.

Nutrients required for good nutrition include:4

Carbohydrates are an important food for calories needed
to keep the Jdy functioning and for energy to carry on
daily activities. Complex carbohydrates, such as found
in potatoes, bread, cereal, rice, spaghetti and similar
foods are especially desirable. Simple carbohydrates,
such as found in sugar, syrups, jelly are less desirable

Proteins play a major role in growth and in the replace-
ment of tissue in the body; and can be broken down for
energy when needed. Proteins are found mainly in meat,
fish, fowl, eggs, soy beans, nuts, peanut butter, legumes,
Dried beans. Milk and milk prcducts are important sources
of protein

Fats are intended for storage of energy and also provide
the body with insulation and padding, since they are
stored mainly under the body skin. Fats are found in all
types of oil, butter, margarine, cream, meat, etc. In
general, ir is thought advisable :o substitute some vege-
table oil, which is high in polyunsaturated fatty acids
(such as corn and safflower oils), as well as margarine
which is high in liquid oil for some or al' of the animal
fat or hydro:;enated vegetable fats used in cooking

- Vitamins are :essential for proper body ftictioning. They
differ from t1,^ other nutrients in tha,. they are not used
for energy

Minerals, e )ugh needed in very small amount:, are essen-
tia' to floc- .11 body functioning

3. 1::n Dyke, I'Lank and Virginia Brown. "Organized Home Care: An
Alternative Lo Institutions." Inquiry 9:2 (June 1972).
Chicago: Blue Cross Association, pp.3-16.

4. Adapted from: " amily Food-Daily Food Guide." The Coopera-
tive Extension Service, Bulletin HS-9. Tlw University of Min-
nesota, St. Paul: 1975.
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- Water. About two-thirds of the total body weight is made
up of water. Next to oxygen, it is mast immediately im-
portant to life

Fiber is necessary for good bowel function and is found in
bran, whole grain cereals and breads, fresh fruits and
vegetables and also in dried fruits

Part 2: Meal Planning

The instAuctok may wish .to use visual aids as may be obtained
6Aom a State Heath DepaAtment, OA thnough the Nationat Daily
Council.

Most foods in more than one nutrient and no single food fur-
nishes all nacessary nutrients in the right proportion to
maintain A Daily Food Guide is one way of selecting
foods that will supply essential nutrients in recommended
amounts. A well-balanced diet requires some food from each food
group every day.

Milk is important for calcium needed for bones and teeth, as well
as other minerals, vitamins and protein. Recommended daily:
whole or skim milk, buttermilk, evaporated milk (as a beverage or
in cooking) or yoghurt.

Children under 9 2-3 cups daily
9-12 3 or more cups daily
teenagers 4 or more cups daily
adults 2 or more cups daily

For pregnancy and lactation: 4 or more cups daily

Milk equivalents in calcium:

1 oz. cheddar cheese 2/3 cup milk
1/2 cup cottage cheese = 1/3 cup milk
1/2 cup of ice cream = 1/4 cup milk

Some ways of incorporating milk in the diet to cut food costs in-
cludes: puddings, cream soups, beverages such as eggnog, milk
shakes and in cooking cereals. Use non-fat skim milk as a bever-
age and in cooking.

To prepare double concentration milk: add powdered skim m'Ak to
milk insteau of water. This can be a means of providing valuable
extra protein and nourishmeni: when used in cooking, for beverages.

Some individuals complain of developing gas or diarrhea when they
drink milk, particularly in large amounts. These people are said
to have a lactose (milk sugar) intolerance. Usually they can tol-
erate cheese, such as American or Swiss, and sometimes buttermilk
and yoghurt.
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Foods other than milk which provide calcium are: greens, such
as turnip, collard and mustard; kale; sardines; canned salmon
and soybean curd.

Meat, Fish, Poultry or Substitute two or more servings (5-6
ounces daily). Count as one serving 2-3 ounces lean cooked meat,
fish or poultry.

Substitute for 1 oz. of meat or fish or poultry

1 egg
1/2 cup dried beans, peas or lentils (cooked)
2 Tbs. peanut butter
1 oz. cheddar cheese
1/4 cup cottage cheese

In addition to providing protein, these foods are good sources
of many minerals and Vitamin B complex. Meat, particularly, is
a rich source of iron.

Vegetable and Fruit Group - four or more servings daily, count-
ing 1/2 up or 1 medium piece of fruit as a serving. Fruits and
vegetables are important sources of Vitamins A and C, minerals
such as potassium, as well as fiber.

One serving of a good source of Vitamin C or two
servings of a fair source should be used daily.
They are:

Good Sources

Grapefruit or grapefruit juice; orange or orange juice;
cantaloupe; strawberries; fresh guava; mango or papaya;
broccoli; brussels sprouts; green pepper; sweet red
pepper.

Fair Sources

Honeydew melon; lemon; tangerine or tangerine juice;
watermelon; asparagus tips; raw cabbage; collards;
cauliflower; watercress; kale; kohlrabi; mustard greens;
potatoes and sweet potatoes cooked in the jacket; spinach;
tomatoes, tomato juice, turnip greens.

Bread and Cereal Group - four or more servings of whole grain or
enriched bread or cereal are needed. This group is an important
source of the B Complex Vitamins and various minerals. Whole
grain breads and cereals are high in fiber content.

One serving equals one slice of bread or 1/2 cup cooked cereal,
rice, macaroni, etc., or 3/4 cup of most dry cereals or 1 small
biscuit, muffin or tortilla.

The foods in the four above mentioned food groups make up the

ẁ34
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foundation of a good diet and provides reasonable assurance that
nutrient needs are met. Additional amounts of foods from Hese

groups, as well as other foods may be used to round out meals
and provide adequate calories.

Other Important Considerations in Meal Planning

Fluid needs are met by drinking water, as well as beverages
such as milk, fruit juices, tea, coffee, soups, gelatin,
Italian ices, carbonated beverages. Inadequate fluid in-
take results in dehydration and constipation. A minimum
of 4-6 cups daily is desirable.

Balancing calorie intake against calories expended so as to
maintain a normal body weight. An excess of foods high in
fat and sugar often predispose one to becoming overweight.

Moderation in use of salt in preparing food is desirable.

Exc./Lei-se 2 may be hetp6ut in dizawing the adequaciv, o6 pat-
teAm o6 eating.

Meal Planning and Meal Patterns

Families eiffer in their eating patterns. Some may eat lightly
at noon and have a heavy meal in the evening. Some may eat a
light breakfast and have light snack at mid-morning. The home-
maker-home health aide will need to find out the meal patterns
of the family and plan for meals away from home, and the kind of
food usually eaten. If nationality and ethnic groups are pre-
sent in the community, it is necessary to learn about the types
of food and how they are to be prepared. One example is that of
the orthodox .3::wish family that maintains a kosher kitchen.

Execi,se 1 may be used X0 7 di3 CU55L-47 06,diLiCA.CHCe.

This is a sample meal pattern. Changes will need to be made to
meet the patterns of a particular family.

Breakfast: fruit or fruit juice
cereal and milk and/or egg or other protein
food
bread and butter or margarine
beverage

Lunch or Supper: meat or other high protein food
vegetable (may be in salad, soup, or combined
in casserole meal)
bread or other grain product, butter or
margarine
simple dessert (fruit or pudding)
beverage, including milk
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Dinner: meat or other high protein food

potato or substitute, such as rice, noodles, etc
green or yellow vegetables (some may be in a salad)
bread and butter, or margarine, if desired
dessert - can use fruit or milk dessert
beverage, including milk

Some dishes combine several foods in casseroles and stews. Foods
used in these dishes do not need to be repeated in the meal. For
example, if a casserole uses a bread topping, bread and butter
would not be needed. If a casserole includes enough vegetables,
other vegetables might not be needed. When planning dishes that
combine foods, make sure there is enough of each to enable a per-
son to get the needed amounts for good nutrition. (For example,
a single cup of vegetables in a stew may not fill the require-
ment for a family of two or more and an extra vegetable, peraaps
in a salad, world be needed.)

Variety in the diet is necessary. No one food is perfect. The
best way to insure getting enough of all the needed nutrients in
a diet is to eat a variety of foods. Each meal should contain at
least one serving from each food group.

Variety in color, shape, flavor and consistency contributes to
making meals attractive and appealing.

Part 3: Food Shopping

Shopping don and 4a6e 4tonage o6 600d wilt be the next topic.
The ins eon may wish to u6e Exeteise 3 ban pnactice in shop-
ping and 4toAing pod's. The homemaket-home health aide may at
time4 need to plan menus bon the 6amiey and do the 4hopping.
There one, it £ necessany that the homemaket-home health aide
know how to chop economicatty and cake dm the Pod a6tet itz
pukcha6e.

At the market or grocery store

- Compare different brands of the same food. A store brand
or no-frills brand may be cheaper than a nationally ad-
vertised one

Consider they way in which the food will be used. For
example, use a cheaper brand of tomatoes for a casserole
dish where appearance is not so important. Lower grade
eggs are good to use in cooking

Read the label to be sure you are getting the kind and
amount of product you need

- Use unit pricing where this is available

Consider cost per serving

230
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Cost of item = Cost per serving
Number of servings

- Buy for cash. It is more economical

- Compare prices. Most stores have "specials" priced below
regular levels. These suggest best buys. Don't be
tempted, however, buy what appears to be a "good buy" on
an item beyond your price range (for example, steak when
you should be buying hamburger)

It is usually cheaper to buy staples and plain ingredients
rather than processed or ready-mixed foods. For example,
buy a head of cabbage rather than a package of tole slaw,
plain macaroni and plain cheese rather than a packaged mix,
potatoes and mayonnaise rather than potato salad. However,
there will be times when the savings in time or the lack of
use for leftovers or of a place to store them makes it
worth while to buy such labor-saving foods

Buy in quantities as large as practical. Don't buy more
than you can store adequately and use in a reasonable time

- Buy foods that are in plentiful supply, particularly fresh
fruits and vegetables when they are cheaper and at their
seasonal peak. Smaller pieces of fruit are often less ex-
pensive than large or jumbo sizes

Buying meat requires consideration of quality, cut, and
particularly the amount of waste. The amount of inedible
bone, fat, and gristle is an important factor in buying
beef, pork, lamb and veal. Short ribs may cost less per
pound than hamburger, but yield only one-third or one-half
as many servings per pound. Consider the more inexpensive
cuts of meat: flank, neck, shin, chuck, heart, liver, and
kidney. Skillfully cooked, these are delicious and offer
excellent nutritional value. Chicken generally offers ex-
cellent value. Buying it whole rather than cut up is a fur-
ther way of cutting food costs

Compare the costs of fresh, frozen and canned foods to see
which offers the best value

- Margarine may be a better buy than butter. In general,
olive oil is more expensive than other vegetable oils. Left-
over meat drippings can be used for a variety of cooking
purposes

Part 4: Meal Preparation

Thi4 topic 4ubject to the background o6 the tAainee4 and theiA
exputience in mea4uAing ingtedientz and £n ptepaAing 600ths in a
vaAiey o6 ways: boiting, bitoiting, 4auteeing, toasting, bAct,i4ing,

t3
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baking, poaching, 4tewing, tiAying. Speciat inatAuctiona may be
given to augment the tnaineea' bazic knowtedge and expeA. ence,
ouch as emphaaizing the need OA accuAate mea4uAing in the pAe-

on oti modilSied dieta and 4peciat. 60AMUta4 as weft a4 .en
aking and °then. pnocedcae6.

General Guides For Meal Preparation

Homemaker-home health aides should be encouraged to find out how
persons like food prepared; seasonings they enjoy, etc. It is
helpful to have recipes and menus available with suggestions as
to how to combine and season food. A last minute rush can be
avoided by partially or fully preparing some dishes ahead. Care
must be taken in protecting and storing food prepared in advance.

Using leftovers can save time and money. Leftovers may even need
to be planned for so that the person can get a meal on days that
he/she is without help. Many nutritious casserole dishes and
desserts make good use of leftovers. Some leftovers can adO, food
value or a fresh touch to a dish: bits of leftover fruit added
to muffins, leftover vegetables in an omelet -And scraps of meat
used in a macaroni dish are examples. Lefto water from cooking
vegetables may be used for gravies, soups, etc.

Fuel can be conserved in a number of ways:

- When food has started to boil, it will continue to cook
even if the heat is turned very low

- Cook foods only until tender. Overcooking wastes fuel and
may destroy the attractiveness and food value

- One dish meals can save time and fuel

- When using the oven, plan double or triple use of it.
Starting with a meat loaf, for example, you can bake pota-
toes and a cake with little or no extra fuel cost

A one burner portable oven is often satisfactory for baking.

In preparing small quantities, cook in both the top and bottom of
a double boiler, pudding in the top half, and carrots in the bottom.

Serving some raw fruits and vegetables each day for good nutrition,
fuel can also be saved.

A hot plate can he used in ingenuous ways to prepare balanced,
varied and nourishing meals. Preparing a one dish meal is a good
way to overcome the problem of limited facilities. Into a single
pot can go both the vegetables and the meat or other protein food
for a nourishing main dish.
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Part 5: Proper Food Storage, Food Sanitation and Kitchen Safety

General storage points:

- Do not purchase more than you have room for

- Keep refrigerator and freezer units in proper working
condition. Clean and defrost periodically

- Refrigerator temperatures should be maintained between
the range of 36 and 40 degrees Fahrenheit

Freezer temperature should be maintained at zero degrees
Fahrenheit

- Check for date when buying perishables. Use packaged
foods before expiration date

Discard foods which show spoilage

- Keep foods in refrigerator properly covered or wrapped

- Dry ingredients such as flour, sugar, and pasta products
should be kept in covered containers

- Foods in refrigerator as well as dry storage should have
room around them for air circulation

Check dry storage areas periodically for insect and rodent
signs

Guidelines for specific foods

- Fresh meat, poultry and fish should be removed from the
store wrapper and rewrapped

Cured and smoked meats, such as ham, frankfurters, bacon
and sausage should be wrapped while they are stored in the
refrigerator. They keep longer than fresh meats, although
bacon and sausage are likely to change flavor if not used
in a reasonable period

- Eggs, dairy products, open jars of salad dressing and most
fats require refrigeration. Fats should be kept covered
so that they do not absorb odors from other foods. Cheese
should be well wrapped

Fresh fruits and vegetables should be left out until ripe
before putting them into the refrigerator

Frozen foods should not be kept too long. Do not refreeze
after thawing

2 3D
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Good food handling practices

- Keep work surfaces clean and the work area well organized
and orderly so that each part of the work max be carried
through to completion without hazard

Use only clean utensils in preparing, cooking and serving
food

- Use clean dishrags and towels. Air dry, if possible

- Use very hot water and detergent to wash utensils and
dishes

Refrigerate unused foods and clean up any spoilage prompt-
ly

Cover all foods that are refrigerated. Some foods have
strong odors and will ruin the flavor of other, more
bland foods

Refrigerate warm foo'- before they cool. Prompt refriger-
ation discourages growth of bacteria that occurs when
foods cool at room umparature

Cook meats to the temperature indicated

- Wash fresh fruits and .7e1;.?.tables before using

Use leftover promptly

- Avoid eating eggs in
cracked

;,T state, especially if they are

- Use a clean po.in to taste food

Do not usc damaged cans which have bulging ends or are
rusty

Open sores or cuts 3n fingers or hand must be covered with
clean bandages

Kitchen safety and cooking hazards

Keep pot and pan h3ndies position toward back of stove

Avoid clothing cith long flowing sleeves that may easily
catch on pot handles and/or cause burns

Clean up spills on floors immediately to prevent falling

Avoid broken or chipped ,:ooking u.tansils or serving pieces

- Turn off the range and oven when not in use
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- Check electric cords on appliances periodically for worn
places

Avoid overloading electric outlets. Unplug those appli-
ances. that are not in use

- Dry hands before using electrical applicances

- Light the match before turning on gas to avoid gas build-
up

- Extinguish matches before discarding them

- Store knives carefully

- Avoid putting knives or sharp instruments in a dish pan

- Use pot holders appropriately

,Keep drawers and cupLoards closed

Part 6: Nutritional Problems of the Aged and Ill

The olden pest on may not eat pAopeAty because oti toss oic appetite,
ditgicaty in eating and because oti iinancia pubtems. Maintain-
ing energy and health depends on maintaining adequate nutAition.

Nutritional needs with advancing years do not change much, except
for a somewhat lower calorie requirement. Care must be taken to
provide for an intake of essential nutrients without excessive
calories.

letIvAs and concerns in coping with common deterrants to an ade-
cl..(at, food intake associated with the aged and/or ill person in-
clo..1s recognition of such facts as:

Loneliness - importance of companionship at mealtime

- Decrease in sense of taste and smell - importance of serv-
ing meals which look, taste and smell good

- Small appetites - may need five or six small feedings of
high quality foods. High protein -- high calorie bever-
ages may be easier to consume than large amounts of food

- Chewing problems related to lack of teeth or poorly fit-
ting dentures

Use: tender cooked meats (moist cooking methods, using
low cooking temperature), ground meats (beef,
lamb, fresh pork, ham, veal), fish, eggs, cheese,
legumes

- Fatigue - rest before meals may be beneficial
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- Pain - serve food when pain relieving medication is most
effective

- Constipation may lower appetite corrected by increased
fluids and fiber in diet

- Improper mouth care - a bad taste in the mouth detracts
from enjoyment of food

- Depression - the person has lost interest in life and
gives up eating

- Nausea - cold food is less apt to provide odor which often
triggers nausea. Small, frequent feeding and eating slow-
ly may be helpful

After a stroke, facial weakness and swallowing problems may make
it difficult for a person to consume fruit juices and water.
Thickened liquids, such as milk shakes, cereal gruels, purees,
yoghurt, sherbet, gelatin and liquids frozen to a slush may be
easier for the person to control.

Sometimes it will be necessary to feed persons who for some rea-
son cannot feed themselves. The following are some points that
will make being fed more pleasant:

- If possible, have the person sit up erectly as possible,
or positioned for comfort

- The individual should be allowed to feed himself if he
is able - give assistance when needed or asked for. Feed-
ing oneself will give a person a feeling of independence

- Take time to make eating a highJight of the day

- Do not rush the feeding - a person can swallow only so
fast

- Be understanding -- the person would feed himself or her-
self if it were possible

- Be gentle with forks and spoons

- Wipe off the corners of the mouth gently periodically
throughout the meal

Straws or training cup may aid in the feeding of liquids

- Do not mix all the food together; offer each food separate-
ly as it would be most commonly eaten

- Keep the conversation pleasant

- Individuals may prefer to hold the cup when drinking
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- When offering a glass or cup, touch it to the lips

- Offer the person an opportunity to rinse his mouth after
eating

The person will feel less rushed if the one doing the
feeding sits

- If the person is blind, explain where food is on the plate
using the hands on a cluck as an indicator. For example,
mashed potatoes at the 5 o'clock position

In case of one-sided facial weakness or paralysis, feed
to the good side

Part 7: Modified Diets

The homemake7L-home health aide 4houtd be aware o6 the impoAtance
o6 6ottowing daectioro doh modiiiication o6 dietz ass past o6 the
tiLeatment o6 the LU peivson.

Modified diets are an important and sometimes critical part of
the treatment of persons with heart, kidney or liver diseases,
diabetes and other health problems. Some medications may require
restrictions of certain foods because of interactions between
food and drugs. Other drugs may increase a person's requirement
for specific nutrients. Whatever the modification, it is essen-
tial to assure that the individual received the essential basic
foods necessary to maintain or improve his health status and
hasten recovery and rehabilitation.

A modified diet is always prescribed by the person's physician.
When a modified diet needs to be followed- the homemaker-home
health aide should always be given a copy of the diet to guide
her in shopping and preparing meals. Some agencies have nutrition
consultants to assist in developing a diet regimen that is thera-
peutically acceptable and still considers the likes and dislikes
of the individual.

It is important to help the person adhere to the prescribed diet.
Problems encountered in compliance with the diet should be discuss-
ed with appropriate family members or person responsible for the
person's medical care, as well as the patient's physician, visit-
ing nurse, or supervisor.

Dietary Management of Diabetes

Two kinds of diabetes are:

. Adult onset or non-insulin dependent weight control
or weight loss is often the major factor in the man-
agement of non-insulin dependent diabetics. With
weight loss these persons may again have normal blood
sugar levels
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. Insulin Dependent - (sometimes called Juvenile) - The
aim of treatment is to establish good control which
involves taking proper insulin dosage daily; follow-
ing a prescribed diet and eating at regular inter-
vals; having regular patterns of exercise or activi-
ty

The following are important conditions that may occur in diabe-
tics and may require action by the homemaker-home health aide.

Hypoglycemia - associated with insulin-dependent diabetics:

- Cause - skipping meals; eating too little, increased phy-
sical activity, too much insulin

Symptoms - hunger, nervousness, irritability, inability
to concentrate, difficulty in talking, trembling. Onset
is often sudden

Treatment - the person needs sugar which can be quickly
absorbed - candy, one-half to two cups of orange juice or
gingerale

Hyperglycemia:

- Cause too little insulin; failure co follow dietary re-
strictions; also infection, illness or stress

Symptoms increased urination, increased thirst, weight
loss, dry skin. Patient will be spilling sugar in urine
and possibly acetone. Eventually, if untreated, coma re-
sults

Treatment- medical reevaluation of diet and medication

The homemaker-home health aide must understand that for the dia-
betic, eating meals at regular times is imperative. Mid-after-
noon and bed-time snacks for some persons are needed to prevent
rise and fall in blood sugar levels. It also provides a more
constant supply of food to balance the effect of the insulin.

Two types of diet are used by persons with diabetes:

Non-concentrated sweets this is a we'.1 balanced diet
which eliminates: sugar, syrups, honey, sweetened sauces,
jellies, jams, marmalade, cranberry sauce, candy. This
includes:

. Prepared desserts, such as ice cream, cake, pies,
puidings, jello

. Fruits, canned or frozen with sugar

. Sweetened fruit juices, fruitades, nectars
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. Carbonated beverages containing sugar

. Molded salads to which sugar is added

. Glazed and candied fruits and vegetables

. Condensed milk

. Sweet rolls and cookies

. Sugar-coated cereals

- Diets based on the use of Exchange Lists for meal planning.
(Set up by the American Diabetes Association and the Amer-
ican Dietetic Association.)

The instAuctat shoued use the Exchange Lats.

These diets are more restricted and require careful attention to
measurement in the use of six food groups. The six food groups
need to be explained in such a way that the homemaker-home health
aides are sufficiently familiar with them to demonstrate ability to
plan meals for one or more days, using the Exchange Lists and a
meal plan.

The homemaker-home health aides also need to be able to identify
foods and liquids which are suitable to use in meal planning for
persons who are not up to eating their usual diet for one reason
or another.

It is important that the individual on insulin eat and/or drink
foods which will balance the insulin they have taken. Carbohy-
drates, found in foods from the milk, fruit and bread lists are
the most important foods to be eaten if the usual diet is not
tolerated.

Use of the dietetic foods, sold as suitable for persons on sugar
restricted diets must be fitted into the individual's diet, if
used at all. They may not be used in addition to the individual's
regular food allowances.

Sodium-Restricted Diets

Sodium is restricted in the diets of people who have certain heart
conditions and swelling because fluids are retained in the tissues,
most noticeably in the feet and legs, or who have high blood pres-
sure. The. physician prescribes the level of sodium restriction he
feels is necessary.

Sodium is found in many foods and is one of the two substances in
salt. The large amount of sodium found in salt is the reason that
salt is always restricted in these diets.

Persons requiring only mild restriction of sodium are sometimes
advised:

2
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- To use only a small amount of salt in cooking

- To avoid foods high in sodium, such as:

. Salty or smoked meat - bacon, bologna, chipped or
corned beef, frankfurters, ham, meats koshered by
salting, luncheon meats, salt pork, sausage,
smoked tongue, canned meats

. Salty or smoked fish - anchovies, caviar, salted cod,
herring, sardines, etc.

. Processed cheese or cheese spreads unless low-sodium
dietetic cheese, such as Roquefort, Camembert, or
Gorgonzola

. Regular peanut butter

. Canned, frozen and dried soups - bouillon cubes, pow-
ders and liquids

. Sauerkraut or other vegetables prepared in brine
pickles, relishes and olives

. Breads, rolls and crackers with salt topping salt-
ed popcorn, potato chips, corn chips, pretzels, etc.

. Bacon fat, salted nuts, party spreads and dips

. Worcestershire sauce, meat and vegetable extracts

Barbecue sauces
Catsup
Chili sauce

Meat sauces
Meat tenderizers
Soy sauce

. Garlic salt, onion salt, celery salt - unless used
lightly in place of regular salt

Individuals requiring moderately low or strict low sodium
diets may be advised to:

. Eliminate all salt in cooking: all foods canned or
preserved with salt

. Limit or exclude regular bread (on moderately low so-
dium diets, individuals often are told to limit reg-
ular bread to 3-4 slices a day)

. Limit the amount of milk, eggs, meat on diet

. Exclude quick cooking cereals which are salted

. Exclude prepared cereals containing salt (all except
puffed rice, puff wheat and shredded wheat)
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. Exclude regular butter and margarine

. Use only medication prescribed by doctor. Many over-
the-counter indications are very high in sodium

. Read labels carefully to make certain that no salt or
other form of sodium, such as monosodium glutamate,
sodium nitrate, etc., has been added

- Use lemon, herbs and seasonings which can make loy sodium
meals flavorful and more palatable

Homemak-home heatth aidez may be encomaged to dacuzz zea4on-
ing6 they know can be used to make podgy gavoique, 6m exampte:

With lamb - serve mint jelly, garlic

With pork - applesauce, onion, sage

With chicken - tarragon, sage, onion, paprika, lemon,
butter sauce, cranberry sauce

With beef - peppercorns, dry mustard, paprika, ore-
gano, etc.

With carrots - lemon, butter, orange rind, butter/
sugar glaze. Jill

- Use of salt substitutes - only with approva of physician.
(Salt substitutes, being high in potassium, may be contra-
indicated for some individuals)

The homemaker-home health aide should be familiar with some rich
sources of potassium for persons on blood pressure or diuretic
medication and who require a high potassium food intake.

- Orange juice, prune juice

- Bananas, dried fruits (prunes, apricots, figs. -raisens,

dates)

- Nectarines, cantaloupe, orange, rhubarb, grapefruit

- Potato cooked in the skin, dried peas, dried beans; green
leafy vegetables; tomato, winter squash

- Unsalted n ts, avocado

Low cholesteral - modified fat diets are prescribed to control
the elevated levels of fat and cholesterol in the blood.

These persons are advised to:

- Use only skim milk and low fatkpee
I
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Use more fish, chicken turkey, veal -- licit lean lamb,
beef, pork to about three meals a week

- Limit egg yolks to two or three a week

- Avoid organ meats -- liver, kidney, brains, etc. -- shell-
fish; fatty meats and desserts made with whole milk, cream
or eggs in excess of allowance

- Avoid cre-am, butter, lard, meatdrippings, cocoanut oil
and olive oil

Use vegetable oils which are high in polyunsaturated fatty
acids, such as corn oil, safflower oil; margarine which
has liquid oil listed as the first ingredient on the label
instead of partially hydrogenated oil

This diet differs from a low fat diet prescribed for person-; hav-
ing gallbladder disease or other digestive problems related to at
intake. For them all fat may have to be restricted, including
vegetable oils and margarines containing liquid oil.

Dietary Management of Duodenal Ulcers - When a blank low-fiber
diet is prescribed by the physician for a person having ulcers,
the homemaker-home health aide must plan and prepare meals accord-
ingly. Of special importance, however, for these persons is that
they:

' - Eat small frequent meals (every 2-3 hours)

- Eat slowly and chew well

- Avoid highly seasoned food, alcohol, coffee and various
carbonated beverages

Exetcae 4 may be coed to a6ceAtain the undeutanding o6 modi6ied
and specifft diets.

Many persons will receive suggestions for diets by frienas and re-
latives. There are, also, the numerous fads and fallacies which
may be used by persons receiving service. It is important that
the homemaker-home health aide be aware of any departures from
perscribed diets that may greatly change the dietary treatment.
These should be reported to the supervisor or nutritioa consultant

Specific Reference For Instructors Use

Exchange Liztis ion. Meat Ptanning, AmelLicar. Azsociation and
Am?tican Dietetic Azsociation, 1976.

Food son. U.tners. A Daity Food Guide. U.S lepaAtment 06 ApAcut-

Mitchett, RynbengeA, Andeuon and Dibbte. NutAition in Heatth -nd
Di6ea6e, 16th Edi.tion, 1976.
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nanning Fat-ContAcated Meabs bon 1,200 and 18,000 Caton ens;
PZannin9 Fat- ConbwUed MeaLs An. Appuximatay 2,000-2,600
CatcoLim. Ametican Heart Azisociation.

Robinson. N,Amat and Thenapeutic Nutiu:tion, 15th Edition, 1977.

Sodium Ratr'cted Diet (500 mg. and Mitd Ruttiction). Arne/limn
Heart A44ociation.

Natiorat Daity Council can pkovide excettent and attAactive
teaching mateniat4.
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Assessment Unit C Nutrition

Please check True (T) or False (F) in answer to the following
questions.

1. Good nutrition is important in the care of the ill and aged,
because it:

maintains good muscle tone

T F prevents decubiti

T F promotes healing

T F helps in recovery from the stress of illness

2. Carbohydrates are important sources of energy, but are not
needed for body function:

3. Proteins play a major role in growth, but can olso be broken
down into energy:

4. Fats store energy and provide insulation and paoding

T F

5. Fiber is found in refined foods like white flour:

T F

6. Water is about 2/3 of the body weight and next to oxygen most
important to life:

7. Some people compain of gas and diarrhea when they drink milk
in large amounts, but can usually tolerate cneese, sometimes
buttermilk and yoghurt:

Please complete the following:

8. Milk is a good source of

needed for bones and teeth

needed for growth

needed for normal body function

9. Too little fluid results in
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10. In preparing some diets and formulas, it is important to

accurately

11. List 6 common reasons why the ill and elderly may not take
adequate amounts of food

12. A modified diet is always perscribed by the doctor

T F

13. A modified diet should not consider the likes and dislikes of
the person

14. The person with diabetes must eat meals at regular times

T F

15. Hypogylcemia may be caused by too much insulin and skipping
meals

16. Sodium

Answers to

is found in many foods

T F

Above Questions

I. T, T, T, T 7. T
2. F 8. calcium, protein
3. T vitamins, minerals
4. T 9. dehydration, constipation
5. F 10. measure
6. T

11. loneliness pain
small appetite depression
chewing teeth problems poor mouth care
fatigue loss of taste and smell

12. T

13. F

14. T

15. T

16. T

<'3
C11- 2
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Exercise 1: Understanding Differences

This exercise focuses on the importance of considering indivi-
dual, family, and cultural differences in preference for certain
foods.

Read or handout the summary case study

- Case study:

Wanda White is a young, black woman, age 22, who was
raised in New York City. Her grandmother, Mrs. Gibson,
age 73, lives in Atlanta, in her own home, and her
health is failing. She asked Wanda to come live with
her and take care of her.

The first week. Wanda was there, the meals-on-wheels
continued to bring the main meal for her grandmother
daily. At the end of the week, Wanda was settled nd

the meals-on-wheels was discontinued. Wanda is very
proud of her black culture and eats "soul food" regu-
larly in New York. She assumes her grandmother is
also fond of chitiens, etc., and likes to er them fre-

quently. However, Mrs. Gibson has never eat ?'soul
food" regularly and after a month of politely suggest-
ing that Wanda fix her some other food, to no avail,
begins to stop eating her meals.

- Guided Discussion, including:

What happened? How can the situation be resolved? How

could the situation have been avoided? Do people of
the same racial/cultural heritage always like the same
things or share all of the same customs and habits?

* Occupational Home Economics Education Series Care and Indepfn-

dent Living Service for the Aging. Section VI. Nutrition. Su-

perintendent of Documents, U.S. Government, Washington, DC.
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Exercise 2: Meal Planning

This will provide an opportunity to practice meal planning by actually
planning meals for several case situations.

- Each trainee should prepare a one day menu for each situation
or the group can plan and their choices placed on a chart or
board.

- The situations are:

. An elderly person living alone who eats all meals at
home. This person refuses to drink milk. Meals need
to be especially economical.

. A family of two adults and three children (ages 7, 4,
and 2). Person who prepares food is temporarily disabled.
One adult eats noon meal away from home. Seven year old
in school. Family does not eat red meats.

. Two elderly persons who have a noon meal delivered. One
does not like green leafy vegetables.

- Discuss in terms of nutritional adequacy, diet variety, and
appearance, economy, and acceptability.
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Exercise 3: Shopping and Storage of Foods

This exercise is designed to allow for practice in determining the most
economical form of a food to purchase and the best way to store that
product.

- Give out sample menu to each trainee.

- On the left side ask them to write the most economical form
of that item to purchase.

- On the right side ask them to state how they would store
the menu items.

- Discuss variations in the trainees perceptions.
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Exercise 4: Adapting Menu to Special Dietary Needs

A one-day meal plan may be given to each trainee to use as a
basis for applying information regarding nutrition and special
diets. Using the attached format, assess whether or not the menu
meets the criteria for a well-balanced diet and subsequently adapt
it for diets that meet requirements of:

- Low income

- Increased fiber

- More calories

- Dental problems

- Mild sodium

- No salt in cooking (person finds food tasteless without
salt)

Non-concentrated sweet diabetic

- 1,500-calorie exchange diet for a diabetic

- Low cholesterol diet



EXERCISE 4: ADAPTING A BASIC MENU TO SPECIAL DIETARY WORKSHEET

BASIC MENU

To reduce

food cost

Increase

fiber

Increase

calories

Dental

_problems

Mild low

sodium

Mr. concentrated

bweetsjulersjidiabetic
Low cho- 1500 ca:orie

....

Breakfast
Use canned

or frozen

juice;

day-old

bread;

margarine;

powdered

milk,

Whole

orange;

Wheatena;

whole

wheat

toast.

Cook

cereal

in milk.

Extra

butter.

4-oz, Orange Juice

1 Soft-cooked Egg

1/2 cup Farina

1 slice Wheat Toast

2 teaspoons Butter

1 cup Milk and/or

Coffee

Lunch

a

Dinner

Use same procedure for: - cooking with herbs and seasonings

- full liquid diet

- other

253
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Handout 1: Check Sheet on Sanitation Procedures

In the kitchen, do you:

NO YES
( ) ( ) Keep work services clean and the work area well

organized and orderly so that each part of the work
may be carried through to completion without hazard?

( ) ( ) Use only clean utensils in preparing, cooking, and
serving food?

( ) ( ) Use clean dishrags and towels?

( ) ( ) Use very hot water and detergent to wash utensils
and dishes?

In handling foods, do you:

( ) ( ) Refrigerate unused foods and clean up any spillage
promptly?

( ) ( ) Cover all foods that are refrigerated? Some foods
have strong odors and will ruin the flavor of other,
more bland foods.

( ) ( ) Refrigerate warm foods before they cool? Prompt
refrigeration discourages growth of bacteria that
occurs when foods cool at room temperature.

( ) ( ) Cook meats until they are done? Temperature charts
are given in most basic cookbooks.

( ) ( ) Wash fresh fruits and vegetables befo-r.-:. using?

( ) ( ) Check expiration dates now on most foods before
purchasing? Usually latest Sate will be found on
package at back of display.
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Handout 2: Safe Storage of Food

A. 1. Do not purchase more than you have room for

2. Keep refrigerators and fi2ezer units in proper working

condition

3. Refrigerator temperatures should be maintained between
the range of 36 and 40 degrees Fahrenheit

4. Freezer temperatures should be maintained at zero de-

grees Fahrenheit

5. Use foods by expiration date on package. Check if

date is that at which it is to be sold

6. Discard foods which show spoilage

7. Keep foods in refrigerator properly covered or wrapped

8. Dry ingredients such as flour, sugar, and pasta pro-
ducts should be kept in covered containers

9. Foods purchased less recently should be used first. A

rotation system should be used for canned goods.

10. Foods in refrigerator, as well as dry storage, should
have room around them for air circulation

11. Check dry storage areas periodically for insect and ro-

dent signs

B. 1. Meat, poultry, fish. It is necessary to keep these foods
cold, so store them in the refrigerator at 30 to 40 de-

grees F.

Foultry, fish and fresh meat such as roasts, chops, and
steaks should be allowed some air. Loosen any tight

coverings. Cover the food again loosely, and use within

a few days.

Ground fresh meat and variety meats, especially liver and
brains, spoil more quickly than others. Store loosely

wrapped; cook within one or two days for best flavor or
wrap in freezer paper and freeze.

Cured and smoked meats, such as ham, frankfurters, bacon,
and sausage, smoked and unsmoked, may be kept tightly
wrapped while it is stored in the refrigerator. They keep

longer than fresh meats, although bacon and sausage are
likely to change flavor.

Keep cooke:d meat, poultry, fish, broth, and gravies cover-

ed and in the refrigerator. Use within a few days or wrap

261
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in freezer paper or freezer bag and freeze.

2. Eggs. Eggs retain quality well if they are refrigerated.
An egg carton or covered container helps preve ;it loss of
moisture through the porous shell. Eggs should be
stored small end down to keep the yoke (-Atered.

3. Fresh fruits and vegetables. For best eatiug, most
fruits and vegetables should be used fresh from the
garden or orchard. But if they must bu held a iew days,
follow the storage guide below:

It is often best to let certain underripe products ripen
before putt4ng them into the refrigerator. If fresh and
sound, avocados, peaches, peas, plums, and tomatoes
will ripen in the open air at room temperature.

Storage Guide

Keep refrigerated and covered:

Asparagus
Beets
Beans, snap or wax
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots

Cauliflower
Celery
Corn, husked
Cucumbers
Greens
Onions, green

Keep refrigerated uncovered:

Apples (Mellow)
Apricots
Avocados
Berries
Cherries

Corn, in husks
Grapes
Nectarines
Peaches
Pears

Parsnips
Peas, Shelled
Peppers, green
Radishes
Turnips

Peas, in pod
Plums
Tomatoes

Keep at room temperature or slightly cooler (60 to 70 degrees F).

Apples (Hard)
Bananas
Grapefruit
Lemons
Limes

:felons

Onions, try
Oranges
Pineapples
Pota ,es

Rutabagas
Squash
Sweet Potatoes

Corn stays fresher 'anger if not husked, but whether
husked or unhusked, it loses its sweet flavor and be-
comes starchy very rapidly. Carrots and beets wilt less
with the tops removed. Potatoes should be stored in a
dark place to prevent budding. To keep berries in best
condiCon, pick them over and store them unwashed in the
refrigerator. Watch berries for mold.
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4. Fats and Oils.. Refrit,,rate lard, butter, margarine, drip-
pings, and rendered fats, and opened containers of salad oil.
dyd.ogenated fats (certain shortenings sold under brand names,
such as Spry, Crisco, Swiftnit;) can be kept at room tempera-
ture. Keep z11 covered.

Open jars of salE., aressing should be kept in the refrigera-
tor for finest flavor. To retain salad dressing's smooth
texture, keep it from freezing.

5. Canned foods. Score is dry place at room temperature, prefer-
ably not above 70 degrees F.

6. Frozen foods. Keep in freezing unit of refrigerator for not
more than on' week; for longer storage, keep in a freezer at
) degrees F. Refreezing after thawing lowers quality.

7. Dried foods. Store dried foods in tightly closed containers
at room tem:erature, preferably aot above 70 degrees F. In
warm, humid weather, move them to the refrigerator.

Store dried eggs in unopened packages in a cool place (not
over .1,5 degrees F.), preferably in the refrigerator. After
op.Ini7g, keep in tigh.:1,7 covered can or jar in refrigerator.

Instant dry whole milk does not keep as well as instant non-
fat dry milk b cause of its butterfat content. After the
con!ainer has ',een opened, instant dry whole milk should be
stored, tiE,atly covered, in the refrigerator.

Store instant nonfat dry - lk ir. a closed container at room
temperature , preferably not above 75 degrees F.). After re-
constituting dry refrigerate y as you would fresh
fluid milk.
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Handout 3: Shopping Tips

At the Market or Grocery Store

1. Compare different brands of the same food. A store brand
may be cheaper than a nationally advertised one-

2. Consider the way in which the food will be used. For ex-
ample, use a cheaper brand of tomatoes for a casserole dish
where appearance is not so important.

3. Read the lapel to be sure you are getting the kind and
amount of product you need.

4. Consider cost per serving:

Cost of item
= Cost per servingNumbcr of servings

5. Buy for cash. It is more economical, and saves in the long
run.

6 Compare prices. Most sties have "specials" priced below
regular levels. These suggest best bus. Don't be tempted,
however, by what appears to be a "good buy" on an i m be-
yond your price range (for example, steak when you should be
buying hamburger).

7 It is usually cheaper to buy staples and plain ingredients
ra:.hei than processed or ready-mixed-foods. For example, buy
a head of cabbage rather than a package of cole slaw, plain
macaroni and plain ceese rather than a packaged mix, pota-
toes and mayonnaise rather than potato salad. However, there
will be times when the savings in time or the lack of use for
leftovers or of a place to store them makes it worth while to
buy such labor-saving foods.

8. Buy in quantities as large as is practical. Don't buy more
than you can store adequately and use 5n a reasonable time.

9. Buy foods that are in plentiful supply. Seasons don't mean
as much as they did a few years ago, but many items still
have relatively large seasonal increases in supplies and
therefore reductions in price. Foods, particularly fresh
fruits and vegetables, are cheaper and better at their sea-
sonable peaks.

1G. Buying. meat requires consideration of quality, cut, and
particularly the amount of waste. The amount of inedible
bone, fat, and gristle is a important factor in buying beef,
pork, lamb and veal. Short ribs may cost less per pound
than hamburger, but yield only one-third or one-half as many
servings per pound. Think in terms of cost per serving
rather than cost per pound. Lower grades of meat have less

264
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fat and offer more for your money. Consider more inexpen-

sive cuts of meat: flank, neck, shin, chuck, heart, liver,

and kidney. Skillfully cooked, these are delicious and of-
fer excellent nutritional value. Remember that you can
"stretch" meat flavor by using small quantities in casse-
role dishes with such "extenders" as vegetables, potatoes,
macaroni, and rice.

11. Chicken as a good bu -licken is now one of the better

buys. A few years ago it was a luxury. With a very few
exceptions, today's fryer is an all-purpose bird that can
be prepared by most cooking methods. It is also the best
bargain in buying chicken. A few pennies can be saved by
purchasing a chicken whole rather than cut-up. Parts not
used in the main dish, such as the neck, back, gizzard and
liver, make excellent broth or gravy, and the meat from
these parts can be used in casserole dishes.

12. Fresh fish and budget-stretcher. Inquire about the varie-
ties of fish available in plentiful supply at the time of
shopping. Whole fish are cheaper than steaks and fillets.
Remember, as when buying meat, think in terms of price per
serving rather than price per pound. You will find there
is little or no waste in a fish steak or fillet. On the
other hand, if you are preparing a fish chowder, use can be
made of the head and other parts. This may be your best
buy. And, perhaps most important of all, be sure what you
buy is fresh and has been properly stored and refrigerated.

13 Choose wisely among canned and frozen foods. In canned
foods, you often use second or "utility" quality when you
are buying for use in stews and casseroles. Reverse your
purchases of top quality vegetables "as is" or in plain
cooked dishes. Avoid nationally advertised brands and buy
the cheaper, but usually as good, brands under supermarket
labeling. Compare carefully the cost per serving when
choosing among fresh, canned, and frozen forms of the same
food. For example, a pound of fresh peas in the pcd will
make only about two half-cup servings, but a regular-size
package of frozen peas will serve three or four. Wen buy-
ing frozen food, be sure what yo'i ant buying is frozen
solid and has no evidence of having b-en thawed; refreeziag
lessens the quality of frozen foods.

14. Lower grades of eggs. The B and C grades are good for uses
where appearance and delicate flavor ire not of main impor-
tance, such as baked dishes, custards, cakes, sauces, and
salad dressings. Top quality eggs are used when they are
to be served poached, fried, or soft cooked. In the late

summer and fall it is usually cheaper to buy medium or
small eggs rather than the large ones, but you will want to
inquire into the price per ounce before making this deci-
sion. For the most economical buying, large eggs must
weigh 24 ounces per dozen; medium 21 ounces; and small, 18
ounces.

2b
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15. Milk can be bought in many forms -- choose the best one for
the family. Milk is cheaper when bought at carry-home stores
or supermarkets than when delivered to the home. Skimmed one
or two percent milk is usually cheaper than whole fresh milk
and is equivalent in nutritive value (except for fat content).
Evaporated milk is usually cheaper than whole milk and can be
substituted for any use to which milk is put, but it is par-
ticularly useful in cooking. Instand nonfat dry milk is even
cheaper and can be used for many purposes. This form is eas-
ily reconstituted and is palatable when well chilled. It can
be added to many dishes to improve their food value. It

lacks the butterfat content of whole milk, but can be safely
used by the whole family except children under two years of
age if the rest of the diet includes sufficient butter or
fortified margarine. Instant nonfat dry milk is an excellent
food for a weight reducing diet.

16. Fresh fruit and vegetables in season are usually cheaper than
the same items canned. However, this is not always true, so
compare fresh and canned as a purchase by our standard rule,
price by serving. Apparent freshness and eye appeal are as
good a criterion as any in selecting vegetables. Consider
also the possiblity of buying slightly damaged or bruised
produce that has been reduced in price for a quick sale; if
you can use it promptly, it may be a good buy.

17 Even bread and cereal offer a choice. Loaves of bread are
generally tne best buy, rather than rolls or crackers. Con-
sider whether you can use day-old bread, which is usually
sold at reduced prices. Cereals that require cooking, such
as oatmeal, are cheaper per serving than ready to eat cer-
eals. Select the quick cooking varieties for maximum con-
venience and economy. Be sure to buy enrijned bread, and
vary your routine with whole wheat or other dark varieties
from time to time.

18. Butter or margarine? Margarine that is fortified is nurti-
tionally a good substitute for butter and yet may cost less
than half as much. Use it where you can if your budget is
important. Remember, you can use leftover drippings for a
variety of cooking purposes, so save beef and bacon fat if
you want to make this saving too.
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Handout 4: Check Sheet cn Cooking Hazards

Do you?

NO YES

( ) ( ) 1. Keep pot and pan handles positioned toward back
of stove?

Avoid clothin; with long flowing sleeves that may
easily catch on pot handles and/or cause burns?

Clean up spills on floors immediately to prevent
falling?

Avoid broken or chipped cooking utensils or serving
pieces?

( ) ( ) 5. Turn off the range and oven when not in use?

( ) ( ) 6. Check electric cords on appliances periodically -1.-
worn places? Replace if necessary?

( ) ( ) 7. Avoid overloading electric outlets? Unplug G.
appliances that are not in use?

( ) ( 3. Dry hands before using electrical appliances?

( ) ) 9. have gas ranges checked by gas company periodic:

( ) ( ) 10. Store knives carefully?

( ) ( ) 11. Keep a box cf baking soda near the stovl. to use in
case of grease fire?
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UNIT C: MANAGING TIME, ENERGY, MONEY

AND OTHER RESOURCES

ESTIMATED TIME: 31-:1 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Home economist (may use 5'cia1 worke7-,
community nurse to discuss counrunit;,
resources)

INTRODUCTION

This unit .rovides the trainee with some basic concc,,: time
and e7.argy conservati(_n. that may be applied to bot'r, per.:..)flJ and
serice activities. It should provide an undersii.g of the
us.3 of individual, family and community resour the related
responsibilities of the homemaker-home health

EXPECTED OUTCOME

rile trainee will be able ts):

- Identify ways to conserve time and en,gy while providing
services

- laentify resorces within the family

- Dlentify what resource management
responsibility may be

expected of te homemaker-home healr7h aide

- Describe community resources available to individuals andfamilies.

CONTEN1

Fart 1: Role of _he Homemaker-Home Health Aide
ia rme and Energy Management

TLa pvt wiee ctL5cmm tiffie and cauLgy managcment. The, homenakeA-
home. heaeth act! need's to know how to make wi,se we time ande1217,3

6E;
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The responsibilities of the agency and its homemaker-home health
aides include tasks essential to family living. Good family
living involves management of time, energy and resources. Used
wisely, they help people enjoy home and family living. But time
and energy management should be regarded as a means, not an end
in itself. In homemaker-home health aide services that would
mean that the needs of the person served should not be ignored
by the homemaker-home health aide who is eager to get tasks done
quickly and with the least effort. For example, the homemaker-
home health aide may have planned to vacuum but the elderly and
partially disabled family member, who needs exercise, asks for
your assistance in taking a short walk on a nice day. Or, a
small child needs the homemaker-home health aide's help while
he/she is in the middle of dishwashing. Is it more important to
finish? The needs of the person being served must be the home-
maker-home health aide's first consideration. This is a princi-
ple to be remembered in all tasks.

The work of the homemaker-home health aide involves the use of
time and the expenditure of both physical and mental energy. The
amount of time available to accomplish a given amount of work is
usually indicated in the plan of service for the individual and
family. The use of the allotted time and the expenditure of en-
ergy in accomplishing the tasks and resulting fatigue depend on
how well the work is organized. It is also of concern to the
rec:pient of service. When time and energy are used wisely and
effectively, work is planned and coordinated with a minimum
amount of disruption of the family routine. It is especially im-
portant in teaching the family how to maintain the home and still
have time for those activities which it values and enjoys. The
conuunitv and agency benefit from services that are provided in
an effective and economical manner.

There are three ways of dealing with time. These are:

Conservation means short cuts that can reduce the time
spent on ordinary tasks, especially in those activities
done repeatedly - rinsing and stacking breakfast dishes to
be washed with others once a day

- Control means the efficient approach to what is to be done
scheduling and planning the use of time by the week or

month rather than by the day

- Extra means time available that allows overall planning and
allowing for recreation and special activities such as tak-
ing a walk with the person receiving service, baking cook-
ies for the children, or making personal arrangements to
take a class.

EXC.'LC.LSC 1 and Handout5 i and 2 may be mcd Ln ctLocu,ssiug the
(LS c o4 time.

Energy conservation is closely related to the use of time and in-
cludes physical energy (use of the body) and the movement involved
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in performing a task. The homemaker-home health aide will be less
tired and less likely to incur strains and injury if the body is
used cc,rrectly. Using the right muscles for an activity is called
body mechanics. (See Handout 5, Unit A o this Section 6ody Me-
chaniu in Cteaning and Maintenance.)

Because all people have different physical and mental peaks, it is
important for the homemaker-home health aide to know when peaks
occur. It is not always possible to plan accordingly, but reco-
gnition of the fact may increase the level of performance and
avoid fatigue.

Activities may be classified into three categories; those that
must be done immediately, and why, those that can be done within a
certain tir :e period, and those that would be nice to do if there
were time. Time should he spent where it counts. It is important
to think in terms of quality use of time as well as quantity.
This may be especially significant in teaching And in meeting the
special and immediate needs of persons and families. A good test
is to ask oneself how much time is expended with what amount of
energy to what purpose.

Energy and time are also conserved by simplifying tasks. This
means analyzing a task carefully by noting each movement required
to accomplish it. Tasks should be broken down into steps: those
that are required in preparation, the movements used in performing
the task and the requirements for cleaning up. These steps should
then be analyzed as to purpose and timing, with special note of
what movements could be eliminated, what movements could be com-
bined and how the work could be made easier. (Exeitc-i_Se 2 and
Handout 2 may be used So,t diiscus,sion.) Good work habits are the
result of effective management of time and energy.

Part 2: Use of Resources

It is impoiLtant that the ttainees undctstand and hetp individuats
ac .;(tm:tieis to use theiA atvn /Lesoutceis when conPLonted by p/Lobtemis.

There are many resources, often untapped, available to a family.
They may exist within the family itself or within the community;
they may be human or material. How often in times of narental ill-
ness have the children in the family rallied in terms of meal pre-
paration, cleaning, etc.? Or when financial resources are scarce,
that unrecognized talents come to the fore in do-it-yourself pro-
jects? An important part of homemaker-home health aic" services
is to draw upon the family and the family support system to the ex-
tent possible before community resources are sought. Such efforts
strengthen the family's independence and its invilvement in the
care of family members.

However, many families needing homemaker-h .cle health aide services
miy also need other community services. The recommendation for use

these resources will be included in the plan of care. It is

2 ;
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important that the homemaker-home health aide be aware of these
services. (ExelLcize 3 may p/Lovide a guide 6o& di)scu,$)sion o4 com-
muni,ty 6eiwice.5

To 6amai_atize the tta.(Inee with tetevant, Zocae 6etvices, a da-
cu,s6ion by an LngoAmation and te6ett12 oeciatat on a panel oti
agency .tep,teetatives may be med. The panet might con /sat o6
agencies tep.tesenting Aetvices Son 6amitiez and chitdAen,
health 6etvices, good 6etvices, inctuding good 6tamp4, counza-
ing centets, and chutche4, etc.

This discussion of community services should include the following
facts:

Kinds of services available, including free and non-free
services

- Eligibility requirements to obtain services

Procedures for obtaining services

Referral time involved time required to obtain, length
of time service may be used

Cost of non -free services

Location of services specific address, telephone number,
and contact person

Method of delivery of services.

Part Money Management

This patt d,L6Cit6C,5 how to hetp 5amiZcies make use o6 money.

The wise use of money involves knowing how money will be spent,
before it is spent. Helping the individual or family to set pri-
orities regarding needs and financial expenditures is often an
important part of homemaker-home health aide service. This in-
cludes a respect and consideration of family values.

Values are important to people and influence their actions. Val-
ues differ from one person to another, influence the way money is
-n)ent, and ht.ln to di,termino goals.

Goals are the ends toward which an individual or family direct
their activities. They may be short- or lung -term. Family
affect the way families spend their money. When go,:ls are real-
istic, they are more likely to be met. Realistic goals are deter-
mined by assessing the resources available to the family money,
energy, talents and skills. (CXCAC.L6e,5 4, 5, 8, 9 may be med to
itZusttate two 1...-,Cite!, a:c6cct goals and .sperIciLng.)

Most families find that they must make choices about how they spend
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their money. Basic needs of food, clothing and shelter must be
met first, Lo the degree that these are important in the family's
value system. If there is money left over, it can be used to buy
the things the family wants. Sometimes members of the family want
different things and difficult choices must be made. Usually
those things which will benefit the entire family will be.purchased,
but not necessarily. Family participation is important in this
process, which usually involves long- and short-term goals. Ex-
pensive music lessons for a talented child may eventually enhance
the family functioning.

When money is limited, it is critical that what is purchased is
really what is wanted and the best value for the money. Therefore,
it is important to know the best time to make certain purchases,
how to distinguish poorly mad( articles from quality merchandise;
how to comparison-shop for al; purchases, ways of taking advantage
of special sales and featured items at the food market, and how to
avoid impulse buying, e.g. by sticking to the shopping list. A
homemaker-home health aide may often be asked to help a family
learn how to shop and use money wisely and effectively to meet
needs. (ExetcL6e 7 and Handout 3 may be cased in discuisising bud-
geti,ng.)

The agency may be asked to assume responsibility for managing money
resources. This responsibility is only taken when it is specific-
ally requested or there is no reasonable alternative. The plan of
care developed by the family and care team will guide the homemaker-
home health aide in activities relating to the use and management
of money. One example may be that of shopping for an elderly or
disabled person who is unable to leave the house or whose energy
does not permit shopping. This requires that the homemaker-home
health aide have some knowledge of the family's financial re-
sources. It also involves handling money and the careful selection
of purchases. It is important that the homemaker-home health aide
keep all receipts, count out change to the person assisted in this
way and develop a responsible system for accounting for all money
spent. This is a particularly delicate area when working with the

l't'rson wh" h':c°m°s fortful. (Handout 4 may be used a.. a
Sampec ;()'Ltn.)

2 7 2
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Time-Sairer Checklist

Exercise 2. The 5-Step Plan for Work Simplification

Exercise 3. Community Resources

Exercise 4. How Values Affect Your Life

Exercise 5. How Goals Affect Spending

Exercise 6. Skills As An Individual and Family Resource

Exercise 7. Budgeting and Resource Management Assistance

Exercise 8. The Singing House

Exercise 9. Families and Their Values

Handout 1: Suggestions for Improving Use of Time and Energy

Handout 2. Improve the Way You Work

Handout 3. Income Sources

Handout 4. Sample Receipt for Expenditure of Moiiey
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Exercise 1: Time-Saver Checklist

Directions:

Answer the questions which follow either yes or no in the space
provide&C"' If there are differences of opinion, regard such an-
swers as negatives.

Yes No Questions

Do I think ahead -have my schedule so well in mind I
don't have to spend time wondering what to do?

Do I act promptly - not lose time deciding whether to
do a task now or later on?

Do I have a place for everything - know where to locate
things quickly to avoid losing time looking for some-
thing?

Do I concentrate on one thing at a time - not let dis-
tractions enter in to slow me down?

If possible, do I finish my work once I start it -
avoid the delay of having to pica up where I left off?

Am I a careful worker - do things efficiently the first
time and not waste time and energy doing them over again
later on?

When I finish a job, do I put the used materials away
know that it takes less time to start on a new task when
things are orderly than when things are cluttered?

Do I have a desirable attitude toward doing things which
have to be done - realize time passes more quickly when
a task is enjoyed, and drag when it is disliked?

Number of questions answered by Yes:

Number of questions answered by No:

Comparing your total number of Yes answers with your No answers
should give you an idea of your need to know more about time
savers and how you can use them.
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Exercise 2: The 5-Step Plan fur Work Simplification

A. Select the job to be improved:

(One which you feel takes too long, makes you too tired,
or uses up too much energy.)

B. Break down the job operation:

(List all details exactly as you do the job at present.)

1) Get ready: collection of tools and equipment.

2) Do: bodily motions you use to do the job.

3) Clean up: the cleaning and putting away of equipment.

I /
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C. Question the job and equipment:

1) WHY is it necessary?

2) WHAT is the purpose?

3) WHEN should it be done?

4) WHERE should it be done?

5) HOW is the "best way" for me to do it?

LerFr,,,,ArinR ipAt.,

D. Develop the new method:

1) Eliminate unnecessary details.

2) Combine motions and activities.

3) Rearrange sequence of job.

4) Simplify all necessary details:

0

74--S

5110:

NO\ 1( 1 {V)
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a) Make work easier with correct counter height and
normal work areas:

Correct counter height for standing (as sink)
should be 2 inches less than the distance from
the floor to your elbow

To find the proper height for your work chair,
measure the distance from your elbows to the
floor while you stand and also while you sit.
The distance from floor to elbow when you stand,
minus the distancD from floor to elbow wnen you
sit equals the amount to be added to the present
height of chair. HOW? Like this Chair

Block of wood Leg
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b) Pre-position equipment in work areas (the point
of first use)

c) Use gravity feed drops (sugar, flour)

d) Use feet whenever possible (opening and closing cup-
boards, etc.)

e) Make motions simultaueous and productive. Use both

hands, arms

f) Use smooth continuous motions -- no jerking.

E. Apply new method:

1) Rearrange tools and equipment

2) Readjust working heights and areas

3) Set up working areas:

Dishwashing area

Cooking are

Mixing area

Storage area

Rest area (relaxation)

4) Throw away things you don't use (unclutter).

* American Heart Association, 44 East 23rd Street, New York.

Take it Easy! #2.
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Exercise 3: Community Resources

Th exercise witt 6ocm on identi6ying penzonz and /on agenciez
that 'showed be contacted on an ongoing bazis.

Identify persons or agencies relative to the following case situa-
tions:

Member of family is partially sighted and wants some large-
print materials for reading

- Family member needs to use public transportation system oc-
casionally but does not know how

Family wants some grocery delivery services

Family wants occasional help with lawn mowing, other yard
work; does not own equipment

- Member of family needs medical or dental care, does not have
insurance and can't afford regular channels or use of these
services

Person living alone not able to provide adequate meals for
self when homemaker-home health aide is not there

Needs assistance in completing some insurance forms, but
cannot affort to hire a lawyer.

Discuss the homemaker-home health aide's role in identifying need
for and securing services.

2
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Exercise 4: How Values Affect Your Life

Tta:_nc..'s may use the tiottowing exmise £n identiiying how vatuez
in6tAence theirt. own vat's and spending az a be i ion bet eh un-
deAztanding thoze o othenz.

List four values of importance to you and members of your family.

Set some 1(,ng-.:crm and short-term goals for family spending which
are based on the values you listed.

Rank your values in order of importance. Is this difficult to do?
Why? Are these the same values that were important to you ten
years ago?

Do some of the individual goals of your fanny members conflict
with other goals?

EkerciSe 5: How Goals Affect Spending

Thiz exeAcise LebiztAates how vatuez a66ect goats and spending.
The ttainees zhoutd be asked to add °theft. goat's and vatues and
pozzibte e66ects on spending.

Values Goals

Home Down payment on house

Furniture

Spending

Reduce other expenses

Go without new clothes

Health Regular visit to doctor Buy black and white instead
and dentist of color TV

Health insurance

Family Money for birthday
present for child

.ducation Funds for school
supplies

Money for father to
night school to get
diploma

Go without new furniture

Father goes without haircut
to provide

Mother works to provide this

Drive old car another year

Sc:urity Life Insurance Reduce recreational expenses

2 76
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Exercise 6: Skills As An Individual and Family Resource

List sfzi,Us that might help c 6amily save money. TL. /Jttowing
may be used as major headings:

- Skills in food preparation

- Skills in maintaining and use of clothing

- Skills in housekeeping.

Exercise 7: Budgeting and Resource Management Assistance

Th is exetcise was developed to assist tkainees £r identi4ying ne-
sounee management and budgeting pkinciptes and exptoking ways (-

impuving othek peoptes' budgeting skLets.

Ask the trainee to suggest potential bndgeting or resource man-
agement problems that individuals and famires might have.

List here on a board or flipchart usini the heading below:

Potential
Problem

?oten_ial Homemaker-Home .iealth Aide's
Remedial Actions Role and Knowledge Needed

Individual/FalAly

Example:

Lack of planning grocery buying

Ask the trainees to describe possible remedial actions. Try to
elicit several alternatives.

Have the trainees describe the potential role of the homemaker-
home health aide in these situations and what type of knowledge
would be required.

Discuss such areas as:

What is a budget?

Why should budgets be usee?

w do people feel bout money and budgeting?

.liat are the responsibilities of each family member?
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Exercise 8: The Singing House

This exeitcae witt empkazize attennative way4 peopte vatue and
use money.

Have the trainee read aloud "The Singing House."

Discuss:

- Differences between Fred's family and Jimmy'L -A-ily in
way they use money

The differences in values that led the two famil
use money differently

Examples of persons the trainees know who use moiT !T'ffer-

ently from the way the trainees do. Emphasize tl,.Jt:

. homemaker-home health aides do not give personal
opinions and unasked for advice to families about
money use

. a family's values are important in determining
money use

. when homemaker-home health aides arc involved in
the use of family's money ttp:oul shopping,
recommending purchases, etc. -- -17e obligted
to use money responsibly and to Keep reccrds.

The Singing House*

I tied the napkin around Fred's nick and placed before him his
glass of orange juice, his cereal, his big glass of fonthy milk.
In my own opinion, I was classified among the superior motners
whose children are brought up in the approved manner of an enlight-
ened day.

Fred ate it all dutifully and then slipped down from his chair.

"Now can I go over to Jimmy's, Mother?" he asked.

"But, Fred, "I remonstrated, "you were over there yesterday and
the day before. Why not have JimMy come here, today?"

"Oh, he wouldn't want to." Fred's lip quivered in spite of his

six years of manhood. "Please, Mother."

"Why do you like Jimmy's house better than ours, Son?" I pursued.

It carte to me suddenly that Fred and all his companions were al-
ways wanting to go to Jimmy's house.

ri
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The Singing House (continued)

"Why," he explained hesitatingly, it's 'cause..., it 'cause
Jimmy's house is a singing house."

"A singing house?" I questioned. "Now what do you r-,ean by that?"

"Well," Fred was finding it hard to explain. "Jimmy's mother hums
when she sews; and Mrs. Knight -in- the kitchen, she sings when she
cuts out cookies; and Jimmy's daddy always whistles when he comes
home." Fred stopped a moment and added, "Thcr curtains are roll-
ed clear up and there's a lot of flowers in the windows. All the
boys like Jimmy's house, Mother."

"You may go, Son," I said quickly. I wanted hi: out of the waL: so
I could think.

I looked around my house. Everyone told me how level;, it was.
There were Oriental rugs. We were paying for diem in instullments.
That was why there wasn't any Mrs. Knight-in-the-kitchen here. We
were paying for the overstuffed furniture and the car that vs,,
also. Perhaps that was why Fred's daddy didn't whist1 wLen
came into the house.

I put on my jacket and went over to Jimmy's house, even if it Nis
ten o'clock on Saturday morning. It came to me that tits. Bur,on
would not mind being interrupted in the middle of the morning.
She never seemed to be in a hurry. She met me at the dc wit a
towel around her head.

"Oh, come in. I have just finished the living room. No indeed.
you are not interrupting. I'll just take off this head -drt s
be right in."

While I waited, I looked around. The rugs were almost threadbare;
the curtains were faded, ruffled and tied back; the furniture, old
:Ind scarred but freshened with new cretonnes. A table with a bright
cover held a number of late magazines. In the window were hangi,
baskets of ivy and wandering jew, while a bird warbled from his
cage hanging in the sun. Homey, that was the effect.

The kitchen door was open and I saw Jerry, the baby, sitting on th2
clean linoleum, watching Mrs, Knight as she pinched together the
edges of an apple pie. She was singing, singing, "Springtime in
the Rockies."

Mrs. Burton came in smiling. "Well, she asked, "what is it? For
I know you came for something. You are such a busy woan."

"Yes," I said abruptly, "I came to see wl.,t a singing house is like."

Mrs. Burton looked puzzled. "Why, what do you mean?"

"Fred says he loves to come here because you have a singing house.

2i
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The Sing House (continued)

I be;in .o see what he means."

"Uh;it a wonderful compliment!" Mrs. Burton's face flushed. "But

of cour5o my house doesn't compare with yours. Everyone says you

have the lcveliest house in town."

"But it isn't a singing house," I objected. "It's just a house

with)ut a soul. Tell me how you come to have one."

"Well," smiled Mrs. Burton, "if you really want to know. You see,

John doesn't make much. I don't think he ever will. He isn't

'.aat type. We have to cut somewhere, and we decided on non-essen-
tials. I am not very strong and when Jerry came we decided Mrs.
Knight was an essential if the children were to have a cheerful
mother. Then there were books, magazines, and music." She point-

ed to the radio. "These are things the children can keep inside.
They can't be touched by fire or reverses so we decided they were
essentials. Of course good wholesome food is another essential,
but we don't buy things out of season, and our bills are not
large. But when all these things are paid for, there doesn't seem
to be much left for rugs and furniture. But we find we get al-
most as much pleasure from our long country walks, with Jerry in
his stroller, as we would in a car, especially if we had to worry
about financing it. We don't go in debt if we can avoid it.
Moreover, we are happy," she concluded.

"I see," I said thoughtfully. I looked over at Jimmy and Fred in

the corner. They had manufactured a train out of match boxes and
were loading it with wheat. They were scattering it a good deal,

but wheat is clean and wholesome.

went home. My Oriental rugs looked faded. I snapped my curtains
to the top of the windows, and the light was subdued as it came
through the silken draperies. The over-stuffed sofa looked bulky
and not nearly so inviting as Mrs. Burton's old daybed with pillows
you were not afraid to use. I hated my house. It didn't sing. I

determined to make it sing.

* Reprit':ed from Child Welfare Magazine. State of Wyoming.

Taken from: Resources and You. Bulletin No.400 G-14. Coopera-

tive Extension Service, New Mexico State Univeristy, La Cruces,

New Mexico: February 1975.
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Exercise 9: Families and Their Values

The Garden Grove Housing Units are located in the northern part
of a middle-sized city in Texas. Three families, the Browns, the
Aliens, and the Martins, all live in this unit and have approxi-
mately the same incomes. Their housing and food expenses are
similar. However, their other expenses vary considerably.

The Browns own a color TV set, often go for short drives on the
weekends, and attend many football and basketball games. Jimmy
Brown has poor teeth but there seldom seems to be enough money
for dental bills. The family seldom buys any furnishings for the
home and they have no savings.

The Allens have a small savings account to which they try to add
money monthly so their son can go to a vocational school to study
auto mechanics when he finishes high school. They are now buying
a set of reference books on the installment plan for the younger
children in the family. They have a black and white TV set and
spend many evenings watching TV programs. Mrs. Allen would like
a new rug, but at the present time they cannot afford one.

The Martins like to fix things, so they spend a great deal of time
refinishing inexpensive pieces of furniture and have just finished
pai,ting their apartment. Their most recent purchase was a new
chair for the living room. Susie Martin wants a new dress for the
next school dance, so the family is trying to figure out how they
can afford this. After they make their contribution to the church
this week, there will be little money left until the net paycheck.

Ash the tta.clnee's to identiy:

1. The differences as to how the Browns, Allens and. Mar, _ns
spend their money.

2. The values and goals that influence how they spend thtir
money.
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Handout 1: Suggestions for Improving Use of Time and Energy

1. Save energy by sitting to do task when possible.

2. Use principles of body mechanics to avoid body harm and pos-
sible loss of time and energy.

3. Use both hands as often as possible.

4. Assemble all tools and materials needed for a task before
starting. This eliminates trips while doing the task.

5. Make sure areas for work are uncluttered and well lighted.

6. Plan each item needed from a store so as to avoid making extra
trips.

7. Keep traffic areas clear to avoid extra steps in walking
around things.

8. Store things used frequently in places that are easily ac-
cessible.

9. Use trays, carts, baskets to carry several things, removing
dishes from the table and baskets to carry laundry.

10. Use the right tool for a task; for example, a vegetable peel-
er is quicker than a knife.

11. If there are stairs in a house, do as much as possible when up-
stairs to avoid making many up and down trips.

12. Do tasks in such an order that they do not need to be redone
(for example, straighten furniture as you vacuum, not before).

13. If space is available, prepare often used food items ahead of
time and freeze or store for quick use.

14. Ccusider how you might change the menu to save preparation time.

15. If oven is being used, try to cook more than a single item in
it to save energy and time.

16. Encourage family members to do things for themselves and to as-
sist in household tasks such as hanging up clothes and rinsing
the bathtub after use.

17. Take a few moments early in the day to go over the day's tasks
mutually or on paper. Reorganize as needed.

18. Arrange a schedule according to the frequency with which tasks
are to be done: monthly, weekly, ov daily.
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19. Take occasional breaks and rest a few moments to restore en-
ergy. Relaxing is not a waste of time.

20. Take pleasure and pride in the well-done job. This can add
much to the energy level.

21. Eat the right foods. A proper diet provides energy as well
as maintains the body. Food contributes to the feeling of
well-being and productiveness.

22. Keep yourself looking neat. People feel more like working
when they are dressed properly.

23. Do not wear clothing that slows down work. For example,
sleeves which have to be pushed up constantly or a skirt that
prevents easy walking.

24. Stop and think about how a task could be made easier. Al-
though it may take a few moments, time and money may be
saved in the long run.

25. Alternate tasks that take a short time and chose taking a long
time.

26. Alternate tasks that require a lot of energy and those that are
more relaxing and require less energy.

27. Procrastinating wastes time: plan what is to be done and do it.
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Handout 2: Improve the Way You Work

Work is more fun if you use the easiest way that gets good re
sults. How well do you use these six working methods?

1. Use )oth hands -- examples:

Use a dust cloth or mitt in each hand as you dust furniture.

Take dishes from a cabinet with both hands and place on tray.

Use both hands in setting a table.

Ideas of your own:

2. Place your work within each reach -- examples:

Take all tools and supplies needed to the :oom to be cleaned
before cleaning.

Assemble utensils and supplies neaded for preparing food
before beginning.

Ideas of your own:

3. Eliminate things that L, not need to be done:

Air-dry dishes instead of drying them with a cloth.

Use synthetic detergent in bathtub to prevent bathtub ring.

Ideas of your own:

4. Combine jobs when possible -- examples:

Use furniture polish that cleans as it polishes.

Use cleaner that cleans and disinfects.

Ideas of your own:

5. Make full use of tools and work materials -- examples.

Use vacuum cleaner for all dusting.

Use utility cart or tray for carrying several small items.

Ideas of your own:
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Handout 2: (continued)

6. Maintain good posture and use muscles properly -- examples:

Use leg muscles rather than b&ck muscles when li5ting.

Use easy, free rhythmic motions in sweeping, dusting and
similar tasks.

Ideas of your own:
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Handout 3: Income Sources

Sources of Income Monthly Amount When Received

Wages (take-home pay)

Father
Mother
Children

Social Security

Unemployment Insurance

Welfare Payments

Aid to Dependent

Children Payments

Other

TOTAL
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Handout 4: Sample Receipt for Expenditure of Money

HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICE

Homemaker-Home

Health Aide received $ for the purchase of

She purchased $ worth of

(see cash register receipt). $ of charge was

returned to me.

Signed

Address

Date

Received at Homemaker-Home Health Aide Agency
Date
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SECTION IV

PRACTICAL SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE IN PERSONAL CARE

The Section on personal care continues the instruc-
tion in practical skills. These skills relate to
'Thserving, helping with bathing, grooming, exercises
,od simple treatments for the sick, elderly and dis-

-d in their own homes. Services may involve the
ca' of the very ill, even dying person, the se-
verely handicapped and those needing only minimum
assistance with grooming. The Section is based on
the understanding of working with people and their
special needs as described in Section II. It may
be helpful to start with a brief review of the
general needs of people (Unit B) and the needs of
the ill and disabled (Units E and F). A minimum of
19 1/2 hours is suggested. However, when additional
procedures are added, additional hours must also
be added. The trainees should have an opportunity
to practice the skills. This Section should be
-taught by a professional nurse, preferably a com-
munity nurse who is familiar with home care and
homemaker-home health aide services.
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UJIT A: THE HUMAN BODY

ESTIMATED TIME 2 hours

SUGGESTED IN3TRUCTOR Professional nurse or physician

INTRODUCTION

This unit provides information about basic anatomy and physi-
ology as it relates to functions of the body. The information
provides the normal basis for the homemaker-home health aide
to observe changes in the person and to apply knowledge of the
body in the application of personal care skills.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The trainee will be able to:

- identify the basic body systems as a basis for
giving personal care

- identify body functions as these influence the
application of personal care skills

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

Audio-visual aids, wall charts, models, slides, or films of
the digestive, circulatory, nervous, urinary, respiratory,
skeletal- muscle and reproductive systems.

CONTENT

The tiAst topic to be covved Ls body 6y6teftiA and 6unctions.
The 6ottowing ove'wLew o6 body systems witt be enhanced by
the use o6 stides, Wins, anatomicat chaff an model's.

Knowledge about body systems and 6unctions puvides a basis
bon undeAstanding changes that may OUIJA when a penson is itt.

Point out the body pants and 6unction4 az the systems ate
discussed.

Ming out points about how peAsonat cane helps maintain
6unctions o6 the body.

29
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The human body is made up of a very intricate network of cells,
tissues and organs. All of these are designed to work together
in systems to help the body function properly.

The simpler unit, the cell, is composed of tiny living parts.
These major parts are the nucleus, cytoplasm and plasma mem-
brane. The nucleus and cytoplasm accomplish complex chemical
actions within the cell to nourish the cell, to reproduce
another cell, or to maintain its particular function. The
plasma membrane helps in the transport of substances in and
out of the cell.

A group of cells with similar functions may form tissues.
Four of the major types of tissue are muscle, nerve, epithel-
ial (which forms glands or surface covers), and connective
tissue (cartilage, tendons, fat).

Various types of tissue form organs. An example is the heart.
The heart is made up of tissue that performs a specific func-
tion (circulates blood throughout the body). Other organs
perform other functions, such as the stomach, which digests
food.

Several organs make up a body system. One example is the
digestive system. It is made up of the alimentary canal
(the "tube" starting at the mouth and ending at the anus),
the glands for digestion, the liver, the gallbladder and
the pancreas.

(The o11ow.Lng pakagkaphs ate simpte, intkoductoky descnip-
tions the van-Lou/5 body systems. Weic assessing the
cediss needs, the instkuctok may w.L6h to go into gteatek depth.)

The Skeletal System

Over 200 bones and joints provide a bony frame for the body.
This frame protects the body, gives some leverage when moving
and provides an anchor for muscles and tendons. Parts of the
bones also produce red blood cells, white blood cells and
platelets. Bone which is connective tissue has calcium and
potassium salts in it which make it hard. A joint is the
meeting of two or more bones, which has a covering around it
and is strengthened by cords called ligaments. Bones, joints
and ligaments are attached to each other to help the body
move and maintain good posture and alignment of the skeletal
system.

In giving care to a person who has a break in a bone, who has
a ligament pull or sprain, it is important to remember the
concept of the bony system as forming the frame for the body.
Limbs must be moved carefully and joints supported underneath.
Doctor's orders and the care plan indicating the amount and
type of activity must be followed carefully.
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Older adults often need more time to move than younger
people. In addition, older persons' bones to be more
brittle, especially in older women. Use cautl..1 in assisting
patients. Be alert to obstacles and remove any obstructions
over which the person may fall.

The Muscular system

There are over 300 muscles in the body. There are two types
of musclesvoluntary and involuntary. Voluntary muscles are
attached to bones and give shape to the body. In addition,
these muscles provide strength and help parts of the body
move. Body heat, which the body needs, is produced when volun-
tary muscles move. In order for these muscles to move, a
command to move must come from the brain. The second type
of muscle is !twoluntary. An example is the muscle of the
heart. The heart muscle moves as it contracts and squeezes
blood out into the arteries. This is an involuntary or "auto-
matic" action that does not require a command from the brain.

For maintaining healthy function of the muscular system good
posture is essential. When personal care is given to a person
with a muscular problem, the type of care may be similar to
that given the person with a skeletal problem. For example.
activity orders must be followed carefully. The person must
be moved cautiously and given support to each joint as a limb
is moved. Treatments may be ordered for sprains or swollen
limbs. A cold pack may be applied for these conditions. Or,

hot packs may be ordered for soreness, inflammation or infec-
tion. In caring for a person who is restricted to the bed,
the rotation of joints and movement of muscles (called
range-of-motion exercises) may be included to keep the muscles
in good tone and the joints from stiffening.

The Skin

The skin provides a cover for the muscles, bones, organs and
other tissues. The functions of the skin inclurle protection
of internal organs and structures, removal of waste products
through the pores (tiny openings in the skin), absorption of
substances, and regulation of water loss and body temperature.

Good personal care should always include good skin care. Good
skin care includes bathing and massaging body parts. Bathing
removes the waste products on tilt- skin's surface and keeps
it as free from germs as possible, which helps to reduce in-
fections. Bathing also helps the person feel better about
himself and has esthetic value. Another important reason for
personal care is to reduce Cie chance of developing pressure
sores, particularly in older and very thin persons. (This

is discussed in more detail in the Section on Care of the
Person in Bed.) The possibility of pressure sores may be re-
duced by stimulating the circulatory system through the motion
of bathing and/or massaging the skin. The well person should
practice good skin care for the same reasons.
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The Circulatory System

The heart, blood vessels, and lymph nodes and vessels are
considered part of the circulatory system. Sometimes the
spleen and thymus are included. The main function within this
system is the pumping of blood by the heart, located under the
breast bone and slightly to the left, to all parts of the body,
including the tiny cells. The purpose is to bring dissolved
nutrients, oxygen, hormones, antibodies and blood clotting
factors to the cells, and to remove waste products from the
cells. The circulation of blood also helps to keep the body
at an even temperature and balance the fluid and acid-base
level.

Within this system, the lymph is moved along the lymphatic
vessels by valves that open in one direction. Lymph helps to
remove the larger protein molecules from the tissue spaces
and helps-to reduce swelling or edema. Lymph passes first
through the lymph nodes that serve as filters before the
lymph empties into large veins at the base of the neck. This
keeps foreign material and germs from entering the bloodstream.
Lymph nodes may be felt in the neck, groin and in the armpits.

The spleen, located over the left upper side of the abdomen,
also filters the blood much in the manner that lymph nodes
filter the blood. In Addition, it produces white blood cells
to fight infection. It stores blood and iron; iron helps in
red cell metabolism and it produces antibodies which are im-
portant in fighting infections.

The thymus, situated in the upper chest, also produces and
stores white blood cells.

Good circulation is vital to health. Cells, tissues, and
organs do not function well if the circulation is inadequate.
For example, a person with poor circulation may have trouble
breathing, digesting food or with kidney function. The cir-
culatory system provides the lifeline for the entire body.
The vital signs, that indicate the "vitality" or "life" of
the body are obtained by taking the temperature, pulse and
respiration. Blood pressure is another vital sign that
demonstrates the condition of the circulatory system. Vital
signs are taken often when a person is ill to indicate the
state of the person's health.

In taking care of a person, the homemaker-home health aide
needs to be aware that exercise increases the heart beat and
circulation, while sleep and rest slow the heart beat and
allow other organs to slow down. This is an important con-
cept to remember when energy should be used for the healing
of the body. Exercise, as stated before, should be done
according to the care plan.

29;
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The Respiratory System

Included in this system are the lungs and passages leading to
and from the lungs (nose, windpipe) and the muscular diaphragm.
Two functions of respiration are to breathe in air from which
the blood picks up oxygen and to breathe out air which has in
it waste products, carbon dioxide and water. The diaphragm
helps in the inhalation and exhalation of air. The lungs hold
approximately three and a half quarts of air. If the lungs
are diseased, the body cells do not receive the oxygen needed
for maintaining healthy cells, waste products are not removed
efficiently and other parts of the body do not function as well.
As much as possible, persons should avoid polluted air, and
smoking is considered hazardous to health, especially for the
respiratory system.

In giving personal care to a person with respiratory problems,
it is important to follow specific treatments recorded in the
care plan. These may include deep breathing exercises, cough-
ing routines, inhalation of medications and observing the per-
son's respiration at given times. The person who has difficulty
breathing may need more time to complete simple everyday activi-
ties such as dressing and eating. The person may be more com-
fortable in a sitting position, which helps him breathe more
easily.

The Digestive System

This system includes all organs that function in digesting
food. These are the mouth, tongue, salivary glands, teeth,
pharynx, the esophagus, stomach, small and large intestines,
rectum, anus, liver, gallbladder and pancreas. One function
of the digestive system is to break down food into small
enough particles to be absorbed into the blood and nourish
all cells of the body. Another function is the removal of
food wastes through the intestines, rectum and anus.

The stomach, located in the left upper-and mid-abdomen,
churns food mixed with a liquid called gastric juice. Small

amounts of mixed food move into the small intestine until the
stomach contents are emptied, which takes thfee to five hours.
Carbohydrates and proteins are broken down into small food
particles by juices from the pancreas. Almost all absorption
of food occurs in the small intestine. (The small intestine
has small, finger-like projections called villi which absorb
these small food parts into the blood.) The waste products
include undigested food, germs, mucus and waver. The wastes
are called feces and are passed out of the body through the
anus.

The pancreas, located in the mid-abdomen, produces insulin
and helps in the metabolism of sugar and produces digestive
enzymes. The liver, located along with the gallbladder in
the upper right abdomen, stores sugar, minerals, vitamins,
forms of protein and fat and removes harmful substances from
the blood, such as drugs and alcohol. The-pallbladder stores
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and concentrates bile that helps break down fats.

Because it helps maintain body nourishment, the digestive sys-
tem is important to health. Therefore, when giving care the
aide should be aware of conditions that indicate that the sys-
tem is not functioning and help the person to follow carefully
his prescribed diet. A nourishing diet is necessary to re-
pair tissues and to maintain a healthy body.

The Nervous System

The brain, spinal cord and nerves are all part of the nervous
system. The sense organs may also be considered as part of
this system (eyes, ears, taste buds and organs of smell and
touch). The nervous system may be thought of as a message
center. Contacts with the outside world and internal impulses
are carried to the brain by the nerves and sent to the body
for action.

The brain is made up of nerve cells and nerve fiber. Parts of
the brain deal with memory, thinking, judgment, emotion, body
movement and speech. The stem connecting the brain and spinal
cord acts to transmit the impulses.

The spinal cord is located within the backbone (vertibral
column) and carries messages to and from the brain to the body
so the body can react. Fluid fills spaces in the brain and
the coverings of the spinal cord (meninges), which helps to
protect the brain and cord from pressure or injury.

The nervous system is another important system and must func-
tion well for the body to function properly. Whenever an im-
pulse cannot be carried properly, as With a stroke, changes in
function of the body may result, such as slurring speech and/
or loss of movement on one side of the body.

The Urinary System

Included in this system are the organs that remove waste prod-
ducts from the body in the form of urine. The urinary system
consists of two kidneys, located in the small of the back;
two ureters, which lead from the kidney and carry urine to the
bladder; the bladder, located in the lower pelvis; and the
urethra, which drains urine from the bladder. The urinary
sphincture releases the urine on command. The kidneys help
maintain the body's water balance, filter the blood, and remove
waste products. Approximately one and a half quarts of urine
are excreted daily, depending upon the amount of perspiration
and fluid intake.

When the kidneys do not adequately remove wastes from the body,
the person may experience a generalized feeling of illness.
The person may have swelling or puffiness (edema) and have a
grayish skin tone. Life cannot be maintained without some way
to adequately remove body wastes from the blood. In giving

296
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care, it is important to see that the person takes plenty of
fluid to help remove body wastes and toxins. When kidneys
fail to function, or function inadequately, wastes may be re-
moved by the use of artificial means, by renal dialysis, some-
t!mes referred to as kidney machines.

The Reproductive System

This system consists of the external and internal sex organs
of the male and female. The male organs include the scrotum,
a sack-like organ that contains the testes and other tubules;
the testes, that produce sperm, the hormone testosterone and
fluid; the penis, that contains the urethra for transporting
urine and sperm; the prostate gland, located below the urinary
bladder, that produces fluid to help transport the sperm.

The female external organs are the genitalia and breasts. The
internal organs include the vagina, which functions as the
birth canal leading to the cervix and uterus; the cervix,
that is the mouth of the womb; and the uterus, located behind
the urinary bladder (the uterus functions as the womb that
receives the fertilized egg and developing fetus); the ovaries,
located on either side of the lower abdomen, which produce
estrogen and progestrone hormones and egg cells; and the
fallopian tubes that carry the egg cells from the ovaries to
the uterus. The female has a menstrual cycle approximately
every 28 days by which the uterus is prepared to nurture the
fertilized egg into a viable fetus. However, if the egg cell
that is produced in mid cycle is not fertilized by the sperm
cell, the uterine lining is sloughed off and bleeding occurs
for approximately three to five days.

The reproductive system is important in maintaining the sexual
characteristics. The hormones, that produce male characteris-
tics such as broad shoulders and facial, pubic, and chest hair,
and female characteristics such as a round contour, enlarged
breasts, and pubic hair, also are thought to help maintain
functions in other systems of the body. Illness or malfunc-
tion of the reproductive system can cause emotional and physi-
cal problems for the person. It is important in giving care
to treat the person with understanding and consideration and
to give them opportunities to express feelings about the
illness.

The Endocrine System

Organs in this system are called ductless glands. Included
in this list are several organs that have also been mentioned
in other systems, since they have several different functions.
This system includes the testes, ovaries, adrenals, thymus,
thyroid, parathyroid, and the pituitary glands. Regulation
of body functions is carried out by hormones produced by these
glands. If these glands do not function properly, body func-
tions may be seriously affected. Diseases may result from an

2.9N
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over- or under-production of hormones. For example, if the
person does not have enough thyroid hormone produced, the per-
son will feel very tired, have no energy, and may appear to
be mentally slow. Too much thyroid hormone will cause the
person to be nervous, overly active and jittery.

If a person is taking hormone medication, it is important
that the person take such medications on a regular basis.

Although systems were discussed separately, good health de-
pends upon the interrelated optimum functioning of the systems.
Therefore, good care of the total body is essential. The
aide should be aware that if one system does not function
properly, it affects total body function.
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UNIT A: ASSESSMENT

Please fill in the blanks:

1. The human body is made up of tiny units called

2. There are about 300 in the body which help with body move-
ment.

3. The heart, blood vessels, and lymph glands are part of the

system

4. The lung's capacity is approximately quarts of air.

5. The mouth, tongue, teeth and stomach are part of the
system.

6. The which is part of the digestive system, helps
to remove harmful substances from the body such as drugs and alcohol.

7. The nervous system may also be thought of as a center.

8. One method of getting rid of body wastes besides the lungs and skin is

through the

9. Food that is eaten is mixed in the with gastric juice.

10. The system is concerned with memory, thinking and emotion.

11. The
, a part of the urinary system, helps maintain

the water balance of the body.

12. The covers internal organs and structures and
helps remove waste products through its pores.

13. The reproductive system includes both external and se): organs.

14. If the lungs are not healthy, the body does not get enough
function well.

for

15. The system contains a number of ductless glands, pro-
ducing hormones which help regulate body functions.

300
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ANSWERS:

1. cells

2. muscles

3. circulatory

4. 3-1/2

5. digestive

6. liver

7. message

8. kidneys

9. stomach

10. brain

11. kidneys

12. skin

13. internal

14. oxygen

15. endocrine
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AIDS

Discussion Questions 1: The Human Body

Worksheet 1: Body Systems

30 r-)
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UNIT A: DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Name two functions of the skeletal system.

2. Name two functions of the skin.

3. Describe the way nutrients are taken to the cells and waste
products removed.

4. Describe the function of the respiratory system.

5. Explain the process of digesting a meal and removal of waste
products.

6. What important function does the urinary system have?

7. Describe the relay circuit of the nervous system.

8. Explain the main function of the endocrine system.

9. Give examples of how personal care relates to the functions of
the (skeletal, muscular, respiratory, circulatory, urinary,
digestive, nervous, and endocrine) body systems.
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Worksheet 1: Body Systems

SYSTEM FUNCTION
IMPORTANCE TO HOMEMAKER -

HOME HEALTH AIDE

Skeletal

Muscular

Skin

Civculatory

Reypiratory

Digestive

....----_.

Neivous

Urinary

Reproductive

Endocrine
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UNIT B: OBSERVING BODY FUNCTIONS AND RELATED
FACTORS IN PROVIDING PERSONAL CARE

ESTIMATED TIME 3 hours

INSTRUCTOR Professional nurse

INTRODUCTION

This Unit is a follow-up of the body systems and functions
unit. A base line of normal functions must be understood be-
fore body changes can be recognized and assessed. Common
signs and symptoms are discussed according to systems and
individual differences such as ape. Signs, symptoms and the
reporting of them are stressed so that care given to a per-
son is appropriate to that person's state of wellness. The
skills of taking temperature, pulse and respiration which are
presented in this unit are part of observing signs and symp-
toms. Of no less importance is observation of the individ-
ual's environment, associations and contacts outside of the
home, as these influence attitude and ultimately physical
and emotional health.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The trainee will be able to:

take temperature, pulse and resuiration

recognize and observe the common signs and
symptoms of illness

report and record signs and symptoms of illness
and other pertinent information in a meaning-
ful way

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

oral thermometer for each student
large scale thermometer model
soap and water for each student
wipes or cotton for each student
water sol....1bIt lubricant

clock or wav:h with second hand
(American aed Criss, Vital Signsllodule I:

Temperature, Pulse and Resipon)

CONTE-T

TJLL6 Unit con,side44 :signs and 6ympt0m6 06 itene66 a()iccti.ng
body 60tero and .tetated conditionz.

3uLi
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Disease is an abnormal state in which the body does not func-
tion normally. The homemaker-home health aide must observe
the person carefully for signs of illness and note whether
the signs are increasing or decreasing in severity. It is
also important to observe social,, emotional and environmental
conditions which may influence the person's reaction to ill-
ness and to treatment.

The homemaker-home health aide, as the primary contact person
in the home, is the eyes and ears of the health care team in
the important role of observing and evaluating the signs and
symptoms of illness. Part of this process includes not only
looking at the person but asking him questions about how he
feels. Careful observation of the individual is an important
part of gathering information about his health. Observations
are made whenever personal care is given or whenever there

is contact with the person so that changes can be noted and
reported.

Each person has his own response to an illness. In addition,
the age of the person may make a difference in the way he re-
sponds to illness. The onset of illness in chih-en is likely
to be fast. For example, a child may have a rapid increase
in body temperature but it may also decrease rapidly. Chil-
dren usually recover from an illness more quickly than older
people. Children cannot always describe how they feel so the
homemaker-home health aide must observe children and babies
more carefully. Crying, whimpering, fussing and restlessness
usually mean something is wrong and it may be a sign the child
is ill. Symptoms are usually less evident in elderly persons,
and the disease process may move more slowly than in younger
adults. Older people may not feel pain or other symptoms as
acutely as a younger person. It is, therefore, v^ry important
to carefully observe and question the older person about how
he feels.

In Unit A, the human body and its systems were reviewed
briefly. The following discussion relates to signs and symp-
toms that may be associated with each system, and may be ob-
served by another person.

Them )sign may be ti4ted on newzionint az a beginning point
on acum dammion. Add zignz to thiz tint as the ctazz

iLeviem the iscpstens. Handout 1 zhoad be datAibuted.

SIGNS AND SYMPTONS that may be emphasized are listed below:

Skeletal and Muscular Systems: swelling of ligaments and
limbs around joints; grimacing as the person moves; slow
movements; bruising of the skin, or whiteness, shiny, red
or hot areas over a swollen joint; loss of,strength.

Skin: color changes; swelling; texture change; clamminess
or moist to the touch; dry, oily, white, scaly patches;
markings such as moles, scars or warts; temperature change;
sores, wounds, lumps; odor; hair condition--oily, dry, dull,
brittle, infestations and loss; scalp--scaly, dandruff, red.

oUt3
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Circulatory System: Swelling of ankles and feet, blue or
white color of the nailbeds, lips, feet, or hands; swelling
or hard knots in the lymph nodes of the neck, groin or in
the armpit; changes in the pulse rate--faster, slower, ir-
regular, weak or strong.

Respiratory System: Change in the rate of respiration to
faster or slower; breathing--difficult, shallow or noisy;
cough; types of sputum--white, yellow, odor, thick or liquid;
nose--stopped up, bleeding, dry, draining; throat--sore,
with red or white spots, swollen tonsils, with difficulty
in swallowing.

Digestive System: Mouth and tongue--red, swollen, spotted;
bad breath; diseased or bleeding gums; lined or coated tongue;
cracks at the corner of the mouth. Stomach--bloated; signs
of nausea or vomiting; refusal to eat or poor appetite;
drinking of large amounts of fluid. Intestines--bloated;
grimacing or reaching for the abdomen (cramping). Rectum- -
bowel movements normal, frequent, soft, diarrhea; stool- -
hard to move, with mucus, black, blood-tinged, or clay-
colored; grimacing with pain when moving the bowels.

Nervous System: Shaking of limbs or the body; eyes--
sensitive to light, dull, bright, with discharge, bloodshot,
yellow color, moist or glassy; ears--with discharge, child
pulling at his ear (as with pain); slowness in reacting;
cannot awaken the person easily after a head injury.

Urinary System: Urine yellow, rust-colored, red, with sedi-
ment; urination frequent, difficult to start stream, small
or large amount of urine with an urgent feeling to urinate,
dribbling, cannot empty the bladder completely.

Reproductive System: Menstrual periods--excessive bleeding,
irregular periods, grimacing with cramps; vaginal discharge-
green, yellow, or white color, cheesy consistency, watery,
odor; breasts--lumps, thickening, with nipple discharge,
swollen, change in the contour of the nipple or breast tissue;
penis discharge--yellow, green, white color; testicles--
lumps or swollen.

Endocrine System: Signs will be reflected in other systems,
such as increased amount of fluid intake, frequent urination,
dry skin and mood changes.

Examples of behavior and/or mood changes that may be observed
by the homemaker-home health aide

- overly critical - aggressive
irritable - listless
withdrawn - angry
demanding - sullen
abusive talk anxious
crying depressed

30r-
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(AA the ttainee to give additionat mood changes. Lizt on the
gip chant oft chaa Goakd.)

Note carefully any prolonged mood change as this could be an
important sign of a physical illness or early stages of an
emotional illness.

The visitors and other contacts an individual may have are
important in preventing a feeling of isolation and neglect,
but can also be distressing to the person. The aide should
suggest social contacts, if possible, when these do not cause
distress.

In giving care to a person, the trainee should observe the
person as a whole entity--physically, mentally and emotionally.
Often an ill person will show a mood change because illness
and pain are debilitating, much of his energy is spent in
dealing with it and he may become irritable and impatient.
Worry about his illness and its effects on the family and
financial problems may add to his mental and emotional reac-
tions. The trainee must show patience and understanding of
the additional pressures placed on an ill person. Report to
the supervisor any prolonged mood change.

Symptoms are things the person will feel and that another per-
son cannot observe. The trainee will have to ask the person,
to obtain this additional information about how the person
feels. Some of the questions that may be asked are listed
below:

- How do you feel?
Do you have pain?

- If so, show me where the pain is located.
How severe is the pain?

- Describe the pain (stabbing, burning, does it come and go?).
- Have you had the pain before?
- How long ago did you have the pain?
When did the symptom start?
Does anything make the symptom worse (food, noise, bright

lights)?
- Are you nauseated?

Do you have heartburn?
- Has your eyesight changed (dimmer, cannot focus as well,

see a halo around lights, cannot see well at night, have
double vision, see spots)?

- Do you feel lightheaded?
Is your skin sensitive to touch?
Is your throat sore?
Has your hearing changed (cannot hear as well, noises

bother)?

Carefully record on the care plan the observations made while
the person is given personal care. These observations can be
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very important clues to the diagnosis of A disease or to help
the health care team in determining the progress of a disease.

Fot the zute 06 taking tempetatute, puthe and tezpitation,
ttaineez .should be individually checked oA accuracy o6 theiA
pettiotmance .06 ptocedutez. Exptain and dmenzttate the ztepz
to the ctazz. Then have each ttainee 6ollow the ztepz az you
again exptain and demonzttate the ptocedute4. The 6ottowing
inimmation i4 6hom the American Red Ctos4, VitalSigiu
Module 1: Tem matute, Pulse and Reis UoiTTETI Communi-
ca e .usease Centet, atkonat 4ozoco ectionz Stud
Repott,Annuat Summer, 1976.

TAKING BODY TEMPERATURE is an important method for observing
the body response to illness, infection and treatment.

Some authorities feel that certain activities can change the
body temperature for a short period of time. Such activities
are eating hot or cold foods, drinking hot or cold liquids,
having an enema, smoking, taking a very hot or cold bath and
exercising. To be sure of accuracy, wait ten minutes to take
the temperature if any of these activities have taken place.
The temperature will be higher in the evening and lower
early in the morning.

There are several ways to take a temperature:

oral (by mouth)
rectal (in the rectum)

- axillary (in the armpit)

(Uze a tatge-scate mode' o6 a ctinicat thetmometet to help
explain the paths o6 the thetmometen.)

There are three kinds of thermometers: oral, rectal and
stubby. The long, thin bulbed thermometer is used only for
oral temperatures since tissue damage may result if used in
the rectum or axilla. The rectal and stubby thermometers may
be used to take oral, rectal or axillary temperatures. How-
ever, once they are used to take a rectal temperature, they
should not be used to take temperature orally because of
possible contamination. The rectal thermometer is similar
in shape to the stubby thermometer.

Had the tatge mode,'. (3,6 the thetunometet to hhow the pattz
o6 the thetmometet.

The parts of the thermometer are:

the bulb end, where the mercury is ytored
- the bubble in the glass near the bulb end,

which prevents the mercury from dfopping
into the bulb until it is forced clown by
shaking the thermometer

the scale and ridges,which consist of long and
short lines, i.e.:
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. the long lines, except the arrow, represent
one degree

. the short lines represent two-tenths of a degree
on Fahrenheit (F) thermometers and one-tenth
of a degree on Centigrade (C) thermometers
(also called Celsius). The arrow represents
the normal temperature at 98.6° Fahrenheit
and 37° Centigrade.

Ask a ttainee to votunteet as "patient." VemonstAate how to
clean a thetmometet. The equipment needed ,is az 6ottows:
an (mat theamometet, cotton batts on tissues, soap and watea
a smati .ay, optionat.

The procedure for cleaning a thermometer is as follows:

- wash hands
gather equipment

- wet a cotton ball with soap and cool water
- hold the thermometer over a waste container or sink

and by the top end opposite the bulb
- begin at the top and wipe down firmly with a twist-

ing motion causing friction
rotate the thermometer with the fingers while holding

the thermometer and rub soap firmly into the grooves
and down over the bulb

- discard the cotton ball
rinse the thermometer with a clean, wet cotton bail

using the same downward motion
wash and rinse the thermometer again
dry it with a clean cotton ball, wiping from the

top downward

The method to shake down a thermometer follows:

- shake the thermometer down to at least 96° F. or 35° C.
to insure correct registration of temperature

- stand away from objects to avoid hitting the thermometer
and breaking it. Unless one is sure of the procedure,
shake it down over a bed or couch in case the thermom-
eter is dropped.

- hold the thermometer firmly at the top end, with the
thumb and two fingers

- shake the thermometer with a motion that snaps the
wrist, but keep the wrist loose, as though shaking
water off the hand

To take oral temperature:

- explain the procedure and have the person sit or
lie down

- gather equipment and wet the bulb with cool water
so it will not stick to the person's tongue or
lips
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- place the thermometer under the tongue, near the back
of the mouth and a little to one side

- tell the person to keep his lips closed, to breathe
through his nose and not to bite down or talk

leave the thermometer in the person's mouth at least
seven minutes to get a more accurate reading

remove the thermometer and wipe it with a tissue,
using a twisting motion from the top toward the
bulb end

read the thermometer in good light:
. hold the top end in the right hand with the scale

on top, facing the ceiling
. locate the mercury by slowly turning the ther-

mometer
. note where the end of the mercury is located be-

tween the bulb and the top end
. if the mercury cannot be located, place the ther-

mometer on a flat surface in good light and move
back and forth over it until the mercury can be
seen

. locate the printed number nearest to the left of
the mercury column

. the long lines represent degrees and short lines
represent two-tenths of a degree. Count the
lines between the degree and the end of the
mercury column on the right. The right end
of the mercury represents the person's tempera-
ture reading. (Example, 98.20 F.)

- record the temperature on the daily record, including:

date, time, temperature reading and the method used
(oral=0, rectal=R, axillary=A, expressed by the
first letter of the word). If possible, find out
what the person's temperature is when he is well.
It is important to note that the range for a normal
temperature is from 97.60 to 99.60 F. Some people
have a normal low and others have a normal high
temperature. It is very important that the tem-
perature be taken accurately as this is an indicator
of the state of health and shows the progress or
lack of progress toward getting well.

NOTE: It is important to soak the thermometer
in a disinfectant when more than one person
uses the thermometer and after each illness.
If 90% ethyl or isopropyl or 3% phenolic germi-
cidal detergent is available, soak the thermom-
eter in it for 30 minutes after it is washed.

- rinse and dry the thermometer

- store the thermometer in its case and away from heat
wash hands

31
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Pass out a theAmometeA to each trainee. To get a 'Leading,

the thetmometet can be placed in Wd/tm watet oh. a ttainee
may take ha own tempera tote. Have each ttainee 'Lead the
thetmometet and ILecond the 'Leading on a piece o6 papvi.
Check each ttainee's 'Leading against the thetmometet he /Lead.
16 the a a disctepancy o6 no mote than two-tenths o6 a
degtee Fahtenheit in the ttainee's 'Leading, this shoutd be
considened passing.

A6tet ttainees have teatned to 'Lead the thekmometet, have
each trainee clean his theAmome,tet as the stepo ate explained
again; oh ask one ttainee to exptain the 6itst step, then con-
tinue around the /Loom with the next ttainee exptaining the
net step, and 40 on, untie all steps o6 the ptoceduke have
been explained.

Rectal -2mperatures are taken for:

babies and young children
- all unconscious people
- persons who have difficulty breathing through

their nose
persons without teeth or poorly fitting dentures

- persons with convulsive disorders
- persons who are not responsible for their actions

To take a rectal temperature:

use a stubby or rectal thermometer. Never use a
long-tipped thermometer to take rectal temperatures
because of possible tissue damage.

lubricate the bulb end of the thermometer with a
water-soluble lubricant

explain what is to be done
have the person lie down on his side with his back to-
ward the homemaker-home health aide and legs bent

place an infant on his stomach or back on a flat sur-
face or position him face down on the lap

separate the buttocks and gently insert the tip of
the thermometer about one inch into the rectum.
Hold the thermometer in place two to four minutes.
Rest the hand against the person's buttocks as the
thermometer is being held in place. If there is
motion, the hand will move with the person and
lessen the possibility of tissue damage in the
rectum.

remove the thermometer after two to four minutes,
pulling it out in a straight line

wipe the thermometer with a tissue, using a twisting,
downward motion to the bulb end

the normal range for rectal temperature is approxi-
mately one degree above oral temperature:
98.6° F.-100.60 F. or 370 C.-380 C.

3 ;,)
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Axillary temperature recordings are not considered as accurate
as oral or rectal temperatures and are done when other methods
cannot be used. Follow these steps for taking the axillary
temperature:

- have the person assume a sitting or lying position
- pat (not rub) the axilla dry with a tissue
- place the dry bulb of the stubby or rectal ther-

mometer in the armpit, and have the person hold
his arm tightly against his body

ask the person to grasp his opposite shoulder with
his hand to help hold the thermometer in place
NOTE: Make sure the bulb end does not sharply
press into the skin.

The next topic how to take the puCze and Lesp.i.tati.on.
Roth oA these ptoceduAm can be done lekite the t:empvtatu.te
taken.

TAKING THE PULSE is a method of counting the number of heart-
beats per minute. This is called the pulse rate. The normal
pulse rate at rest for most adults ranges from 70-90 beats
per minute. The pulse rate for the female may be slightly
faster than in a male. The normal pulse rate at rest for a
newborn may be as high as 130 beats per minute. For a small
child of three, the pulse rate will be around 100. A child
of twelve will have a pulse rate of approximately 80. Unless
the effect of exercise is being measured, the pulse rate should
be taken after the person has rested quietly for ten minutes
or more.

To take the pulse:

check a baby's heartbeat by placing the flat part
of the fingertips on the chest, slightly below
the nipple to the left of the breastbone. Have
a clock or watch with a sec.ind hand where it can
be seen easily. Count the pulse for a full minute.

foran older person, place the arm across the chest.
Explain that the pulse is being counted.

find the pulse by placing the flat part of the fin-

gertips on the inside of the person's wrist, just
below his thumb. Never use the thumb to count the
pulse, as the thumb's pulse may be felt instead of
the person's pulse

oress gently between the tendons and the wrist bone
count the pulse for 30 seconds for adults and multi-

ply this number by two to get the pulse rate for
one minute. If there is any question or irregular
heartbeat, count the pulse for 60 seconds.

record the number of pulse beats per minute
contact the supervisor if the pulse is irregular,

extremely rapid, weak or extremely slow

6
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To take the respiration:

count the number of breaths taken within 30 seconds.
This should be done while the fingers are still
on the person's pulse and the person is unaware
of the counting. (Respiration rate can change if
the person is aware it is being counted.) A
respiration is one inhalation and one exhalation.
Multiply by two the number of respirations counted
to get the rate per minute and record.

it is normal for a baby or small child to breathe
more rapidly than an adult. The adult respiratory
rate will range from 14 to 20 breaths per minute.
Lung disease or fever may cause the respirations
to be faster.

URINE TEST FOR SUGAR. The homemaker-home health aide may need
to perform a test for sugar in the urine for persons who have
diabetes. There are several methods for testing for sugar.
The directions on the testing materials provided in the person's
home should be followed precisely. The most common test in-
volves the use of test tapes or paper. The principle underly-
ing the test is a change in color of the tape or paper when it
is dipped in urine. Included with the test will be a chart or
color code used to determine the amount of sugar in the urine.
The steps in testing are:

test urine at the time(s) of day indicated in the
plan of care

tear off a piece of tape (the test tape may be in a
dispenser similar to a scotch tone dispenser)

dip the tape in a sample of urine
wait a minute

compare the color of the tape with the color chart
record the result in terms as indicated on the chart
follow instructions for reporting changes as indicated

in the plan

The inistAuctoiL may uze ExeAcize 1 to piLactice tafaing putze and
ke_spitLatioq. The inzt/Luctok may wi)sh to kepkoduce the daLj
itecoitd .ample ion woe az a handout. 76 no handout's ake utiZized,
put a zampte o6 a daity itecoitd on cane plan on the boated on gip-
chaAt.

Since the person's condition may change daily, the homemaker-
home health aide will not want to trust to memory any of the
things seen or evaluated about the state of health. After a
change in the person's condition is observed, and following the
completion of a procedure, it should be promptly recorded. If
specific instructions are given by the supervisor, the aide
should repeat the instructions to be sure everything is clearly
understood. Record special instructions given by the super-
visor on the back of the daily record and include the date, time
and the supervisor's name.

3.1 d
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The daily progress of the person cared for can easily be followed
if observations are recorded carefully and information re corded on
one form. This can greatly assist the health team in evaluating
the health status of the person.

One exampte a 6otm cased to necond tteatment.s, eatikza pattekn4,
6gn4 and 6ymptom4 and otheA ohetvatton4 i4 4hown bego4,.

Doctor Name of Person

Name of Homemaker-Home Health Aide

Date
and
Hour

Temperature Diet
Pulse and Eating
Respiration Pattern

Treatments
Remarks

Elimination Signs and
SYmP toms
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Unit B: Assessment

Answer the following by putting the letter of the right column on the blanks pro-
vided on the left column.

1. Include the changes in color of
the skin, pain, how a person feels,
fever, vomiting.

A. Throat

B. 3 minutes

2. Critical, irritable, demanding C. Ability to work efficiently
angry, aggressive. and with enthusiasm

3. Spots or white patches, hoarse-
ness, difficulty in swallowing
are signs and symptons when this
part of the boddy is diseased.

D. 98.6° F. or 37° C.

E. 7 minutes

4. The length of time to wait after F. Rectal temperature
drinking hot or cold liquids be-
fore taking the temperature. G. Rate, thythm and volume

5. Normal body temperature. H. 10 minutes

6. A procedure to avoid breaking I. A care plan or daily
the thermometer. record

7. A method of taking temperature
when other, more efficient
methods cannot be used. J. Pulse

8. The normal range is approximately
1 degree above the oral temperature. K. Attitude change

9. The normal rate for a child is 130
beats per minute. L. Circulatory

10. It is equivalent to one inhalation
and one exhalation. M. Axillary method

11. May be used by the homemaker-home
health aide to write observations N. Stand away from furniture
about the person. when shaking it

12. Changes in the blood pressure and
pulse are signs and symptoms of 0. Signs and symptoms
this body system.

13. A sign that you are healthy.

P. Respiration
14. The number of minutes the thermo-

meter is left in place when taking
oral temperature.

15. Important things to note when
taking the pulse.



ANSWERS:

1. 0

2. K

3. A

4. H

5. D

6. N

7. M

8. F

9. J

10. P

11. I

12. L

13. C

14. E

15. G

)

.c,
0.,4 6
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Practice in Taking Pulse and Respiration

Exhibit 1: Taking an Oral Temperature

Discussion Questions 1: Assessing Body Functions

Worksheet 1: Physical Illness `symptoms

Handout 1: Signs and Symptoms

Handout 2: Sample Daily Record

Handout 3: Sample Personal Care Plan
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Exercise 1: Practice in Taking Pulse and Respiration

The trainees will practice skills in taking pulse and respiration.

Review the procedure for taking pulse and respirationn.

- Have trainees pair off and take each other's pulse and
respiration.

- The instructor should spot check the practice. A discrepancy
of no more than five counts in pulse rate and two counts in
respiration should be acceptable.

- Discuss the average ranges and special situations such as
infants' pulse rate.



Exhibit Taking an Oral Temperature

CLEAN

SHAKE

WET

EXPLAIN

PLACE

TELL

LEAVE

REMOVE

READ

RECORD

3 2 i
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Discussion Questions 1: Assessing: Body Functions

Why is it important for the aide to be able to assess
the person for signs and symptoms of illness?

2. What is the difference between normal, average tempera-
tures for oral, rectal and axillary temperatures?

3. What is the average range of respirations for an adult?

4. How does the pulse rate differ for a child and an adult?

5. How should unusual signs.or symptoms be reported?



PHYSICAL ILLNESS SYMPTOMS

WORKSHEET 1

SYMPTOMS
WHAT TO NOTE WHAT TO REPORT

1. Overall appearance

2. Face

3. Nose

4. Throat

5. Mouth

6. Voice

7. Skin

8. Weight

9. Appetite

10. Sleep

11. Fever

12. Pulse

13. Respiration

14. Pain

L5. Vomiting

L6. Elimination

1. General Condition
:3 2 3
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Handout 1: Signs and Symptoms

Signs as they might appear in the body systems:

THE SKELETAL SYSTEM

THE SKIN

- swelling of ligaments, joints, limbs
- pain in bones or joints evidenced by

slow movements and grimace
hot areas
loss of strength

- Color of the skin - Moisture - Swelling

red yellow clammy wounds

pale green dry moles

bruised white oily lumps/spots
sores

Texture - Temperature warts
scaly patches cool

- Hair
rough hot dry
hives dull
rashes oily

loss
scalp scaling
dandruff

MUSCULAR SYSTEM CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

- bruising - swelling of limbs, ankles, feet
- swelling changes in pulse rate:

- slow movements fast, slow, irregular, weak
- loss of strength color of hands, feet, lips,

and nails:pale, bluish
- lymph nodes swollen or knots at

neck, groin, under arms

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM TEMPERATURE

- slow breathing normal

- noisy breathing - high

- cough - low
sputum: note odor, color
and thickness

MOOD CHANGES
- shallow breathing
- grimace when breathing
- rapid breathing

- irritable - aggressive
-

- difficult breathing
withdrawn - abusive

- nose: stopped up
- demanding - sullen

bleeding
- anxious - depressed

dryness

ENVIRONMENTAL

disturbed by noises
- limited heat available for elderly

- insufficient bedding
- no visitors or too many

lw3') 4
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Handout 1: Signs and Symptoms (continued)

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM NERVOUS SYSTEM
twitching

Throat and Mouth - numbness
cracks at corners of mouth - shaking
redness - pain (may hold the area
swelling

hurting or grimace with
spotted or patches movement)
difficulty in swallowing slow to react
hoarseness cannot awaken
diseased gums--bleeding
bad breath EYES
coated tongue - bright

dull
Stomach - discharge
bloating - red
lack of appetite - sensitive to light (squint)
vomiting - moist, glassy
nausea - whites: yellow color
drinking large amounts
of water EARS

discharge
Intestines - pulling at ear (child, es-
bloated pecially, may mean ear-
fullness ache)
grimace - loss of balance
reaching for abdomen

URINARY SYSTEM
Feces - urine:

consistency: hard, soft, loose color: yellow, rust, red,
color: black, clay, blood-tinged, sediment

brown, yellow, etc. frequency and amount
frequency and amount pain over bladder region
pain when moving bowels dribbling

unable to empty bladder
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM completely

feelii of urgency
- Menstrual Periods

excessive bleeding
irregular period
odor

- Vaginal Discharge

- Discharge from Penis
testicles: lump, swelling

- Breasts

lumps
soreness
nipple discharge
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UNIT C: PREVENTING THE SPREAD OF DISEASE

ESTIMATED TIME 2 hour

INSTRUCTOR Professional nurse

INTRODUCTION

This unit describes the skills that can he used to prevent the
spread of disease. Included in this unit are demonstrations of
skills and general concepts of cleanliness, handwashing tech-
nique, and how to dispose W.- personal waste products.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The trainee will be able to:

demonstrate the safe disposal of body wastes
demonstrate the skill of handwashing
show the.person how to cover the nose and mouth
when sneezing or coughing

SUGGESTED MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

- newspaper
- paper bag

spring clothespin
paper towel or tissue

CONTENT

basin, pitcher
- soap

soap dish

handwashing equipment
for groups of three

(Thi.5 tolit deat6 with the (undamentae,5 o( reA6onaf cane and
hots they kefate to pkeventi)qg the .spread o6 disease. Vernon-
6tkatims RIUT incCarfe handwookLng (Inc( impkovL5ipp a papek back,
with the tkaillee,5 ketatning demor6tAations. The di/5po6at o(
wazte. b wite ca.'s() be discc46ed.)

The fundamentals of personal care promote safe, effective,
efficient ways to provide care, promote good health, and pre-
vent illness. They apply to the homemaker-home health aide as
well as the person receiving care.

(Wkite the (undamenta.b3 on the board on chant: Sa(ety, Com(o,tt,
Economy, Neatoe,s6, Ei6ectiveile46.)
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They are:

Safety: Safety should be a part of any procedure that is done.
Safety is especially important in assessing the home environ-
ment, applying procedures, and in moving the ill person.

Comfort: Comfort should be considered in every procedure.
For example the person and the homemaker-home health aide
should be comfortable while care is being given, the individual
afforded privacy to increase his comfort, and the person posi-
tioned comfortably after care is given to enhance his comfort.

Economy: Economy applies to saving time, effort and supplies.
Materials and equipment can often be improvised to decrease the cost
of health care.

Neatness: Appearance of the person, the environment, and the
homemaker-home health aide are important to promote a pleasant
environment. Also, orderliness of the room and equipment helps
save steps and time.

Effectiveness: All procedures should be evaluated. When a procedure
has produced the desired effect, then it can be considered successful.
The success of any procedure is also measured by the effectiveness in
promoting the person's health. The person should express a feeling of
well-being and comfort

All of the fundamentals apply to any skill performed. In giving personal
one of the first skills to learn is how to dispose of body wastes.

dy wastes from the sick room may carry infection and must be disposed of
carefully to reduce the spread of infection. Wastes may include used paper
tissues, sputum, dirty dressings, uneaten food, body excreta, and vomitus.

In disposing of solid wastes use pickup tongs or a spring clothespin to
pick up the material. If these utensils are not available, carefully grasp
with the fingers only the cleanest part of the material or pick it up with
a paper towel. The soiled material should be put into a paper or plastic
hag and disposed. In using a paper or plastic bag for disposal, turn down
a cuff on the hag. With a paper bag the cuff will help keep it open making
disposal easier. The cuff also protects the hands when closing the bag as
the fingers are slipped under the cuff which is the clean area. When a
paper bag is not available it is possible to improvise one from a newspaper.
Making a bag can also be taught to the sick person as a diversional
activity.

WI no papeA bags ake avaieabee .61 the home, it poL6ibte to imp,Lovi,se
one pLom new6pareA 6heetz. DemontAate the method bore making a papeic
bag and expeain the 6teo whiee you arse doing it.)

Procedure for the newspaper "paper bag":

start with 2 full-sized sheets of newspaper for a large bag or
2 single sheets for a small bag

- place on a table two thicknesses of newspaper
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- fold the newspaper in half bringing the bottom of the paper to the
top so that the fold is at the bottom and parallel with the edge of
the table

bring down the upper edge of the top thickness of paper to the fold
at the bottom which makes a cuff to give support to the bag

- turn the paper over, unfolded side up, keeping the bottom fold
toward the edge of the table

fold the paper in thirds starting at either side and crease well

lock in one of the lded thirds by tucking one side under the
fold of the other

bring down the flap at the top folding it over the locked thirds

- place the hand in the opening at the top of the bag, standing the
bag on end - the flap helps to keep the bag upright, can be
fastened to the bed with a safety pin, tucked under the matt.cess,
or used to cover the bag when filled with soiled material

Pass out two ,sheet o6 newspapeA to each eta6,5 member . Exptain the
steps again as each tAainee makes a bag.

The next di/SCU46iOn does not invave a demonstitation.

Liquid wastes should be disposed of by pouring them into a container
that has a lid and can be disposed of down Lie sink drain or into'the
toilet. The container holding the liquid should be washed with soap
and water. When disposing of contaminated wastes, it is preferable
to raise the toilet seat and pour the liquid into the bowl.

Handwashing is the ne isf2-L.E.t to be demon6ttated. Ass(' 'e the
needed equipment and damoostAate to the ctrus,s how to .a)sh The hands.
List equipment on the. bord: ,soap, o6 wat, basin, ,soar
dish, ceean town. Re Wt to Exhibit 1.

The hands are a princi source for carrying germs and transmitting
infections and when providing personal care, hand washing
is important t, -)rotect both the person receiving care and the person
giving care. A i.o protects other members of the family and com-
munity if an inec:uous condition is present.

Procedurc for wasting of hands:

Hands should be washed when soiled but especially:

- before preparing food
- before and after giving personal care

after using the toilet
after touching the nose - .,outh
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The method for washing the hands is as follows:

assemble the equipment
- roll up long sleeves; remove wrist watch and c(N tume

jewelry or jewelry that could easily scratch c)r
injure the person

- wet and soap hands thoroughly
- run water over the bar of soap to clean it

rub the soap to make a lather
wash the entire surface of the hands, especially between

the fingers, around and under the fingernails, and
well above the wrist

- scrub under the nails with a nail brush if available
- run water over the soap again to clean it
- rinse the hands lowered to allow soapy watr,

di ci oil to drain off the hands
- soap ,ands again and repeat the hand washill process

to remove the loosened dirt and oil
place the bar in a soap dish in which it will dtain well
rinse hands
elevate hands, draining water from the fingers clown to

the wrists, allowing water to run from the cleanest
to the less clean area

turn off the tap by using a towel, which keeps the hands
from getting soiled again if touching the tap

dry carefully, using a paper or clean cloth towel, or by
shaking hands in the air

use hand cream as needed to avoid chapping

I6 hand washing 6acZtLtie4 wie not avaitabte, have txotine06 divide
into g/toup6 o6 three.. 46k one tAainee -to watch hip hafts white
one pouvus wateA and the othzA exptairas -the )steps. Rotqte rAo-
cedwie among the gAoup membvus )so evekyone wa6hez hits hand's.
Cake6utty check each tizainee.s pAocedutte.

The next method of preventing the spread of disease is cave-',ng
the nose and mouth while coughing or sneezing.

Thy mouth and nose should always be covered with a tissue or hand-
kerchief when coughing or sneezing to help prevent the droplets
spreading into the air for others to breathe in. Since upper
respiratory diseases can also be spread by the hands, hands should
be washed after sneezing or coughing and after touching the nose
or mouth. Tissues should be disposed of in a container or bag that
closes,as discussed previously.
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UNIT C ASSESSMENT:

Please fill in the blanks of L112. following questions:

1. A fundamental principle of personal care that involves saving time,

effort and money is

2. When pickup tongs or clothespins are not available to pick up dirty

waste materials, the health aide can use her fingers by grasping the

part of the material.

3. A can be used to improvise

when a container is needed for soiled solid materials.

4. Liquid wastes can be disposed of by

5. Watches or costume jewelry should be removed when caring for an

individual because they could easily the person.

6. The mouth and r.,,-)se should always be covered with a tissue or

handkerchief when to prevent infecting

others.

7. The success of any nursing procedure is measured by its

in promoting health.

8. The nursing fundamental of is involved

when the wrinkles in the person's bed are removed.

9. Homemakerhome health aides sliould always

and after caring for a person.

10. Wastes may include

before

33i
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ANSWERS:

1. economy

2. cleanest

3. newspaper

4. flushing down the toilet

5. scratch or hurt

6. coughing or sneezing

7. effectiveness

8. neatness or comfort

9. wash hands

10. used paper tissues or sputum or dirty dressings, etc.
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AIDS

Exhibit 1: The Steps in Handwashing

Discussion Questions 1: Preventing the Spread of Disease

0 3 0



Exhibit 1: The Steps in Handwashing

I

A. RUNNING WATER

\..\ )1 I /

D. RE-SOAP HANDS

1

B. SOAP HANDS

r I

E. RINSE AGAIN

C. RINSE HANDS

F. DRYDRY THOROUGHLY

334
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Discussion Questions 1: Preventing the Spread of Disease

1. Why are the hands washed twice?

2. How are dry and liquid wastes safely disposed?

3. Explain what fundamentals of care are used in washing the hands.

4. Why is jewelry removed before washing hands?

5. When should hands be wasted?

6. Why should the nose and mouth be covered when sneezing or
coughing?
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UNIT D: CARE OF THE PERSON IN BED

ESTIMATED TIME 6 hours

INSTRUCTOR Professional nurse

INTRODUCTION

The fundamentals of personal care are stressed in this unit.
The importance of the concepts of safety and the use of good body
mechanics for both the person receiving care and the aide are
discussed. This includes assuring proper body alignment and
body support. Meeting the health needs of the person receiving
care include: hygiene and grooming, elimination, skin care,
foot and mouth care and changing an occupied bed.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The trainee will be able to:

- give personal care meeting the needs for elimination,
hygiene, grooming, ski, care, foot and mouth care

position the person in bed using principles of good
body mechanics

make an occupied

- identify environmertal dangers to the person in bed

SUGGESTED MATEIALS/EQUTPM

bed (made up)

bed linen: 1 flat sheet (contour
sheet optional), 1 piJAow case,
1 draw sheet or folded flat sheet
(waterproof protector optchai

5 pillow-;

2 bath towels

2 wash cloths

wash basin, soap and soap dish

bedpan and urinal

mouth care: dental floss,
soft bristled toothbrush,
glass of water, emesis
basin, drinking straw,
mouth wash, toothpaste

cup for dentures; dentifrice

gauze

moisturizer for lips/lip-
stick, if preferred

foot and skin care: lotion,
powder, nail file, nail
clippers
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CONTENT

Thiz unit givez inztAuctionz about the zkilt of giving pekzonae cane.
It Lb impoAtant to demonztAate the zUttz, exptain the ztepz and have
the tAaineez patticipate in a keturtn demonztAation zo that each pko-
cedme can be evaluated to zee tib the ttainee .ins doing it coviectty.

A person may be confined to bed for a variety of reasons. A person
may have had surgery, may be convalescing after a stroke, may have
a long-term illness such as cancer or multiple sclerosis, may have a
short-term illness such as the "flu" (influenza) or may be in the
last stages of an illness before death.

It is very important to meet the human needs of the person receiving
care. These were discussed in Section II, Working with People. They
are: love and affection, recognition, acceptance, security, trust,
socialization, food, clothing, shelter, rest, activity, avoidance
of pain and escape from danger. (Exekcize 2 may be sized in thiz
dizcuzzion.)

In giving personal care, the plan of care should include the funda-
mentals of care stated previously: safety, comfort, economy, neat-
ness and effectiveness. The aide will help the health team in the
ongoing assessment by observing the person, physically and emotion-
ally. It is important to know how the individual feels about re-
ceiving personal care involving care in bed. Feelings about per-
sonal care may involve embarrassment or reluctance to have certain
procedures performed because of their intimate nature, or simply
not wanting to be touched. Persons have a right to refuse service.
If this occurs the aide does not insist, even though the procedure

part of the care plan, but discusses it immediately with the

The g=affs ^or the person's care plan are developed by members of the
:_Ealth team. A recurrent theme should be how to give care that meets

goal5 and fundamentals of care but still allows the person to be
indor.iident as possible. Observations made by the homemaker-

,AO .

M._ nth aide, the care goals, the care given and evaluation of
.3.1e all should be recorded on the care plan and serve as a guide

_o the health team for planning future care. The primary goal of
self-care should be emphasized, as well as that of teaching members
of the family to give the needed care.

In giving personal care to the person in bed, observations also should
be made of the environment. SMOKING SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED IN BED
unless someone stays with the person. Essential items, such as good
lighting and a system to signal the aide or a family member (which may
be no more than a bell or glass and spoon), should be within easy reach.
Electric cords should be located so they are out of the way. They
should also be checked for frays or loose connections. Gas room heaters
should be ventilated. All heaters should be provided with a front guard
to keep objects away from the coils or flames. Good ventilation and
circulation of air will add to the person's comfort but drafts should
be avoided.
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An infant's bed should be free of pillows and loose blankets.
Check toys and clothes for small parts that could be swallowed.
A child should not have access to plastic material with which he
could cover his head and smother.

A fire escape route should be determined and understood by the
person in bed and by all family members. Smoke detectors should
be in every home with an invalid. In some communities the fire
departments will install labels on the windows of the handicapped.

Body Mechanics:

Di4cu44 and demon4tAate.the ptincipte4 ol6 body mechanic4 when
caning Son a peuon who need4 he'p.

Before giving care, the principles of body mechanics should be
reviewed and clearly understood. Good posture should be maintain-
ed at all times: head erect, buttocks pulled in, stomach muscles
tight, chest high and shoulders back.

Use a wide base of support, with feet apart and one foot forward,
when standing for a period of time. The principle is that the
broader the base of support, the lower the center of gravity and
the easier it is to maintain balance.

Keep the back straight and the knees and hips flexed. When reach-
ing down to a low place, use the large muscles of the legs for
strength when lifting an object. Never bend from the waist to
pick up or move an object.

Point the feet in the direction of the movement for side and
forward motion, in most instances. This prevents twisting of the
spine and allows movement with the body in good alignment.

Stay close to the person to conserve energy and prevent strain.
Work at waist level if possible.

Have each tnainee demonztAate good body mechanic's when 4tanding,
bending and ti6ting an object. Have each t'utLnee pick up an
object 6tom the goon, checking each to 4ee that the ptoceduAe

done conAectty. On, have tnain9e4 a44ume connect po4tune
in tetation to moving a peon in bed on hetping a pmson out o6
a chait.

Positioning the Ill Person:

The next demonztAation4 cute moving and po4itioning a peon in
bed. A4k dot a votunteett to act rs the puuson neceiving cane.
Wtite on the board the equipment needed: 2 4matt towets,
5 piteow,s, 2 wa)sh ctothz. Have each tnainee demoisttate po4i-
tioniag a peAzon in each po4tion.

!I ;v
U 3 0
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The comfort and position of the person are important when the
person is in bed for a period of time. Comfort is increased by
aligning the person's body correctly:

- give support to the curves of the spine with a pillow
under the head and neck; the pillow should reach
down to the shoulders

place a small flat pad, such as a rolled towel, under
the small of the back

support body joints, using pillows, folded towels or
wash cloths

legs should be supported to relieve pressure on hip
joints, with a small pillow or pad placed under the
person's ankles and knees to prevent pressure on
heels and legs

change of position is important at least every hour,
night and day, if the person cannot move himself, (1)

which helps to:
. improve circulation
. improve muscle tone
. prevent joint deformities
. provide some diversion
. prevent pressure sores on ears, heels, buttocks,

back, elbows, hips and other bony parts
. prevent strain and fatigue

A primary concern is the emotional adjustment a person must
make,when confined to bed,because of worry, inactivity and
dependence. Help the person express his feelings and encourage
and praise him whenever possible.

Po,sitioning a puuson ,61 a ,semi-,sitting po,sition, and on 11.41,6 back.

The semi-sitting position may be attained by raising the head of
the bed or raising the person to a sitting position by locking
arms. (See Unit E.) This position may be maintained by crossing
two pillows and placing a third pillow across them, or a hack
rest may be used.

"A back rest may be improvised from a cardboard box
that has four flaps as a top. Cut down the front
side of the box at the corners and let the front side
fall forward and lie flat. Score the short sides of
the box diagonally from the top to the bottom on the
inside of the box. Bend the sides inward along the
scored lines. Bring forward the cover flap at the
back of the carton. Place it over the folded sides.
Bring the front side of the box up and over the
cover flap and folded sides. Fold the excess card-
board over the back of the box and tape or tie the
sides securely." (2)

(I) Henderson, Virginia, and Gladys Nite. Principles and Prac-
ticeofNursing. 6th ed. New York: Macmillan
Company. 1978. P. 732.

(2) American Red Cross. Family Health and Home Nursing.
New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. 1979. P. 512.

a c.)
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Place a small pillow or flat pad under the small of the person's
back and a pillow under each arm for support. Add a hand roll
made from a wash cloth if the person tends to clench his fist
if the hand is paralyzed. Use a pad or pillow at the side of the
hips to keep the feet from rolling outward.

Positioning the person on his back is the same except that the
back rest and pillows are removed and/or bed lowered. Place a
pillow beneath his head, reaching down to his shoulders to keep
the shoulders forward.

The next demonztAation ,bs pozitioning a person on has zide.
Vemonstitate turning the peuon plom has back to the side.

When turning the person and positioning him, if there is no help
available the person should always be turned toward the aide.
Ask for help whenever possible.

Procedure:

- explain what will be done

move the person to the side of the bed near the
homemaker-home health aide

flex the person's arms and place them across his
chest

- place his knees together in a flexed position,
supporting joints from beneath as they are
positioned

- go to the far side of the bed so the person will
be rolled toward the aide

place one hand on his hip and the other on his
shoulder

on signal, roll him gently but quickly from his
back to his side

- adjust the pillow for his head so it reaches down
to his shoulders

- position arms where comfortable at sides or raised
- use handrolls as needed

Elimination of Body Wastes:

9emonAtAate how to put the bedpan and tlAincte En ptace and
,Lemove them. Have each tAairee ,Letunn the demon6ttation.

As discussed in Unit B, Body Function, elimination of body
wastes takes place in a number of ways: through perspiration,
evaporation from the lungs, bowel movements and urination. The
person in bed may be very concerned about how he can eliminate
through his kidneys and bowels while in bed. This is particu-
larly true of the elderly. Be aware of his concerns and re-
spond quickly to his needs. In giving the bedpan or urinal
to a person, consider his privacy and the importance of making
him feel comfortable.
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Procedure for use of bedpan:

warm the bedpan with warm tap water and dry it
cover the bedpan with a newspaper or washable cloth
when carrying it to the person

add extra protection to the bed, even if a plastic or
rubber sheet is used on the mattress; an extra cloth
or newspaper pad may be placed under the person's hips

sprinkle talcum powder or cornstarch on the bedpan seat
only if there are no open sores or dressings--to
make it easier to get on and off the pan; if the
person is thin, add a small pad to cushion the seat
(a sanitary pad or soft cloth may be used)

place the bedpan on the bed near the person's hips,
open end toward the foot of the bed

fold the top covets to one side to avoid soiling and
partially drape the sheet or blanket to prevent
chilling and provide privacy

-- if the person needs help in raising the hips, have
him flex his knees, place one hand under the small
of the back and, on signal, push his hi ?s up as he
pushes down with his hands and heels,and with the
other hand place the bedpan under his hips and
adjust the pan for comfort

assist the person to a sitting position if possible
and provide toilet paper and a call signal: then
leave the room to allow for privacy if it is safe.
Remind the female to wipe from front to back to
avoid bringing germs into the vagina and bladder.

have the person flex his knees and push down with
his heels and hands as the bedpan is removed

remove the bed protector, cover the pan, and take it
to the bathroom

help the person to wash his hands
position him comfortably
inspect the contents of the bedpan
rinse the bedpan with cold water to prevent coagula-

tion of protej,ns

clean the bedpan with soap and water, cover and store
record the contents and time of elimination on the

care plan

Procedure for use of urinal:

use protector under the person's hips
give the person the urinal, or if he is helpless,

place it between his legs in a position to collect
the urine

provide for privacy by replacing covers, leaving the
room and putting the call system nearby

record results; measure urine if ordered
rinse the urinal with cold water
wash urinal, cover and store
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To Re-establish Bowel and Bladder Routine:

The following steps may help to re-establish bowel and bladder
routine, if needed. Good bowel and bladder function may also
be maintained by the same procedures. The doctor may order a
suppository, laxative or enema to help stimulate the bowel.

Procedure:

establish the normal pattern for elimination by
maintaining a record for several days

give urinal and bedpan at regular intervals based
on observations and when a desire is expressed

encourage plenty of fluids during the day, but less
in the evening; strong urine resulting from too
few fluids is irritating and can cause incontinence

- encourage the person to eat more fiber foods
(See Section III, Unit B.)

instruct the person in other signs of a full bladder- -
sweating, chills, headache, restlessness

Bathing and Grooming:

Thi2s zection pke6ents the concept o6 hygiene and gitooming.
Demonstkation4 and ketukh demon4tkation4 'showed be done bon the
bedbath, boot cake, mouth cake and the back nub. The bedbath
ishoutd be zupekvized in the 64:ad pkactice.

The purposes for giving a bath in bed are:

to cleanse and refresh the person
to aid in the elimination of wastes from the skin
to aid in stimulating circulation
to provide passive and active exercis:..

How often a bath is given depends on such factors as the physical
condition of the person, age and type of skin. Older people have
less oil and perspiration; therefore, a daily bath with soap may
not be desirable. Washing the rectal and genital areas and under
the arms may be all that is needed. Some black people are also
inclined to have dry skin. However, a cool sponge bath will be
needed if the person perspires profusely.

Some few points to follow in bathing a person are:

- choose a bath time convenient for the family and the person, if
possible

make sure the room is warm and equipment organized

keep the person warm with a sheet or blanket while bathing

place a towel under the part being washed to keep the bed dry

change water when soiled, soapy or cool
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- test water temperature on the inner wrist to make sure it is not
too hot,especially for the older person or baby

- the homemaker-home health aide should provide as much privacy as
nossible for the person

assess the condition of the person as he is bathed,especially
noting changes in the skin of older people and whether or not
there are reddened areas or breaks in the skin whet-, bed sores
may develop

- if a bath is given semi-weekly or weekly, the pressure areas of
the skin will need to be examined daily

use soap sparingly

- encourage the person to give himself as much of his bath as pos-
sible. In so doing,he gets some exercise and develops security
in doing for himself.

To give the bath:

- explain what will be done anu the reasons for the various
techniques

place a cover over the top cover Lu be used as a bath blanket. A
bath blanket can be made by sewing several large tor, Is together.
Slide the top covers from under the bath blar.,:et. Help remove
the bed clothes as needed.

Place a towel under the person's he.id

wrap the washcloth around the fingers and palm, anchoring it
with the thumb; fold over the part extending beyond the fingers
and tuck under at the bottom edge of the cloth at the palm to
make a bath mitt (this eliminates dangling e us ich may be
uncomfortable to the individual)

wash eyes with clear water, cleansing from the outer corner of
the eye to the inner part of the eye (as the normal flow of tears
is from the outer to the inner part of the eyes),using opposite
corners of the cloth for each eye

wash the face from midline outward using a firm but gentle motion,
using clear water for the face unless the skin is oily (some
people prefc: creams for cleansing); wipe from outer to inner part
around eyes

- wash, rinse ears and dry

- place towel under the arm and another towel near the hand to set
the basin on

lower the person's hand into the basin; allow it to soak as the
arm is being washed
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wash and rinse the other arm and soak hand, drying carefully,
especially between the fingers. Push cuticle hack and clean under
the nails. File nails as needed.

put towel over the chest and abdomen: bring bath cover down to
thighs.

- wash, rinse and dry neck, chest, and aodomea.. Cover chest and
abdomen. If the person has an ostomy (a surgical opening into
'olon),the hom maker -home health aide will need to give caref'il
attention to care of the skin around it. (The supervisor should
supervise the homemaker-home health aide the first time skin car
is given around the ostomy.)

remove bath cover to expose the leg and place towel under the leg

place a towel under the basin placed near the foot

- lower foot into basin to soak; this will help soften the nails
and skin and feels good

wash, rinse and dry leg

repeat above steps with other leg

dry carefully between the toes

observe feet and use pumice stone or emery board to smooth cal-
louses. Clean under the nails.

turn the person on his side; drape around the hack awl
buttocks

- tuck the towel along under his buttocks and shoulders

- wash, rinse and dry his back and buttocks; cover his back

place a towel under his buttocks. Teach the person to
wash carefully hecween the buttocks and the genitalia.
Rinse and dry thoroughly. Remind the female to wash from
the front to the hack to avoid bringing germs from the
rectal area to the vagina and bladder. If the person is
unable to wash his buttocks and genitals, the aide should
complete this part of the bath for him.

also, if the person has a urinary catheter in place, he
should he taught to wash carefully around the catheter
with soap and water and dry the area we:1

- apply body lotion or powder, as desired

Fiave, a votuntecA o!t mann('.Ctftin in bed 'so that tAainee)s
can, each pitacti.ce making the mutt, and coa6h a pcvtt o(1 the P)cly.
OhseAve. the rviocedurie 4m each tAaince.
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To Help prevent Development cf Pressure Sores:

The follow_ng measures s}-ould be carried out for avoiding
the onEJt of pressure sores:

help the per on with exercise or activity that is
allowe- in the care plan

turn the perEln frequently, since he is not able to
move himst to avoid pressure to one area for a
prolonged time

make sure the bottom 'beet is pulled taut, checking
for any posF4ble irritation to the skin, such as
crumbs or wrinkles

keep the person's skin clean and dry
massage pressure areas frequently to stimulate circu-

lation, including bony areas such as the "tailbone,"
shoulders, heels, elbows

washable sheepskin or chamois skin may be placed une?.r
the person to help absorb moisture, relieve pres-
sure and protect the skin from irritation; foam
rubber under bony areas also will help relieve
pressure

encourage good nutrition to help nourish and heal
body tissues

report any redness at a pressure area to the super-
visor immediately

fo Shampoo in Bed:

Shampoos may be given in bed with the person sitting up or
lying on his back. Some persor:s who have heart disease or
conditions that interfere with breathing may need to have the
head elevated.

Shampoos are given to clean the hair, improve appearance, in-
crease circulation of the scalp ,xACI make the person feel better.

A trough will be necessary to protect the bed and to direct
the flow of water from the person's head into a bucket for
waste water. A trough may be improvised from a shallow, dis-
1)s-sable, rectangular baking pan. Cut a curved piece out from
one end and remove the other end. Pad the curved end with a
cloth and cover with plastic. The plastic should be long
enough to direct water into the bucket. The bed should be
protected with newspapers and a plastic sheet. A trough may
also be fashioned from six to eight layers of newspaper, with
the side edges rolled to the middle and covered with a plastic
sheet 36" x 24", rolled to direct the water into the bucket
for waste water.

Other eqt''pment needed: bath towels (2)
liquid shampoo
lemon juice, vinegar or commercial rinse
large pitcher of warm water
bucket or pail
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Procedure:

check temperature of the room
- place towel around the shoulders

place trough under the head with run-off into
bucket on the floor

apply sufficient water to wet the hair
work up a good lather, working from front to back

of the head
- rinse thoroughly

work quickly so the person will not be chilled- -
avoid drafts

dry with a towel--use dryer if available

Dry shampoo, available at cosmetic counters, may be used. Follow
directions on the product. Spray or apply to small sections of
the head and brush the hair.

Special Foot Care:

Some persons who are ill for a long time or who have conditions
affecting circulation, ambulation or diabetes, etc., may need
special care of the feet. Special care of the feet makes the
person feel better. The feet should be observed for any unusual
appearance. In older people, note reddened or darkened areas on
the feet, infections or sores, irritated areas, swelling and dis-
coloration of the nails. Note if there is a difference of tempera-
ture between one foot and the other.

Procedure:

observe feet carefully
soak the feet first, if only foot care is being given
clean under the nails
use pumice stone or emery board to smooth callouses

or nails

- if not contra-indicated, massage the feet and legs
with lotion to help relax the person and increase
circulation; the physician should indicate whether
massage is permissible if there is swelling or dis-
coloration

the aide should not cut or trim the toe nails; this
should be done by a professional

- dry carefully between the toes

To Shave a Man:

The purpose of shaving is to add to the comfort and appearance
of the individual. Shaving may be done at the same time as the
bath. Whenever possible, the man should be encouraged to shave
himself. An electric razor is the easiest to use for both the
person in bed and the aide. If a safety razor must be used:
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- equipment needed includes:
. razor with a fresh blade
. soap or shaving cream
. hot water in a basin
. towel and wash cloth

Procedure:

- place a towel over the chest
- wash the face with soap and water, leaving it wet

rub shaving cream into the beard; if using soap,
make a heavy lather

- pull skin tight over the area to be shaved
- with gentle, short strokes, shave in the direction

the hair grows
rinse the razor often

- -rinse the person's face and pat it dry

The next iskLet i4 giving a back nub. Aisle 40A a voeunteek 04 time
a Li/6e-,sized mannequin. Have each student AetuAn the demontAa-
tion, giving a back nub.

To Give a Back Rub:

The purposes of giving a back rub are to increase circulation,
to relax the person and to increase the person's comfort..

Procedure:

- explain what will be done
- face the head of the bed with the outer foot slightly

forward and the knee slightly flexed so that the
aide can rock back and forth as pressure is applied
to the back

- place the person on his abdomen, preferably
put lotion or cream in hands to warm and then apply

to the person's back
apply pressure with palms of both hands, beginning
at the lower back and moving upward toward the
shoulders, using long, firm, but gentle strokes,
sweeping upward, outward and downward

note bony areas and massage gently around them
assist as needed to put on clean bed clothes

Mouth Care:

WAite on the Hackboand 04 gip chaAt the equipment needed 60A
mouth cane ct the bedzide.

Mouth care is given to provide the person with p feeling of
cleanliness and well being, to prevent gum disease and cavities
and help lessen bad breath.
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Equipment needed:

- soft bristled toothbrush
towel

- toothpaste (bicarbonate of soda and salt, or dentrifice)
- dental floss

glass of cool water
- emesis basin or empty container
- drinking straw

swab

- moisturizer for lips and mouth - optional

Show t/tay and equipment needed.

Organize the equipment and bring it to the bedside. Place equip-
ment within easy reach of the person so he can do as much of his
own dental care as possible.

If the person needs help with brushing:

- explain what will be done
put the person in an upright position if possible; if
not, with the bed flat, turn the person as far toward
his abdomen as possible so the saliva and fluids will
run out by gravity

place a towel under his head
place emesis basin at the side of his head
gently brush the teeth and tongue
place the toothbrush at an angle against the gum line
gently scrub back and forth (wiggle the brush) with
short strokes, using this stroke on outer and inner
surfaces of each tooth; scrub the chewing surfaces;
tilt the rounded front end of the brush to brush
vertically the inside of the front teeth and gum
tissue. (1)

Demon)stAate the anyte oc the toothb4wsh, 6tAoke and how togo6. See Exhibit 2.

Procedure for flossing teeth:

- break off approximately 18 inches of dental floss and
wrap most of the floss around the middle finger of
one hand and the rest around the middle finger of
the other hand with about one inch of floss between
the hands

use the thumbs and forefingers to guide the floss;
a floss holder may help to reach the back teeth

- gently insert the floss between the teeth; use a sawing
motion

- curve the floss into a letter "C" around the tooth when
at the gum line

slide it gently into the space between tooth and gum;
hold.the floss, curve it around the tooth next to it
and scrape it with the floss

repeat this process for each tooth (2)
(1)

American Dental Association. Cleaning Your Teeth and Gums. 1977.
(2) Ibid.

31
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To Care for Dentures:

The person who has dentures may need help in caring for them.
He should be encouraged to wear them most of the time, but they
should be removed and cleaned at least once a day.

Procedure:

wash hands before and after handling dentures
if the person cannot take them out himself, use a tissue
or wipe to lift one end of the denture to break the
suction and to pick up the dentures

place dentures in a container filled with water
clean the dentures over a basin filled with water to
avoid breakage if the dentures are accidently dropped

- use a denture brush or soft toothbrush and cleaning agents
such as peroxide or baking soda and water, or the person's
preference of cleaning agent

store dentures in liquid when not in the person's mouth
to avoid denture warp

apply denture cream or adhesive as needed
bring mouthwash and basin to the bedside so the person

can rinse his mouth before the dentures are reinserted

Making an Occupied Bed:

Wtite on the board on gip chakt the equipment and matetiatz
needed: Bedmade up: 1 at oheet (contour oheet optionat),
1 pietow ease, 1 dAamheet on Otded gat lieet--watekpkoo6
ptotectot optionat. Have each tudent make pant o6 an occupied
bed.

Points to remember about making a bed:

a clean, fresh bed is an essential part of personal care
and grooming for the person in bed

choose a convenient time for making the bed; after the batl may
be a good time

- determine the clean areas on the room in which the clean linen can
be placed

place soiled linen in a bag, hamper, or on a chair protected with
newspaper, but never on the floor where it could be contaminated

store soiled linen in a closed container until it can be laun-
dered

gather all equipment needed

to add firmness to the mattress, a board can be placed under the
mattress, but check with the supervisor before this is done

use a bedpad or a waterproof mattress pad if extra protection is
needed for the bedding J::i)
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blankets should provide adequate warmth but be lightweight

pillows should be firm enough to maintain body posture but soft
enough to be comfortable

To make the bed: (Refer to Exhibit 1.)

remove the pillows

loosen the bedding at the foot of the lied and the side at which
the homemaker-home health aide is working

- remove the spread, folding it to keep it neat

remove the top sheet by sliding the top sheet down under the
blanket and keep the blanket on the person for warmth

have the person move to the side of the bed away from the
homemaker-home health aide. Tf there is no helper,go to the
other side of the bed and turn t'.e person toward the houmnaker-
home health aide

- gather the edges of the soiled bottom sheet lengt se to icke a
flat roll and push it and the drawsheet under the person's 11.4.(3,
back, and legs

- smooth the mattress pad

place the clean bottom sheet folded lengthwise on c.e mattress
pad, leaving approximately 18 inches at the head of the bed to
secure the sheet

push the edges of the clean sheet at the center of the bed under
the soiled sheet

make a corner at the head of the bed by:

Frasping the selvage edge of the clean sheet hanging at the
side of the bed, lift it up until it forms a straight line
against the mattress. Place it across the bed to form a
triangle.

tuck under the mattress the portion of the sheet hanging
down at the corner of the bed

bring the triangle over the side of the bed, smooth, and
tuck it under the mattress

- if using a drawsheet, center it and tuck one side under the
mattress as the sheet is tucked in

- gather tie edges of the sheet, smooth, and tuck it under the
mattress along the entire side
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have the person roll or slide to the clean side of the bed
go to the other side of the bed and loosen the bedding
remove the soiled bottom sheet, keeping the soiled surface
on the inside; place it in the area for soiled linen

add top sheet, spread and clean pillow case

Procedure for changing the pillowcase:

remove the soiled pillowcase by turning it inside out, as it
it may carry infection from the person's nose and mouth;
the aide should keep the case away from her face and put
the case with the soiled linen

place both hands in the clean case to free the corners;
remove hands from within the case

with the hand, grasp the outside of the case at the center
seam and turn the case back over the hand

with the free hand, pull the case over the pillow, fit the
corners and smooth the case

A footboard or cradle may be used at the foot of the bed to take
the weight o heavy covers off the feet and legs. An improvised
cradle may be made irom a cardboard boy .r.y cutting out sections
so that the box will fit comfortably over the person's legs.
The cradle may also be used as n bed table.

In some homes, bed linens may be limited or unavailable. The aide
should discuss adaptation with the individual or a family member.
Clean warm blankets may be used in place of sheets. Elderly people
sometimes prefer cotton blankets. If it is a problem of laundry,
ask that a family member do the laundry if this is not a part of
the plan. Sometimes bedding may be washed and dried while the
person is sitting up if laundry facilities are convenient as in
an apartment building or in the home. If there is no bedding,
this should be reported to the supervisor so that arrangements
can be made to secure the minimum necessary to the care of the
individual.

A clean, wrinkle-free bed will do much toward making the person
more comfortable and prevent skin irritation. This is done
preferably after the bath so the person is also clean and the bed
dues not get wet should the person be taking a bed bath.
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VISUAL AIDS

"The Bed Bath." 16 mm, black and white film. University of Iowa,

Ames, Iowa.

"Preventing Pressure Sores." Slides and cassette. 1974. Sister

Kenny Institute, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Trainex Film Strips. Several of the training programs that tested
the Model Curriculum found this series of film strips useful.
These may be obtained from the company or borrowed from schools
that prepare nursing personnel--i.e., nurses' aides, practical
nurses or professional nurses.

Specifically designed for care of the sick at home are the fol-

lowing film strips, at $75 each:

Program
Order No.

469 "Protecting Family Members from Germs and Infection"

472 "Taking the Patient's Temperature--Oral and Rectal
Procedures"

474 "Moving and Turning the Patient"
477 "Positioning the Patient for Comfort and Safety"

475 "Giving the Patient a Bed Bath"

Order the above film strips from:

Trainex Corporation
P.O. Box 116
Garden Grove, California 92642
Tel. No. 800-854-2485

Concept Media Film Strips. The following series, comprising

seven programs, is available at $75 per unit or $490 for

the set:

Order No. 5127 "Basic Patient Care: Comfort Hygiene"

The address for ordering is:

Concept Media
1500 Adams Avenue
Costa Mesa, California 92626
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ASSESSMENT

Please write the word True if you think the statement is true and a1,7e

if you think it is not true.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Safety and comfort are principles that should be obser'ed

when giving personal care to a person.

We should bend from the waist to pick up or move an object.

A homemaker-home health aide should give support to the curves

of the spine with a pillow under the head and neck of the

person.

Body wastes are eliminated through the kidneys and bowels only.

Provide privacy when the person wants to use the bedpan or

urinal.

A purpose of giving a bath is to stimulate body circulation.

A homemaker-home health aide should give a person a bath every

day.

We should let the person do things for himself as much as he

can.

Flossing is one method of getting rid of food particles

between the teeth.

Dentures may be stored by simply wrapping them in tissues and

putting them at the person's bedside.

Keeping the beddings free from crumbs and wrinkles is one

method of preventing pressure sores.

The male patient needs to be shaved every day whether he likes

it or not.

A principle of good mechanics is to stand on a broad base of

support when lifting anything heavy.

A person who is bedridden should have his position changed

every three hours.
ro r-

15. Good posture makes us feel good.°L)4i
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ANSWERS

1. T

2. F

3. T

4. F

5. T

6. T

7. F

8. T

9. T

10. F

11. T

12. F

13. T

14. F

15. T
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Bedmaking Practice

Exercise 2: Confinement and Human Needs

Exhibit 1: Bed Bath

Exhibit 2: How to Brush Your Teeth

Exhibit 3: Changing the Bottom Sheet

Discussion Questions 1: Care of a Person in Bed



Exhibit 1: Bed Bath

PREPARATION

FACE, NECK, AND EARS

CHEST AND ABDOMEN

ARMS AND HANDS

LEGS AND FEET

BACK OF NECK, BACK, AND BUTTOCKS

EXTERNAL GENITALIA

AFTER CARE
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[9)23U.OhU T

Place the head of your brush alongside your
teeth, with the bristle tips angled against the
gum line.

..

Brush the insides of front teeth sAith the "toe"
(front part) of the bru.,h.

Brush the outsides and the insides
of your upper and lower teeth.

0 8
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EXERCISE 1: Bedmaking Practic2

This exe_cis.. provides for practice in making occupied beds. Since the
homemaker-home hea_ch aide trainees both make beds and be the person
in the bed, they are 7.rovided with practice and feedback on the impact of
their tasks.

Divide tl-le homemaker '.some health aide trainees into small groups.
Each group will require two sets of bed linen and one bed.

The groups aye asked to alternate being the person in the bed, the
homemaker-home health aide changing the bed, and observers.

Ask groups to discuss the steps in bedmaking.

- Ask the trainees to comment on how it felt to be the person in the
bed.

- The initial 1190 making will be of an unoccupied bed. Thereafter
as roles are alternated the beds will be occupied.

After each bedding change is completc3 the "soiled" linen should
be refolded for the L-xt aide to use.
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EXERCISE 2: Confinement and Human Needs

This exercise explores how people feel when confined to bed with many of
heir basic needs being met by someone else.

- Have trainees generate a list of basic needs and record on a chart
or board.

Ask them to indicate which needs an individual confined to bed can
meet himself and which must be met by someone else.

- Discuss how feelings of decreased autonomy and ability to take
care of personal hygiene, etc. could affect the confined person.

- Describe the homemaker-home health aide's role and responsibility.
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Discussion Questions 1: Care of a Person in Bed

1. Discuss some of the reasons a person might be confined to bed.

2. What types of information would the homemaker-home health aide

find on the care plan that would help her in giving personal

care?

3. Discuss the principles of od body mechanics.

4. What important areas of the body should be supported?

5. Why is it important to change positions frequently?

6. What steps may be followed to help establish good bowel and

bladder patterns of elimination?

7. What is accomplished in giving a person a bed bath?

8. Why is mouth care given?

9. What points are important in making a bed that relate to skin

care?
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) Exhibit3:

18 Chanting Bottom Sheet
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UNIT E: CARE OF THE PERSON NOT CONFINED TO BED

EST1ATED TIME: 1-1/2 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Professional Nurse

INTRODUCTION

In this unit information is presented which deals with care of
the person who is not confined to bed. Included are transfer ac-
tivities and helping the person with mobility, hygiene and groom-
ing. Safety factors as they relate to the person and the envi-
ronment are stressed.

The trainee will be able to:

prepare for and assist with personal care activities
related to hygiene and grooming

make an unoccupied bed - optional

- assist the person with need for elimination

- assist in ambulation to help the person move to and
from a bed, chair and tub

- identify safety hazards in the person's environment

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

.d

chair

CONTLNT

blanket (to be used as a robe)

foot stool

hart '.;ettina (), of Bed

Thi's rut extotme, ch (.7.4,sti.71 tote Son. the homemaket-home health
aide in giving pmsonat (late when the pmson iz abte to be out o()
bed. The dervnisttaions i:Jude method4 6o,t. tta:1.66c.ting the our.-
60i1 to a4d ptc771 tiL bed, and chat.

0°0
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The health care team plans the activity in which the person 7

engage. Usually the plan of care includes how long the per_sz:
may be out of bed. It is very important that a person gett:c
up for the first time be closely supervised as he may be we K.

and could easily fall and injure himself.

Some of the advantages of increased activity are:

- muscle tone is improved, and muscle weakness preventeu

- contractures and deformities are prevented

- the recovery period is frequently shortened

- circulation is improved

- tne need for sedatives usually decreases

elimination of body wastes improves

app,_tite usually improves

Although safety was consiered in Section III, additional ile-
cautIons are needed when there is an ill or disabled. in
the home. is very important to assess safety at all
times, but especially before the person starts to again.
In addition to assessing the immediate environment the bed-
room, check the floors, :stairs, nallways, the bathrc n and
Litchen waere the person may be walking. Clear the stairs, hall-
ways and floors of clutter and toys. Check the stairs to see
that there is a non skid surface, that edges of the steps are
marked, especially for older people, and that 1-.ht> stairway is
well lighted. Check the stair handrail for fiim,les. The halls
should be well lighted. Suggest the use of night lights in the
person's room, in the hallway and in the ',7,athroom if there are
none. A flashlight, by :he bed, is al useful. Li ';sting should
be brighter for older pLlple as the ability to see I :,sons with
age. (Sec ftldout 3, Se:tion 111-A.)

Small loose rugs should be removed and stored. Check to see that
their are no loos- tiles or carpets to cause a fill. Floors should
not he so highly polished as to make walking hazardous.

Grab bats as well as nun-skid strips should be used in the bathtub
if a tub bath is to be given. Grab bars at the toilet may also be
needed, depending upon the degree of disability. These should be
firmly attached Lc the wall for the person's safety.

Be -are emeriency telephone numbers are posted clearly by the
te.:.!phone(s). 1-clude telephone numbers for the rescue squad,
,re, police, physician and poison control center.

These reminders help reduce hazards in the home and make it a
..afer er,,iroament 'Lx not only the person who is ill, but for all
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of the family members and guests.

Part 2: Getting UR In A Chair

Steps Son. hitting up and tkanis6et to chiLiA 6houtd be demonztAated
with a vaeunteet.

The health plan or the supervisor will indicate when it is safe
for the person to sit up and get out of bed. Sitting up gives
the individual a feeling of "getting better" and is the first
step toward regaining independence. After the environment has
been evaluated, and it has been determined safe to get the per-
son up, the following steps are suggested to help the person sit
up in bed and then transfer to a chair.

Before attempting to get the person out of bed, he must be able
to sit up without feeling dizzy or having a great increase in
the rate, or change in the rhythm of his pulse. The person
should also be strong enough to transfer from the bed to a chair
before attempting to walk.

Procedure for teaching the person to sit up:

explain the steps first

- have the person roll to one side, facing the edge of the
bed

gradually drop legs over the side of the bed while press-
ing down on the bed with the elbow nearest the edge of
the bed

- change weight to the hand and push down to bring shoulders
to an upright position. Ac the same time, push down with
the other hand to give leverage.

Procedure for helping the person to sit up:

- explain what will be done

- help the person flex his knees

- stand fal:ing the head of the bed with the outer foot for-
ward

- lock arms with the person by putting the near arm under
the person's near arm with the hand on his shoulder

- on signal, rock backwards pulling the person to a sitting
position

- check to sec if the person is dizzy; if so, continue to
provide support to the person
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- if dizziness persists beyond a few minutes, the person
should be returned to a flat position in bed. (Some diz-
ziness may be expected after the person has been flat in
bed)

when he is able, show him how to support himself with
his arms braced behind him

record how the person reacted to sitting up in bed. Note
if he had a change in the pulse rate or rhythm and if he
had dizziness, and how long it lasted

A footstool may be needed if the bed is too high for the person's
feet to reach the floor while sitting on the side of the bed. A
footstool can be made by taping large juice cans together. Pad
with cotton or soft material such as nylon hose. Tape cardboard
to the sides and top of the cans. Cover the stool using a towel
or plastic adhesive cloth. Attach non-skid strips to the bottom
to keep the stool from slipping.

An improvised bathrobe can be made from a blanket by making a fold
of approximately 6-8 inches along the length of the blanket to
serve as a collar. Pull the ends of the blanket forward over the
person's shoulders and fasten the ends together in front with a
safety pin. Center an end of the blanket over each wrist, turn-
ing back several inches to make a cuff.l

Have each tkainee pnactice hetping a person to 'sit up in bed.
(See Exetcae 1.)

The next fiemonottation a the 'standing tkan66et o6 a pelt on to a
chaik. Th4L method apptiez to a chain on wheetchain. Tha pito-
ceduke 'showed be 4upenvaed when done Son the 6iut time in 6ietd
ptactice.

Procedure for transfering a person from the bed to a chair:

explain what will be done

assist the person as needed to put on shoes or sturdy slip-
pers

- use a sturdy chair with arms and a seat low enough to allow
the person's feet to solidly touch the floor. If using a
wheelchair, make sure it is also sturdy and in good condi-
tion.

place the chair parallel to the bed on the person's strong-
est side facing him at a slight angle. If usinf a wheel-

1 Arne-icon Red Cross Family Health and Home Nursing. New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1979, p.524.
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chair, lock brakes and push footrests out of the way 2

- stand in front of the person to assist him if he should
fall

instruct him to lean forward slightly, push down on the
bed with his hands, straighten his legs and stand up3

- tell him to take small steps while turning his back to-
ward the chair, until the back of his leg: touch the
chair

- have him take hold of the arm rests and lower himself in-
to the chair, leaning slightly forward as he sits down

- have him slide his hips back into the chair and sit
squarely for good body alignment'

reverse the process fo' getting out of a chair

record on the daily care plan or record how the person re-
acted to sitting up, to the transfer, and if he was able
to sit up for the time prescribed

SeveAa.e attetnative method 06 ttans6et may be .shown at thiz time
£6 deisiAed.

Divide the gAoup o6 tAainen into paiitz. Have one act az the
homemakeA-home h-eatth ax_de and the otheA az the peAzon Aeceiving
cane. Have each tAainee pAactice hetping a peAzon into and out
06 a chain_

Part 3: Helping A Person To Walk

The &iite to be demonistAated hetping a pension to watt. Have
each tAzi.nee demostAate how to wash with a peon who watking
bon the 6-i.Azt time a6teA an ittnezz.

Walking may need to be relearned. After the person is able to sit
up, get out of bed, and in an out of a chair, he may feel strong
enough to attempt walking. The supervisor will indicate when the
physician feels the person is ready to walk. The person will have
regained most of his strength before walking is attempted. The
homemaker-home health aide's assessment of the person's reactions
to other activities, however, can help considerably in_determining
when increased activity should be tried. The person who is walk-
ing after being in bed needs to be watched carefully.

4: Sine, Robert D. (ed.) et.al. Basic Rehabilitation Tech-
niques. Germantown, MD: AT:, p.67.

w
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TW ptocedute 6houed be mipetvized when the ttainee doe it in
6ietd ptactice.

Procedure and caution to be used with an ill and weak person:

- explain to the person what is to be done

- have the person wear sturdy, low-heeled shoes with non-
slippery soles

- have the person practice standing using support to help
maintain balance

- next, have him practice shifting weight using firm sup-
ports on either side; two chairs may be used

- walk with the person as lie begins to walk. If there is
no disability, have him wear a securely fastened belt, to
provide a good grip for the homemaker-home health aide.
This helps provide stability and if he becomes faint, he
can be pulled against the homemaker-home health aide for
support, and eased to the floor sliding along her body.

- ii there is one-sided weakness, walk on the weak side and
slightly behind the person. Put the far hand on the hip
on the strong side and the other hand in front of the per-
son's shoulder on the weak side. His shoulder can be pull-
ed back and his hips forward to help his alignment, or he
can be pulled back against the homemaker-home health aide
and eased gently to the floor if he becomes faint and can-
not be held.5

help the person follow his normal walking gait

- a cane or walker may assist the person as lie relearns walk-
ing (see Unit G)

record the person's physical and emotional reaction to walk-
ing

The person who is able to be is and walking will feel he ha.=, much

more control over what is hari.-ing to him, and his feeling of in-
dependence increases. Re usua'- will feel he has made good prog-
ress toward improving his st,- - health.

Part 4: Ilyiene and Grooming for tne Ambulatory Person

This p!Locedute shoutd be supetvised when the ttainee doing
;jic.td ptacticc. Some agency poticie2s may not inaude the tub
babe as an attowabte ptocedute io.t the homemaker -home health aide.

Ibid., pp.83-84.
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The person who is able to be up should be encouraged tu do as
much of his personal care as he can. Many people have a real
sense of accomplishment in being able to take a shower or tub
bath. This also provides exercise and stimulates circulation.
A tub or shower should be considered only if the person is
strong enough, and if it is included as part of the care plan.

Special concerns in providing a safe bath:

- prepare the water and nom before the person coi,es to the
bathroom. Test the water on the inner wrist to be sure
it will not burn the person. The skin of the elderly
person may not be sensitive to the water temperature. Hot
water dialates the blood vessels and so decreases blood
pressure. Thus increasing the elderly person's risk of
blacking out, becoming dizzy or confused

assure that the room is warm and supplied with soap, wash-
cloth and towel. A small rubber-tipped stool to sit on in
the tub or shower is desirable. A rubber mat may be placed
in the bottom of the tub or shower to keep the person from
slipping

aviod bath oils in the tub. These will make the tub surface
very slick and increase the risk of falling

Procedure for transfering to the bathtub:

explain what the procedure will be

place a straight chair or wheelchair facing the tub

allow room for the person to lift his legs into the tub

- steady the chair, lock the brakes if a wheelchair is used

- have the person lift or help him lift one foot at a time
over the side of the tub

have the person hold onto the grab bars or side of the tub
and slide carefully off the chair onto the edge of the tub.
If he needs help, support his body around the waist from be-
hind. (A sheet o: strong belt may be placed around the
waist for firm support, if needed

have the person move from the tub's edge onto the stool
placed in the tub, giving help as needed. (A chair may be
used instead of a stool.) Or, help him lower himself care-
fully into the water as he continues to hold the grab bar
and tub edge

wash and dry, providing help ns needed

drain the water out of the tub before the person stands up
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- place chair facing the tub

- to get out of the tub, have the person take hold of the
grab bar, supporting him around the waist if needed, and
helping him to a sitting position on the edge of the tub

help him to a standing position and follow the procedure
for sitting in the chair as demonstrated previously

If the person is weak after his bath, he should return to bed to
rest. Complete grooming and other personal care, such as brush-
ing teeth, etc., can be done when he is feeling better (refer to
Unit D). If he feels able, grooming aids can be brought to the
bathroom.

The bed may be made and the room straightened or cleaned while the
person is sitting up or having a bath. It is easier to make the
bed while the person is not in it.
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ASSESSMENT

INSTRUCTIONS: Please provide answers to the following ques-
tions by writing your answers on the blanks provided.

1 - 3. The health professional usually wants to get the per-
son out of bed as soon as possible. Name three bene-
fits that can be derived by the person from this ac-
tivity.

4 - 7. It is important that the homemaker-home health aide
checks the immediate environment for safety before the
person walks about. Name four things to check before
the person begins to walk.

8 10. What emergency numbers should be available and posted
clearly by the telephone?

11 - 12. Helping the person in and out of the bathtub involves
some skill. To insure the safety of the person, the
homemaker-home health aide should check if the tub is
equipped with Cllse safety devices.

13. The homemaker-home health aide should encourage the per-
son to do most of the personal care grooming for him-
self. Give the purpose of this.
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ANSWERS

1. Improves circulation

2. Prevents contracture and deformities

3. Improves body elimination

Others: Improves person's morale, lessens use of sedatives, etc.

4. Remove all clutter in the room, hallways, stairs, etc.

5. Check halls that they are well lighted

6. Provide non-skid backed rugs

7. Have grab bars installed, if not available

Others: Check for loose connections of electrial applicances.

8. Rescue squad

9. Fire department

10. Poison control center

Others: Doctor's name, hospital, etc.

11. Grab bars

12. Non-skid rubber mat

13. Develop person's strength, self confidence, independence
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AIDS

EXERCISE 1: Skills Practice

Discussion Question 1: Care Of A Person Not Confined to A Bed
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Exercise 1: Skills Practice

This exercise provides for practice in helping a person sit up i: bee.,

to get into and out of a chair, and help Lhe person walk.

- Divide the trainees into small groups or pairs.

- Each person is asked to alternate roles of the aide or the

person receiving the service.

- Demonstrate each of the three skill areas.

Have the groups practice and provide each other feedb'ck.

- Ask the trainees to comment on how it felt to be the person

receiving the assistance.

Discussion Question 1: Care of a Person Not Confined t,. a Bed

1. What are some of the advantages of increaLad activity.

2. Discuss safety factors that should be considered in the home.

3. Discuss the importance of following r sequence of activities
when getting a person out of bed.

4. Discuss why It is important for a person co practice balance
before walking again.

5. What are the safety factors to le considered when moving a
person in and out o5 the bath tub?
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UNIT F: OBSERVATIONS ABOUT MEDICATIONS

ESTIMATED TIME: 1/2 hour

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Professional Nurse, Parr

INTRODUCTION

The homemaker -home health aide does not administer drugs
dividuals but needs information about drugs because of t_1%.
people receiving service who will be taking drugs. This de-
scribes information about the use of, caring of, and dispf of
medications and the information contained on the label. it iF
also important that the homemaker -home health aide br, able Lo pre-
vent drug error, observe reactions, and prevent misuse of daigs.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

observe and report how medications are taken, including
anv unusual reactions

suggest methods of avoiding drug error

store medication correctly

dispo-- of old medicat-ion y.

SUGGESTED MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Samples of liquid, tablets, capsules, bottle wit:h dropper, oint-
ments, and vaginal and rectal suppositories.

CONTENT

Part 1: General Information about Medications

Show ,sampen oh tripes oA med-E2atiofts. Stne6 b that the homemakek-
home heatth ct,ide wile pot gave medications but miET EedAp how to
,sto.,ze apd di,spo.se or) medicatc:oas and how to obsewe, thaA the Qnson
take,s h,e,6 mechcat(lop and am( apwsuat: ,Leacti_oa6.

Many of the sick and elderly persons that receive homemaker-home
health aide services will he taking one or more medications.
Therefore, some basic concepts regarding drugs are important in
providing responsible health support services.

0
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Most medications are potent substances. They are use- to help a
person to recover health or to maintain normal -body functions.
A serious or fatal result could occur if theLe is an a7 ergo or
if the medicine is taken incorrectly. Sometimes the medications,
even though taken correctly, may not have the desired results.

Medications that may be obtained only with a written order from a
physician are called prescription drugs. Medications that may be
obtained without written order are called nonprescription, or over-
thc-counter, drugs. For example, penicillin is a prescri,,tion drug
and aspirin is a nonprescription, or over-the-counter (OPC), :rug,.

Vhea a person takes a medication prescribed by a doctor, it -s
very important that other medicine not he taken unless the doctor
knows aPout it. This includes over-the-counter medications as well
as drugs prescribed by the doctor. The action of some medicines
is changed when taken with other medications. There could he se-
rious :2sults, or the drug might be ineffective. Certain flo(1-.
change the reaction of specific medicines. The medication botie
will usuall' contain a warniog about what food to avoid. I-, au-

dition, the supervis6r will tell the homemaker -home health aide
wh.,t food should not he served.

Medication is prescribed by a doctor for a person for a parti-
cular illness. The precription is A written order which
inciudes the following information on rip.? prescription label.

(0.7.itc '11 th,' bcwid as a p.lesc.lirtion exawc:

name and dosage of the medication

the amount of the medication ordered

name of the person For whom the medication is prescribeCi

amount to take each time and when, such as after meals

ho'.: often to take the medication

thi doctor':-; name and Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
pumber if it is a controlled drug, such as a narcotic

tit (!te

prescription number

name, telephone, and address of the pharmacy

precautions or special instructions about what to take with
the medication

the number of times the prescription can he refilled

special storage instructions.
0 I
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Part. 2: :-,,-.ervations, Reporting and Safety in Relation to Medication

A':,(!f:q't the homemakn-home heae.th aide don not clixe. medications,
`teeate to tlw rise c*Lug,s. Th:(.s iacCudes

obwwati.on, 'z4)o.Ltinp and sa(lettj. Handout 2 an exam pee how
t5t5 woai.toz a pn5011'!,, d7ug5 to oeveat dAug CA,70,7.6 and the

d7u0.

Tice nurse will make out the medication schedule for the
person to follow. The homemaker-home health aide will
not give the medications but will observe whether the
person takes the medication, and the effect of the medi-
cation, record the observations, and report to the super-
visor anything that appears to be a problem

The person should follow directions carefully regarding
the amount and time of day for taking the drug and whe-
ther certain Liquids or foods are to be taken or avoided

Be sure the person has told the doctor whether other med-
ication is being taken. This includes other prescriptions
and over-the-counter drugs. As an added precaution, the
homemaker-home health aide should report to the supervisor
or health team member if other drugs are being taken. A
valuable record which many pharmacies maintain is a patient
drug profile. The pharmacist records the drugs prescribed
for the person. This record helps the pharmacist and the
physician assure the person that the drugs are compatible.

Immediately report to the supervisor any unusual reactions
such as itching, stomachache, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting,
rash, hives, headache, confusion, or other signs or symp-
toms. Report if the person is not taking medications as
ordered or vomits after taking medication

Immediately report to the supervisor if the person is tak-
ing more medication than prescribed

If mor than one person is taking medication in the house-
hold, keep the medications in separate places, to avoid a
person's taking the wrong drug

To avoid overdose, it may be necessary to place each daily
dose in a separate y.ontainer. Such precautions are espe-
ally important when persons are elderly, have limited vi-
sion, or are confused at times

Give the person water or other liquid, if alowcd, to help
in swallowing the medication

Record on the per son's care plan whether the mediction is
taken, e, time, amount, manner, and remarks about re-
spon to the medication.
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(tItite on the board on yipchaAt what a umpte medication c.hedute.

toohis Lae. Exptain how to Aecond on the pv4on'o ca/Le ptan any
oimeAvation)s about the medication.

Medicine Date Time Amount and .Manner Response

Prescription 3/4 9:00 AM One tablet by No reaction
#4290 1:00 PM mouth

5:00 PM

The next section deatz with to,tage and dionat o6 medeat:.on4
and btidge4 concept/5 o6 &c6ety mentioned eattiet in tiv. unit.

Medications must be carefully stored to protect young children
and to help ensure effectiveness and safety in the use of medi-
cations.

- Be sure that all medications are out of the reach of chil-
dren. If there are older people who are not responsible
for their actions, or children in the home, it is advis-
ablL to keep medication in a locked cabinet. This in-
cludes aspirin and even iron tablets which if taken by a
child in quantity could be fatal

Check to see that medications marked for refrigeration are
stored in the refrigerator in an area in which they will.
not freeze and in which they cannot be easily raached by
children

Check to see that medications aTe stored away from light
and heat as a change in the chemical composition may re-
sult

When someone is taking medicine, be sure that there is a
good light so that the medicine label can be seen clearly

Medications should not be moved within the medicine cabinet
or storage area. People expect medicEtion to b in a cer-
tain place and do not always look at the label

Consult the supervisor and the fami - about destroying un-
labeled medicine, a label that canny- be clearly read, or
that is outdated

Medications should not be used if label is missing

Be sure that clear medications that loo}- like water or
soft drinks arenot put in containers fro which children
might drink
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- Post by the telephone, telephone numbers of the poison
control center, the rescue squad and the doctor (Unit E)

The safe disposal of medicine is carried out in several ways:

Flushing down the toilet (open capsules that may float in
a bowl without' a strong flushing action, and some 1Lquids
may stain the toilet bowl)

- Burning in an incinerator

- Putting in the garbage disposal

Do not put medications to be disposed of in the garbage or trash
where children and animals can get hold of them. Always check
with the supervisor before disposing of drugs.

Part 3: Drug Misuse

The in,stauctok ;nay me avaitabZe pub.eication6 i6 a mme in-depth
dL5cu64ion indicated became o6 poisLibte homemaken-home hedeth
aide invotvement in pub-ems o6 dtug abuse.

Drugs have important uses in restoring and maintaining health and
relieving pain And other symptoms of illness. Proper drug use is
taking a drug for its intended purpose in the recommended amount,
frequency and strength. A drug is misused when it is taken for
the intended purpose but not in its appropriate amount or fre-
quency. Misuse of drugs may develop intentionally or uninten-
daily. Sometimes a persor who is ill for a long period of time
can become dependent on certain drugs, especially those used for
pain and tranquilizers.

The homemaker-home health aide may observe overuse or misuse of
drugs by persons receiving service and ocher family mewbers. This
may be dangerous to the person(s) health and indicate a need for
medical attention and reporting to the supervisor.

In other instances the homemaker-home health aide may observe be-
havior of family members that is suggestive of drug dependency,
such as

- Imnulsivene3s and taking risks

- Relating poorly to family .embers awl other persons

- Being secretive

- Having low self-esteem

Wanting immediate gratification of :Desires

Abusiveness.
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Part 4: Safe Use of Oxen

demcftstnat,! tc c'T thc tlai1'ec5 oxya,m may
as 'd (_) t: !:cmc w,ith

Oxygen may be ordered by the doctor to help the person breathe.
As part of the treatment, it may be dispensed by use of an oxy-
gen tent, a breathing machine, through a mask or nasal tube, or
the person may have a portable tank containing liquid oxygen.
Because of the danger of fire, the homemaker-home health aide
should help the individual and family practice safety precau-
tions when oxygen is being used.

Some safety precautions are:

Keep the room in which it is used closed off from th.3
rest of the house

Allow no smoking, lighting of matches, or use of a gas
heater in the room because of the danger of fir

Place "no smoking signs" inside and outsiLle the room to
remind others

Use cotton carpets, rugs, clothing, and bedding as nylon
builds up static electricity, which could result in a fire

- Use of a humidifier will help reduce static electricity
and the drying effect of oxygen

Store oxygen tanks in a cool area

- Tanks must be secured in the floor stand proy'led by the
comnany.
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ASSESSMENT

Instructions: Please match the following by putting the letters
of the right column in the blanks provided in the left column.

1. A health professional who A. Wash hands carefully
writes a prescription

2. Terms for medicines that B. Patient drug profile
one can purchase without
a perscription

C. Physician
3. A very special precaution

to be observed when a per-
son is taking oxygen D. Brand name

4. A safety precaution to
observe in destroying
medicines

E. Over-the-counter drugs

5. A health professional who F. Pharmacist
dispenses medications and
can provide information
if one has questions G. Stay with the person until he
about certain drugs swallows the medicine

6. Label of this drug will
include the doctor's nacre H. Drug schedule
and an indication of the
Drug Enforcement Adminis-
tration (DEA) number I. "No Smoki;" sign inside the room

7. To make sure that the per-__
son takes his medicine J. Superviscr

8. A very important procedure
before doing any skill K. Aspirin is generic name

9. A record which helps as-
sure the person C',2 drugs L. Do not put drugs in garbage or trash
he's prescribed can be where children and animals may find
safely taken together them

10._ Person to whom the home- M. Suppositories
maker-home health aide
refers any questions
about drug side effects N. Narcotic

11. A record showing when med-
ications should be taken 0. Reading the 1-'),21
which is male out by the
nurse
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1. C

2. E

3. I

5. F

6. N

7. G

8. A

9. B

10. J

11. If
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Exercise 1: Understanding the Homemaker-Home
Health Aide's Responsibilities

The purpose of this exercise is to assist the homemaker-home
health aide understand his or her appropriate role regarding med-
ications. Since the homemaker-home health aide will not be ad-
ministering medications, it is important to understand why and
the agency's actual limitations.

- Discuss the agency's specific policies and procedures
concerning medications

- Suggest various situations where the homemaker-home health
aide will have to know the policy and be able to respond

Examples:

- A person confined to bed asks the homemaker-home health
aide to get her medication because her husband left it
in another room

- An elderly person asks for assistance with his eye drops
because his unsteady hands prevent him from being able to
.administer them properly

- A homemaker-home health aide observes medication left
where small children could easily reach them or medication
labelled "Keep Refrigerated" is left out

- A person seems confused about which medication should be
taken. A written schedule has been prepared by the physi-
cian, but the person says he does not understand it

- The homemaker-home health aide sees the individual place the
bottle of medicine on the window sill so that it will be
easy to reach

- Mr. Roberts is seen taking two pills for fluid retention
instead of the one indicated on the prescription bottle.

He tells the homemaker-home health aide that he had trouble
getting his shoes on in the morning because of more swell-
ings so decided to take an extra pill

- Mr. and Mrs. York are in their 80's. Both of them are tak-
ing several medications which they keep on the kitchen
shelf so they will "be handy" to take before or after meals
as indicated on the prescription labels

Discuss the appropriate role, responsibilities, and reporting re-
quirements of each situation.
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Medication: Homemaker-Home Health Aide Role

Discussion Questions 1: Understanding the Homemaker-Home
Health Aide's Responsibilities
Concerning Medications

Handout 1: Medication Schedules for Observation of Indi-
vidual Taking Drugs

Handout 2: Personal Drug Information Check List
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Discussion Questions 1: Understanding the Homemaker-Home Health

Aide's Responsibilities Concerning Medi-
cations

1. Why bhould a person not take any medications without the
knowledge of his physician?

2. What is a patient profile and what service does it provide?

3. Discuss the reasons behind why homemaker-home health aides
would generally not administer medication.

4. Discuss the reasons that homemaker-home health aides would
generally not administer medication.

5. What is a safe way to stole medications?

6. How and why should medications be destroyed?

7. What should be done if a person appears confused with medi-
cations?

B. How should you respond. to requests for assistance with medi-
cations?

9. When and what should be reported to your supervisor about
medications?
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Handout 1: Medication Schedule

A simplified record on which a homemaker-home health aide may
note when medications are taken and any problems if a home care
record is not available in the home.

Medicine:

Heart pill
(1 a day)

Taken

Time Day

Medicine:

Vitamin
(1 a day)

Taken

Time Day

Medicine:

Aspirin for arthritis
(2 - 4 x a day)

Taken

Time Day



Handout

111111 American Red Cross

Nursing and Health Services

PERSONAL DRUG

INFORMATION

CHECKLIST

Patient's name

Date

Pharmacist

Pharmacy

Pharmacy telephone

Physician

Physician's telephone

To the pharmacist: Use this form in counseling the pa-

tient about his medications.

To the patient: Use this form to assist in asking for infor-

mation about your medications.

Adapted from "The Right Drug To The Right Patient,"

copyright 1977, American Pharmaceutical Association. Pre-

pared in cooperation with APhA. Adapted with permission.

41o42 39 Stock No. 320119

Prescriptioi,

Name of drug__

Purpose for Liking

this drug is--

Prescription can he renewed

Attachment 23

Prescription No

Name of drug

Purpose for taking

this drug is

times Prescription can be renewed times

Take every

(Amount) (How Often)

By for

(Route or Method) (How Long)

Circle hours the drug IS to he Liken.

Physical description of the drug
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UNIT G: REHABILITATION

ESTIMATED TIME: 2 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Rehabilitation Nurse, Physical
Therapist

INTRODUCTION

This unit covers the skills used to h(lp the person maintain and
improve physical strength and energy and help the disabled to
better perform the activities of daily living. Included are sug-
gestions for the use of devices and special consideration fn,-
helping the person move more easily with one-sided weakness.

In addition, range of motion exercises are explained for both
passive and active exercise.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The trainee will be able to:

assist the person with range of motion exercises

assist the disabled person with ways to perform the
activities of daily living.

SUGGESTED MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Samples of some utensils that have been modified for use by a
disabled person, and crutches and walkers.

CONTENT

Part 1: Needs of the Person with Limited Function

Exekcize 1, Rehabilitation and Meeting Human Needs, may be uzed
az a bat-is 6ot thLs dizcwsion.

Many p ?ople with physical limitations find that developing even a
small degree of independence is a very slow and difficult task. It
is important for the person who has limited function to be encour-
aged to find easier ways to do as much fog himself as possible. The

391
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person who has to depend on others for help may feel a lack of
control of his life. Help is needed to accept the limitations
that cannot be changed. The homemaker-home health aide will need
to be patient and encouraging. The person will need time to com-
plete even the most simple tasks of daily living. The elderly
person needs more time to complete activities when well. There-
fore, more time and patience will be required for the elderly
person's recovery and rehabilitation. Exercises are also used
to prevent disabilities from occurring, especially for persons
confined for long periods of time.

The whole process of rehabilitation requires loving concern for
the person, a positive attitude, and an understanding of the de-
pression and negative attitudes expressed at times by the person
who is struggling to rebuild his life. It is often not easy and
requires a mature attitude on the part of the helping person.

Part 2: Range of Motion Exercises

It is important to explain carefully and clearly what will he done,
step by step. Explanations and demonstrations may need to be re-
peated often.

Range oA motion exercises shooed be demomstlated. It showed be
emphmized that in actuat 6ieed oactice any nange o,S motion o't

treatment exekci,se should be demostatcd by the nu'Lse 04 phy.sicae
the,Lapi,st ion each individuat 4eceiving cane.

Every joint has a specific direction through which it moves. Mov-
ing or having parts of the body moved through these normal motions
is called "range of motion". The main purpose of these exercises
is to keep the joints flexible. These exercises should be started
early in the illness but only when ordered.

In Unit E the advantages of increased activity were discussed.
Many of these points also apply to the purposes of doing range
of motion exercises:

prevent or decrease contractures and joint deformity
caused by stiffness

prevent muscle weakness and improve muscle tone

increase circulation

Two different types of exercise can he done: passive--the person
relaxes while the joint is moved through its full range; active--
the person does the exercises himself. The plan of care will in-
dicate whether passive or active exercises are to be done.

To do the exercises:

explain what will he done.

0
ti
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repeat each exercise 2 to 5 times a session, once or twice
a day (or as advised), exercising both sides of the body

- support body parts above and below the joint when moved

- make the movement as complete as possible in a slow, steady
manner, but cause no pain; there may be slight discomfort
initially, but this will improve as the muscles and joints
become looser

place the person close to the edge of'the bed and in good
alignment before beginning

use good body mechanics while doing the exercises (see
Section IV, Unit D)

Ocmcst-,ate each exercise with a vcCcoltcc.z doing Massive ex-
CiCiSCS. Haci' t.zailtec rai.z ilemoNst.zatc cacit exczcLsc.

Neck exercises. These exorcises should he done only with special
orders by the physician. The supervisor will advise about which
exercises are to he done and when to start them.

The following exercises may be passive or active. Preparation
for a passive exercise is described first and then the motion,
which may be either passive or active.

Shoulder exercises. Grasp the person's arm by placing one hand
above.the elbow and with the other hand support the person's wrist
and hand. Motion: move the arm

- forward and upward along the side of his head

- downward to his side

- sideways away from the body to above the head and back to
the starting position

- with the upper arm resting on the bed and elbow bent, turn
lower arm down and then un.

Elbow exercises. Grasp the person's arm by placing one hand above
the elbow; then with the other hand sunport his wrist and hand.
Motion:

move the hand toward the shoulder

straighten the arm.

Forearm exercise. Rest the person's upper arm on the bed with the
forearm upright. For passive exercise, grasp his wrist with one
hand and his hand with the other. Motion:

- twist the palm toward the person and then away.
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Wrist exercise. Grasp the person's forearm and wrist with one
hand, and use the fingers of the other hand to do the exercise.
Motion:

move the hand forward

move it backward

move it side to side.

Finger exercise. Support the pe'rson's forearm and wrist with one
hand, and use the fingers of the other hand to do the movement.
Motion:

bend fingers, then straighten them

spread fingers apart and bring them together.

Thumb exercise. Support the person's hand and fingers with one
hand, and grasp his thumb with the other hand for the exercise.
Motion:

move the thumb across the palm and straighten

move the thumb in a wide, circular motion.

Hip and leg exercise. Support the person's leg by giving support
under his knee and heel. Motion:

raise the knee toward the chest, within the person's
tolerance and comfort

raise the leg straight up and as high as possible, and
lower the leg gently.

Because uA the .List invoeved espec-iaeey to eedeqey peopee and the
ve/g young, Aotation o;c the hip wetted be done oney on hpeciaf
old(' el diAection and usuaPey by the nu'_.

Continue to support the leg by placing one hand under the ankle
and the other hand just under the knee. Motion:

move the leg outward from the body as far as possible

return she leg to the starting position and move it across
the other leg as far as possible.

Rest the person's leg on the bed. For passive exercise, place one
Band on top of his knee and the other on ton of his ankle; or, if

the leg and hip are flexed, place on hand under his ankle and one
under his knee. Motion:

turn the leg inward (toes toward center) and then outward.
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Have the person lie on his side or stomach and support the leg by
placing one hand at the knee and the other at the ankle. Motion:

move the entire leg back as far as possible.

Knee exercise. Support the person's leg by placing one hand just
above his knee, and grasp his ankle with the other hand. Motion:

bend the leg at the knee by sliding the heel as far up
toward the buttocks as possible

- straighten the knee completely.

Ankle exercise. Rest the person's leg on the bed. For passive
exercise, place one hand just above the ankle to stabilize it,
and grasp the heel in the palm of the other hand, the sole of the
foot resting against your forearm. Motion:

move the foot up toward the leg

move the foot down away from the leg

turn the foot so the sole faces out away from the body

turn the foot inward toward the body.

Toe exercise. Hold the person's foot with one hand, and use the
other hand to do the motion:

bend toes down toward the ball of his foot

bend toes back.

Part 3: The Person with One-Sided Weakness (Stroke)

Dmoitstate movemcat. Use a voCuuteo to show the moticHs

The person with a one-sided weakness may have loss of half of the
visual field of one or both the eyes. He may also see the world
as slanted. This is important to consider in moving and transfer-
ring the person. He also tends to fall on the weak side.

Moving the person in stages, such as sitting up, moving into the
chair and walking, was demonstrated in Units t) and E. Rehabili-
tating the person in steps enables him to master simpler tasks,
gain strength and confidence and learn to work with his weak side.

The person with one-sided weakness should:

begin rehabilitation as soon as possible, according to
the care plan
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he evaluated by the care team so special services such as
speech or physical therapy can be included as necessary.

ti

When doing range of motion exercises the person should use his
strong hand, arm and leg as much as possible, to guide the weaker
side of his body. (Using the weak side should he encouraged.)

For example, interlock fingers of the strong hand with the weaker
hand to help move the weak hand. Grasp the weaker limbs with the
strong hand to do the range jf mot:on exercises.

Teach the person to put the strong foot under the weak ankle when
crossing the legs, to roll over or to move the foot and leg. de
should roll onto his strong side first when changing positions.

When sitting, support the weak shoulder by putting the elbou on
an armrest, or use a laphoard with pillows on it. When lying on
his side, have the person's weak shoulder supported to bring it
forward. The weak hip and knee should he bent to 90 degrees and
the stro7,g leg, hip, and knee slightly bent. Have both arms out
straight, fingers interlocked with a pillow between the arms.

When on his back, have the weak arm straight out, away from the
body and propped by a pillow. The palm should he up. Place a
towel roll under the weak hip to keen it from rolling out. Bend
the weak knee and hip with support under the knee. Do not allow
the arm to rest in a bent position on his chest.

Part 4: Use of Crutches, Walkers and Canes

Demcnst.tate the use ciutcnes and canes. pcssibCc,
t'lainee shoufd wlactice using czutchi's and canes in to
qct the cecit' of them.

Crutches should be fitted and used only on the doctor's orders.
When used over a period of time, crutches may need to he refitted
periodically. A physical therapist or rehabilitation nurse should
instruct the person needing crutches, and the aide in their use.

Before the person can use crutches, he must:

have strength in his shoulders, arms, and legs

he able to move his legs forward

he able to stand erect

be able to wear sturdy shoes

he psychologically motivated to walk

have adequate balance.
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Check rubber tips frequently to remove dirt and replace tips when
worn.

Types of crutch:

- Axillary crutches: those that fit under the armpit. They
may be made of wood or aluminum. Light-weight aluminum
"Duralite" is often used for persons with arthritis. The
weight of the body should never rest on the axilla.

- Telescopic or "Adjusto" crutches: these open to full
length, elbow length, or can be used as a cane. The
swivel hand-pieces move both up and down and sideways.
These crutches are useful for persons with shoulder
and elbow abnormalities.

- Nonaxillary crutches (Canadian or Lofstrand crutches):
these crutches extend to halfway between the shoulder
and elbow. There is a crosspiece to help support the
upper arm of those persons who have weak arm muscles.
A cuff that goes over the arm helps hold the crutch in
place but limits arm motion somewhat. A period of train-
ing is needed to use this type of crutch.

For the person who is weak or has difficulty with balance, a
walker gives supp-*'t and stability.

With a rigid walker:

- place the walker in front of the person

- the person picks it up and moves it forward, leaning on it

move one foot forward and then the other

a bicycle basket can be fitted over the walker to carry
items used by the person

- the person with one-sided paralysis should not use a walker,
as he may tip it toward his affected side

- in transfer from the bed/chair or toilet stand up and then
grasp the walker; to sit, release the walker, grasp the
chair firmly, and lower self to the chair; never grasp
the walker when getting up or down.

Canes help provide balance for the person unable to use a walker,
the person with one-sided weakness, or the person who needs sume
additional support when walking. Canes may be forked, have a
quad base or be the traditional straight cane.

- the cane should be held in the unaffected hand and should
he long enough for the person

, hold the handle when the
elbow is slightly bent
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- hold cane in the hand opposite the weak leg; place the
rubber-tipped end 6 inches in front and 6 to 8 inches to
one side of the foot

both canes and crutches should have rubber caps on the
bottom to prevent slipping; check these for dirt and re-
place as they become worn.

Part 5: Adapting the Environment

The next subject is discussion 06 devices to help the peAson who
does not have 6ute 6unct.ion. Ash the tkainees to desnibe de-
vices they know about. The instkuctok should have access to one
ok move pubtications that deg cnibe devices and adaptation4 604
the. di.sabted.

Adaptations of the environment and the proper devices can help
the person with disabilities, low energy and the elderly function
as independently as possible. Achieving even a small degree of
independence may require a major effort by the individual. It

requires simplification of the work to be done, help from the
family, professionals and community resources. Occupational
therapists and physical therapists are examples of professionals
that can be helpful in adapting the environment and selecting
the proper devices for the individual.

When possible, use ordinary household items which may help the
person increase his ability to function. Many items can be im-
provised which will help the person acquire skills in carrying
out daily activities.

In the kitchen area it helps to stabilize containers by mounting
such items as holders for towels, foil and napkins on the wall.
Stabilizing devices such as a vegetable peeler or other utensils
on an aluminum spike attached to a board helps the person func-
tion with one hand. Lightweight bowls may be stabilized by put-
tilW them into a hole cut in a pull-out board in the built-ins.
Grab bars may he added in the kitchen if the person has diffi-
culty in standing. Railings may he attached to the wall to aid
the person in walking in the kitchen area and throughout the
house.

Cooking utensils and measuring spoons with flat bottoms are more
stable for pouring ingredients. Perforated spoons or ladles make
it easier for the person to lift food from hot liquid. Enlarging

the handles makes eating utensils easier to hold. A sponge rub-

ber hair curler taped over the handles is an example. Pan lids

and other utensils may be easier to use by enlarging the knobs
or lengthening the handles. Examples of other available devices
are an egg separator, an opener for screw-on lids, a rocking
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knife or pizza cutter to cut food, and a wedge board (similar to
a picture frame in which bread can be wedged for buttering).

The use of a plate guard or deep dish will make it easier to pick
up the food. A straw will assist the person having trouble drink-
ing. When sitting in the wheelchair, a board may be used for
playing games, eating snacks, or writing.

Cooking units placed at waist height are easier to use and safer
for a person in a wheelchair. Food and utensils should be stored
to be readily available at waist height and arranged so that fre-
quently used items are closer to the work area.

When a person is confined to a wheelchair, short-handled tools
are easier to control. For example, a mop handle or broom can
be shortened. A vacuum sweeper on runners or wheels can move
along with the wheelchair.

Personal grooming. Clothing or undergarments, including bras-
sieres, with Velcro openings, hooks, or snaps in front make it
easier for the person with limited function to dress. It may
be easier to dress in clothing one half to one size larger than
normal. Pants, skirts, and dresses that slip easily over the
hips should be worn. Loose sleeves make dressing easier. Have
the person put his strong arm or leg into he garment first and
undress by using the strong arm or leg fit .t. Wear slip-on shoes
rather than tie shoes.

Grooming aids may also be easier to use if handles are made
longer, such as brushes or combs. In addition, a person with
the use of one hand may find roll-on makeup and roll-on deodor-
ant easier to use. The person with one-sided weakness with vi-
sion problems may want to put makeup on the unaffected side first
to use as a guide for the affected side. Devices which slip onto
several fingers or the first finger and thumb help hold items
such as a pencil or brush so these items do not need to be
grasped.
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ASSESSMENT

Instructions: Circle the word true if you think that the statement is
true and circle the word false if otherwise.

True False 1. The aide should allow the person to do as much
for himself as possible even though he has limited
functions.

True False 2. It is important to provide support of the body parts
above and below the joints when it is moved.

True False 3. The person with one-sided weakness may have loss of
half of the visual field of one or both eyes. He may
also tend to fall toward the stronger side.

True False 4. Rehabilitation should be started as soon as possible.

True False 5. Rehabilitation involves concern for the person, an
understanding of his attitudes and a sensitivity to
his feelings.

True False 6. If the person cannot talk, explanations of things to
be done for him can be omitted.

True False 7. All joints have a capability to move in all directions.

True False 8. When you are doing the exercise for the person it is
called active exercise.

True False 9. The principle of good body mechanics should be observed
by the homemaker-home health aide to prevent pain,
strain or injury.

True False 10. Improvising devices if they are not available may be
necessary. For example, many devices can be made useful
by enlarging or lengthening their handles.

True False 11. To gain strength and confidence should be made the goal
during the early part of rehabilitation.

True False 12. When doing range of motion exercises the weaker side of
the body such as the hand and arm should initially be
used to move the stronger hand and arm.
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ANSWERS

1. True

2. True

3. False

4. True

5. True

6. False

7. False

8. False

9. True

10. True

11. True

12. False
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Rehabilitation and Meeting Human Needs

Discussion Questions 1: Rehabilitation

Handout 1: Exercises
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Exercise 1: Rehabilitation and Meeting Human Needs

This exercise will provide for a focused discussion of meeting human
needs of individuals and families for selected rehabilitation situations.

- Ask the trainees to list several types of rehabilitation
situations that may be encountered.

- List basic human needs that would apply in all the situations.

- For each enumerate the special needs of the persons served and
specific knowledge or skills needed.

- Have the group indicate how each of those needs will be met.

- Discuss the role of the homemaker-home health aide.
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Discussion Questions 1: Rehabilitation

1. Why are range of motion exercises important?

2. What changes can be made on many ordinary household items
to help the handicapped person function better?

3. What things can make eating easier for the disabled person?

4. What attitude is important in working with a handicapped
person?

5. What are some of the important points to consider when
caring for a person with one-sided weakness?
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SHOULDER EXERCISES

Grasp the person's arm by placing one hand just above the elbow and with
the other hand support the person's wrist and hand, (or have the person)
move his arm:

forward and upward along the side of his head;

- downward to his side;

- backward from the starting position;

- sideways away from the body to above the head and back to
the starting position;

- outward from the shoulder with the upper arm resting on the
bed and elbow bent, turn lower arm down and then up.

ELBOW EXERCISE

Grasp the person's arm by placing one hand above the elbow and with the
other hand support his wrist and hand (or have the person):

- move the hand toward the shoulder;

- straighten the arm.

FOREARM EXERCISE

Rest the person's upper arm on the bed with the forearm upright. Grasp
his wrist with one hand and his hand with the other, (or have the person):

- twist the palm toward the person and then away.

WRIST EXERCISE

Grasp the person's forearm and wrist with one hand and use the fingers of
the other hand to (or have the person):

- move the hand forward;

- move it backward;

- move it side to side.

FINGER EXERCISE

Support the person's forearm and wrist with one hand and use the fingers
of the other hand to (or have the person):

- bend fingers, then straigten them;

- spread fingers apart and bring them together.
_
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THUMB EXERCISE

Support the person's hand and fingers with one hand and grasp his thumb
with the other hand (or have the person):

- move the thumb across the palm and straighten;

move the thumb in a wide, circular motion.

HIP AND LEG EXERCISE

Support the person's leg by giving support under the knee and heel (or
have the person):

- raise the knee toward the chest producing as much bending
at the hip as possible, within the person's tolerance and comfort;

raise the leg straight up as possible, hold for a count of five (5)
and lower the leg gently.

Continue to support the leg by placing one hand under his ankle and the
other hand just under the knee (or have the person):

move the leg outward from the body as far as possible;

return the leg to the starting position and move it across
the other leg as far as possible.

Rest the person's leg on the bed, place one hand on top of his knee and
the other on top of his ankle - or if the leg and hip are flexed place
one hand under ankle and one under his knee (or have the person):

turn the leg inward (toe toward center) and then outward;

- have the person turn on his side or stomach;

move the entire leg back as far as possible.

KNEE EXERCISE

Flex the person's hip; raise the leg high and support his leg by placing
one hand just above his knee and grasp his ankle with the other hand
(or have the person):

bend the leg at the knee;

- straighten the leg.

ANKLE EXERCISES

Rest the person's leg on the bed. Place one hand jrst above the ankle to
stabilize it and grasp the heel in the palm of the other hand. The sole
of the foot should be resting against the forearm (or have the person):
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- move the foot up toward the leg;

- move the foot down;

- turn the foot so the sole faces out away from the body;

- turn the foot inward toward the body.

TOE EXERCISES

Hold the person's foot with one hand and use the other hand (or have the
person):

- bend toes down toward the ball of his foot;

- bet _ his toes back.
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UNIT H: SIMPLE TREATMENTS AND EMERGENCY CARE

ESTIMATED TIME: 3 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Professional nurse or first-Aid
instructor for emergency care

INTRODUCTION

This unit describes how the homemaker-home health aide applies
moist and dry hot and cold treatments, takes weights, applies non-
sterile dressings, and gives simple emergency care.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The trainee will be able to:

apply both moist and dry hot and cold treatments

apply nonsterile dressings

- weigh a person

give simple emergency care.

SUGGESTED MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

See each section of the unit.

CONTENT

Demon.6ttate the application oi unstetiCe dtes.s.Engs. Wtite on the
board the equipment: a papeA of bag 7co_t disposae. o i the 5caed
dte.ssing, ceaan dtessing, tape, cold ot ceothespLn to
pzIck up the soiled dtessing.

Part 1: Dressings and Simple Treatments

Dressings which are not sterile may require changing, but should
only be done when and as indicated in the care plan. Dressings
put over wounds or surgical openings are usually sterile. However,
a dry nonsterile dressing may also be used over the skin when the
skin is not broken or the wound is healing and well crusted over.
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To change an unsterile dry dressing:

- the homemaker-home health aide should wash her hands

explain to the person what will bo done

assemble equipment

keep the dressing clean and as free from contamination as
possible, even though it is not a sterile dressing and will
not be in contact with an open sore or break in the skin

- remove the tape and soiled unsterile dressing, picking it
up with a spring clothespin or tongs or by touching only
the cleanest part

wrap the soiled dressing in several layers of paper or a
paper bag, to be discarded in the incinerator or covered
trash container

- observe the sterile dressing that is being removed for any
discharge

- apply and tape the unsterile dressing in place

- wash hands

record observations of the dressing on the care plan and
the time when the dressing was changed

- report anything unusual to the supervisor, such as pus,
hot, reddened area around the wound, foul odor, excessive
drainage or bleeding on the dressing.

The next skiee6 to demonstkate ake how to apply hot and coed tfrteat-
memts. Hot cot coed tkeatments should nevek be done without okdnis.
The cake peau wiee inc.Cude what tkeatments cute to be done by the
homemaket-home health

Hot Applications

The purposes for the use of heat are to:

warm the person

- ease aching muscles

increase circulation

promote healing

promote comfort.
'71 AL ki
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Thc iuSt7ucto7 matt use c.z modiy Exczc-isc 1. (ftitC eqftiPmellt
heeded oh the boaqd: hot watot bag, stoppcz, watc't,
ceoth ci've't, the'mometeq (opti('hae).

To apply a hot water bag: The homemaker-home health aide should
apply heat only if specified in the treatment plan or by the super-
visor. Sometimes heat might be the wrong kind of treatment and
cause injury. Heat may be either dry or moist. Common forms of
dry heat are the hot water bottle and the electric heating pad.

When applying a hot water bottle, the water should be tested with
a cooking thermometer or the clenched fist: that is, hot enough
for the fist to stand it for a moment or the thermometer to reg-
ister a temperature of 115° to 130° F (45° to 54.4° C). The hag
should be filled 1/3 to 1/2 full. Remove air by laying it flat
on the table. Be sure there are no leaks, and cover with a soft
cloth before applying to the area of the body. Refill when bot-
tle becomes cool.

Check the area for redness. If area becomes red or painful, call
the supervisor. Extra care must be used in applying heat to chil-
dren and older_people because of greater sensitivity to heat. Re-
cord when and for how long the hot water bottle was in place.

After use remove the stopper, empty, and turn the bag upside down
to drain. After it is dry, allow some air into the hag to prevent
-ticking,

Doncitsttatc appeicatL.n c! hot ,:omoen.

!lot compresses are forms of moist heat that are sometimes used
instead of dry heat because they are more effective in certain
treatments such as infc'tions and are more easily applied to cer-
tain areas of the body such as the eyes. Several methods may be
used. Material (lightweight wool is good) should be cut 2 to 4
times larger than the area to be treated and be 4 thicknesses.
Moisten with warm water, and wring it as dry as possible. Cover
with a cloth and plastic. On some parts of the body a binder may
be used to hold the compress in place and a safety pin to hold
the binder in place. Avoid pressure. A heating pad that is
rubber-protected or a hot water bottle may be applied to keep
the compresses hot. Apply the heating pad to the person, but
do not have the person lie on it. Lying on the pad retains the
heat and may cause a burn. Follow the instructions of the Under-
writers Laboratory which accompany the pad. Keep the hot compress
in place for the prescribed length of time. A simple method is
to use a washcloth wrung out of hot water; cover .with plastic
and a hot water bottle to maintain the heat.

Report any unusual redness or pain to the supervisor and record
when the treatment was started, discontinued, and 'Ile individual's
reaction to it.

(4.14
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Demonstrate the use OA cc M tqCatmeilt5. Mite on the boatd
molt to be used; ice bag, coCCat, ot heavy peastic baq such as a
;itee:et bag, ctushed ice, so6t cloth covet, safety Re6eA to
Exetci.se 1.

Cold Applications

Cold applications are used to reduce swelling, pain, and to stop
bleeding. Cold applications may be either dry or moist. The home-
maker-home health aide will apply cold only when indicated on the
plan of care. Improperly applied, an ice bag can cause damage,
especially in an area of poor circulation. The area should be
observed for any unusual changes in the skin color, such as pallor.

Procedure:

crush ice and place in the container, filling it 1/3 to 1/2
full, and remove the excess air by forcing it out of the
bag with the hand or laying it flat on a surface

wrap and pin the cloth cover over the container before
placing it on the area to be treated

add ice as the hag warms, and change the outside cover
when it becomes moist

continue the treatment for the length of time ordered by
the physician

record on the care plan the time the treatment was started,
the reaction and if there were any unusual signs or symp-
toms and, if so, contact the supervisor

prepare the container for storage as was done with the
hot water bottle.

Use oA coed moist compresses Ls the next tAeatmeat to be discussed.
Wtite on the board the equipment needed: two u,t moke compAe66n,
ice water, peastic, towel.

Moist cold compresses are used in certain treatments when ordered
by the physician.

Procedure:

place a towel under the are to be treated

moisten the compress in ice water; wring it out and place
it on the area to he treated

cover with pastic if desired, to retain cold longer

change the compress as soon as it warms
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continue the treatment as long as ordered

usually the treatment is not effective after 15 to 20 minutes.

Weighing a Person

The person should be weighed when it has been ordered. Observe
first if the person appears to have good balance and feels strong
enough to stand on the scales.

A person's loss or gain of weight can be a very important indication
of the person's state of health and response to treatment. If the
person has a heart condition with fluid retention and edema and is
taking drugs, weighing the person indicates progress in reducing the
fluid retention and effectiveness of the drug. Obtaining an accu-
rate weight is, therefore, important.

Procedure:

- explain what will be done

ring the scales to the bedside

if needed, adjust the scale so the pointer is at zero

have the person remove his shoes and robe

have the person step on the scales, being ready to assist
him if he becomes unsteady

- observe the weight; do not hold onto the person at this
point (unless he is falling), as extra pressure on him
will add to his weight

- if necessary, help him off the scales and back to bed or
to a chair

record on the care plan his weight, when he was weighed,
and how he tolerated the procedure.

Ostomy Care

TIi care 06 the ostomy witt be done by the pAo6e66ionat. /n some
in.stance6 it may be. ecmaAy to can the wt4ounding area and
give carte to the skin. It impottant that the homemakek-home
heath aide know what an os tomy s and geneitaf cam_ 6ach as diet
and the 6uppoAt needed by the individuat.

An ostomy is a surgical opening into the intestine through the
abdominal wall. The opening may be on the right or left side of
the abdomen and is called a stoma. The waste matter from the bow-
el discharges through this opening, which takes the place of the
anus. One can live comfortably with part or all of the large in-
testine removed, since it functions primarily to absorb water and
store waste material.
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Surgery which removes part of the large intestine (colon) is called
a colostomy. Surgery removing all of the colon and leaving the
small intestine is called an ileostomy. The removal of the urinary
bladder is another operation that makes an opening in the abdominal
wall, which is called a urinary bypass or ureterostomy.

The care of the ostomy depends on where the surgery occurs; the
farther down the colon it is, the more closely the bowel contents
will resemble the normal bowel movements before surgery; the higher
up the bowel, the more liquid the bowel contents will be.

The person with an ostomy is usually taught to 'are for it before
he goes home from the hospital. If more care s needed, the nurse
will provide it.

Persons who have had any of the surgical procedures creating an
ostomy will be using a bag or device for collecting body waste.
There are various types of ostomy bags. The individual will use
the type of bag best suited to his needs and life style. The types
of bag include:

a disposable, temporary bag with an end opening to dis-
card contents

- a one-piece bag with an attached piece of adhesive around
the opening of the stoma

a one-piece bag with attached mounting piece which is sup-
ported by a lightweight belt and requires no adhesive.

The homemaker-home health aide may be asked to help the person clean
the skin or to dispose of the contents of the bag. Some points to
remember are:

bags with an end opening can be rinsed out with an asepto
syringe as needed and do not need to be changed as often,
which reduces skin irritation

the person will want two bans so one can air out while
the other is worn

some people with colostomies who have good bowel regulation
prefer to wear only a gauze dressing over the stoma

. clean and dry skin around the stoma and cover it with
a 4" x 4" dressing held in place by tape

. use care not to spread germs when changing the dressing;
put the soiled dressing into newspaper and dispose of
it in the trash

. men may wear an elastic supporter or a homemade muslin
binder with ties to keep the dressing in place

A
41 el
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the ileostomy bag requires a tight fit because of the liq-
uid bowel contents and constant drainage; the appliance or
bag must be changed when there is leakage; it may need to
be emptied every 3 to 4 hours and changed every 5 to 7 days.

The diet needs careful consideration. Foods, particularly those
that are gas-forming, will have to be experimented with. Common
foods that cause gas for many people are: nuts, beans, onion,
melons, vegetables of the cabbage family, sugar and sweets. Gas
escaping from the ostomy cannot be controlled, since there are no
muscles present to close the opening. The tight-fitting rubber or
plastic bag helps control odors, but the dressing gives no protection
against odors. Foods such as nuts, raisins or prunes which cause di-
arrhea should he avoided. Prevention of diarrhea is even more im-
portant for the person with an ileostomy because of the loss of im-
portant electrolytes. A person with an ileostomy should never eat
coconut, as it tends to "ball up" and could cause an obstruction.
Remind the person to chew food well. After approximately six weeks
the person will be able to better determine the foods he can tolerate.

N,Aify the supervisor if the pe on has diarrhea. The person should
not irrigate the ostomy when di :rhea is present. The nerson who
has a colostomy should never take a laxative.

The emotional reactions to the loss of bowel control require a
great deal of support and understanding. It is important to be a
good listener. Another person who has successfully adjusted to his
colostomy often provides great assistance in demonstrating how well
one can manage. Local contacts may be made through the American
Cancer Society or the United Ostomy Association. Part of the grief
process felt by the person over loss of a body part might have oc-
curred before leaving the hospital. It is important to help him
express his emotions, as he still may not accept the surgery and
be repulsed by the stoma. Try to help him feel as calm as possible.
Help him understand that adverse emotions affect the bowel motion
and the regulation of the bowel. The homemaker-home health aide
must be very careful to show no distasteful reaction to the stoma.
The person needs to feel accepted by those around him, particularly
those giving him care.

Part 2: Emergencies

This rarer o the unit (LW:5 with emekgency 6ituation6 and the cane
which 5houtd be given. I

First aid is care needed for persons who suffer accidents or sudden
illnesses. A person should be treated as a whole entity -- physically,
emotionally, and mentally. The person may need reassurance as well
as physical care. The whole environment must be evaluated, as care
may be needed to prevent further injury. First aid also includes
care that must be given if help is not available or is delayed.

1 American Red Cross. Advanced First Aid and Emergency Care, 2nd ed., 1979.

r.
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Since this section covers only the most life-threatening situations,
it is advisable to take a course in cardiopulmonary resuscitation
and have a current American Red Cross or other first aid book read-
ily available in the home for information about care of other emer-
gencies that are less life-threatening.

In the home, emergency phone numbers should be posted by the phone.
These should include emergency squad, fire department, physician,
hospital, police department, and poison-Llntrol center. If someone
needs immediate help, it may be up to the homemaker-home health aide
to evaluate the situation and give emergency care according to the
priority of needs. See Exhibit 1.

Emergency care includes:

help to restore breathing

- help for the heart attack victim

stopping heavy bleeding

care for poisoning

care for shock.

Do not leave someone who needs immediate help. Have someone else
call for help. When someone needs help but not immediate care to
sustain life, the homemaker-home health aide's responsibility is to
prevent more injury, seek medical help, and keep the person calm.
Good judgment is needed to give good emergency care. The whole
situation must be looked at, to see what help is needed first and
what the problems are.

Reiiet to Exhibit 2 6o4 /steps to take.

The eight steps to be taken in order of action are:

rescue the person if there is danger to the person

restore or maintain breathing and heartbeat

control heavy bleeding

treat poisoning or ingestion of harmful chemicals

- prevent or reduce shock

examine the person carefully

seek medical help

keep checking the person until medical help is obtained;
let the supervisor know what has happened as soon as it
is safe to leave the person unattended.

CJ'
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One of the first decisions is whether or not the person should be
moved. Do not move the person unless you must. Consider the
injur- that moving might cause the person, the danger to the res-
cuer or Person from surroundings and the danger to the person from
existing injuries and other conditions. Examine the person method-
ically. Loosen constricting clothing and remove or open clothing
as needed to examine the person adequately.

Maintaining and Restoring Breathing

The 4/List pkimity eme/Lgency caw to /Le4to/Le and maintain
b/Leathing. Thi s i4 cateed mouth-to-mouth teAwscitation. Have
'student's !tetunn the demowstkation.

Check first for breathing. To tilt the head, place one hand under
the neck, lift gently, and push down on the forehead with the other
hand to open the airway and_ check for breathing. Put your cheek
and ear close to the victim's mouth. Listen and feel for the breath
for about 5 seconds. If the person is not breathing, remove any ob-
vious material in the mouth or give mouth-to-mouth breathing right
away:

send someone to call for help

keep the head tipped hack, and pinch the nose with the thumb
and fore inger of the hand on the forehead; take a deep
breath and open your mouth wide

cover the person's mouth with your mouth, and blow four
quick, full breaths, as fast as possible, but lift your
head and take a breath between each four breaths

- after four breaths check his pulse and his breathing again
for at least 5 but no more than 10 seconds (cheek the DU1RP
on the side of his neck nearest you by placing the fingers
on the far side of the voice box, mid-neck

if the person has a pulse and is not breathing, give one
full breath every 5 seconds

- for a baby, blow into the mouth and nose and give small
puffs of breath every 3 seconds

- if there is no pulse, cardiopulmonary resuscitation is
needed; if the homemaker-home health aide has not been
trained to give CPR, continue mouth-to-mouth breathing
until help arrives; there may be a faint pulse which is
not felt.

Control of Bleeding

Have .Students plactice a.1.1))Cyiaci Wievgcle over the "wound".
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If the person is bleeding heavily, the best way to control it is
to hold a thick pad of clean cloth over the wound and to press
down hard. If no pad is available, use the bare hand until one
can be obtained. If the injury is on an extremity, and if there
-e no broken bones, also raise the injured part above the level

uf the heart. Support it with rolled-up coats, etc. Maintain
these measures until help arrives.

Foreign Body in the Airway

Fiut aid en. 6okeign-body obstnuction in the aitway a anotheA
erneitgency action. (Thy inOtmation a 6kom Ametican Red C11.066,
Fitist Aid dm Fokeign Body ObstAuction o6 the Ai'tway, 1978.)

Do not interfere with the person's attempts to expel an object if
he is still able to breathe or cough. When there is complete ob-
struction:

the person has probably been eating and may clutch the
throat

the person will be unable to speak, cough, or breathe

his face may turn darker; if so, immediately:

. stand to the side and slightly behind the victim

. place one hand high on the hard part of the victim's
chest, and lean the Person forward until his head
is chest-level or lower

. give 4 back blows in rapid succession

. give 4 manual thrusts

. repeat the above nrocedure until he can breathe.

Back blows are a rapid series of sharp whacks delivered by

the heel of the hand over the spine and between the shoulder
blades. These can be done with the person sitting, standing
or lying.

To do a manual thrust:

. stand behind the person who is now bent over, and
place the thumb side of your fist, palm down, into
the area just above the victim's navel

. grasp the fist with the other hand

. press the fist into the victim's abdomen with a
quick upward thrust; do this 4 times.

- continue with the sequence of 4 back blows and 4 manual
thrusts.

I1 E'
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If the victim is unconscious:

- do mouth-to-mouth breathing if air can pass through; if
there is no pulse, do cardiopulmonary resuscitation, if
trained to do it

- remove any obvious foreign material in the mouth.

Demon,stkate mithout a victim how to 4tand and wimp akm around
hi)s waist, bon the manuat thtwst. Have 4tudent6 pkactice the
pmition on each ohek without actuatey doing the thkust.

Emergency Care for Poisoning

Poisoning may be the cause of sudden collapse. Vomiting and heavy,
labored breathing may mean the person has taken poison. These signs
may also indicat disease, internal injury, or other problems. Look
for a container w'ich may help determine what the person has drunk
or eaten. Check the mouth for chemical burns, and check to see if
the breath smells. If the person is conscious and not having con-
vulsions, give sips of water or milk to an adult and a little less
to a child. This will dilute the poison. If the person becomes
nauseated, discontinue the dilution. Try to identify the poison,
and call the poison control center, emergency department or physi-
cian immediately. The printed antidote on the container may be
wrong, so do not follow the directions. Keep syrup of ipecac, ac-
tivated charcoal, and epsom salts on hand, as the poison control
center may advise use of one of these. Also check to see if the
person is breathing and prepare to give care for shock.

Care for Shock

Have etudents pkactice giving cake bon a "4hock victim".

Take measures to prevent shock after first examination of the per-
son is done and immediate care is given. Shock can happen to any-
one who has lost a lot of body fluid, becomes extremely ill, or is
badly hurt. Shock can keep the organs from working normally. It
can be made worse by extreme fright or pain. A person can go into
shock and die. Anyone with a serious injury should receive follow-
up medical care even if he appears to have recovered.

In the meantime care for shock should be given and will include the
following:

- have the person lie down

- keep him as calm as possible

keep him as comfortable as possible

maintain a normal body temperature (if it is hot, provide
shade; if it is cold, provide protection from cold both
under and over the victim)

410
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elevate the feet, unless a broken bone or an abdominal or
head injury is suspected; never elevate any unsplinted
fracture.

If the person has a head wound or trouble breathing, elevate the
head and shoulders only. The person should be flat on his back
if a broken back is suspected.

When a person is bleeding from the mouth or vomiting, turn him on
his side so fluid will drain from his mouth, if the injuries permit.

Burns

Bunny a4e anothe4 howsehotd emergency that need 6Ltst-aid treatment
when they occun. in0Aniation is 64orn Red C406,5 FiAst Aid
Modute Fi46t Aid 04 Bunn6, 1977.)

The immediate hazards of burns are:

shock

swelling of tissues and breathing passages

loss of body fluid through the burned area

pain

death.

Infection is always a danger, especially if there are blisters or
loss of skin. The seriousness of a burn depends on the depth of a
burn, the size, location, the size and physical condition of the
person. Infants, small children, elderly persons, and persons who
are weak or ill are at greater risk from burns than a healthy,
younger person.

Four critical areas of the body are:

hands

feet

face

genitals.

Burns on the face, nose, and mouth may indicate burns in the res-
piratory system. This kind of burn may cause the passage to swell
and interfere with the ability to breathe or stop breathing. If

this occurs, give mouth-to-mouth respiration or CPR if necessary,
and get immediate medical help.

A first-degree burn involves the top layer of skin. A second-
degree burn involves more than the surface layers of skin. A
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second-degree burn and deeper on critical areas requires immediate
medical attention. A third-degree burn goes entirely through the
skin and may burn the tissue below. Any third-degree burn requires
medical attention.

The purposes of first-aid treatment are to:

relieve pain

reduce the chance of infection

reduce the likelihood of shock.

Cool water can be used directly on a small burn that is not open
and not very deep. Cool the area until the pain is reduced. Pat
dry, gently with sterile gauze. (Material may be sterilized by
washing with soap and hot water and ironing several times with a
hot iron.) If the burn is over a large area but not deep, cool as
above, but cover with a sterile dressing. Dry, insulated cold packs
may then be used over the dressing.

Do not put water on deep burns, because the skin and tissue are open
and there is danger of infection:

cover with a thick, dry, sterile dressing and bandage

do not remove clothing stuck to a burned area

dry, insulated cold packs may be used over the bandage

have the person lie down and elevate the injured area if
it does not cause more pain

get medical care as quickly as possible.

Suspected Heart Attack

Heart attack usually occurs when one of the blood vessels supplying
the heart becomes blocked. The person will usually experience pain
and shortness of breath. The pain is in no chest and often radiates
to the left shoulder, neck, or arm. The person may be very pale or
have a bluish discoloration of the lips, skin and fingernail beds.
As a rule, the person is in shock. The heart attack may or may not
be accompanied by loss of consciousness.

It is imperative to take immediate action when intense pressure,
tightness or squeezing in the center of the chest persists for five
minutes or more, when it spreads across the chest or to either
shoulder or arm, neck, or jaw, and when it is associated with
sweating, nausea, vomiting, shortness of breath or fainting.

place the person having a heart attack in a comfortable
position; often a sitting position is most comfortable
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- if breathing stops, immediately begin mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation

- have someone call the ambulance or rescue squad equipped
with oxygen and have the person's physician notified

- do not give liquids to an unconscious patient

- if the heart stops beating, "cardiopulmonary resuscitation",
CPR (heart-lung revival), must be done by someone who has
had training in this technique; most rescue squad and am-
bulance workers have had this training; the American Red
Cross and American Heart Association offer CPR training
through local chapters.

Convulsions (Seizures)

The homemaker -home heath aide may encountek conmtaions in 'at 04
disabted peuons and chitdkeo. Undetstanding o6 the cause and -imme-
diate cake ake impoktant to avoid panicking.

Convulsions (also called seizures) are involuntary and usually
violent muscular spasms involving the entire body. During a con-
vulsion the person is unconscious. In infants and young children
convulsions may accompany a period of high fever. Convulsions
that develop later in the course of a childhood disease are more
serious and may indicate complications of the central nervous sys-
tem. Convulsions which occur in older children and adults may ac-
company severe illness or a head injury or may be a form of epilepsy.

At the start of a convulsion the body muscles will be rigid for a
few seconds. This phase is then followed by jerking movements and
a bluish color of the face and lips. Drooling or foaming at the
mouth may occur. Following a seizure the person will be very tired
and sleep deeply.

First aid involves maintaining an open airway and preventing the
person from hurting himself. Do not restrain him or try to stop
his movements. Do not give any liquids; do not place him in a tub
of water. Do not try to force anything between his teeth. Keep
hands away from his mouth. Give mouth-to-mouth resuscitation if
necessary. If repeated convulsions occur, consult the health pro-
fessional, and take the patient to the hospital. Report the length
and characteristics of the convulsion to the health professional.
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ASSESSMENT

Please select the best answer by checking on the appropriate blanks.

1. The purposes for the use of heat are:

a. to increase circulation

b. to prevent bleeding

c. to relax aching muscles

d. to promote comfort

a, c, and d are correct

a, b, and c are correct

all are correct

2. Cold applications are used for the following purposes:

a. promote healing

b. stop bleeding

c. reduce swelling

d. ease pain

a, c and d are correct

b and d are correct

b, c and d are correct

all are correct

3. Observation of unusu igns is important when applying hot or cold
compresses. -he honk -Iaker-hcme health aide should record on the care
plan the fol:.v ing:

a. any reaction to the treatment

b. nuhiness when cold compress is applied

c. redness or bluish color of the skin

d. pain on the part

a and c are correct

b and d are correct
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When surgery is done to remove a par; of the colon it is called:

a. an ileostomy

b. a colostomy

c. urinary bypass

5. The purposes for giving emergency care to a person are:

a. to restore breathing

b. to provide nourishment

c. to sustain life

d. to co _r ,1 bleeding

a, and d are correct

a and d are correct

b and c are correct

all are correct

6 to 9. Among the many lifesaving activities rank the following in the

order of what should be done first (mark 1-4).

6.

7.

8.

9.

seek medical help

rescue the person if there is danger to the person

keep checking the person until medical help is obtained

control heavy bleeding

10. Which of the following activities is the most applicable emergency

measure to control heavy bleeding?

a. raise the injured part below the heart

b. place a thick pad of clean cloth over the wound and

apply pressure

c. call the doctor
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11. In case of poison, the following should be called first for help:

a. the father of the person

b. poison control center

c. a taxi cab

12. Shock may be caused most likely by one of the following:

a. severe bleeding

b. hairline fracture

c. thirst

13. In burns, which of the following could pose as an immediate threat

to life?

a. a loss of body fluid through the burned area

b. pain

c. shock

14. In burns, the critical areas of the body are:

a. abdomen, hands and face

b. genitals, hands, feet and face

c. buttocks, abdomen, and chest

d. none of the above

15. Symptoms of heart attack include:

a. pain in the chest

b. nausea and vomiting

c. bluish color of the lips

d. difficulty of breathing

a, c, and d are correct

a, b, and d are correct

all are correct
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16. When the person is unconscious, the most important thin to remember

is:

a. provide warmth

b. do not give liquids by mouth

c. wake the patient up

17. To prevent poisoning of children, which of the following preventions

is best:

a. keep poisons locked or in places where children cannot

reach them

b. keep an antidote ready in case children take poison

c. have an emergency number to call

18. When a person needs help other than to sustain his life, your goals

of care are to:

a. comfort the person

b. seek medical help

c. prevent more injury

b only

c only

all of the above

19. Which of the following should be given to a person with an ileostomy?

a. a laxative every night

b. gas-forming foods

c. nuts, raisins, prunes

all of the above

none of the above

a only
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20. An unsterile dressing is used:

a. to absorb drainage

b. help keep the sterile dressing in place

c. to hide an unsightly wound

all of the above

none of the above

a and b
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ANSWERS

1. a, c, and d

2. b, c, and d

3. all are correct

4. b

5. a, c, and d

6. 3

7. 1

8. 4

9. 2

10. b

11. b

12. a

13. c

14. b

15. all are correct

16. b

17. a

18. all of the above

19. none of the above

20. a and b
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Use of Hot and Cold Treatments

Exhibit 1: Emergency Care

Exhibit 2: Eight Steps in Emergency Action

Discussion Questions 1: Simple Treatment and Emergency Care
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Exercise 1: Use of Hot and Cold Treatments

This exercise is designed to familiarize trainees with the following
procedures. Preparation, administration, and follow-up will be
covered.

- Divide into twos or threes.

Describe each procedure or demonstration in use of hot
and cold treatments.

Alternate tasks within the small groups.

Discuss benefits and limitations of each procedure. The
role of the homemaker-home health aide should also be
explored.

- Practice explaining the procedures and discuss how persons
receiving the services might feel about them.



Exhibit 1: ELnpigtnEycTLe

Help to Restore Breathing

Help for fin Heart Attack Victim

Stopning l A.livy Bleeding

Care for Poisoning

Care for Shock
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Exhibit 2: Eight Steps in Emergency Action

Eight Steps to be Taken in Order of Action

Rescue the person if there is

danger to the person.

Restore or maintain breathing

and heart beat.

Control heavy bleeding.

Treat poisoning.

Prevent shock.

Examine the person carefully.

Seek medical help.

Keep checking the person until

medical help is obtained.
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Discussion Questions 1: Simple Treatment and Emergency Care

1. What are the reasons dry heat is used as a treatment?

2. Why is moist heat used as a treatment?

3. Why are cold treatments used?

4. In order of priority, name the first four emergency
conditions that should be considered for action.

5. Why are unsterile dressings used?

6. Why is it important to weigh a person accurately?

434
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UNIT I: MOTHER AND BABY CARE

ESTIMATED TIME: 1 hour

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Professional Nurse

INTRODUCTION

This unit describes basic care of the mother and infant. Included
in this unit are demonstrations of how to hold, bathe, and feed
the infant.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The trainee will be able to:

apply important concepts of personal care during pregnancy
and following birth of the baby

- aid the family in adjustment of the family to the new member

- bathe the baby

hold the baby in a safe manner

feed the baby.

SUGGESTED MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT

Audiovisual aids--Ross Laboratories; Maternity Center Association

Infant-sized doll

Bathtub (small plastic)

Lotion or powder

Diaper and shirt

Blanket

Towel and washcloth

Soap and soap dish.
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CONTENT

Part 1: Caring for the Mother

Thus unit cleats with some a4 the impoAtant concepts o4 peuona
cane duA,big ptegnancy and Wet the bath o4 the baby.

Pregnancy is, by and large, a normal process. Seldom do complica-
tions occur, but when they do, they can be serious. It is, therefore,
important for the mother-to-be to seek medical care as soon as she
suspects she is pregnant. Homemaker-home health aide services for a
pregnant mother usually occur if it is a complicated pregnancy or the
mother is under unusual stress because of family responsibilities
and there are several other children.

When in the home setting and taking care of a pregnant woman, the
important things for the homemaker-home health aide to remember are:

encourage a balanced diet; this is important for the mother
and especially for the growth of the fetus

- follow the care plan carefully, which will include activity
orders; bed rest is sometimes ordered for high blood pres-
sure or vaginal bleeding which may occur, with a threat of
miscarriage

make sure the physician is aware of any medication the
mother-to-be might be taking; birth defects may result
from taking certain medicines

discourage smoking and drinking alcohol; growth of the
baby can be affected, and birth defects may arise from
these practices

do treatments as ordered, such as blood pressure, temper-
ature, pulse, and respiration; record and report any
unusual readings

observe the mother-to-be carefully for signs of bleeding
if there is a threat of miscarriage and for any severe
pain; report these immediately

encourage good personal and dental hygiene

try to help the mother-to-be to feel as optimistic as
possible; try to provide a calm environment for her to
help her general feeling of well-being

encourage exercises as allowed

- help her maintain a good fluid intake for her general
health

teach her how to use good body mechanics.
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Postpartum Care

When the homemaker-home health aide is in the home soon after
delivery, it is usually because special care is needed by the
mother or baby because of risk factors or because care of the
family would be too demanding of the mother's strength. The
following are factors to be considered in working with the new
mother:

emotional changes may range from depression to elation
in both parents; the mother may be irr4.table and weeping
at times; be understanding and patient

relieve the mother by helping to care for the baby and
other children as needed, so the mother gets adequate
rest

- involve the family in the care of the new baby to help
in family adjustment

help with home management activities as needed to assist
the mother

- encourage the mother to:

. wash the breast first with a rotating motion

. eEL a balanced diet

. get adequate rest and exercise

. interact with the family unit

. take time to get to know her baby

watch for signs of infection (pain, elevated temperature,
or foul odor to the vaginal discharge), and report any of
these signs or symptoms immediately

watch for vaginal bleeding; the discharge should change
from bright red to pink to white within several days;
report excessive bleeding immediately.

Part 2: Caring for the Baby

Demon,stAate how to pick up and hoed the baby, toing a doe don..
demon's nation.

To pick up the baby:

put one hand under the buttocks

put the other hand under the head, neck, and shoulders

A :1!-.
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raise the baby gently towards your body

avoid sudden, jerky movements.

Shift to the football hold:

continue the support to the baby's head, neck, back and
buttocks

swing the baby to the side to rest on the hip on the same
side as the hand that is providing support to the head

leaves one hand to pick up articles, adjust blankets, etc.

Have the student-6 pkactice picking up acid hcediag the "baby".

Demo)26,t.tate eedinci cold bulpiug the baba.

If the mother is breast-feeding the baby, she will probably already
have established a routine. If she needs help, remember to have her:

wach hands before breast-feeding

wash the nipples with warm water and a soft cloth before
feeding; a daily shower should he adequate, but be sure
the nipples are rinsed well if soap is used

- make sure baby is dry and comfortable before feeding

help the baby find the nipple: tickling his cheek nearest
the nipple will help him turn his head towards it

help the mother to find a comfortable position

burp the baby by:

. placing him face down, upright on the lap, or at the
shoulder for burping, gently rubbing or patting his
hack

record the reaction to feeding: was there nipple pain?
does the baby seem full?

For bottle-feeding:

wash hands

prepare formula as directed

make sure equipment is clean and/or sterile according to
the supervisor's directions; use aseptic or thermal steri-
lization, it sterilization is required

make sure baby is dry and comfortable before feeding
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cradle the baby in a comfortable position

- burp baby

record the amount of formula taken and reaction to the
feeding (eager to eat, not interested in eating, etc.).

Bathing the Baby

The next demonstkation 4.6 bathing the baby. COL(.te on the :.)oaAd
equipment needed: tub wt. kitchen 6ink, bath ttay, toica atirte4--
soap, cotton, towel, washceoth, babel totion, clean ctothing. Have
each tflainee .LettlAit the demootAation. Watch that the hot wateA
6aucet i s fumed away {nom the baby i6 the kitchen 6ink L. coed.

Note: Baby will require a sponge bath until the navel is healed.
Special care may be needed for the circumcision until it is healed.
Procedure:

wash hands

prepare the environment; it should be draft-free and warm

bath water should be at 100 degrees F (37.7 degrees C)

prepare baby for the bath: bring im to the area, undress
him, and cover him with a towel

wash scalp, rinse, and dry

wash face, neck, and ears witn pla_,1 water

- cleL,n nostrils

put baby into the tub (after navel is healed)

. wash his body, making sure creases are

. wash between labia for the baby girl

. if the boy baby is not circumcized, pull back the
foreskin carefully, and cleanse the penis

. follow orders for care of the circumcision

. dry car fully in all creases

examine nails, push back cuticle and cut nails, preferably
when baby is asleep

add lotion and/or powder as needed to the body.

Care of an older child or baby is given according to the direction
of the physician. Include foods only as suggested. Follow other
established routines fo bathinr and sleeping.
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Stn.e66 the impmtence oA immunization on the young chitd.

The following immunizations for children are recommended by tl'
Center or Disease Control:

Age Type of Immunization

2 months DTP* Polio

4 months DTP* Polio

6 months DTP* **

15 months Measles, mumps, rubella (only one
shot is needed of each. Some
physicians give a combination
injection in a single shot, MMR)

18 months DTP* Polio

4 - 6 years
before starting
school

DTP* Polio

Diphtheria/tetanus booster should
be given every ten years or fol-
lowing a dirty wound if a booster
has not been given in the preceding
five years.

* DTP: diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis (whooping cough)

** Some physicians give one additional dose of polio when the child
is six months old.
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ASSESSMENT

1-3. Name three things the pregnant woman should do to improve her
health and the baby's.

4-5. When the pregnant woman is on bedrest what are two signs to
watch for that could mean a serious complication?

6-8. Name the positions for burping the baby.

Circle the correct one:

9. False/True The baby will require a sponge bath until the
navel is healed.

10. False/True It is easier to cut the baby's nails when he
is awake.

11. False/True The circumcision needs no special care.

12. False/True Immunizations should be started just before the
child enters school.
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ANSWERS

1. Eating a balanced diet.

2. Stopping smoking.

3. Not drinking alcoholic beverages.

4. Infection.

5. Bleeding.

6. Face down on the lap.

7. At the shoulder

8. Upright on the lap.

9. True.

10. False.

11. False

12. False.

0
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AIDS

Exercise 1: Basic Need Factors for Mothers, Newborns, and the
Family

Discussion Questions 1: Mother and Baby Care
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Exercise 1: Basic Need Factors for Mothers, Newborns, and the
Family

The purpose of this exercise is to explore the basic needs of
families with newborn infants.

Have the trainees list the basic needs and any special
needs created by the adc:.itional family member.

List them on a flipchart or board, using the following
headings:

Needs Infant Sibling(s) Mother Father

Basic:

Special:

Discuss specific knowledge and skills required.
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Discussion Questions 1: Mother and Baby Care

1. Discuss the health care measures the pregnant woman
should follow to maintain and improve her health.

2. What are some of the factors the homemaker-home
health aide must consider in taking care of a mother
and a new baby?

3. How can the father and other children be included in
care of the mother and baby?

4. Discuss the important points to follow in holding
the infant.

5. Discuss the importance of immunization.

6. What points are important to remember in bottle-feeding
the baby?
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SECTION V

APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS - PRACTICUM

Section V is a continuation of the learning exper-
ience in which the trainee has an opportunity to in-
tegrate understanding and knowledge of working with
people and the practical skills of home management
and personal care in service to individuals and fam-
ilies in their own homes.

4d:
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APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS - PRACTICUM

ESTIMATED TIME: 15 hours

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: The instructor or instructors for this
unit will depend upon local planning and agreements regard-
ing responsibility for the field practice. The course in-
structor or coordinator may participate and should coordin-
ate the field practice. Agency personnel may supervise the
practice according to availability of staff. It is most
desirable that a nurse supervise the personal care skills.
(See pages 2 and 5 for further suggestions.)

INTRODUCTION

The field work aspect of the training program is designed as a
practical learning experience for the trainee to utilize the
skills and knowledge gained through laboratory and lectures in ac-
tual services to individuals and families. It is also designed
to assist with the further development of positive attitudes
needed to provide services to individuals and families and ex-
perience the role of homemaker-home health aide in its totality.
This can best be achieved by supervised field practice. That is,
field visits are made to individuals and families in their homes.
An instructor is present to observe and help the trainee when
further instruction is needed.

The goal of field instruction is to reinforce and help integrate
learned skills and knowledge. It takes place under the guidance
of the field instructor or an agency staff member. The field ex-
perience should provide additional learning experiences as well
as an opportunity for the trainee to demonstrate what has been
learned. Cases should be carefully selected to ensure that the
objectives intended are met and are coordinated with and rein-
force learning experiences gained from the preceding units of
instruction. In addition, the opportunity to work with the care
team can further clarify the homemaker-home health aide role.
The environment of the agency itself provides a learning experi-
ence for the trainee.

The practical learning experience will vary in accordance with the
overall training plan. If a learn-work plan* is in effect, then

* Trainees go to classes half-time and work half-time, or some other
combination of hours.

44 c,
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supervised practice may take place as the trainee moves from
the simple to more complex cases using opportunities for spe-
cific kinds of experience as these are available. The objec-
tive of reinforcing and integrating skills and knowledge must
be maintained. When training takes place outside of the agency
as a continuous full-time course, it may be more convenient to
schedule a specific block of time for field practice. This may
be particularly true when training takes place in a community
college with open enrollment, admitting registrants not yet em-
ployed by an agency.

The instructor-coordinator for the training course should be
responsible for planning and coordinating the field practice.
When it is necessary for a "special" instructor, i.e., the nurse
or a staff member of the agency to provide field guidance, that
individual should be carefully oriented to the purpose of the
field experience, the expected outcome for the trainee, and the
expected level of performance, including limitations.

Field practice should be concentrated and planned so that the
trainee will have a working knowledge of the scope of the home-
maker-home health aide role and how it relates to the overall
program of the agency.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

For all visits the trainee will be able to:

- prepare and plan for a visit to the home

. call the family to assure that visit is expected

. know how to dress properly

. assemble needed supplies

. review the record - ascertain the plan of care and
associated assigned tasks. Consult staff members
if necessary

establish a relationship by being sensitive to individual
needs and respecting the family's life style

provide services specified in the care plan, using learned
skills an knowledge

. organize work to conserve time and energy

. work safely and effectively

. leave the home or ill person's room neat and clean

. respect the independence of the individual
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help the family accept and carry out needed care and
treatment as found in the plan of care

- report and record activities performed, observe condi-
tions and any changes and problems not previously known
to the agency

- work with the care team or supervisor in an effective
and productive manner to provide needed services

know what procedure to follow if an emergency arises

- recognize the need for services provided by other agen-
cies in the community

EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS

Movie or slide projector.

CONTENT

Part 1: Orientation to Field Practice (1 hour)

The inotAuctot may now show a movie which ducAibez the homemakek-
home health aide /Lae. It cowed be one which wa4 uzed at the
4taAt ob the coume; mtc/ aeABettet Anzwee avaitabZe ptom the
Nationat Counci...e eon. HomemakeA-Home Heath Aide SeAvice4, Inc.

Pkovide handout giving in6oAmation about the Icietd pAactice agen-
cy, i.e., addAe44m, 4ta66 names, wonting houAz, peuonnet poti-
ca.'s, and otheA. e,mentiat in6oAmation. The puApo4e. o6 6iced ex-
peAience and expected outcome 4houed 'fibs° be oovided in wAitten
6onm.

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the field
practice component. The field experience should help to identify
trainee expectations and help the trainee to gain the experience
that he or she wants. It helps the trainee gain assurance in work-
ing with families and practicing learned skills in the "real" situ-
ation. The practicum is an integral part of the learning experi-
ence designed to integrate and reinforce what has been learned and
add new and different knowledge. It allows for additional help
and information as needed by the instructor. In a very different
way, it assists the trainee in knowing how to approach the family,
introduce him/herself, converse with the person(s) in the home
("How are things today?" and "What has happened since my last
visit?") and to explain what tasks or duties are to be perform-
ed. The homemaker-home health aide trainee will also learn how to
solicit individuals' comments or suggestions.

The orientation should provide specific information about the field
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agency,* its organization and its purpose in the community and
services provided, its organization and staffing, its policies
or procedures that may affect the trainee in field practice,
its expectations of agency personnel such as confidentiality,
promptness and its policies regarding referral and use of other
community resourc s for the individual or family served.

Part 2: Guide for Field Instructors

The 6ietd inhtAuctot may be a membek a 3 the agency who ha4 not
been iwamatety invotved in the ttairing to/Log/tam. It wowed be
deAAab!e bon the pemon 6kom the agency to paAticipate in att
meeting4 o6 inttuctom. Thete6ote, home guide's ake 4ugge4ted:
The4e. include:

- rientation to the concept and philosophy of the field
experience and its relationship to the total training
program emphasizing that it is a learning experience
as well as an opportunity to practice and integrate
what has been learned

- ertinent information about the trainee can contribute
to the field experience to make it most meaningful for
the trainee

- ases selected for field experience should not be too
complicated while at the same time allowing for the use
of and integration of several skills in a well-planned
visit

- ssessment of the outcome of the visit may be done in
conference with the trainee, giving the trainee an op-
portunity to evaluate her own progress in terms of the
expected outcome

- ssessment of progress should take place after every
visit

- report for the field practice period should be given
to the coordinator for the course to use in the overall
evaluation. Identification of needed additional skills
not included in the basic course could be the basis for
revision and additions to the ,.rse

tart 3: Case Selection for Field Practice

In addition to the geneAat outcomeh that ake appticabte in moht

* If the trainee is a member of the agency, it may be omitted.
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instance's, ceAtculn additionat outcomeis kelate to vaAiows type's
o6 cases that may be 'selected 6oA. 6iad expeAience. Some un,it's

the Pmsonal Cape Section suggest AupeAvizion oU Apec(16ic
pnoceduAm in the 6ietd, The instAuctok may toi.sh to (include
these in 6iad Imactice.

Child Care

Case selection should provide an opportunity to use skills and
knowledge in meeting the needs of both the normal child and the
one with unusual needs.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee is able to:

relate the care needs of children to their growth and de-
velopment

provide emotional support as well as physical care

bserve unusual situations that affect the health and
safety of children the relationship of parents and
children and the ability of parents to provide the care
and love children need

use teaching skills to help families solve problems in-
volving home management and nutrition

act so as not to disturb the usual relationship between
children and parents unless to strengthen it

Care in Short and Long-Term Illness

Case selection should emphasize basic concepts in the application
of skills when individuals have problems of short and long-term
illness.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

demonstrate ability to ubserve and show sensitivity to
problems of illness

help the family carry out special treatment in which she
has been instructed by t:,2 nurse, the physical therapist
or other member of the h,alth care team
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prepare a modified diet if indicated in the plan

- record service given and observation of any changes

be aware of and be able to handle feelings, especially
about terminal illness

Care of the Elderly

Case selection should give the trainee an opportunity to use in-
sights and skills needed to provide care and services to the
elderly in their own homes.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

- demonstrate a positive and accepting attitude toward
aging

- relate the care and supportive needs of the elderly to
common human needs as well as to special physical,
psychological and social changes which may affect the
elderly

help the aged person to live safely, independently and
with dignity in their own homes
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APPENDIX I

MODULF A: Cancer

SUCGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Physician, Nurse, Social Worker, Staff
from the Local Cancer Society

INTRODUCTION

Since there are many p6Jple with cancer, and since many are living
longer, the homemaker-home health aide will have many opportunities
to help them live as fully and comfortably as possible. Therefore
this unit is designed to provide the homemaker-home health aide
with some facts about cancer and the skills ,seeded to meet the
needs of individuals and families. It does not include discussion
of the many and varied manifestations of the disease except in a
general way. Rather, the emphasis is on those concepts which will
enable the homemaker-home health aide to give needed care to the
affected individual and to support the family as its members cope
with the emotional trauma of the diagnosis and after ..are.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The homemaker-home health aide will be able to:

provide the affected individual who has cancer wit!' the
supportive physical care needed

establish a supportive but matter-of-fact relationship
with the person who may have had radical surgery for
cancer in ways that encourage as normal a life as pos-
sible and that will help to ease the distress of the
family

help the family deal with feelings of fear and help-
lessness toward the diagnosis of cancer

help and support the in,'ividual a,U family to carry
out the plan of care and learn more effective ways of
caring for the person with prolonged illness.

EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS

Contact the American Cancer Society for updated material before
teaching the module.

Slide projector

M(ofit. projocror
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CONTE2.r

Thies dizcwsLiL aoveu genotat con.epts about cancers. and ,L76
signs and tkeatmut.

Cancer is often thoug'1, of as a modern disease caused by pollution,
chemicals or radiation; however, it is one of the ancient diseases
of mankind.

The body is composed of minute cells which make up the various
organs. When these cells grow in an irregular way, masses are
formed, caller: tumors. The tumors may or may not be cancer. Why
this hapneas is not known. Cancer is a malignant tumor. The basic
nature and origin of cancer is complex. Detested early, many can-
cers can be cured. Detected late, the goal in treatment is to
keep the person as comfortable as possible.

Cancer can affect all parts of the b,dy. Breast cancer is a
leading cause of cancer deaths in women. Other frequently in-
volved areas of the 1--dy are the colon, rectum, bladder and the
stomach. Leukemia, cancer of the blood, is often tbn tragic
cause of (leath in child:- n.

Cancer :s found at all ages and is a principal cause of death in
children. Half of all cancers are curable if diagnosed early. Re-
search is providing an increasing amount of information about fac-
tors which may be 'nvolved in Lne development of cancer. Smoking,
for example, ou'weighs all oLher factor^ as a lossible cause of
lung cancer. Cancer is n,t contagious. The three leading causes
of death from cancer An men an lung, colon, rectal and pro,,tate
,ancer. The thr, 2 leading causes of death from cancer in women
are breast, colon, and rectal and lung 'ncer. Leukemia is cancer
of the blood-forminp tissues. Often thought of as a childhood
disevcn, it strikes many more .'.1.11ts than children. Because of
resar,h and treatment mlny are living 5 to 10 years longer.

Some signs of cancer may be:

unusual bleeding o- discharge

a lump o: thickening of the breast

a sore that does not heal

changes in bowel or bladder habits

indigestion

difficulty in swallowing

changes in a wart or mole

nagging cough or hoarseness.
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Although individuals react differently to a diagnosis of cancer,
there is always shock, with a special, severe kind of stress and
a deep fear of the pain and death generally associated with cancer.
Although there is frequently depression in illness, this is always
a factor in cancer diagnosis. There is a feeling of anger that
this should happen to them.

See Section 11, Unit D.

Treatment usually consists of surgery, chemotherapy and radiation,
either alone or in combination. It is often drastic and trying to
the patient. Sometimes treatment takes place over a period of
weeks and months, adding to the stress and anxiety for the indi-
vidual and family. The following describes the three forms of
treatment.

Surgery

The surgical removal of a malignant tumor is the oldest form of
treatment for cancer. It is used for taking a biopsy, removing a
tumor, relief of symptoms and reduction of pain. Radical surgery
means the removal of the tumor itself, surrounding tissue, skin,
lymph nodes and blood vessels. People who undergo radical surgery
fear rejection, especially if it results in deformit). There is a
feeling of grief for the loss of a part of the body or use of that.
part, loss of a limb, loss of voice, loss of bladder and bowel
control.* Encouragement in living as normally as possible becomes
an important supportive effort.

Most persons who nave experienced radical surgery will have re-
ceived special instructions for self-help care before leaving the
hosi.ital or may have been referred to the local unit of the Amer-
ican Cancer Society for special services available for various
forms of cancer. Examples are "Reach to Recovery" programs for
mastfctcmy patients and speech instruction for persons who have
had the larynx removed. There services prm,ide group support and
educational activities, as well as dressings and special appliances.

Radiation

Radiation is used For treatment if the cancer is localized in one
or more areas of the body. The rays enter the body and kill cells
by interfering with normal function, making it difficult for cells
to multiply and grow. Normal cells are also affected, but these
grow back and cancer cells are killed. Radiation treatment is not
painful, and the person does not become radioactive. Treatments
usually last 2 to 6 weeks. During this time the person may need
special care of the skin. The treatment plan should be followed,
to provide special care of the skin and measures to relieve side
effects if present.

Ogr., Elizabeth. When a Family Faces Cancer, Public Affairs
Pamphlet No. 28(., p. 4.
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Chemotherapy

Cancer chemotherapy alters the life cycle of the cell. The drugs
may be given orally or by a needle into the vein. In some cases
chemotherapy can cure, in others it can prolong life and relieve
pain for months, even years. Some persons have side effects, such
as nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and fatigue. Colds and infections
should be avoided.

ficte the homemakel.-homo heath a HCAitts an impoAtaat
'wee and p,tovide6 Ii0A _the pcmoii, L,t'Le needs o6 the indivi.dua:
see Section IV, Units E and H.

The homemaker-home health aide can help the individual and family
by using her understanding and knowledge of human needs and skills
when personal care and home management are needed. It is important
to ascertain what the individual is being told and how the family
and doctor are handling information regarding the illness. The
homemaker-home health aide must exhibit patience and understanding,
especially in helping the ill person to adjust to increasing limi-
tations when the disease is progressive. When possible, help indi-
viduals to live as nearly normal lives as they can by returning to
normal activities. The homemaker-home health aide should be under-
standing but firm in helping with treatment and the establishment
of new routines and new ways of life. Maintaining good nutrition
is especially important. Diet is of concern in establishing bowel
routine after colostomy surgery and in maintaining strength for
those with terminal illness. The family may need support in its
efforts to cope with the situation and to help the individual with
needed routines and treatment necessary for living as normal a
life as possible. Although the homemaker-home health aide will
have feelings for the individual and family, these feelings of
shock, grief, or despair should not be allowed to distress the
family further. In order to be most helpful, the homemaker-home
health aide needs to have a detached, but at the same time sympa-
thetic, attitude.

Slides and movies: The local unit of tne American Cancer Socicty
should he contacted for films and slides that may be available Ai

the local community. Suggested films are "Self-Breast Examinaton",
"The Embattled Cell", and "People with ColoW=omi,!s" (related to
attitude).

Handout suggestions: Literature from the Ameiiean Cancer Society;
also 'When a Family Faces Cancer", Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 285,
by Elizabeth Ogg, 1976 (espeeiallv useful is the oresentation of how
two families face cancer).

Exercise. I: Meeting the Needs of Cancer Patients Case Discussion

The following two cases may he used for a discussion or role-play
to help the homemaker-home health aide understand the physical and
emotional needs of the cancer patients and the dying person. Both
are terminally ill.
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- How do the needs of the two ill individuals differ?

What human needs are expressed, and how did the home-
maker-home health aide respond?

What kind of knowledge and skills were needed in each
case?

Case for Discussion

Mrs. Brunetto, the homemaker-home health aide, reported that
Mrs. Fianzzo, suffering from terminal cancer, seems increasing-
ly irritable and unhappy. The children, when they return from
school, hang around the kitchen with Mrs. Brunetto and seem re-
luctant to spend any time in their mother's room. The mother
cries and yells at the children, accusing them of not wanting
her any more. Then she demands unusual attention from Mrs.
Brunetto when she is preparing the evening meal. The homemaker-
home health aide understands that Mrs. Fianzzo is extremely
fearful about her deteriorating health and expressed a wish
that the case worker and the nurse would call at the home at
least once a week.

Case for Discussion

Mrs. J. was suffering from terminal metastatic cancer. She
realized the status and extent of her illness and desired to
remain at home for her final days. He'r family, consisting of
only her husband and her mother-in-law, were most anxious and
able to comply with her wishes, but only if they could have the
technical and professional help and support of the public health
nursing agency and homemaker-home health aide service. The al-
ternative was.that she remain in the hospi-al until her death.
Almost one hundred percent of the homemaker -home health aide's
time was spent in personal care, bathing, force-feeding, general
comfort and staying with Mrs. J., who was reluctant to be left
alone, so as to allow the family members to leave the house
occasionally and the husband to keep working.

Module B of Appendix I follows.

`1,1)c.'
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Appendix I, continued

MODULE B: Diseases of the Circulatory System

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Physician, Nurse

INTRODUCTION

This unit is designed to provide the homemaker-home health aide with
basic concepts about diseases of the circulatory system. Already-
learned knowledge and skills for working with the ill and disabled and
providing personal care and rehabilitation services can be more effec-
tively applied with added knowledge about heart disease, hypertension,
stroke and other diseases. The homemaker-home health aide will be better
able to understand the problems of the individual and family when these
illnesses are present.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The trainee will be able to:

function under and contribute to the plan of care desive.:! tae
individual with a disease of the circulatory system, glvAri
port during periods of anxiety

identify and understand various terms used in describinf;,,
dons of the circulatory system

use general knowledge about diseases of the circulate m to
apply learned skills in personal care and r,thabilitat the
individual

observe and report reactions to treatment aid changes it: cne
individual's condition to the supervisor

assist the in,'.ixridual family to maintain as normal a life
style as possible within limitation§ that may be imposed by the
il.ness.

EQUIPME:1RIATERI:.LS

projectnt . - slide .,nd mo e model of the heart
sphygm,manometer diagram of the circulatory system

CONTENT

Coronary heart disease, rheutic heart disease, congenital heart disease.
stroke, congestive heart failt:e and hypertension are among the diseases
of the c4rculatory system.

Review Sectioo V, A.

4 :-
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The heart is a muscular organ about the size of your fist that pumps
blood through the arteries to bring nourishment and oxygen to the
cells and removes waste from the cells, returning the blood to the hcl,:r
through the veins.

The right side of the heart receives the blood from the body and pYo.;:,s it

into the lungs to remove carbon dioxide and take on oxygen. The -;_c

side receives the blood with renewed oxygen from the lungs and sends Lt
to the body. The blood completes this cycle in about 60 seconds.

Arteriosclerosis is a narrowing and thickening of the lining of tlic
arteries caused by an accumulation of fatty and other materials d;_po.;ited
on the inner lining. As the vessels thicken they become britt)P gad lose
elasticity. This can cause a stoppage of the blood flow by the forma ion
of a clot or by narrowing and a closure of the blood vessel. Arteri,-
sclerosis is responsible for most heart attacks and angina.

Heart attack (medically referred to as coronary thrombosis, coronary
occlusion, or myocardial infarcLi(,) is an acute condition brought on
a sudden blockage of the supply of blood to a part of the heart,
blood supply mc. have ':een cut off by a blood clot or the artery slay have
become so narrow Lilac. the blood st..-,Tly to the heart muscle is risducr-i -r
cut off. Although it ray seem sudden, the coronary disease 'ci=
building up Lr_ r years. The heart can mend itself after an by an
unusual repair set. -up called collateral circulation. Neaniv a-::eries get
wider and new aranches are formed to bring blood to the hes itself.

A heart attack is a frightening experience for both the person having the
heart attack and the family.

Angina pectoris is a temporary chest pain caused by a %Imilished blood
supply the heart muscle. The individual experience,: c7- .2.1.1sation of

tightening in ,:he chest and pain which may radiate to th- deck, shoulder
and arm. The pain vanishes in a few minutes after rest. The person may

nerience a lot of tear. Peopir who have angim: usually c;:rTy nitro-
ccrine which relieves the ii%3

Congestive heatt failure occurs when the heart is uh,A)le to produce a

flow of ;)inod sufficient to meet the needs of the both-. It is the even-
tual outco.-Ie of most forms of hr art disease. The mos, frequent causes
are chronic hypertension, v.7.1ve defects and myocardial infarction. It

may he acute, but hE;crally it comes on gradually. Onset may be brought on
by a respiratory Infection, excitement or exertion. Blood gathering in
the lungs cause. shortness of breath, swelling of the ankles (or edema),
changes in pulse ra,.:e and cor,:stency. Congestive heart failure can
improve with try aLment. it clrl occur at any age, but is often found in
the elderly.

Hypertensicv (high blood :ressure) is a major factor in heart disease.
Blood pre'. is the c.-ce with which blood pushes against the walls of
the blood vessels. This force is determined by the size of the vessels.
Hormones and chemicals riTulate the size of the blood vessels while
certain .,erves k:'ep the ir,,ssure steady (sympathetic).
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High blood pressure (hypertension) is when there is a permanent tighten-
ing of the arteries. The physician determines whether there is a case of
hypertension on the basis of his examination. Although the cause of high
blood pressure is unknown, many factors may influence it - life style
involving stress, heredity, excess of salt and fats in the diet. Anyone
can develop high blood pressure, but most frequently it develops between
the ages of 30 and 50.

The most common causes of a stroke,or cerehrovascular accident, are the
rupture of a blood vessel resulting in hemorrhage into the brain tissue,
the blocking of a blood vessel by a blood clot, and pressure by a tumor
or the effect of an accident. The onset is sudden, with loss of con-
sciousness lasting minutes to hours. The person who has a stroke may be
only slightly or seriously affected. The common results are:

- weakness of muscles on one side of the body

loss of vision in one eye

- problems in talking

- problems in controlling urine or bowels

loss of senses of position, pain, temperature and touch.

These i..roblems may last for several days or many months, and in some
cases for the rest of life.

The care and rehabilitation of the person who has had a stroke is chal-
. ; an'i rewarding, and one in which the homemaker-home health aide

may be an effective source of treatment. Since the incidence of stroke
is high, especially among the elderly, the homemaker-home health aide
will sooner or later be involved in providing services to a person who
has had a stroke.*

Treatment should be started early and continued over a period of time.
In addition to the physician and nurse, the treatment team may include a
physical therapist and speech therapist, depending upon the parts of the
body affected by the stroke. The homemaker-home health aide will be
involved in:

carrying out the plan of treatment, exercise and activities
developed by the professional team.
See Seet-ot: G, ReitabiUtation.

- special concerns:

. preventing the disabled limb from becoming deformed

* Ramey, Irene C., P.N. "The Stroke Patient is Interesting." Nursing
Forum, Vol. VI, No. 3, 1967, pp. 273-279.
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getting disabled parts moving again by passive and active
exercise and range of motion, by having the individual do
daily activities, such as dressing, feeding himself, on his
own and etr:ouraging the individual to use his good hand to
exercise the other hand See SectLon IV, Unit G

helping to regain balance because of loss of sense of
position

helping the individual to talk

maintaining nutrition - foods and fluids are needed to keep
the body functioning and to rebuild tissues that may have
been destroyed. The diet prescribed by the physician may
depend upon other health factors, such as weight, blood
cholesterol, etc.* If the facial and throat muscles are
affected, there may be difficulty in eating and swallowing.
Several small meals may be necessary when the person has
difficulty eating and tires easily.*

helping the family to accept and cope with the limitations
resulting from the stroke. The individual's strengths
should be emphasized in the orientation of the family and
in the rehabilitation plan for the individual

adapting the household to the limitations of the person who
has had a stroke may be an important function of the
homemaker-home health aide. This includes having utensils
arranged in the kitchen so that the individual can prepare
meals.

Some gennaf caste 6actou that appfy to most pet/50U with di,seaseis oA the
ci,lcueatmy stottm 6oteow.

The person with a disease of the circulatory system will have a carefully
designed medical treatment plan that meets his specific needs. Usually
such a plan includes:

arrangements or a schedule for close medical supervision

medications carefully prescii_hed in terms of dosage and scheduled
to meet the specific individual's treatment needs

observations of the blood pressure and pulse

specific instructions for exercise, relaxation, and rest

modifications of the diet such as low-sodium and/or low fat.

Simplified Diet Manual - Study Guide. Iowa State Vy'versity Press.
Prepared by Dietary Consultants of the Iowa Department of Health,
1978, pp. 18-19.
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The role of the homemaker-home health aide in assisting the individual
with circulatory disease and his family may be crucial to recovery and
rehabilitation. heart attack or stroke is a frightening and emotional
experience. Both the individual and his family need encouragement and
support in their efforts to return to as normal activities as possible.
Many of the needed skills were learned in the basic training program
and include:

- meticulous adherence to the plan of care and assisting the family
to carry out its responsibility for care

preparing and helping the family to prepare the prescribed diet
(Scctioo IV, Wit Fl

emphasizing the importance of medications to be taken as directed

assuring that patient follows direction for daily activities and
exercise

encouraging self-care and return to as normal a life style as
possible

observing and reporting changes in the individual's condition
(Scchou IV, ULtit 6) and reactions to medication

helping relieve the anxiety of family members and making adapta-
tions necessary fur the recovery and rehabilitation of the affected
person (ticcticil IV, !bin' G)

developing adaptive materials and equipment for the person who has
had a stroke (Sceticil IV, UHitS C)

knowing what to do in emergencies (ScctL'H IV, Palt 2)

knowing the community resources that are available to individuals
and families.
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ASSESSMENT

1. Name 3 diseases of the circulatory system:

2. When a person has arteriosclerosis the lining of the arteries

and

3. Coronary thrombosis and myocardial infarction are commonly referred

to as

4. Congestive heart failure is when the heart is unable to produce a

of blood to the tissues. Persons may develop

of the ankles called

5. A stroke comes on

6. A person who has had a stroke may have:

7. Five general factors that apply to most people with circulatory

disease:

d. What are some factors that may influence blood pressure?

4 uo
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ANSWERS:

1. Any of these: high blood pressure, heart attack, arteriosclerosis,
stroke.

2. Narrow and thicken.

3. Heart attack.

4. Flow - swelling - edema.

5. Suddenly.

6. Weakness in one side of the body;

problems in talking or problems in controlling urine and bowels;

loss of sense of position, touch.

7. Any of these: close medical supervision, medications, instruction for
exercise and rest, modified diets, observe blood pressure and pulse.

8. Life style;

heredity;

excess of salt or fats in diet.
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Exercise 1: Meeting the Needs of Persons with Diseases of the Circulatory
System

The homemaker-home health aide will frequently provide services in a home
where a person has had a heart attack, a stroke, congestive heart disease
or high blood pressure. The three cases for discussion include all of
the above conditions. The exercise may be used to role play each situa-
tion or for discussion. Points to emphasize:

identify the reactions to illness in each case;

describe what needs were exhibited by each of the sick persons; by
their families;

indicate how the plan of care for Mrs. Henry would differ from
Mrs. Manopolis;

indicate the specific care that was indicated in each case.

* * *

Mrs. Manopolis, a 66-year-old widow of Greek extraction, living alone,
was referred for home care services following a second myocardial infarc-
tion. A visit was made by the home care doctor on the day she was
discharged from the hospital. At that time she was very emotional and
anxious, and it was evident that she would need a lot of support. The
social worker arranged for a homemaker-home health aide and financial
assistance.

Mrs. Manopolis was not proficient in the English language, so was very
confused about the drugs prescribed. The nurse helped the homemaker-home
health aide develop a system by which she could help Mrs. Manopolis
remember to take her drugs correctly. The nurse also helped plan the
sodium-restricted diet, taking into consideration Mrs. Manopolis' eating
habits and cultural background. Even so, Mrs. Manopolis would eat salty
food such as potato chips when she was alone.

At first, the homemaker-home health aide spent four hours a day in the
Manopolis .tome. When Mrs. Manopolis was able to walk a block and take
her own bath, the homemaker-home health aide's time was reduced to two
hours, twice a week.

* * *

Mrs. Henry, a 37-year-old wife and mother, had been left paralyzed on her
right side and speechless. She had been hospitalized for seven months.
Her discharge from the hospital depended upon the assignment of a
homemaker-home health aide. This service made it possible for the father
to continue his employment and the children aged 11 and 8 to attend
school without interruption.

The primary duties of tl-e homemaker-home health aide were the full care
of the mother. This included getting 11,-r out of bed, a sponge bath,
dressing, assisting her from bed to wheelchair and from wheelchair to the
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sofa, ?reparation of her breakfast and lunch. She was assisted to and
from the bathroom and given simple exercises undLr the supervision of the
public health nurse.

*

Mr. and Mrs. Coats, ages 83 and 71, respectively, live in a four-room
apartment. A married daughter lives about one mile away. She works full
time as the main support of her family of five. Her husband has been out
of work for six months, and two sons are attending the community college
and living at home.

Mr. Coats was hospitalized for two weeks for congestive heart failure.
Although he was much improved when he came home, he was still short of
breath and unable to wear his shoes because of his swollen feet. It is
still difficult for him to carry out activities of daily living.

The Coats' were able to manage until Mrs. Coats had to be hospitalized
for surgery on her eye. She was also treated for hypertension. Now her
vision is very limited and she is unable to read, which she had enjoyed
doing.

Because Mr. Coats was unable to care for himself when Mrs. Coats was
hospitalized, a homemaker-home healtt aide was assigned for four hours a
day, five days a week, to help maintain Mr. Coats at home. In addition
to helping with activities of daily living, she shops twice a week, does
the laundry, prepares the noon meal and sandwiches for supper.

It was necessary to continue the homemaker-home health aide services
after Mrs. Coa,:s returned home since she was unable to carry on as before.
Both now are on modified diets and .-!dications. Mr. Coats receives a
drug prescription for his heart and a medication to remove the f!uid from
the tissues. Mrs. Coats has medication for hypertension.

Handout 1: Suested Pamphlets for Use by Homemaker-Home Health Aides

There are a number of populcr publications about the heart and other
conditions of the circulatcty system. Some may be obtained Prom the
local heart association. The Channing L. Sete Company, Inc., 45 Federal
Street, Greenfield, Mass. 01301, publishes booklets that preset materials
graphically for easy reading and understanding by the general
These include:

You and Your Heart

You and Your Blood Pressure 25c each

Public Affairs Committee, Inc., 381 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y.
10016, has a publication that would be useful as a handout for the
homemaker-home health aide trainees:

Understand Your Heart Pamphlet No. 514

All of the above are available at reduced rates when purchased in quantity.
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Appendix 1-, continued

!IODULI: C: Developmental Disabilities

SUGGESTED LNSTRUCTOR: Mental Health Team Member(s), Public Health
Nurse, Social Worker, Special Education
Teacher, Staff of Organi:ltion for. Mentally
Retarded, Psychologist

I NT HON; CT I ON

This unit is intended for the instruction of the experienced homemaker-
home health aide who has completed a basic training course. It is designed
to provide the homemaker-home health aide with learning experiences, added
knowledge and skills needed for effectively caring for the developmentally
disabled. Tile previously learned skills and knowledge of how to work with
people, establish relationships and the personal care of individuals will
be applicable and form the basis for the additional instruction. The
added learning opportunities should increase the homemaker-home health
aide's ability and assurance in providing the needed supportive services
in tln home of the developmentally disabled.

The materials presented describe two of the cormon forms of developmental
disabilities that concern the homemaker-home health aides, associated
problems and care needs of the individuals and their families. If pro-
grams include other developmental disabilities, these may be included. In
addition to assisting the mother or caretaker in the care and training of
the individual with developmental disabilities, the homemaker-home health
aide should he able to reli_eve the mother or other responsible person so
that she may go shopping, undertake necessary errands and have time for
recreational activities.

EY,PECTED OUTCOME

The homemaker-home health aide will be able to:

demonstrate a knowledge of the problems and needs of a person
wiLh a develomental disability

accyra indiviuual dcv(1,Tmoncal diabilitv

help the family accept and cope with the stress factors involved
in caring for a handicapped child and assist them to help the
individual achieve maximum self -care

help the family understand the capabilities and limitations of the
handicapped person

help the individual develop to the best of his ability through
carrying out a plan developed by the professional team together
with the individual and family:
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. which assists in developing self-help skills (examples
are eating and toileting)

. uses techniques for behavioral change

. which uses techniques that encourage repetition in doing
a task

. which help.; individuals with communication skills by
talking :Pd listening to them

. which ir-;ares that the safety of the individual is at
all times rrotected.

EQUIPMENT: Movie projector

CONTENT

The meaning 6 devaopmentae. disabieLtri and goveAnmentag invavement in
the r.Locitam wieC give the homemake.z-hcmc. heath aide a broad concept u()
the oebecm.

The developmentally disabled or handicapped include a large group of
individuals who are disabled because of accidents or injuries that hap-
pened before or during birth or during infancy. For some, the causes
can be found in various diseases or in the genes and cells. Sometimes
the symptoms are evident at birth, but in other cases it is not evident
until the child fails to accomplish steps in normal development, such
as walking, talking and feeding himself. Some will have one disability,
but many have a combination of disabilities.

Organized in 1949, the National Association for Retarded Citi:_ens has
proposed and influenced legislation, services for the retarded and at-
titude= coward developmental disabilities. National legislation, be-
ginning in and 1957 and stimulated by President Kennedy in 1963,
has empha.>1,:ed the problem and helped to improve and expand the ser-
vices for persons with developmental disabilities. The Developmentally
llisabl ' Assistance and Bill of Rights Act of 1975, which deals with
the pr '!ision of services and safeguarding of individual rights, was
Furth( revised in 1978.

Accor . 1g to the 1973 revision of the law, the term "developmental
disability" means a severe, chronic disability of a person which:

(a) is attributable to a mental or physical impairment or com-
bination of mental or Physical impairmul;:s,

(b, is manifested before a person attains age 22,
(c) is likely to continue indefinitely,

(d) -esults in snbstantial functional limitations in three or

m-)re of the following areas of major life activity: self-
care, receptive and expressive language, learning, mobil-
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ity, self-direction, capacity for independen'" livir ;, and
economic self-sufficiency,

(d) reflects the person's need for a combination and sc uerce of
special interdisciplinary or generic care, treatment and other
services which are lifelong or of extended duration and are
individually planned and coordinated.

The development of programs as a result of legislation encourages ser-
vices to assist the persons who are developmentally disabled *ro stay
in their homes.

Review Noune Growth and Deveeopment, Section II,'Unit B, o6 the Modet
Cuvu:caecun as a basis 6o,7 undeutanding the decienciu in aokmae dc-
veCopment cold the needs of chieditert, acco,td-iHif .-&.o age.

The mentally retarded individuals form a large group of the develop-
mentally disabled. A child who is diagnosed as retarded performs below
the average intellectually. The :etardation appears in early childhooc
with the result that the child is slow to develop walking, talking and
language skills.

Some characteristics include:

the child is slow to sit up, pull un, crawl, walk, or toilet-
train

the child may have difficult; eating, caewing, and swallowing

features which resemble the mongoloid races may be present

behavior nay be extreme (withdrawn or overactive) or no dif-
ferent from others

the degree of retardatior. may be very severe in some individuals
while in others oily moderate

certain tests may be applied to test t:te child's ability to
determine strengths or weaknesses; the physician, pediatrician,
well-child clinic, or social service agmcy may refer families
to the available testing services in the community.

Why some individuals are retarded is largely unknown.

Some of the known causes include:

infections genetic defects

exposure to radiation some drugs taken during pregnancy

prematurity RH incompatibility

meta' tic disturbances alcoholism in mother
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Preventive measures are based on increased knowledge about factors
that can contribute to mental retardation. Some risk factors as )ci-
ated with pregnancy include a maternal age under 16 Years or a first
baby after age 30, premature lab..r, and RH incompatibility. Proper
care during pregnancy, including good nutrition, limiting exposure to
x-rays, and cortrolled use of drugs are some preventive measures. In-
tensive -care nurseries Lad improved care assessment and testing of the
newborn are other preventive measures.

Genetic counseling based on genetic testing is provided fo ents
who 11,.:e Family histories which predispose to developmental Pili-
ties of children who may be born to them.

1Hc7eased (!pe.:62;!ce and kuoteeccLle abeut the meNtaeLif Ac.taAdocf
tc c.,,,cc.:ts to Ili;-. thcm a mcoto itu'LmaC

Normalization is a basic principle in modern treatment and care
mentally retarded. That is, the mentally retarded individual
have as normal an e'cistence as possible, based on a professiona.ly d,-
yeloped plan that recognizes "the r,!carded person as an individua!
with human rights and needs; as ar individual according to the age in
years; and as an individual with special needs." *

This includes the right to his home and care by his on family, whcn-
ever possible. Hxperts in the field have fouri thLlt a retarded child
cared for by loving and stimulating parents has a higher level of de-
velopment than one placed in an institution in inlancv. *

Professional services and care for the retarded chilo 1,1p nt !!om:
may come From one or more of the following:

a team of mental health specialist-: ..e., p:;vc1toiogist, riental
health nurse, social worker, psvci rist, Or which the home-
maker-home health aide may he an participant

special training Facilitie

social services

day-care centers

family case worker

the 1-Irivate physician.

[n most communities, several nroiessional workers ma'.' he directly or
indirectly involved in the assessment of care need and plan for treat-

* Curry /Peppy. Mental Retardation.\ Nursing Approach to Care.
Principles of Normalization, h 1:ay F. Engelhardt. C. V. Mosby,
1978, pp. 33-35.

Ptrftia W. "Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services fo,. 11:1ndi-
capped Children", Child ,:elfare, April le/6, Vol. LV,
24,-246.
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ment. Each may have defined responsibility. Only one may be in di-
rect contact with the family and the homemaker-home health aide.

Each retarded individual should have a treatment pan which rLay be
referred to as a "habilitation plan." It is based on a careful assess-
ment by a professional team. The major concerns of such a plan are the
physical. health of the individual, the development of motor functions
an:i daily living activities, the ability to communicL,te and to function
it the social environment of which he is a part.

The plan should be clearly stated, with careful attention to detail, be
related to the assessed needs, consider the needs k,xl-ressed by the indi-
vidual and his family, and be easily understood by them. Above all, it
L.hould he attainable. This means that the hoped-for goals must sometimes

reached by small, attainable, intermediate steps.

The homemaker-home health aide can make useful contributions to the plan
on t:.e basis of observations not only of the retarded individual. but of
hcr. the family responds both to the retarded person and i:s respo.
bility for carrying out the plan. Such information can be useful in
adapting plans to realistic and attainable levels. In some instinces,
%he individual may be able to achieve at a higher level Lhan
in the plan.

The homemaker -hom health aide also contributes to the evaluati_on of the
e:fcctive noss of designed activities for reaching goals through her or
servations and work with the individual and family.

The mea)IA:Hci o(levet upmeiltat dLsabitity {yon the cun-Let_f o tok."

cul :01 the w0 'tk> c the hometnalze,t- home heaeth

the family's position is difficult. To the affectionate family, the
handicap is a continuing grief and sorrow, and the grief may be ac );.1-

panied by a feeling of guilt. To the indifferent family, the handicip
can be a hateful burden. The situation also can be hard for other
children. Psychologically and socially, the situation may placa_ unbear-
able restrictions on the family; care is a 24-hour responsibility eve -f
day of the year, requiring a tremendous amount of energy and emotional
involvement. The care of the child may result in financial problems.
The horlem:Iker-home health aide helps the family pnderstand the child's
limittinus and capabilities, shows them how to meet the child's phvsical
and emotional needs. Through acceutance of all family members as indi-
vidual!, a:1,! understandinL; their needs, the family is provided support
in their ciforts to adjust to the poblems or caring for a retarded child.

The responsibility is normally with the parents, but in times of-2risis
such as illness of the mother, the responsibility may become the home-
maker-home health aide's. In some instances, the task will be to relieve
the mother or responsible Person for shonbing. errands and re-eation.
'file family may be unable to cope with the care demands because of fa-
tigue or limited ability. As in the care of all ehildren, the homemaker-
`tome health aide respects the parebts' role and supports and :,trengthens
the relationship between child and !iarents.
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which the homemakel-hcme heak'th aide may 4.0) caAe
cu(d mere- aeerf !teta,tded aAc cliscmsed.

The hc,milmaker-Dme health aide working with the developmentally-disabled
individual and the family may function in two distinct ways. The first
consists oT as-3isting and relieving the mother or responsible individual
In the personl (_:are of the individual. The second involves facilitating
the treatment by assisting and teaching the family and child techniques
that help the child's development.

J.2t.ardd child has the same physical and emotional needs as a normal
E-ept in cases of severe mental or physical handicap, these

,leed can often he met at home. SCC Sectio:1 II, UHit G.

Whatever form the disability takes, and whatever treatment is provided,
the hclaemaker-home health aide makes certain that the child is as tenderly
cared for, as sympathetically listened and talked to, as clean and as
nice.; dressed, as any normal child. Therefore, the homemaker-home
health aide:

assists with personal care as required by the situation

demonstrates techniques in activities of daily living--i.e., self-
feeding, drinking from a cup, use of finger foods, toilet-training,
et., using techniques that break tasks into small units--empha-
sizes the need for perseverance and long-term efforts, and helps
the child to acquire skills of daily living which are basic to
independent and social activities and add to the quality of living;

guards against overprotection, encourages indenendence, especially
when families are afraid to allow the child to join others in play
or to attend special classes

encourages the individual in making the most of mental and physi-
cal capabilities and builds up the individual's concept of self

encourages positive behavior. Behavior may be of an asocial
nature which sets the child or individual apart. Differences in
behavior may interfere with the child's ability to participate in
the activities of children of his own age, preventing his social
development. Techniques for dealing with extreme and unusual

behavior include reinforcing and rewarding acceptable behavior,
ignoring unacceptable behavior, and being consistent in discipline
and reac:ions to behavior. If new behavior patterns are to he
developed, this must he a step-by-step process and only as in-
cluded in the plan of care. Goal-setting in which the family and
individual participate is important to progress and behavior
changes

play is essential to the development of all children. The
developmentally disabled child, especially, needs play which can
develop motor skills and encourage social and emotional develop-
ment. F"..ay should be adapted to his physical and mental limita-
tions so that he can experier - success in the play activity.
Fatigue should be avoided.

"I
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In general, the homemaker-home health aide supports, assists and e :our-
ages the family by teaching and demonstrating methods and approaches that
help achieve the greatest development within the limitations imposed by
the disability.

Depending upon the policies of the agency, respite care may be on a
routine basis or intermittent. If relief is occasional, it is important
that the homemaker-home health aide become familiar with the treatment
and patterns of care used by the family a:d be introduced to the child or
individual beforehand.

Ceeb;a.0 _1(-testl the second type c:c deve.eopmentaf! di,sabiLLty cm5idened
6i this tcctchiHg modueJ.

"Due to damage to the brain in earliest childhood, the development of a
cerebral palsied child is retarded or stopped and becomes disorganized
and abnormal."* Characteristic.-; of the cerebral-palsied child will vary
in degree, and each one may be effected differently:

insufficient to lack of control of the head

inahility to use arms and hands to grasp and hold things

lack of ability to balance and control posture, especially in
sitring, standing, and walking

the spastic child is stiff; however, some may he flaccid or
"floppy"

- variation in intelligence ranges from normal to sub-normal,
depending upon the extent of the brain injury.

The care and handling of the cerebral-palsied child may be a factor
determining the degree of his eventual ability for self-care. .)me may
ho too handiepped, but others re pond to proper care.

A comprehensive plan of care should be based on a careful evaluation and
diagnosis by professionals. Different professional therapists may he
needed as the child progresses through different stages of development.
These include physical, speech and occupational therapists, educational
specialists, and others. The parents or caretaker should be instructed
by a team member in the exercises and management to ins,,re proper and
consistent care. For example, erroneously applied exercises could hinder
development rather than help.

Sem(' speci(lie rinides the hvmemaize-home (2aCth aide in the cne olc
tlft re'iub.ta-paesied 5houed be c.itiv:cd.

The child should be helped to take his place in the family unit as
naturally as possible and not be overprotected I7evond what his condition
requires.

Finnic, Nancie R. , Handling the Young Cerebril Palsied Child at_Home,
E.P. Dutton & Co. , Inc. , New Yc rk. 197n pp. 8-9. Foreword by
Dr. K. Bobath.
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Treatment should be related to all the activities of daily living, not
limited to a certain period of the day. The care needs of the normal
child (Sectio:t II, Uilit r3) are basic to the care of the cerebral-palsied
child. Generally, the role of the homemaker-home health aide is the same
as for the retarded child with certain specific considerations:

- handle slowly and give the child a chance to make an adjustment to
a change in body position. Takes longer than a normal child to
understand, and there is a need for constant repetition

keep the body in normal alignment as much as possible

encourage child's participation in dressing, choice of food, etc.

talk to the child. When older, give child an opportunity to speak
by waiting and listening

- by help and guidance, the child will learn to do more and more for
himself. However., excessive effort or fatigue should be avoided

the cerebral-palsied teenager growing to adulthood needs addi-
tional help. He needs to be able to participate in activities in
groups of his own age in order to have fun and learn acceptable
behavior (Sccticil II, 6, c.:j '.1c(tmaC), The homemaker-home health
aide should help the family seek normal outlets for the cerebral-
palsied teenager to the extent possible, or help develop special
programs using resources such as the Association for CerehrA
Palsy

the homemaker-home health aide should support_ the adult disabled
in seeking outside contacts, independence and work. This may mean
assistance in personal care and helping to adapt the living
arr aneme nts for safe independent living.
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SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Curry/Peppe. Mental Retardation Nursing Approaches to Care. St.
Louis: The C.V. Mosby Company, 1978.

This is a valuable resource for the professional concerned with the
mentally retarded. Some 25 authors have contributed chapters deal-
ing with the historical background, diagnosis, concepts of normali-
zation, habilitation plans, case-finding and prevention. Although
some chapters deal with highly technical concepts, the authors have
made these understandable.

Finnie, Nancie R. Handling the Young Cerebral Palsied Child at Home.
New York: E.P. Dutton, Inc., 1968.

This book is designed to help parents better understand why a
palsied child reacts as he does and how such understanding should
be applied in the handling and care of the child to facilitate his
development to the greatest degree.

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Mdeicai Bureau.
Assessment of Resident Care in Intermediate Care Facilities for
Mentally Retarded. "How to Design and Evaluate a Developmental
Plan of Care," Warren Bock, 1977, pp. 122-135.

Heaton, Edythe L. Skills in Living ... Toward a Richer Tomorrow for
Adults and Teenagers with Cerebral. Palsy. New York: United
Cerebral. Palsy Association, Inc. (no date).

Describes the principles, objectives and considerations in develop-
ing group programs and activities that can meet the needs of persons
with cerebral palsy. Emphasis is placed on the teenager and his
need for group activities, social development and identification.

Arnold, Irene L. and Lawrence Goodman. "Homemaker Set-v. es for Families
with Young Retarded Children," U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare publication Children, Vol. 13, No. 4, July-August 1966,
pp. 149-152.

Reports the results of controlled demonstrations utilizing home-
makers in carrying out casework plans; emphasizes the complex needs
of retarded children and their amilies.

Brodsky, Rose. "Homemaker Services in a Voluntary Agency for Families
with Retarded Children," Readings in Homemaker Service, 1969, pp.
46-52. National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services,
Inc.

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Human Devel-
opment, Developmental Disabilities Office. 16-page Pamphlet, No.
(OHD) 77-29001, 1977, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402, defining developmental disabilities and describing
provisions of the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of
Rights .'c't of 1975.
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Weinrich, Ernest. "Homemaker-Home Health
capped." New York: United Cerebral
National Council for Homemaker-Home

Aide
Palsy

Health

Services for the Handi-
Association, Inc., 1967.
Aide Services, Inc.

Describes three projects in which homemaker-home health aide
services were used.

A Unit of Learning about Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services. New York:
Council on Social Work Education and National Council for Homemaker-
Home Health Aide Services, Inc., 1968.

Soyka, Patricia W. "Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services for Handicapped
Children," Child Welfare, April 1976, Vol. LV, No. 4, pp. 245-246.

Widening Horizons, The Teaching Aspect of Homemaker Service - A Guide.
New York: National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services,
Inc. , 1974.

SmiL , James D. and Eugene Talsma. "Behavior Modification," Michigan
Mental Health Research Bulletin, Winter 1971, Vol. 5, No. 1.

Describes study involving training homemakers in behavior modifica-
tion, indicating that homemakers can be trained in behavior
modification principles even though they may not have had extensive
education.

Taisma, Eugene, Executive Director I Family Service Agency of Genesee
County, Flint, Michigan. "The Homemaker Carries Key Role in Child
Behavior Modification," presented at the National Council for
Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc., Forum, May 14-16, 1970.

Describes the successful use of homemakers in behavioral changes
based or treatment objectives tailored to the family situation and
to each maladaptive behavior or set of behaviors.

Jacob, Walter. New Hope for The Retarded Child. Public Affairs Pamphlet
No. 210A 381 P,frk Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016, pp. 26,
revised 1975.

What Everyone Should Know About Mental Retardation. A Scriptographic
Booklet Chaining L. Bete & Co. Inc., Greenfield, Mass., U.S.A.

Presents facts in a granllic, eailv under,-;rood manner.
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Please fill in the blanks (may he used for oral discussion or written):

1. Causes of mental :-otardation are largely unknown. Name 3 known

causes:

(1)

(2)

(3)

2. What are 4 characteristics of a retarded child which you might

observe:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

3. Describe 3 preventive measures in mental retardation:

(1)

(2)

(3)

4. Of the fol lowing, who might he involved in developing a plan for a

retarded illdividuJ1?

Social wcrke.' ) : Psvcholopist ( ) ; Nurse ( ) ; Family ( ) ;

Doctor ( )

5. Cerehral palsv is caused by

6. The cerebral-palsied child differs from the mentally retarded child

in that he may have intelHgence.

7. How mipict self-feeding he taught in steps'?
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8. Describe 3 methods of influencing behavior:

(1)

(2)

(3)

9. In caring for the cerebral-palsied individual it is important to keep

he body

10. Lisr_ 3 organizations or agencies that serve the developmentally

disabled:

(1)

(2)

(3)

11. Name 3 specialists who may work with the cerebral-palsied child as he

develops:

(1)

(2)

fl)
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ANSWERS

1. Any of the following: hydrocephalus / genetic defects / cretinism /

mongolism / some drugs during

2. Slow to sit up / pull up / crawl / walk / toilet train

3. Prenatal care / care of the new-born / new-born testing

4. All could be involved.

5. Brain damage in earliest childhood.

6. Normal intelligence.

7. As listed.

8. Reinforcement / reward / ignoring unacceptable behavior

9. Aligned as much as possible / support the head.

10. Association for Cerebral Palsy / Association for Retarded Citizens /

special educational classes / day-care centers

11. Physical, speech and/or occupational therapist / doctor /

orthopedist
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Suggested Films

Exercise 1: Self-Feedin
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Exercise 2: Case Discussions - Homemaker Role in Developmental
Disabilities

Exe cise 3: Field Observations

SUGGESTED FILMS

"The Cerebral Palsied Child"

"Tuesday's Child" - shows role of parents and doctor in caring for a
small mentally-retarded girl. 16mm 14 min. b/w, National Association
for Retarded Citizens, 2709 Avenue East, Arlington, Texas (1955).

"Mentally-Handicapped Children Growing Up" 16mm 30 min, Association
for Instructional Material, through National Association for Retarded
Children, 2709 Avenue East, Arlington, Texas. Shows difference that
proper care can make in the development of the retarded.
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Exercise 1: Self-feeding

Development of self-feeding for a 12-year-old who accepts feedings only
by a bottle and refuses solid food.

Steps might be:

- drinking from a cup

held by another person

held by hims,r,lf

ability to pick up and put down cup

- finger food - solid food

use of spoon.

Exercise 2: Case Discussions - Homemaker-Home Health Aide Role in
Developmental Disabilities

The homemaker-home health aide works differently in the homes of the
developmentally disabled. Have the class participants consider the
following cases as to:

differences in attitude of the 3 families toward the disabled child:

family understanding and acceptance

ability to manage

needs of the family

- differences in the needs of the children in terms of:

acceptance

training

socialization.

How does the homemaker-home health aide adapt skills and knowledge to the
specific needs of these families?

Cases

Mrs. Sullivan sat in the office of the social worker at Homemaker Service
feeling almost afraid. She wished she had sent her husband; it seemed
somehow easier for him to talk about Billy. She wouldn't have come at
all, but Dr. Black had told her yesterday that if she didn't get to the
hospital for surgery pretty soon she was going to lose her hearing

4 3
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entirely. She knew she couldr't hear as well as she could last month,
even, but it really frightened her when Dr. Black said that. She had to
be able to hear to take care of Billy; he is such a helpless little
fellow. If only her husband could get off from work for a couple of
weeks while she is in the hospital she wouldn't worry so much. She
didn't want a strange person taking care of Billy.

The social worker was asking about the surgery, her doctor, how long she
would be in the hospital thoGe things were easy to answer. Now she
was asking about the family, where they lived. Glen is six years old and
in the first grade, and Billy is three. "Billy has an illness," she said,
"a heart condition and a cleft palate." She felt a little bit easier now.
The social worker seemed interested in Billy. She said that the
homemaker-home health aides are especially capable of caring for children
with special problems. The social worker wanted to know more about Billy.
"Billy sometimes has trouble eating, has to be fed very carefully, he's
just beginning to pull himself up, but he can't walk." Mrs. Sullivan
couldn't quite bring herself to say that her Billy is retarded, but how
relieved she felt when the social worker asked in a matter-of-fact way if
he was. She didn't seem to think it was something to hide. "Our
homemaker-home health aides have cared for many retarded children; in
fact, they are especially interested in working with these children," the
social worker said.

National Council for Homemaker Services, Inc., A Unit of Learning about
Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, page 141.

*

Eric, a five-year-old mongoloid, had a considerable potential for
development. He was referred to the project by a children's protective
agency, which had found Eric confined in a crib in his home, treated like
an infant. The family, headed by a concerned but aged grandfather with
an invalid wife, appeared deprived, and their lives seemed chaotic.
Eric's mother was at home only one day a week; his father was permanently
absent. Six other grandchildren lived in the home. Other relatives
visited sporadically. The family thought that Eric was "not quite right"
but were fearful that if they asked for help for him he would be taken
away from them. It took the project social work supervisor three weeks
to persuade the family to accept homemaker-home health aide assistance
three half-days a week.

The homemaker-home health aide found Eric friendly and active. He could
say only a few words, but was able to walk and run. He had to be helped
to eat. He was dirty and in diapers. The house was dirty and unkempt,
and there were few normal routines of daily living. The family's main
concern was that Eric be toilet-trained. After gaining Eric's friendship
and confidence, the homemaker-home he'alth aide began a toilet-training
routine. Eric responded to her attempts in a few weeks. When the family
saw that her approach worked, they followed the same routine in the
homemaker-home health aide's absence.
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As the family learned to trust the homemaker-home ne ide, she elimi-
nated much of the dirt and chaos, organized chores fc

. other children,
set regular mealtimes, and saw to it that necessary cl, ag and cooking
equipment was obtained. The family was encouraged to stop treating Eric
like an infant. He responded by learning to feed hims.lc, and his
vocabulary increased. The casework supervisor persuae. the family to
allow her to arrange for Eric to be evaluated at the 1- al Resident home
for the Mentally Retarded. The staff there were enth astic about
Eric's progress and expressed belief that with continu I 'Ielp from the
homemaker-home health aide and from the professional staff
be ready to go to special classes for trainable mentally retarded
children to learn simple skills.

Patricia W. Soyka, Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services for Handicapped
Children, Child Welfare, April 1976, Vol. LV, No. 4, pp. 245-246.

Mickey, a 12-year-old boy referred from the city school system, had
suffered brain damage from anoxia at birth, had always had seizures, did
not walk until he was 6. He was still taking a bottle, refused all solid
food except toast, was not toilet-trained, and had no intelligible
speech. His mother had been responsible for his total care all of his
life and was rarely able to leave the house.

The first goal agreed upon by his mother, the supervising nurse, and
the homemaker-home health aide was to teach Mickey to drink from a cup.
This was a slow process in which the homemaker-home health aide estab-
lished the training routine and the mother attempted to follow ele
pattern. After about five weeks Mickey was able to drink from a cup and
set it back down on the table. His next task was to learn to finger-feed
himself and to eat solid foods. This was accomplished within two weeks.
Toilet training began after the homemaker-home health aide overcame the
boy's strong resistance to being taken to the bathroom. After six months
of patient effort by the homemaker-home health aide and mother, Mickey
was able to go to the bathroom by himself and to know when he had to go.

Although this child will undoubtedly never be able to function indepen-
dently, he has experienced success in learning several skills, and his
mother has found some relief from the burden of his care.

Patricia W. Soyka, Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services for Handicapped
Children, Child Welfare, April 1976, Vol. LV, No. 4, np. 245, 246.
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Exercise 3: Field Observation

The module on developmental disabilities can benefit by well-planned
field and laboratory practice in facilities providing services for the
developmentally disabled. The experiences should be carefully planned
to elicit the most learning and to overcome fears and feelings the
homemaker-home health aide may have about individuals with developmental
disabilities.

Factors for observation might include:

how the developmentally disabled person is like, and different from,
normal children

some characteristics and behavior differences

an opportunity to hold and handle young handicapped children with
varying kinds of characteristics

opportunity to observe and participate in feeding and dressing the
aggressive, hyperactive child

help care for the bedfast, severely retarded, physically
handicapped child

helping with mobility and transfer of the physically handicapped
child.

The homemaker-home health aide will also become familiar with community
resources for the developmentally disabled by visiting facilities,
including those that simulate home environments to assist individuals in
self-care and family living.

The instructor should identify available facilities and assure that they
can provide meaningful learning experiences.

Possible facilities are:

special education classes for the developmentally disabled;
homemaker-home health aides might assist the teacher

day-care centers

intermediate-care facilities for persons with developmental
disabilities

residential facilities for the mentally retarded

cerebral palsy centers
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Appendix I, continued

MODULE D: Mental Health and Mental Illness

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR: Psychiatrist, Mental Health Nursing Con-
sultant, Psychiatric Social Worker,
Psychiatric Nursing Consultant

INTRODUCTION

This module is designed to provide the homemaker-home health aide who
has completed the basic training course with the added knowledge and
skills needed to meet more effective -1y the support and care needs of
the mentally ill or mentally handicapped individual and his family. It
presupposes a continuing, close, supportive relationship with the super-
visor and therapeutic team. The rapidly increasing need of community
care for the mentally ill has resulted from the early discharge of large
numbers of the acutely ill and the transfer of the mentally handicapped
to the community for treatment and rehabilitc.tion after long periods of
institutionalization. This has increased significantly the number of
individuals and families in the community that can benefit from and need
homemaker-home health aide services.

There is also a growing tendency to link community mental health ser-
vices with other support services in the community. Such services pro-
vide the ill individual contact with services for the community in gen-
eral as well as those based in mental health centers and clinics.

The module should provide the homemaker-home health aides with added
general knowledge and understanding of their own attitudes toward mental
health and illness and an added understanding of behavioral manifesta-
tions, methods of communication and observation, and the unusual stress
factors which may affect the family when a member has a mental illness.

EXPECTED OUTCOME

The homemaker-home health aide will be able to

supplement the professional services of social and health
agencies in treatment and protective programs for mentally
incapacitated individuals; this involves working with the
care team and being able to understand and provide services
that support the plan of care

accept unusual and sudden changes in behavior and help the
individual to use positive strengths

help the discharged, long-term-care, mentally ill individual
establish and maintain a suitable environment, prepare meals,
shop, improve grooming, and other activities indicated in the
plan of care

4 r4
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provide assistance to the family by encouragement, guidance, and
adjustment to unusual behavior and help to establish an orderly
home environment with the routine preparation of meals, etc.

provide respite care for families that are overburdened by the
care of the mentally ill persons

have knowledge of community resources which may be used by the
mentally ill and handicapped as well as specific emergency
services

report marked changes in the individual's behavior to the super-
virsor, especially when a change in the plan of care may be in-
dicated.

CONTENT

The module on mental ietne.ss win"! be mol.e. meaning/ W. Aert based on a
'review o6 undeutanding human needs, cyLowth and development and what
is meant by mental health as included 411,1 the basic mvticueum (see
Section II, Units A, B, and I)).

Mental illness includes several varieties of more or less prolonged
disabilities in thinking, feeling, or acting that produce a lessened
capacity for adaptation. The transition from a state of mental health
to mental illness is gradual, but frequently not identified by the
family. The symptoms may differ only in degree from those felt by
most people elation, anxiety, optimism, depression, for example. It
may occur at any age and in all walks of life. There are emotionally
disturbed children and aged persons.

Mental illness may arise from:

physical defects, such as brain damage

- emotional problems fear, frustration, anxiety, insecurity

social and environmental factors

alcohol and drug abuse.

Certain patterns of behavior may be associated with mental illness
(see Section II, Lln-Lt V), including:

depression

withdrawal

agression

projection

use of physical disability

Persons with mental disorder may show serious symptoms such as:*

* Lamb, Richard, and associates. Community Survival for Long-Term
Care Patients, p. 71.

.4
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- thinking disorders - unrealistic fears

- disorders of consciousness - disorders of motor aspects
of behavior

- extreme variations in mood

- loss of appetite

- sleeplessness.

The changer in tocation o6 the titeatment oK mentat ittne.46.have 6igni-
icaucc homemahot-home ficaCth aide.

Today's treatment of the mentally ill is based on the belief that the
mentally ill can best be treated in their own community. In previous
years much of the treatment took place in large mental hospitals, with
patients confined for months and years. Now tIle acutely ill are hos-
pitalized for short periods of time in a mental hospital or psychiatric
units of a general hospital and discharged to continue treatment in a
community mental health center or clinic or the doctor's office. Those
with long-term disability are also being transferred to care services
in the community. Some of them return to their own homes and others
to local care facilities. Many are in residential hotels, boarding
homes or apartments where support services are limited, not utilized,
or unavailable.

- disorders of orientation

- disorders of perception

- disorders of memory

The treatment of mental illness requires the combined efforts of a
professional team as well as the cooperation of the patient and family.
Depending on the individual's type and degree of illness and his special
needs, the treatment team may include some or all of the following:

- psychiatrist or other physician

- psychologist

- psychiatric nu-.-se or mental health nursing consultant
or public health nurse or psychiatric social worker

- social worker

the homemaker-home health aide's supervisor

the homemaker-home health aide.

The homemaker-home health aide carries out whatever personal care and
other duties are assigned to her and relates to the ill person consistently
in line with the therapeutic plan to help facilitate the patient's recovery
and ease the strain on the family. In this way, the homemaker-home health
aide not only contributes significantly to the work of the therapeutic team
but also becomes a part of the therapeutic process.

It has been demonstrated repeatedly that homemaker-home health aides can
be effective in extending treatment into the home. As part of the team,

4 &D
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they have been responsible for improving significantly the quality of life
for people moving out into group homes, foster homes or independent living.*

One or more of the following methods may be used to treat mental illness:

psychotherapy or psychological treatment by
a mental health professional

change in the environment

psychotropic drugs to stabilize behavior,
alone or as adjunct to other therapy

other types of treatment, such as electric shock.

Treatment depends upon the illness. Generally, it is now felt that
psychotherapy, resocialization and rehabilitation can best take place
in the community, with emphasis on adaptation. Therefore, the services
the ill person receives after discharge may make a marked difference
in his adjustment.

All mentally ill individuals should have a therapeutic, psychiatrically
oriented plan of care with clearly stated goals. As far as possible
the mentally ill person should participate in setting the goals.
Generally, the plan will be based on social, psychological aad physical
factors.

The complexity of the care and treatment requires that the plan be known
and understood by the family, the homemaker-home health aide and others
who may be closely involved in the care of the individual. It should
indicate the role and responsibility of the family, the homemaker-home
health aide and others in supporting and assisting in the treatment.
The psychiatrist or therapeutic team should indicate accepted behavior,
how to deal with it and the tolerance level of the mentally-ill person,
so that the expectations of the family and others will be realistic and
relate to the goals for the individual. If drugs are being used, the
expected results and undesirable reactions should be indicated by the
psychiatrist. The plan must indicate action to be taken if a crisis
or emergency arises. The plan should be reviewed and revised as needed.

The homemaker-home health aide should be assured of the support and
ready access of the supervisor and treatment team when working with
anyone but ttis becomes especially important in work with the mentally
ill individual and his family.

The homemaker -home heath aide needs awakene,m afi how deeply mentae
Letne,s's may aect the amiey and its nefatiorship.

Difficult to recognize in its initial stages, harder yet to accept,
mental disturbance puts the whole family under emotional strain,
especially if the mother is the one who is ill. Part of the strain

* Homemaker -Home Health Aide Services to the Mentally and Emotionally
Disturbed. National Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services,
67 Irving Place, New York - p. 63.
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comes from the family's mixed emotions. There is resentment of the
nature of the illness but love of the patient. Consciously or sub-
consciously, they feel that they are in some way to blame, yet irritated
by the ill person's behavior. They are loyal to the victim, but may
feel embarassment for the family. At the same time that they are
concerned for the individual's welfare, they may be disturbed by a threat
to their own way of life. Attitudes and reactions of the family may
fluctuate, depending on mood and circumstances and sometimes on a
person's age.

children, unable to understand what is wrong, are apt
to be bewildered, apprehensive, and ashamed, even though
they do not know why: they may also be physically afraid.

- adolescents under favorable conditions are a mixture of
eagerness and timidity, bravado and insecurity. Mental
illness in the family may set them apart from the "crowd"
and often inflicts heavy responsibilities on them

- husbands and wives of the mentally ill are weighed down
with anxiety about the mentally ill partner and the
possibility that the illness will be long, cannot be
cured, or may recur. The welfare of the children, medical
expenses and loss of income create further worries.

The Ito& oti the homemaket-home heath aide in men tat iA conzidelted
6kom the 3tandpoint o6 basic actit4t,i.ez and tho6e .5peciAic to nentat ittnez6.

Homemaker-home health aide services differ in relation to the treatment
and plan of care for the individual and the family situation. It may
involve:

- basic services that a homemaker -home health aide would
normally provide in households where support services
are needed

full cooperation with the treatment team working under
the supervisor

- household responsibiliites, including care and maintenance
of the home (Sc.ctc:ou 777, Unit A) and planning of meals
(Section III, Uoit S)

personal and physical care of any member of the family as
may be required (Secti.ou IV, C, 0, f, F, Lud G)

- temporary assumption in a time of crisis of
associated with the head of the household.

the responsibilities

Homemaker-home health aide services related specifically to the individual
with mental illness and his family include:

helping the family to understand the nature of mental illness
and the progress being made on the basis of information from,
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and with the approval of, the supervisor or treatment team

- accepting and earning the trust of the mentally ill person
including accepting unusual behavior, supporting positive
behavior and listening attentively. This means accepting
good and bad qualities without being judgmental. The
mentally ill person wants to be accepted as himself and
should be given time to become acquainted. It is better
not to rush the relationship. The mentally ill person
is insecure and a relationship that is consistently the
same helps him feel secure

- understanding the expectations of the therapeutic plan
designed for the mentally ill individual and the expected
contribution of the homemaker-home health aide

- helping the family to accept and cope with unexpected and
unusual behavior

- helping create a favorable climate in the family situation
when the individual is treated at a mental health center
or clinic while living at home

- helping in the reorientation and rehabilitation of individuals
with long-term mental illness and disabilities to living in the
community by working with them teaching grooming, shopping
meal planning and generally helping in the redevelopment of
social skills

- knowing what to do, whom to call, when an emergency happens

- reporting observation of behavior of the ill individual
and existing family and environmental factors that may influence
treatment

- knowing the community resources for mentally ill and disabled
persons, such as

. day treatment centers

. sheltered workshops

. vocational rehabilitation services

. friendly visiting services

. recreation department of park services

. home delivered meals

These should be used only if the condition of the individual
permits and is approved by the treatment team. However, the
homemaker-home health aide may suggest to the teuA that the
patient may be ready for a particular community service.
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Becawse o6 the.comptexity o6 woAking with the Mentatty itt, ;some
communication 412,itts may need stAengthening.

Although the homemaker-home health aide has learned about human needs
and the skills needed in working with people, some skills should be
reinforced for working with the mentally ill. This includes a better
understanding of:

Communication skills, such as:

- verbal communication, i.e., the use of simple sentences,
organizing what is to be said and basing communication on
facts; mentally ill persons are often suspicious, and
all communication must be directed toward creating trust

nonverbal communication, such as body language, eye contact,
gestures, etc. are especially significant in working with
the mentally ill

- listening techniques such as

. simple listening can be helpful to the ill individual
and provide useful information for the treatment team

. active listening involves the use of helping phrases
or suggestLns, such as "It seems ", "you feel", and
"if I understand you"

- assistance in behavior modification may be specified in the
treatment plan: the family must be active participants.
Some techniques include:

. reinforcement of acceptable behavior

. ignoring unacceptable behavior

. step-by-step modification of certain aspects of behavior
results in the development of a new pattern or change
in an old pattern

- observation and awareness of behavior changes and factors
affecting the mentally ill person. The homemaker-home
health aide can make a significant contribution by
careful observations of the time and place of the
occurrence of behavior and reactions to medication and
treatment

- recording and reporting

Actions and behavior should be reported, as seen, in the
homemaker-home health aide's own words in writing and
verbally to the supervisor and team involved in the care
of the mentally ill individual.

493
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ASSESSMENT

1. Mental illness occurs at age.
2. The team treating mental illness includes one or more professionals;

check which must be involved:
( ) Psychiatrist ( ) Psychologist
( ) Social Worker ( ) Doctor
( ) Mental health nurse ( ) Psychiatric social worker

3. Name 3 places where the mentally ill person may receive treatment:
1.

2.

3.

4. Today some of the mentally ill are treated in the
5. Every mentally ill person should have a plan.
6. The therapeutic treatment plan should include guidance for the family

and homemaker-home health aide in at least 2 ways:
1.

2.

7. Mental illness places great stress on the family because:
1

2.

3

8. Name three ways in which the homemaker-home health aide can help
the mentally ill person:
1.

2.

3.

9. How can the homemaker-home health aide help the family of the mentally
ill mother?
1

2.

10. When caring for the mentally ill person, report to the supervisor
or treatment team any

11. When assigned to a mentally ill person, the homemaker-home health
aide needs frequent contact with:
1

2.

12. Name two community agencies that could be used by the mentally ill
person:
1.

2.
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ANSWERS

1. Any age
2. All could be involved.
3. Any of these:

- mental hospital

- psychiatric unit of a hospital
- mental health center

clinic
- doctor's office
- stays at home

4. Community
5. Treatment plan, psychiatrically .oriented
6. Expected behavior

Limitation on the ill person's ability
7. Guilt

Financial problems
Welfare of children
Worry over individual's illness

8. Accepting and earning his trust
Listening
Assisting by observation
Supporting behavior according to treatment plan

9. Maintaining the home
Caring for the children
Preparing food

10. Changes in behavior
Family problems
(Could be a number of right answers)

11. Supervisor
Treatment team

12. Day-care centers
Sheltered workshops
Day treatment centers
Mental health centers
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AIDS

Cases for Discussion of the Homemaker-Home Health
Aide's Role in Mental Illness

Field Observations in Mental Health Services

Communication Skills

SUGGESTED FILMS

"Bold New Approach", 62 min., black and white 16 mm
presents the concept of the comprehensive
community mental health center.
Mental Health Film Board, 8 East 93rd Street,
New York, New York 10028

"Home Fires", National Council for Homemaker-Home
Health Aide Services, Inc., 67 Irving Place,
New York, New York 10003

Also, contact the local mental health center and State Department
of Health for the loan of films.

49c
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Exercise 1: Cases for Discussion of the Homemaker-Home Health
Aide's Role in Mental Illness

The role of the homemaker-home health aide will respond to the needs of
the individual and family and to the plan of care that has been developed
by the professional team. In the following cases, identify:

- signs and behavior that the homemaker-home health aide
might observe

- what should be reported to the supervisor

- how did the homemaker-home health aide help change
the behavior of Mrs. Keen

how do communication problems with Mrs. Keen and
Mrs. Ferguson differ

how are the needs of the children in the Ferguson
and Peabody families alike - how different

how did the role of the homemaker-home health aide differ
in each case

In addition to possessing the general characteristics as outlined in
the job description -- "maturity, good judgment, sensitivity, patience
and skill in human relationships," the homemaker-home health aide who
works with the mentally ill must be resourceful and especially receptive.
D.H.R.S homemaker-home health aides observed in District III displayed
a degree of personal caring which was contagiously transmitted to those
being served, many of whom could again begin to care about and for
themselves.

Mrs. Keen, a small-town gentlewoman in her 60's, was referred for home-
maker service from a general hospital following an acute illness; she vas
malnourished and unable to take care of herself. She had managed to
isolate herself and had become the concern of neighbors and police by
her peculiar behavior and paranoid accusations. The preceding summer
she had wandered the streets in heavy clothing and in the coldest
weather was going abroad without wraps. Frequently she had called police,
accusing a visitor of walking off with her possessions.

The homemaker-home health aide, met with suspicious silence, arranged for
dinner to be delivered from Meals on. Wheels, went in at noontime each day
to see that she ate, took her medication, and was physically clean and
comfortable. Within a short time the vital young worker had taken her
out on shopping trips for food and clothing, helped her prepare a dish
for the evening meal and bring some order into the old family residence
with its Victorian furnishings and decor. Part of the house had been
made into two apartments from which there was rental income, but she
had cut off any contact with tenants. Disoriented as to time, she
lived in the past, waiting for her father to return from work and told
glamourous tales of her youth and beauty. To please the homemaker-home
health aide she began to take an interest in her appearance, dressed
attractively and was gaining weight.

49
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Still to be learned were facts about her history and relatives. The
agency program administrator, homemaker-home health aide supervisor,
along with the homemaker-home health aide, after legal and medical
consultation, planned to recommend to her the type of care which
seems best suited to her situation.*

* * *

Mrs. Hanson, homemaker-home health aide, reports that Mrs. Ferguson
seems worse again. She is vomiting almost daily and had dizzy spells.
Sometimes Mrs. Ferguson just sits staring into space and does not
respond to the children or to Mrs. Hanson. Her physical appearance is
one of exhaustion, although she dresses neatly every morning. When
Mrs. Hanson arrives in the morning she immediately makes coffee and
tries to sit down at the table and talk with Mrs. Ferguson for a few
minutes. Often then she is able to get some verbal response from her,
but when Mrs. Hanson gets busy with the housework and the three
pre-schoolers (after the four other children have gone to school)
Mrs. Ferguson seems to "get one of her spells." Mrs. Hanson is quite
puzzled that the hospital released Mrs. Ferguson when she is still so
depressed. As far as she can tell the children do not seem to be
upset when their mother does not respond to them. Mrs. Hanson is at
a loss as to what would help Mrs. Ferguson at this time. She hates
to leave the house at six o'clock knowing that Mr. Fergson will not
be home for at least another hour.**

* * *

When the mother of three small children required sanitarium care for a
depression, the psychiatrist recommended homemaker-home health aide care.
Mr. Peabody, the father, a well-to-do executive, could easily have hired
a housekeeper through an employment agency. He recognized, however, that
a homemaker-home health aide was better for the children that a housekeeper
who did not have the advantages of contact with casework services, or than
a somewhat controlling grandmother whose presence in the house would have
been a serious threat to the mother. After a few weeks, the mother
returned from the hospital, then relapsed, and later came home again.
Meanwhile, the homemaker-home health aide, bulwarked by the agency,
gave consistent support both to the father and to the children through
the periods of transition. She made it possible for the rest of the
family to give security to each other during the mother's illness, and
for the mother to return to a familiar and organized environment during
her remissions.***

*Sieder, Violet; Charlotte Califf, Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services to
the Mentally Ill and Emotionally Disturbed. National Council for Homemaker-
Home Health Aide Services, 67 Irving Place, New York, NY 10003, p. 68.

**Council on Social Case Work, National Council for Homemaker-Home Health
Aide Services -- Teacher's Source Book, p. 131.

***Ibid, pp. 91-92.
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Exercise 2: Field Observations in Mental Health Services

Working with the staff of the mental health facility provides an

opportunity for the homemaker-home health aide to observe behavior and
how it differs from or is an intensification of normal behavior. It

provides an opportunity to observe how nurses and homemaker-home health
aides relate to the mentally ill individuals and an opportunity to
observe disorders of orientation, thinking, etc. The observation may
also help the homemaker-home health aide clarify feelings and attitudes
toward mental illness.

The use of field observations for learning purposes requires preliminary
assessment of the facility to determine usefulness as a teaching resource
and planning with personnel for the experience so that they understand the
expected outcomes and the kind of experiences that the homemaker-home
health aide needs to be able to function effectively in the home, i.e.,

- how to relate to a mentally ill person

- how behavior can be met

- treatments.

Suggested places for field observations:

- psychiatric unit of a hospital

- mental health center

mental health clinic

sitting in on a team meeting in which homemaker-home
health aide service is involved.

Exercise 3: Communication Skills

Using the cases in Exercise 1, have oae person assume the role of
the homemaker-home health aide and another the role of Mrs. Keen,
using communication techniques:

- listening - simple and active

body language

verbal i:JU

- eye contact.
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APPENDIX II

BASIC NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICES

I. The agency shall have legal authorization to operate.

This standard protects the community by specifying that the
service must be provided by an agency which has a legal right
to operate and is accountable to the community.

II. There shall be an appropriate, duly constituted authority
in which ultimate responsibility and accountability are
lodged.

This standard further protects the community and people
served by assuring that there will be a group of people
who take responsibility for the agency's work.

III. There shall be no discriminatory practices based on race,
color or national origin; and the agency either must have
or be working toward an integrated board, advisory committee,
homemaker-home health aide services staff and clientele.

This standard reflects the American commitment to equal
opportunity for all citizens. The standard applies equally
to those who provide homemaker-home health aide services
(board and staff) and to those who receive them.

IV. There shall be designated responsibility for the planning
and provision of financial support to maintain at least
the current level of support on a continuing basis.

Adequate funds are needed to meet the needs of the people
in the community; it is important that the staff of the
agency be paid adequately and that there are sufficient
funds to provide a quality service with well-trained,
responsible personnel.

V. The service shall have written personnel policies; a wage
scale shall be established for each job category.

While this standard might seem to be a protection only for
the agency staff members, it is also a protection for the
community and for those who are served by the agency. Good
personnel policies will attract and keep good staff members.
The measure of a good service is the caliber of the agency's
staff.
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VI. There shall be a written job description for each job category
for all staff and volunteer positions which are part of the
service.

Job descriptions are the guides developed to recruit qualified
staff and to describe various roles and functions needed by an
agency to fulfill its mission. A good job description will
require responsibilities for a particular position that are in
keeping with the educational and experience qualifications
called for.

VII:. Every individual and/or family served shall be provided with
these two essential components of the service;

- Service of a homemaker-home health aide and supervisor

- Service of a professional person responsible for assess-
ment and implementation of a plan of care

This standard represents the "heart" of homemaker-home health
aide service. It is the key standard - the key to quality
service. Homemaker-home health aide service is a team service
which includes both the professional and the homemaker-home
health aide personnel in an agency. This standard protects
those served by assuring them of a competent team which will
provide service according to a professional plan. It protects
the aide by assuring that there will be a well-defined plan
within which to work. It protects the professional team by
providing for a well-trained and supervised paraprofessional
worker who knows how to be sensitive to changes and to share
observations of conditions which affect the care plan.

VIII. There shall be an appropriate process utilized in the selec-
tion of homemaker-home health aides.

It means that the agency should reach out in many ways into
all sections of the community to attract competent people.
It means that homemaker-home health aides should be selected
for their maturity, stability and capacity to work with many
different people in different situations, rather than accord-
ing to some other kinds of criteria such as number of years
of schooling.

IX. There shall be: a) initial generic training for homemaker-
home health aides such as is outlined in the National Council
for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services' training manual;
b) an ongoing in-service training program for homemaker-
home health aides.

"Generic" training can be explained as including preparation
of the homemaker-home health aide to work in situations re-
quiring insight and the application of psychological principles
where there is a social or emotional problem and preparation to
assist in personal care and rehabilitation of the sick or
disabled.
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X. There shall be a written statement of eligibility criteria
for the service.

This standard provides an essential safeguard for the indi-
vidual or family who applies for service. It assures that
acceptance for or denial of service is based on well-defined
reasons and is not a matter of some one individual judgment.
Agencies are encouraged in the application of this standard
to help those who are not eligible for homemaker-home health
aide service to find appropriate service elsewhere in the
community.

XI. The service, as an integral part of the community's health
and welfare delivery system, shall work toward assuming an
active role in an ongoing assessment of community needs and
in planning to meet those needs, including making appropriate
adapta-ions in the service.

This standard helps the community by making the agency con-
scious of its role as a vital part of its human services and
therefore responsible for working with others in the community
to improve services.

XII. There shall be an ongoing agency program of interpreting the
service to the public, both lay and professional.

Making sure that the general -ublic and professional people
in the community know about homemaker-home health aide ser-
vices helps people know where to turn when they or someone
they know is in need of home care.

XIII. The governing authority shall evaluate through regular sys-
tematic review all aspects of its organization and activities
in relation to the service's purpose(s) and to community needs.

Annual reviews and periodic in-depth self-studies of the
agency's service are required by this standard so that the
program's effectiveness and efficiency can be evaluated and
strengthened. The accreditation program of the National
Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services, Inc., calls
for broad participation of all groups and specifies that the
board, committees, all levels of staff, including the home-
maker home health aides, and persons receiving service,
should be included in the analysis of the service so that
all interests are protected and served.

XIV. Reports shall be made to the community and to the National
Council for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services as requested.

Community relations and public accountability are important
to an agency. Public confidence must be won. People will
not use nor help support a service that they do not trust.

Interpretation of Standards for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services:
14 Standards Basic to Safe and Efficient Service, National Council
for Homemaker-Home Health Aide Services,

.
Inc., New York, New York,

1976, 9 pp. 004
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APPENDIX III

North Seattle Community College

COURSE OUTLINE

Division: Health/Medical

Curriculum:

Course Title:

Course Number:

Quarter-Hour Credits:

Type of Course:

Course Description:

Course Objectives:

Class Size:

Length of Course:

References:

Health/Medical Division

Homemaker-Home Health Aide

Practicum

AHE 088

1 to 3 (variable)

Occupational Preparatory

This course is designed to supplement the
Home Health Care course as practical or
field experience to meet the general train-
ing needs of the homemaker-home health aide
so that in order that the aide may safely
and adequately perform basic nursing skills
and provide hone care for the ill, elderly,
and/or disabled patient in their own home.

The student will:
1. Plan for visits.
2. Establish a relationship with the pa-

tient and/or family served.
3. Carry out plan of care as directed by

the registered nurse.
4. Report or record significant and mean-

ingful information to the nurse or
other professional team members.

5. Review and discuss home visits with
field staff member immediately after
experience and at set intervals.

6. Know what procedure to follow if an
emergency arises.

7. Identify unmet needs of the patient
and know the procedure to follow in
alerting professional team members.

8. Demonstrate what has been learned in
the classroom and skills in the labo-
ratory and be provided with additional
learning experience.

20.

20 to 60 hours (varies with student needs)

Nursing_ Skills for Allied Health Services,
Wood and Rambo
Other home health aide printed material
Advisory Committee recommendations

Outline Developed by: Edora Hansen, RN, BSN, PHN, November 1978.
Note: Training at North Seattle Community College was organized
on a unit or minicourse basis. A Practicum or Field Experience
Committee, of the Advisory Committee, set up guidelines and ob-
jectives for the practicum experience.

JUG
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APPENDIX IV: Sample Agreement for Field Practice

Developed by Eleanor Van Harn
Kent County Red Cross
Grand Rapids, Michignn

This Agreement made the

between

day of 19

Community Health Service referred to as "Agency"

and

Kent County Red Cross

That for and in consideration of the mutual promises herein con-
tained, it is understood and agreed by the parties that:

ARTICLE I: PURPOSE

To provide home health agency clinical observation on a planned
basis for selected Home Health Aide Trainees of the Red Cross.

ARTICLE II: MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Maintain cooperative relationship between Agency and Red Cross
personnel.

B. Plan and implement patient care observations while sustaining
the Agency's ultimate responsibility for quality of care, safety,
rights of the patient, and be coordinated with the Ag_ncy's pa-
tient service schedule.

C. Provide current knowledge of the services and program prior to
the start of the clinical observation in the Agency.

D. Contracting parties may publish the name of either Agency or
Red Cross, as appropriate, in their bulletins or other public
relations material.

E. Both parties will comply with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended, that no person shall, on the grounds of race, color,
religion or national origin be excluded from participation or
denied benefits of any program or activity.

F. The clinical experience will include home visits with Agency
Aides to observe and assist with tasks designated by the Reg-
istered Nurse on the Home Health Aide Assignment Sheet.
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ARTICLE III: RESPONSIBILITIES OF RED CROSS

A. A Red Cross Educator assigned to the Agency will establish a
plan for implementation of the trainee observation in conjunc-
tion with an assigned Agency Representative at least two (2)
weeks prior to the clinical experience.

B. Theoretical content of home care service shall be taught to
the trainee, in advance of the clinical observation.

C. A qualified Educator, on the basis of one per every group of
fifteen (15) or less trainees, shall be responsible for train-
ee instruction and supervision during the clinical observation
and/or experience. The qualified Educator must provide the
Agency with evidence of adequate competence in community
health nursing.

D. The Red Cross Educator and trainees will observe Agency poli-
cies and regulations. Nonadherence to policies may result in
a withdrawal of clinical observation either for the individual
concerned or for Red Cross.

E. The Red Cross Educator will assume ultimate responsibility for
the trainee's education given and the completion of any service
documents.

F. The Red Cross will indemnify, and hold harmless, the Agency
from and against aay and all losses, detriments, damages, ex-
penses, judgements, by reason of any misfeasance on behalf of
the Educator in the performance of activities under this Agree-
ment, provided that the Agency gives the Red Cross due and timely
notice of any claim or pendency of suit and reasonably cooper-
ates with the Red Cross in investigation and defense.

G. The Red Cross will be responsible for providing a written letter
of agreement to be signed by the sponsoring agency and the train-
ee. The sponsoring agency and trainee will indemnify, and hold
harmless, the Agency from and against any and all losses, detri-
r. damages, expenses, and judgements by reason of any mis-
feasance on behalf of the trainee in the performance of activi-
ties under this Agreement, provided that the Agency gives the
sponsoring agency due and timely notice of any claim or pendency
of suit and reasonably cooperates with the sponsoring agency in
investigation and defense.

ARTICLE IV: RESPONSIBILITIES OF AGENCY

A. An Agency Representative to serve as trainee and Red Cross li-
aison will be designated. The Agency Representative will re-
view all selected trainee clinical observations to coo, 'inate
with the Agency's patient and service schedule.

B. A general and specific orientation of Educator to the Agency's
objectives, policies and programs will be provided.
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C. Space for Educator, trainee previsit and postvisit conferences
will be provided.

D. Books, publications and other reference materials may be used,
on Agency premises by Educator and trainees.

ARTICLE V: GENERAL CONDITIONS

A. The parties agree that patient information and private inform-
ation about the Agency acquired by the Educator and trainees
is confidential and may not be disclosed to anyone.

B. It is understood and agreed that trainees are not Agency or
Red Cross employees. After completion of training program
any responsibility of the Red Cross shall terminate with re-
gard to such trainees.

C. Transportation to and from the Agency, as well as to homes, is
the responsibility of the individual trainee.

D. Health Care is the individual trainee's responsibility and will
be at the expense of the individual trainee. Community emergency
facilities will be used in case of accident or sudden illness.

ARTICLE VI: TERM OF CONTRACT, RENEWAL AND TERMINATION

A. This Agreement shall be effective from January 1, 1979, through
December 31, 1979. It shall remain in force during review and
renegotiation.

B. This Agreement may he modified or amended by mutual consent of
the parties.

C. This contract may be terminated in part or whole on written
notice by either party of its intention to do so, at least
sixty (60) days in advance at the end of any month.

D. Failure to comply with the conditions, agreement and terms of
this contract may be interpreted as cause for immediate ter-
mination of this contract.

It is understood that this is the entire contract between Community
Health Service, Inc., and the Kent County Chapter of the American
Red Cross.

In witness whereof, this Agreement has been duly executed and the
individual(s) or officer(s) signing in behalf of the Kent Count:
Red Cross and Community Health Service, Inc., certifies by their
signature that they are authorized to sign this Agreement on be-
half of their respective agencies and that all terms of the Agree-
ment will be appropriately adhered to.

KENT COUNTY RED CROSS
Name

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICE

Title Date

Name Title

aUP
Date
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APPENDIX V:

HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE PRACTICUM - DOCUMENTATION OF EXPERIENCE
WORKSHOP III - PERSONAL CARE

NAME: DATE: SUPERVISED BY:

WHERE OBSERVED DEGREE OF COMPETENCY

KNOWLEDGE AND
PRACTICAL SKILLS

in

field
not

obs'd
in

class

1

very``

goodgood
1

avg. fair poor

1. Recognizes signs and
symptoms of illness

2. Reports and records
signs and symptoms of
illness according to
agency procedures

3. Takes temperature,
pulse. -Id respiration

4. Uses procedures which
prevent the spread of
infection when pro-
viding personal care

5. Assists in personal
hygiene and grooming,
including:

A. Bed bath

B. Sponge, tub, or
shower bath

C. Shampoo, sink,
tub, or bed

D. Nail and skin
care

E. Oral hygiene

6. Makes occupied beds,
improvising when
necessary

7. Performs tasks using
good body mechanics

8. Assists person in
ambulation

9. Positions person
in bed

continued:
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Appendix V continued:

NAME: DATE: SUPERVISED BY:

WHERE OBSERVED DEGREE OF COMPETENCY

KNOWLEDGE AND
PRACTICAL SKILLS

in

field

not

obs'd
in

class
very
good good avg. fair poor

10. Eliminates safety
hazards in the
environment

11. Reports on observed
use of medications

12. Stores medications
correctly

13. Assists in range of
motion exercises

14. Applies and changes
nonsterile dressings

15. Weighs a person

16. Applies ace bandages

17. Administers basic
first aid

18. Applies moist and
dry, hot and cold
treatments

19. Provides basic
ostomy care

Department of Continuing Education
School of Nursing

South Dakota University
Brookings, South Dakota


